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.II. THE RESEARCH PROGRAM 

1.1 The Exploratory Pilot Study 

The study was initiated in November, 1973 in response to an initial 

request for proposals from N1LECJ for an evaluation of E.S.I.P. It was 

our conviction at the time that neither the data base nor the clarity of 

perspective or goals for E. s. 1. P. were sufficiently well establi'shed for a 
meaningful evaluation to be made. What was first required was a mere 

fundamental examination of the whole R&D system for law e11forcement 

equipment from producers to users. The results of such systematic study 

could then provide the basis for a grounded process ot evaluation and 

formulation of policy options. This concept was accepted by N1LECJ and 

we undertook the study to achieve this objective. 

Our thinking was based on the expertise we had developed over many 

years in numerous studies in the general area of R&D systems and R&D 

management. Our initial task was to become familiar with the world of 

law enforcement equipment -- products, sources, users, media and functions. 

Using our general knowledge of the nature of R&D, innovation and markets 

and in consultation with a number of people experienced in law enforcement 

we formulated, during the winter of 1973/74, preliminary lists of data 

sources like~y to be productive and of areas for questioning. Extensive 

questionnaires were designed,a field research team set up that extended 

across the country, data sites were selected and the exploratory pilot 

field phase of our research was carried out in the Spring of 1974. 

During this first phase of study, we succeeded in familiarizing our

selves with the law enforcement environment and obtained a general per-

spective on the key issues' that were to be investigated in depth in the . 
,I 

main empirical phase. 

The issue to. which we addressed :the initial phase of research was the 

succes.s of the present R&D-manufacturing-marketing. system in terms of 

meeting product needs. Our approach was to develop, based on our prior 

experience with R&D systems, a list of key steps in the R6:D process and 

then, upon encountering a potential gap in the ,process, to trace that along 

the v,a::t'ious steps of the. system in order to determine the source of the 

problem. By acquiring an und.erstanding of the mechanics of the system, we 

were able to identify those elements which served as problem areas. 
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As a first step in the achievement of this purpose, we established a 

library of several hundred items consisting of documents, catalogues, 

brochures and ax.ticles related to law enforc.ement equipment. Among these 

are various reports of LEAA, NILECJ, Mitre, Aerospace, NBS and ESIP;, pub

lications issued by other government agencies, police departments and 

research institutions; a file of product catalogues and brochures, and an 

on-going collection of relevant articles. We subscribed to Law and Order 

and Police Chief and received regular reports from NBS. In addition, we 

have access to a large number of periodicals, e.g., FBI Bulletin and As

sociation of Public Safety Communications Officers, in the Northwestern 

University Transportation Center.Library. These materials were searched 

for all information relating to our study. 
We also consulted with some twenty persons knowledgeable about equip-

ment, in LEAA, NBS-LESL, the Aerospace and Mitre Corporations, and with 

experts and R&D specialists in law enforcement agencies and manufacturing 

companies; and attended conferences and lectures both outside the university 

and at the Traffic Institute here at Northwestern. 

For our survey research, we constructed general questionnaires for 

users, producers, and distributors of law enforcement equipment that were 

designed to investigate the R&D process from the state~of-the-art to use 

in the field. Interviews were administered in 3.6· selected law enforcement 

agencies (including metropolitan police departments, state 'patrols, county 

police. departments, U.S. border patrol and several small town police 

departments), twelve manufacturing companies, six distributing firms, with 

additional interviews conducted in federal,and county courts; federal 

and state prisons; a county jail, coast guard stations, Uo'S. Customs and a 

major air line. Interviewees included ~policechiefs, 'sheriffs, judges, 

wardens,technical experts, R&D specialists, security managers, and court 

c:lerks. 
, Many of the indications that materialized in our preliminary data 

analysis illustrated the expected breakdowns in the R&D system. This 

analysis revealed that the producers of law enforcement equipment. to whom 

we talked, saw little or no incentiv,e to invest in R&D for law enforcement 

related products. For some, the law enforcement market was. secondary and 

fragmented and law enforcement equipment often a modification of equipment 

developed for other markets. Producers felt, that the bes t 'source of ideas 
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for new law enforcement products should be the law enforcement agencies 

themselves, but few ideas ha.d actually originated there. Manufacturers 

frequently did see the need for a law enforcement government agency to 

identify, evaluate, specify and test potential products. 

Producers seemed, however, to be generally dissatisfied with the 

role of government agencies in regard to standards and regulations. 

While they felt the need for more state and federal standards, user 

agencies -- particularly small police departments exhibited a low aware

ness of needs for standards. Few user organizations had facilities for 

testing new equipment, but all indicated a willingness to participate in 

programs to tryout new equipment for manufacturers. Good information on 

product availability and quality represented a major shortcoming. 

In user org·an.izatfoiis t il1l1o\rat{Ye equ~'pment . .-. .L was not a budget pr{or{ty, 

and awareness of and utilization of external funding sources was minimal. 

When innovative equipment was purchased, its utilization was often con-

tingent upon the technical skills of the . organ~zation. Communication 

between user organizations t· 1 1 -- par ~cu ar y neighboring units -- while 

largely informal seemed frequent and regular, b ut cooperation in tHe form of 

.L arrangements, seemed to joint purchasing and formal eq.uipment shar~ng 

be rare. While producers believed that innovative equipment could be 

of great importance to the law enforcement field, users felt that equip

ment was only of marginal importance. 

Recurring suggestions from producers included aggregation of the market 

o users an etter need identification channels. increased technical skill f d b 

.L most law enforcement users lack They were typically of the opin~on that 

, 

the capability necessary to effectively use the products that were currently 

available. 

The initial phase of research culminated' at Northwestern on May 6 and 

board members and NILECJ

project members from allover the 

country. The list of attendees is shown in Figu. re 1. At h· .t.1.,S .conference, 

7, 1974 in a workshop attended by ESIP advisory 

ESIP personnel as well as Northwestern 

results of the. data analysis were formally presented and feedback wa.s 

Fr9m this convergence of thinking from the 

researchers and experts, the model of h t e R&D process shown in Figure 2 

elicited from all present. 

emerged: 
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Figure 1. ATTENbEES AT JOINT NORTHWESTERN/NILECJ PROJECT WORKSHOP 

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY May 6-7, 19.74 

Donald Derning;: 

J. T. Kochanski 

Kieth Bergstrom 

George Shollenberger 

Michael Beller 

David Anderson 

Earl Young 

Martin Adler 

David Tansik 

Charles Shepherd 

G1ennys Ulshak 

Ron Goldstein 

Myron Block 

Ray Buckley 

Michael Radnor 

Bonnie Hoffman 

Richard Rosenthal 

,Terry Conolly 

Giorgio Inzeri11.i . 

Affiliation 

;Chief of Police, 
Winnetka Police Dept. 
Immediate Past Pres. IACP 

ESIP, NILECJ 

Miami Police Dept. 
ESIP Advisory Board 

ESIP, NILECJ 

NILECJ 

California Crime Technology 
Research Foundation, 
ESIP Advisory Board 

Illinois Institute of 
Technology 

George Washington University 

University of Arizona 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 
,-

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

University of Michigan 

Georgia Institute of 
Technology 

Georgia Ins~~itute of 
TechnQ10gy 

Wharton School, 
University of Pennsylvania 

Address. 

Winnetka, Illinois 

Washington, D. C. 

Miami, Florida 

Washington, D. C. 

Washington, D. C. 

Sacra~ento, California 

Chicago, Illinois 

Washington, D. C. 

Tucson, Arizona 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

. Ann Arbor , Michigan 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Philadelphia, 
Pennsyl.vania 

1 ~ 

1 ,... 

,-

~I 
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(field) 

Figure 2.' THREE STAGES OF R&D PROCESS 

1. 'Need identification 

problem: lack of communication between users and producers 

--....~ 

AVAILABLE POSSIBLE 
(market) (lab) 

~------------------~~ ~~---------------------
2. NEED FOR DIFFUSION 

problems: 

inefficiency of bidding system 

ineffective purchasing channels 

lack of funds 

Lack of standards 

insufficient information flow 
between producers and users 

'and between users and users 
about what's available 

lack of technical skills to 
utilize innovative equipment 

3. NEED FOR R&D 

problems: 

anticipation of problems in 3. 

monopolies 

fragmented market 

low profit margin 

lack of funds 

government interference 

reluctance to acquire 
law enforcement image 

AJ:1 import~~t parameter that was n'oted was the legal constraints 

on the use of certain types· of equipJIlent. 
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1. 2 The Main Empirical phase 

Following the workshop we adopted a slightly new approach toward 

which to channel our researeh efforts. Having identified some of the 

critical policy issues and pinpointed some of the specific problems 

characterizing the law enforcement equipment R&D system, we were then 

prepared to focus in detail on the R&D steps involved in a few specific 

equipment items. In order to do this, we synthesized our list of issues 

into an initial set or six key areas of potentially important policy im

plication, which was then expanded into the eight. iSfme areas we finally 

used -- and the product analysis format that was adopted for the main study. 

a) Funding and budgeting 

b) Inforw~tion trarisfer and dissemination 

c) Marketing 

d) User receptivity -- later expanded into: 

i Need identification 

ii .Acquisition process 

iii Installation, utilization, maintenance and assessment' 

iv . Cooperation between. users. 

e) Producer research, development and engineeriT.l.g process 

f) State of the art considerations 

the total product analysis. 

later expanded into 

We then, with .the active assistance of various law enforcement equipment 

specialists, se;l.ected a number of equipment types which are either currently 

undergoing innovation or currently in need .of innovation. They represent 

equipment used in a broad range of both law enforcement fUncti.ons (e.g., 

patrol, investigation) and equipment types. They include items of high 

and low technology, various cost and usage ranges, products <iesigned 

primarily for law enforcement use and those for which law enforcement 

agencies are only a minor consumer,equipment-:manufactured primarily by 

large c~mpaniesand that produced. largely by '!srruill OJ:).es. ',rhe :!:o1,.1owi1:).g 

is a list of these items:: 

1. Bodyarmo;r 

2. Holster utility belts 

3~Low-light photography and surveillance' equipment 

4. Nonlethal weapons 
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5. Portable transceivers 

6. Vehicle locators 

7. Voice identification 

8. Weapons detection 

9. Building design for courts and prisons 

10. Court recording systems. 

By conducting a series of in-depth caSe studies on these ten equipment 

items, we have been able to zero in on the trends as We studied the barriers, 

if any, impeding the production, purchase and utilization of specific 
equipment items. 

In addition, decisions Were made to extend our interviewing so as to 

reach the final equipment USer levels (e.g., patrolmen) and also to conduct 

studies in special law enforcement agencies (e.g., private security), in 

prisons and in courts. The general implication was to work with relatively 

small samples of organizations but in depth. Table 1 shows the distribution 

of organizations and personnel we interviewed. 

The producer questionnaire consisted of four parts: general company 

features, corporate law enforcement effort, the background of the product 

line that was of interest to us: and the history of specific models of 

our equipment items. The models on which we collected information were 

1) the. latest,. 2) the. main selling, and 3) the failures. We traced each 

model's histor! ,fJ:om its inception to its sale. 

Working in 71 companies, we Were able, as can be seen in Table 1, to 

conduct interViews with most (83) of the approximately 111 past and present 

cianufacturers of our equipment items that we located (some firms made several 

of our products). In large cCLnpanies, we interviewed a number of persons, 

.among the.m division heads, R&D specialists and marketing experts. 
~.~;_ f, 

"i,.rfie uSer questionnaire was divided into three parts: agency features, 

depa~tmental features and an equipment profile. Here We. were interested in 

prodJ.lct mode1s that 1) were in use, 2) had beenilJ. use, and 3) had been 

consi1·ered for use. This questionnaire traced the history of each model 

from need identification through utilization. We interviewed on as many 

equipment types ~s was appropriate to each agency. 

The 41u's~r'orgard.z:ad.ons·we:int~r\T:Lewe:ci inc1licieci Urge metr'6poHtan poiic~ 
departments~ city and large suburban police departments, s9me smaller subur

banpolice.d~partIijeQ.tsi planning agencies, f)tai~ and county police departments, 

$ev~ralmajorair lines, andc.ourts and prisons. At user agencies we also 
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I TABLE 1. Distribution of 'Producers"Users:', ''Intermedi~ry Or.ganhat,f:¢)ils and Distributors 

1 
f 

Size 
Category 

I 

Large 

II 

Medium 

III 

Small (a) 

(very) 
Small (b) 

IV 
Tiny 

a) Producers 
(i) By Size 

Company Size 

Large 

Large 

Large 

Sub Total 

Large 

Medium 

Medium 

Sub Total 

Large 

Medium 

Sub Total 

Medium 

Small 

Sub Total 
Sub Total 

Small 

Tiny 
. , Sub Total 

TarAL 

LE Div. 

Large, 
" 

Medium 

Small 

Medium 

Tiny 

Small 

(a) 

Tiny 

(b) 

Tiny 

'. 

l~ *Definitions,: Large -"'" more than 2500 
Medium 500 - 250.0 
Small less than 500 

Main Study Pilot 

Size if % if 

1 

8 2 

2 

11 15 2 

5 

4 1 

9 12 1 

1 1 

2 

:~\ 3 4 1 

1 
18 1 

19 27 , 1 
22 ,- , Jl 2 

'. 

2 1 

27 
'~ 1 6 

' . '29 42 7 
,n 100 12 -

.. 

I (No. of Employees) 

I 
Tiny less than 50 people and/orless than one million dollars in sales 

." 

,'-"-~, 

I . 
/, 

Study 

% if 

1 

10 

2 

17 13 

5 

5 

8 10 

2 

2 

8 4 

1 

19 

8 20 
17 :.!4 

3 
33 

" 

58 36 

100 83 

, 

Total 

% 

16 

12 

5 
, 
1 

I 
24 
2~ 

I : 

43 

100 
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(ii) By Concentration on Law Enforcement Products 

Main Study 

Company Size L.E. onl,.Y ! L.E. elus other I Have siven q~ Law Enforcement 
'1F % 11 % 11 I· %.~ 

I 
J 

11 20 

II 9 16 

III 3 25 16 28 3 100 

IV 9 75 20 36 

Total 12 100 56 100 i 3 100 

(iii) Sy Geographic Region 

South West East Mid-West 

'I 
, 

Main Pilot , Total Main Pilot Total Main Pilot Total Main Pilot Total 

11 10 1 11 18 2 20 23 . 5 28 20 4 24 
.,-

% 13 24 34 " 29 

(iv) By ,Level of People Interviewe.d 

.' I Pilot Main Total % 

Presidents, etc. J 
·18 " 4- 22 21 

Vice Presid(3nts 12 2 ',' 14 13 
" 

" IMiddieManagers 64 6 70 66 

Totl:ll 94 12, 106 100 
, " 
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(v) By Equipment Type 

Main Study 

Producer Size Category Total Total 

Equipment I %* II % III % IV % ifF % Identified % Interviewed 

Body Armor 1 6 3 30 3 13 8 26 IS 19 19 79 

Holster-Utility Belts 1 6 ·3 13 4 13 8 10 17 47 

Low~light Surveillance 3 19 1 10 3 13 4 13 11 14 15 73 

Non-lethal 2 13 2, 8 2 6 6 7 7 86 

Portable Transceivers 5 31 2 20 8 33 3 10 18 22 22 82 

'Vehic~e Locators 3 19 1 10 4 5 6' 67 

Voice I.D. 1 4, 1 3 2 2 3 67 
, 

Weapon Detection 3 30 3 13 6 19 12 15 17 71 

Building Design 3 10 3 4 3 100 

Court Recording 1 6 1 4 2 2 2 100 

Total'\"* 16 10 24 31 _.81,,· III 

~\"Perqmtages shown are of the total of compa.nj,es of tQat size category in the equipr,nent area. 
**Notethat totals may be l.arger than the n~mo'er of companieS of that ca,tegory •. since, some firms are in to more 

than one product a,~ea. Some' totals reflect int,er'Views withproducer s ofrelat'ed equ,ipment. 
'\"**These particular groups are also listed in section on IntennediaryAgencie~f. 

, , 

(b) Users 
(i) B'y Size 

Main Study Pilot Study T.I. 
Typology ifF % ifF % ifF 

1 7 15 2 4 6 

2 2 4 9 17 4 

3 

4 2 4 

5 1 2 9 -
6 6 11 10 

7 8 17 8 15 21 

8 3 7 4 '7 7 

9 16 34 3 5 5 
. 

10 1 2 

11 2 4 2 4 

12 4 8 4 7 

13 3 7 10 18 

14 ' 2 4 2 4 

Total 47 100 54 100 62 
. . *Traff1c Inst1tute Studies 

The typology 
1. 

Small 
Towns 

Towns 

2. 

ft 
{~: 

Cities [7. 
8. 

Large 9. 
Cities 

used for Users: 
State Police 
County and Sheriffs 
1-9 officers -- remote or nucleus 
1-~ officers -- suburb or satte1ite 
10-49 officers -- remote 
10-49 officers -- suburb ()r'""sattelite 
50+ officers --- remote 
50+ off:i.cers --- suburb<or sattelite 
52 largest cities (by popu1ation)* 

10. Township 
11. Courts 
12. Prisons 
13. Special agencies - Governmental 

'I 

Studies * Total 
% ifF % 

10 15 9 

6 15 9 

2 1 

15 10 6 

16 16 10 

34 37 23 

11 14 8~ 

8 24 15 

1 k 2 

4 2~ 

8 5 

13 8 

4 2~ 

100 163 100 

* 14. Private associations, agencies, or Depts. 
52 larg,est were selected because, there are 52 cities with populati()ns over 
250,000. 
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(li) By Person Interviewed 

Main Study pilot Study T.I.* Total 

43 30 5 78 

88 25 60 173 

2 3 5 

Total 133 58 65 256 

(iii) By Geographic Region 

4f: 

% 

" 

South West East 

M 

6 

M 
P 
T 

P 

1 

,J-T. I. 
" 

T. I. T 

12 25 

15 

Main St:udy 
Pilot Study 
Tota,l 

M P T. I. 

9 15 3 

T M P T. I. T , 

27 8 19 8 35 

17 22 

_ Interv,i~wsof users ci;>nducted at f:h~Northwe,stern 
Traffic Institute 

]:1-12 
.. '" 

) 

:Y 

.:~ 

% 

30 

68 

2 

100 

Mid-West 

M P T.1. T 

24 13 38 75 
, -
46 

" , 

---"""""""-=" 

(i~) By Equipment Type 

TYPOLOGY 

r- . 1 2 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 TOTAL -

£OdY Armor 5, 2 4 2 8 

. lIolsters-Utility belts 

1 22 

1 3 1 6 2 13 

-
Low-light Surveillance 2 1 5 2 8 18 .. 
Non·-lethal 5 1 5 2 8 3 2 26 

Portable Transceivers 6 1 7 3 13 2 1 33 

Vehicle Locators 1 5 2 8 16 

Voice LD. 3 3 1 6 1 2 16 

~eapons Detection 3 3 2 3 3 14 

!Building Des ign 2 1 3 
~ 

Court Recording 2 2 

INTERMED IARY ORGANIZATIONS r' 
H 

Universities 3 

International, National 6 
& State Organiz<;ltions 

Architects 2 

Special consultants 1 

Total 12 

.. 

DISTRIBUTORS 

, 

Pi1of: study , , 6 
" 

'Mail1~~tudy 
, 2 

J Total" 8 
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intervie'ved several people; e.g., police chiefs, R&D specialists, equipment 

specialists, equipment technicians, department heads, patrolmen, judges, 

clerks, court recorders, bui 1ding managers '. architects, wardeb.sa,pd 

security managers. 65 users were interviewed at the Traffic Institute. 

The typology we used to identify user orga.nizations makes use ol": the typology 

used by NBS in its 1972 Police Equipment Survey, which was: 

State 
County 
City 
City 
City 

Description 

Police 
Police and Sheriffs 
1-9 officers 
10-49 officers 
50 officers 

City 50 
Townships 

largest (by 

(~xcluding 50 largest 
cities) 

popuiation) 

The NBS typology wasodified in 2 ways: 

if of Depts. 

50 
3137 
5486 
1985 

554 

50 
1574 

1) It was expanded to include additional types of law enforcement 

agencies, specifically,' Courts, Pr'soIls, Spec:f.l.!l ~gencie3, and 

private agenci.es. 

2) It was expanded by adding a sub-categorization of three city 

classifications to distinguish between suburban (or sattelite) 

cities and remote (or nucleus) cities. This classification refers 

'to the relative degree of dependence o:;c influence of a P.D" on 

neighboring municipalities. 

This classification is based (in the city's re1atipnship to its 

surrounding municipalities, which is derived from examination of 

a map of the area. 
~.--.,--- . 

The typical interview lasted approximately one and one half hours. 

This was generally sufficient. to cover most of the; items in both producer 

and user questionnaires. However; in some cases time d:i.d not permi'l: every 

single item being dealt vdth. A1s.0, in some casEl.s, ilOtevery item turned 

out to be of relevance fOl~the ,particula:r responde:rtt being interviewed. 

The net result is that some variation resy,11ts'in sample sbes, depending 

on the data ite.ms being ana1ysed~. 

In preparll.tion ·for ourinterviw;vs, we compi1eq a series b.f detaiied 
, ' " ) . ~. 

information pa,ckets consisting of backgroundsta.tis1=ics 011 each~omi?any ."!~ . ;..- ...". -. . , 

to be interviewed, product line infptmation,frollleach company, and general 
I) . .' , j ',-,~' • 

backgrci\ind on each equipment type •. .. 
,J,) 

! ,. 

1. 3 The Analysis and Findings 

The data was processed and analysed along four dimensions: 

1. By the eight selected law enforcement equipment R&D system 

issues (cooperation, information transfer, etc.) 

2. By product type --based on the ten selected product areas 

(low light, etc.) 

3. By type of producer (size and technology) 

4. By type of user (size and function)o 

In addition, separate analyses are being made of: 

5. Intermediary organizations 

6. Distributors 

In each of the four analysis dimensions we are examining for the 

interaction with the other three dimensions. Thus we could visualize 

the analysis as taking place in a four dimensioned space, that is, we 

Issues 

Producers 

~users 
Products 

are asking what types of issues erise in. connection with a particular product 

manufactured by a particular company being uS1e<J.by a particular law en.forcement 

agency in a specific way. 

These analyses are presented sequentially starting with the review of the 

eight issue area. The format in each case will be to present and define the 

terms of the issue area and detail out the sub-issues and any hypotheses with 

II.-15 
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which we went into the main empirical phase. F8llowing a general review 

of the findings .availableto this point suggestions are made of some policy 

options and revised hypotheses meriting further investigation. We recommend 

that these revised hypotheses be considered in a future reanalysis. 

The methods by which the data. has been analysed have been very explicitly 

and formally prepared. In each case the analysis instrument is keyed in to 

either the producer (P) or user (U), questionnaires. This questionnaire 

'data is then supplemented with information gathered from the literature and 

other documentation. 

.. 

1.3.1 Analysis of Law Enforcement Issues 

10' The Producer-Research. Development Engineering Process 

General statement of Issue 

The R, D ,& E process refers tlO the technical innovacion process in 

producer organizations, i.e., research, development, and engineering. 

Produc.arsvary greatly ,in their· abi.lity and willingness to develop new 

d f h 1 f t f · ld Understand;ng these factors and pro ucts or t e aw en orcemen ~e 0 ... 

the problems producers encounter in developing new equ~pment for L.E. 

users are necessary to develop policies designed to improve the equipment 

innovation process~ 

Sub-Issues 

The R, D & E process in companies producing for the L.E. market 

can usefully be considered from the following perspectives: 

1) How willing are producers to manufacture additional L.E. products? 

2) How willing are producers to invest in R&D for L.E. products? 

3) What are the capabilities of firms to produce for L.E. markets? 

4) What are the. primary project selection criteria for L.E. products? 

5) What specifications are utilized ,iredesigning L.E. products'l 

6) What are the pr imary problems encountered in R&D for L. E , ? 

7) What information sources are utilized during R~? 

8) TO.what extent do producers cooperate with users in developing L.E. 

prQducts? 

r': ' ·.§S~u~b~-:]I~' s~s~u:!.!' euif,r..~ ~.l:.!:_....;Htl;02W~w~i.:!:1.:!:11:i!!n:.8g~a~r:!:eUp!!r~o~d!!u!!c::.!e:;:;r!:.!s~!::.to~·_m~an~u=f~a~c~t~u:=r~e=_...!:a!!:d!!:d~i:.!t::.::i:.!o:::.!n:!!a:!;l~L:::.!.:.E~. -L.p.::.r.::::o.::::d.::::u.::::c.;:t_;:::s? 

Definition: This sub-issue refers to the,exte'ilt to which producers commit 

'resources, i.e., manpower, funds, and equipment, to produce new products 

for the L.E: market. In essence, this issue. is a reflection of a. producer's 

net estimate of t~e profitability of this market. and his interest and 

commitm.ent to working in }.,t~ 
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Rationale: It was felt that producers would vary widely in their, assessment 

of the L.E. market. Knowing the major and recurrent factors tha.t caused producers 

to have a positive (or negative) image of this market would form the basis for 

policies aimed at increasing and improving their efforts to make L.E. products. 

Hypothesis 1: Producers who produce for markets in addition to law enforcement 

will generally exhibit the followi~g tendencies: 

(a) Not be willing to produce L~;~. products not currently made by 

the firm. 

(b) Not want to produce competitor's type of. product. 

Hypothesis 2: The, smaller the firm the greater the following: 

(a) Willingness to produce L.E. products not currently made by", 

the firmo 

(b) Desire to make competitor's type of product. 

TABLE 2 Willingness to Produce LE Products Not Currently Made by Firm 

includes fi~~ producing in markets in addition to L.E.) 

~ 

TOTAL Willing to produce L.E. products NO 
NO. not currently made by firm RE-

Type of Firm FIRMS YES NO OTHER SPONSE 

Tiny 20 7 8 1 4 

Small 12 3 7 0 2 

Medium 7 4 2 0 1 
Large (1) 17 5 '- 7 3 2 

Total 56 19 24 4 9 

" 

Interviewee Connn.ents: 

Tiny Firms 

'''Yes'' Response 

;"Wished had more ,time ,an.d money~ Being a successful company 

'kept him from getting into L.E. market. 

-' Lack of money 

(1) Throughout this section Large :re'iers to Corporate size. 

(Only 

\ 

INo",Response 

Don't want' t L E 
00 many .'. lines :- too many eggs in one basket. 

Will get into cons ' . 

that market. 
umer protect1.on first sincesb little in 

"Other" Response 

- Not now. Will go to soft armor after Aerospace finishes its 
program, but not until. 

- Did make a bullet, proof helmet, D" l.scontinued because of 
insufficient demand. 

Small Firms 

"Yes" Response 

- Lack facilities 

"No" Response 

We are' soured on the police department market in general. 

- No plans for further L.E. involvement. 

- Not at this time 

Medium Firms 

"Yes" Response 

- Don't because of L.E. age,ncy reluctance to assemble kits and 
also they are doing q,uite' well outside' h' 

feel no great urge to enter it. 
t e L.E. market so they 

Would like to build radios for government agencies 

have 'the engineers, personnel and money is tight. 
bu.t we don't 

- There are So many Possibilitiesfr,u-m a technological point of 
view that peop1e do not utilize. 

Yes, we don' t b~~cause our background, product;on 
.... equipme.nt, alld 

product sales system does not lend itself to the products. 
"NolI:kesponse .; 

- Communications market is tied up by Motorola and G.E. 
Large Firms 

"y ", es '. response 

- Consider L.E.aninteresting market. 
"N" " , 0 ' , response 

, '';Money is tight • 

... ; Not,~ ip;,tf;!res'ted in 'ilew L~'E<·. line .:, 

- Win not make products s" pecific, ally f L or , .E.market. 
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"Other" Respense 

- Have an extensive list. 

- Net werth their time. 

- Den't feel they ceuld add anything. 

TABLE 3 Willingness to. Preduce Cempetiters' Type ef Preduct 

Tetal 
No." Weuld like to. preduce cempetiter1s type ef preduct 

Type ef Firm Firms Yes No 

Tiny 24 7 11 

Small 16 3 11 

Medium 7 2 3 

Large 17 4 11 

Tetal 64 16 36 
--

Interviewee Cemments: 

Tiny Firms 

"Yes" Respense 

- There weuld be marketing pr~;bleIf!S" 

"No." Respense 

Other 

2 ',,, 

0 

2 

0 

4 

- Cannet affe.rd to. de anything butimpreve ewn preduct. 

"Otherll Respense 

- B.lames lackef technical awareness ef user fer deniand •. 

Small Finns 

"No." Respense 

No. respensesl 

4 

2 

0 

2 

8 

~ We are seured en P.D. market in .ge .. n. e. ral (same respcinsefel:' item 11-2) 

.;.. Teo. cempeti. ti ve '. 

Medium Firms 

""Ne" Respense 

',- We are the 1. eaders " Th';s . t··· ld b ... ,ques~en weu. e,m<,>re pertinent to. our 

cempetit()rsg ."" Ifwewalltedte get~n~e a cempetition preduct line 

badly ITpoug~,:e weuld,;acqu'ire ~Ilother cempa~y. rather that'l. gear up 

f'erprQr,1uct~Qn h.ere... . 

Large Firms 

"Yes" Respense 

- Not equipped with'technelegy" 

"No." Respense 

Update and redesign what they have. 

Only trying to. get rid ef inventery new. 

_ 'Den't have cempetiter's equipment'. 

Analysis ef Findings 
Hypethesis 1 (a) was weakly supperted by the data gathered in interviews. 

Hewever, a number ef "yes" respenses were qualified by the interviewers perceived 

need to. change their ewn erganizatiens er envirenmetal cenditiens i.e., user 

receptivity, gevernm~nt assistance, etc. befere preducing additienal L.E. products" 

(See interviewee cenunents a~eve). Also, "ether" respenses while not a direct "no", 

are generally negative. 
Hypethesis 1 (b) is supperted more strengly than 1 (a). If a market is 

generally viewed unfavorably, this bias may be easier to deal with when examining 

a competiter's preduct in that market than enes ewn preduct line" 

The generally negative attitudes expressed toward the L.E. market is 

further reinfel;"ced by the intentien of some cempanies to. limit their L.E. activities 

or to. leave the market altegether. In comparison, nene ef the "yes" responses are 

accempanied by intentiens ef expanding L.E. lines. 
Neither hypethesis 2 (a) or 2 (b) appears to. be supperted by the data based 

on visual examinatien i.e., the size of the firm is net afacter in determining 

lJri.l1ingness to ,invest in the L.E. market. 

Po. !icy.' Implicatien 
Hypothesis 1 indicates a need to. deal with several structural prohlemsat 

the pre~uce:r.-user interface. A general campaign to. attractpreducers to L.E. 

markets will not be effective so leng as the'';~arketingprecess is so. prelonged 

and comp~ex. In shert, the preducer has all the difficulties ef selling .to 

geverrunent agencies~ but to. relatively:small erganizatiens for small eften 

non-re,current erders. 

I' .l 
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HypothesiS 2 indicates that increasing producer willingness to invest 

can not be reduced to one type of producer. This implies that the problems 

are·more likely to be found at the producer-user interface than directly on 

producer willingness to invest.. Combined with the implications of Hypothesis 1, 

it does not appear that policies aimed at the producer level of awareness, attitude 

toward L.E. agencies, or information on L.E. needs are as critical as starting 

points as are measures to improve.~ capabilities. Among these capabilities are 

"willingness to utilize existing produ¢ts" and to "assist in the development of new 

products." Although it should be. noted that these measures aimed at producers are 

still important components of an on-going program to improve, L.E. equipment devel

opment on delivery systems. 

HypothesiS 3: 

Equipment producers will tend to limit the scope of their commitment to 

L.E. product line primarily to minor improvements on servicing the Qurrent line. 

Hypothesis 4: 

The smaller the firm, the greater the scope of its commitment to the 

L.E. market. 

TABLE 4 Scope of Commitment ,to L.E ~ 'Market 

ScoPe of Conunitment to L.E. Market , 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Major;!,ID- Service 
provements in Minor im- current Leave 

Type of No. of 'Curr.ent Line/ provements in line, improve L.E. 
Firm Firms New Products Current Line as, necessary Market Other. 

,! 

Tiny 24 2 ,9 6 3 2 

Sman 16 1 5 4 1 2 

Medium 7 0 3 1 1 1 
.'. 

Large 17 0 4 6 3 3 

TO.ta1 64 3 21 17 8 8 
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No 
Response 

2 

3 

1 

1 

7 

I nl:erviewl'c COlluncnts: 

Tiny Firms 

Category 1 

-----------------------------------' ----"""""""'" 

_ Trying to get $200,000 in private funds to go with $250,000 asking in 

federal funds as capital. Purpose of this money is for, development of 

R&D capabilities. 

_ "Chemical mist" a new product. 

Category 2 

_ The use of better materials as they develop. 

Continually improve and refine 

_ Keep current and add innovations of market seems to exist. 

Category 3 

_ None with exception of special requests, if feasible. 

_ Make improvements as necessary when defects, etc.; are discovered. 

- Maintain the line. 

Category 4 

- Tenuous may leave the L.E. area • 

- Phase this out, no new items. 

Category 5 

- Depends on market research. 

- Nothing new in leather products. 

Small Firms 

Category 1 

_ Continue to produce, .bring our product up to the state of the art. 

A solid state base station is our next product. 

Category 2 

-Continually modify and improve design and quality. 

_ New inllovcitions and b¢tter quality. 

Category 3 

- No major change~ are foreseeri. 

_ No, have just recently gotten into transceivers • 

Cate&ory4 
_ More industry a market (i.e., a'S opposed to L'.E. market. 

Category 5 

Some top secret work for military. 

_ Conununicate to city thatP.D. need it.· 
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Medium Firms 

Category 2 

- Try to build quality reliability. 

Growth, increase sales, additional options and accessories. 

Category 3 

- Continue to offer to market. 

Category 4 

- Doing well outside L.E. market, no great urge to enter it. 

Large Firms 

Category 2 

- Develop and market the system. ---
Category 4 

Phasing out, selling out inventory, will not replenish. 

- We are only trying to get rid of inventory now ------
abolished due to lack of sales and profit. 

Category 5 

- .Not really in L.E. Market;, sell for industrial security. 

Analysis of Findings 

Hypothesis 3 is supported by the data. This assertidn is cons.istent with 

'hypothesis 1, that is, firms that' do not view the L.E. market as attractive will 

. limit the scope of the~r commitment to minor product improvements or servicing the 

current lineo Again, the higher incidende -of negative reactions than positive 

reactions to.' the L .• E. market is evident (See comments above) • 

Hypothesis 4 received very weak support. Out of 57 firms responding 

only :~t~brl:!e were willing to make major improvements in the product line or to add new 

p-toi~:ti~~s as these were either smaller ti~y firins. lIowever, in category 2 there 

is nO significant t.rendrelated to company she, i.:e. ,40.9% of the small firms, 50.0% 

of the medium,and25.0% of the large firms. In categories 3 and 4 combined, the 

incidence of large firms limiting their activities to servicing their current line 
~. 

or to leaving the marke.t is higher (i.e., 9 out of 16 or 5603%) compared to the tiny 

firms,(i~e., 9 out .of 22 or 40.9%). The .sig!lificance of this trend is.iIdnimized by 
; 

the reverse trends for small and medium firms ~ 
x· 
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In general it appears that several producers might be willing to expand 

based on their desire to improve current products.~ However, a significant total 

number of firms in categories 3 and 4 (Le., 16 oul: of 57) are at a level of 

minimum development or are Teady to leave the market indicating that market' 

conditions and user receptivity may be a major problem area. 

Policy Implications 

This analysis reinforces. the one for hypothesis 1 and its policy 

implications are si~ilar (see above). One factor of potential interest is the 

slight support for hypothesis 4, indicating there may be a potentially valuable 

resource in the development of small firm capabilities on the L.E. market; that is, 
1,., 

if it is true that similar market conditions result in a greater willingness to 

make a commitment to the L~E. field than evidenced by large firms. 

Sub-Issue 1fo2: How willing are producers to invest in L.E. R&D? 

Rat:ionale: While producers may be quite willing to produce products requiring only 

minor modification limiting ~isks to production and marketing problems, it is quite 

another thing to invest in R&D. It is important to determine the extent to which 

producers are willing to make this investment, since it offers the most attractive 

alternative ina market economYG It is also important to determine why firms 

are not ~lilling to invest in R&D if government funds or other assistance· are to be 

offered as incentives in this area . 

Hypothesis'S: Producers, will tend to be unwilling to invest in R&D for L.E. 

equipment. 

Hypothesis 6: Small and medium: sized firms will be the most willing to invest 

in R&D for L.E. 
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TABLE 5 Willingness to. Invest in·R.&D 

Teta1 W:lllingness to invest in R&D 
No.. 

Type ef preducer Firms Lew High No. Response 

Tiny 24 14 6 4. 

Small 16 9 6 1 

Medium 7 4 0 3 

Large 17 7 8 2 

Teta1 64 34 20 ,10 

Interviewee Cenunents: 

Tiny Firms 

Low 

Marginally new, majer with seft armer in future. 

- If two. er three dealers indicate a desiredinnovatien and if it 

seems it will sell - O.K. I'm very censervative. 

- Seme net a let due' to. peer financia,l pesitien. 

Nene. A question ef meney; we would if weceu1d get gevernment 

meney. Netdeing much 'currently (in L.E.). For other markets 
, 

infinity ferL.E. nothing. 

- No. experience. Prebably unwilling. 

- If demand warrants and prespects loek geed. 

- Seme :l.nterestdependsen market. 

Limited -Small illvestment, shert; R&D time. ' 

- Net at all 

-Othermarket areas. Military private security, banks. Seme products 

are seld,se there is no. distinctienbetweellmarkets. 

R&D is mainly at leisure ef ewner and when time presents. 

High 

- Hard to. answ~r. Hav~ meral ebligatien ~nd market' is ready. Questien 

is marketability. I'm enthusias,tic. 80% of R&D, in L.E.threughthis 

preduct. If it fails, it will jeepardize whele cerperatien. 

Very extensive and very willing. Less than military, but in R&D, the 

two. ever lap. 

, " 

" 
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Smail Firms 

Low 

10'1., ef cempany business in I..]~. 

$20,000 per year 

- Cempany net willing to. invest in R&D 

- "Little", very smail in L.E. 

dees net have R&D capacity to. be innevative. 

- De net see themselves as a grewth cempany. 

- ~.,---~~ 

;.; Only reasenwe haven't is funds. They are tied up in productien. 

R&D cests a lot. We weuld invest little unless it was a firm deal. 

High, 

- Ver)'Fcwilling to invest - enly market. 

- 75% on new items; 25% on revising current items. 

- Yes, whenever feasible, L.E. an attractive market marginally. 

Original product research higher than expected. 

- As much as' pessible. 

Fair amoung, semetimes specific to L.E • 

Medium Firms 

Lew 

- Develep fer public safety and ether markets. 

- No. R&D fer L.E., market toe limited. 

Large Firms 

Lew 

- Net inte~ested in L.E~ R&D 

- Willing .. to extent a 'return is feasible. L.E. not a market 

that cenunands a lc;>t of reseurces. 

TABLE 6 Ame'lmt of R,D&E Effort 

M10UNT OF R,D&E EFFORT O\mer No R&D 
~o. At Outset As Ongeing Process enly (Not 

of J I No re- A No. re- R&D appU-I 
Type ,ef ,Firm lFirms Lo Med Hi ,sponse. Le Med Hi sponse Effert 'cable) 

" 

Tiny 24 4 :2 5 6 5 2 4 6 3 4 
,~~, 

" 

" 

Sma,ll 16 3 " 2 4 3 4 0 2 6 0 4 
" \,,-' , 

Medium 
, 

7 
.. '0 1 " ' l,j 0 1 0 1 0 0 5 

" .. 
,.;, 

Lc:rgE): " 17 3 1 7 5 2 1 5 8 0 1 
( 

.~. ' " 

Tc;>tal, 64 10 6 17 14 14 3 12 20 3 14 
, , 

,':, 

" ,!,. '.--,~' 
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Interviewee Comments (Owner Only R&D Effort) 
_ Of my personal time since March, 1974, 6~ days/week, 11 hrs/day, picking 

minds to design it. 
Just the personal time of the owner Which was not estimated as a cost. 

My own knowledge of guns, ammo, nylon. 

hnalysis of Findings 
The generally low willingness to invest in R&D in the L.E. field (L.eo, 

34 out of 54 responding firms or 63.0% in the first tabl~ above) tends to 

support hypothesis 5u, What is surprising is the rather high incidence of 

firms (iue., 20 out of 54 or 37.0%) willing to invest in L.E. R&D. These latter 

figures are offset by the qualifications Which accompany them.. (See conunents 

above). Of equal interest waS the great number of specific reasons Why L.E. 

was not a good field to invest in, while the majority of those indicating a 

Willingness to invest in R&D were generally not explicit as to their reason. 

Findings in the second table do not show significant differences between 

initial and on-going R&D efforts. One point of interest is the owner-entrepreneur 

who is the only source of R&D effort in the tiny firm. 

Policy Implications 
Willingness to invest in R&D is an even more sensitive indicator of 

Willingness to invest in a market because of its uncertain outccm~ and longer 

payoff period. _Therefore the finding that this indication was not much weaker 

than those used in testing hypothesis 1 and 3 (see above) .is surprising. Itmay 

be'thatRW efforts and marketing testing and servicing may require different 

types of companies Whose energies have to be combined on an overall L.E. technology 

development/diffusion strategy fostered by government interventionu 

Sub~lssue :fF 3: What are the capabilities of.firms to. produce for L.E~ markets? 

Definition: Capability to producer refers to the capabilityofL.E. producers 

to identify, design,and produce new.L.E. products. 

Rationale ~ This factor provides an index of tec;:hnical and pI'oductivecapability for 

L.E. products.. The extent ,to whic::h maI'ket forces fa:!,! t!? attrac:: t producers willij;tg , 
to invest in developing the R&D capabilities !lecessary to produce new L.E. 

equipment, this becolI!es aproblernforpolicymakers~ It 'then becomes important· 

to know the types of R&D capabilities required and theconditionsundet:which 
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similar capabilities exist. and opera·te. ' It is especially important to know if 

there are unique R&D capabilities which are required and cannot be developed 
profitably in the private sector. 

e ~ e ihood of conducting Hypothesis 7: . The larger the company· the greater th I" k 1 

R&D Which is common to L.E. and other areas. 

TABLE 7 Extent of Common Effort 

L addition to L.E). (Only includes firms producing in markets ~n 

EXTENT OF COMMON EFFORT 

Total Major Minor No re-
Type of Firm . Firms Regular Regular Occasional None sponse 

Tiny 20 7 1 0 6 6 

Small 12 8 1 0 2, 1 
_. 

Medium 7 1 1 2 0 3 

Large 17 8 0 5 4 0 

Total 56 24 3 7 12 10 

This hypothesis is not supported by the data,· ~.n ~ fact, the rates of small 

firms with a common R&D effort is highest of all from types. In fact, it is 

interesting to note' that even in the tiny 

it is useful to conduct R&D so it serves 

may lie in the ability of large firms to 

effort .. 

Policy Implications 

firms (i.e., up to 50 employees) 

several markets. Part of the explanation 

specialize R&D so thatL.E. is a separate 

• . 0 por ~on 0 t eir R&D effort may be totally In the case of tiny". firms. a maJ' r t' f h 

absorbed by the L.E. market. Small ~nd medium firms, on the other hand, may be 

potentially a major source of • " . . J.nnovatJ.on in L.E. equipment based on the concept 

of a R&D effort in commOn With other f-ields. L This enlarges the number of 

potential firms that' ff • 1 . can e ectJ.vey utilize R&D funding. Also, funding smaller 

" ... u- L.E. markets than in and mediumsi~~e. firms may result in a hig' her co"'.""" tment to 

large firms Whe;'~-,."t,he number of markets receiving user attentionincrea.ses 

rapidly. 
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Hypothes~: The size and scope of R&D capabilities dedicated exclusively 

to the L'.E. market in companie~ serving more th~n one market will vary 

directly with the increas\ng size of the firm. 

Findings:, This hypothesi~ was not ,substantiated iiI that no companies indicated 

separa.te ~r~E. R&D capabilities ~n t11.ei~'responses to the questionnaire (item 11-8); 

thi~ sample included 24 ti'Q.Y firms,' 16 sn!-ftll1 firms; and 7 medium, and 17 large 

firms. Expertise for L.E. R&J?! w~::;indicated in companies of all sizes. This 

would seem to imply that R&D' :tor 1.,.];, equipment was more .r~lated to interest 

in the field than size of the f1:rm. 
,.\ .. , 

Policy. Imp lica.t ions : As in hypothesis \, the implication is that small and medium 

sized firms may 1:11so be a resource for improving innovative L.E. equipment, 

equal to (perhap.s greater thsln) larger firms. 
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Sub-Issue 414: What are the primary RD&E project selection criteria for 

Law Enforcement products? 

Defj:nition: Project se1ec.tion criteria refer to the research, development, 

and engineering (R,D~) considerations utilized by producers to choose 

p+ojects that will lead to new products for the L.E. market. 

Rationale: Information on producer R,D&E project selection criteria is 

useful in determining the extent of producer research orientation in 

equipment development, and as a basis for comparison of similarities and 

differences with user equipment purchasing criteria. Corollary to this, it 

is important to know who participates in the R,D&E project selection decision, 

in the event of policy maker attempts to influence the decision process. 

Hypothesis 9: Producers of L.E. equipment will tend to have the following 

R,D&E project selection preferences: 

1) Highest priority to marketing consideration, followed by production, 

engineering., development, and research fac t.ors ~ in that order. 

2) .A short innov~tion'cyc1e 

3) Low estimated' development risks 

Hypothesis 10: Priorities :tor project selection criteria will differ among 

produeers .according. to their size in th e following manner: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

A marketing orientation will be stronger, the smaller the firmo 

An R&D orientation will be stronger, the larger the firm. 

A preference for short term projects will be stronger, the smaller 

the firm. 

A Preference for low risk projects will be stronger, the smaller the 

firmo 

Hypothesis 11: The order of importance of producer executives in the R,D&E 

project selection process, as indicated by the frequency of times cited as 

PClrticipants, will be as follows: 

a) Topmanagement 

b ) Marketin~t Manager 

c) R&D Manager 

d) Production Manager 
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TABLE 8 Participants in Decision" to. Select TABLE 9 R&D Project Se1ect,ion Criteria' 

R&D PROJECT SELECTION CRITERIA 

PARTICIPANTS IN DECISION TO SELECT 

. 

J.! (/) 

J.! Q) J.! 
(i) bO 0 
bO t'd .j.J 

.j.J t'd ~ 0 
~ 

~ 
Q) • 0. 

~ ::E: ,J.! ::s 
-~ 0 

Q) >:: A J.! 
bO bO 0 C!) 
t'd ~~ .. . ~ 4-1 

Type ·No. ~ 
J.! .j.J 0 Q) Not 

.j.J 

~ 0 J.! 
Q) ::s J.! '0 ::s 

appli-of of ~ '0 Q) J.! .j.J No re-o. J.! 

~ 
0 g t'd W 0 ~ 
J.!, 0 

Firm Firms E-I P-I ~ :> sponsa cable 

, . 

(/) I (/) ..-l ~,' <1l .j.J til (/) ..-l 
(/) .~ .~ 0 0 :>. .j.J p::: :>-. c.J .j.J >:: c.J 

.~ <1l .f-I ,>:: ..-l .j.J >:: >:: .w (/) '0 • .-1 0 ~ 0 <1l bO .f-I '.-1 .a P-I • .-1 bO 
(/) .f-I 't'd 0.. .f-I :>. ~ >:: >:: (/) 
0 0 .f-I .f-I 0 t'd !-I • .-1 '.-1 <1l 

c.J ::s <1l 0 t'd 0 .f-I ? <1l ..-l :> >:: ~ m '0 ~ # Q) 0 <1l <1l '.-1 

~ 
0 !-I !-I ? >:: # H !-I bO :>. >:: !-I 

P-I ,~ til Q) >:: <t: .j.J • .-1 
~ ~ A H <1l 

:>-. 
Q) J:l:< 

~ Q) 
'0 '0 '0 '0 ''0 4-1 4-1 

(/) Q) !-I t'd 4-1 4-1 Total Q) Q) <1l <1l 0 0 Cf.l >:: .j.J .j.J .j.J .f-I .j.J .f-I 
Cf.l 0 0 0 til ~ " ~ ~, :>-. No. S m .c t'd 0 '0 '0 

.f-I 0. 
.f-I ..-l .f-I H (/) . -.-I • .-1 • .-1 .~ '.-1 

Q) .~ 0 0 .~ <1l of .f-I bO 51 0 ..-l .c .c .j.J ,.f-I .f-I .j.J C ~ ..-l ..-l p::: 
Type of' Firm (/) (/) (/) .~ .a .f-I .f-I t'd ..-l Firms (/) (/) Q) 

~ I=il I=il I=il I=il I=il H 
!-I ::s ~ ~ ,.~ ::s '.-1 0 P-I P-I E-! 0- :=;:' :z; 

." Tiny 24 4 6 7 7 3 3 1 10 

Tiny 24 10 :2 1 0 ,1 1 0 11 3 .. 
Small' 16 2 2 5 2 2 11 

Small 16 9 
'. 

2 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 

" , 
' .. ' 

Medium 7 1 1 I 
6 

.-

--
~edium '7 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 

.-

" 

Large T~17 1 5 .'. 
9 2 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

Large 17 5 2 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 I .. , , , 
, 

, 
,,< ~ 

64 8 13 '13 16 7 5 1 11 1 l' 1 1 1 1 33 

Total 64 25 8 'I 0 1 1 '1 32 3 
, 
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Analysis of Findings 

The evidence supporting Hypothesis 9 is weak, although "estimated marketing 

potential" was cited more times than other considerations in selecting projects. 

Also, when responses to this factor are added to those for "estimated market

ability", then market considerations appear to be the most significant selection 

criteria. 

Evidence for a gradually decreasing utilization of criteria from production 

to R&D was not supported, nor was there direct evidence to support a preference 

for a short innovation cycle and low development risks. However, these latter 

criteria may be inferred if a market orientation, coupled with a production 

instead of a research orientation in product development, dominates as ,appears 

to be the case so far. 

So far there is insufficient evidence in support of (or against) 

Hypothesis 10. However, it is interesting to note the lack of any reference to 

R&D criteria by large firms. This is contrary to initial expec.tations. 

Hypothesis 11 is. supported strongly with respect to the pre-eminence of 

the marketing manager. The descending number of response from the R&D manager 

md the production manager technically support the hypothesis, but what is even 

more interesting is almost the total exclusion (or assumed exclus;lon ()t" mi.nor 

role) o( these executives in the decision process for new R,D&E;.projects. 
\~ ~ 

It 6;ould have been hypothesized that the 'increasin~ importance of the' 
'/ 

chief executive would be' even more essential smaller firms. However, there 

is little evidence to this effect,. Top management is involved in the,decision 

making process .in 10 of 13 tiny firms, 90f 9 small 'firms, 1 of 3 medium 

. and 5 of 7 large firms. 

Policy Implications 

An emphasis on marketing criteria coupled with a production instead of a 

research orientation can make it difficult to get certain types of L.E. products 

produced and distrj,.buted, Lee, high risk, long term" high technology equipment; 

equipment for a limi.te4 number of initial users and for a limitel:itotal market; 

and equipment which creates opportunities for repeat business (except normal 

replacement), high user resistance, or a need Ifor substantial user staff development 

and upgrading. Unfortunately, these aforementioned factors are all too characteristic 

of many of the products nQw required in the L.E. field. The problem that emerges 

is, again, one of how to enlist the interest and, cooperation of potential producers 

in L.E. markets, and how to increase the efforts of those already in the field. 
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If R,D&E projects for L.E. equipment differ significantly among different 

types of producers, this may mean policies to attract and sustain interest in 

the L.E. market may have to be adjusted according to producer types. For example, 

ff small producers are more interested in L.E. markets, but the capabilities of 

larger firms are required for R&D, how are .the efforts of each best harnessed to 

the L.E. market? In such a case, are both to have a role in R&D for L.E. equipment? 

If so, how will it be distributed? 

With respect to hypothesis 11, the most significant finding, even in this 

limited sample, is the apparent omission of the R&D manager in selecting R,D&E 

projects for L.E. equipment, given the inclusion of the marketing manager. Taken 

together this reinforces hypothesis (1) and (3) and further indicates the emphasis 

on marketing and the low priority of R,D&E considerations. 

Sub-Issue 41=5: What specifications are utilized in designing L.E. products? 

Definition: Product design specifications refer to the design parameters developed 

by the producer and those required by state and federal agencies. 

Rationale: It is important to know to what extent producers take into account 

users, government agencies, and/or associations in making design specifications. 

It is also important to know reasons why these sources may not be utilized. 

The use of external sources in design specifications is an index of the sensitivity 

of producers to new needs and regulations and standards governing a given equip-
ment area • 

Hypothesis 12: Producers will tend to rely on their own staff asa primary source 

of information for qesigning job specifications; users will be a secondary but 

minor source of specifications; and government sources will be the least important 

consideration. 

Hypothesis ,13: The size. of the producer will not be a factor in the type of 

.externa1 source as its frequency of use. 
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TABLE 10 Primary Method of Developing Standards 

PRIMARY METHOD OF 
No. DEVELOPING· STANDARDS 

of No re-
Type of Firm Firms User Producer Other sponse 

Tiny 24 4 11 5 4 
. 

Small 16 3 5 3 5 

Medium 7 2 1 2 2 
.. 

Large 17 4 4 5 4 

Total 64 13 21 15 15 

. , , . 

Interviewee Comments: 

Tiny· F.irms 

User 

- Threats were assessed and products were tested against them. 

Reports from field u.sers 

Designed a prototype based on a descrip.tion given by a potential 

customer g 

Performance standl:lrd~ were developed. by. request and really no formal 

reason. 

Producer 

In-house research 

By seat of our pants, what we could do, would it help? Not they 

say what we want. 

In-house technical literature 

One man worked it up in his basement. 
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Other 

- U.S. military standards 

- Police Weapons Center cer ti [ica-tiou prOCeSl3H C()lIIP J.L' tl' Llt:Cl' bilsed 

on $200.00 payment (assumed result l1otuscd, there rOLL' COl1l11ll'ul 1ll1t 

tabulated above). 

The company and specifications from other companies. 

- Other existing products and own information. 

Small Firms 

User 

Developed from national incidents where weapons detection was needed. 
- Developed from working with NYPD. 

- Performance specifications geared to products already on market. 
Producer 

- By trial and error 

Performance ~pecifications were developed by scientists. 

- Sales manager made them up as they went • 
Other 

- LEAA requested a certain product. 
, 

-FCC standards· were used in the headset. 

Medium Firms 

User 

- Based on market 

Looking at other products, consumer requests 
Other ---

- Original equipment manufacturer 

Large Firms. 

User 

- Consulting with Witchita P.D. & Association of Public Service 
'CorrnnunicationsOfficer 

- L.E. depts. had influence 

User needs 

Other -
Develop~d form military applications. 

- Government organization set specifications. 
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Hypothesis 12 is supported with respect to companies using their own in-house 

resource to set design specifications as supplied by the small number of external 

sources cited. However, users are a slightly less important source of design 

specifications than other L.E. agencies or associations. With respect to federal 

agencies it is interesting to note the use of Department of Defense and military 

standards for design specifications. It is .a1so important to note the law incidence 

of reference to other government agenCies for equipment design sp~cifications, 
especially in the field of L.E. 

Hypothesis 13 is supported, there is little significant difference in the type 

of sources utilized for design specifications, or the frequency of their use. 

Policy Implications 

The apparent low rate of refet'ence to either users, regulatory agencies or 

associations in the sample group, if generally true, is indicative of the lack 

of user-producer feedback and the low impact of any standard setting organization. 

Sub-Issue 11=6: What are the primary problems encountered in R&D for L.E.? 

'1 Definition: Problems are defined as those recurrent barriers and conditions 

confronting producers which appear significant and which may be ameliorated by 

appropriate policies and programs. This definition does !!2! include project
specific technical problems. --

Rationale: (See defi~ition) 

Hypothesis: None 

. 1 
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TABLE 11 Types of Problems Encountered in Various Firms 

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
REPORTED IN SAMPLE. FIRMS 

Tiny Small Medium Large 
24 Firms 16 Firms 7 Firms 17 Firms Type of Problem 

1 Supplier of Parts 

1 1 State-of-Arts Developments 

1 Testing 

1 Obtaining Authority 

1 Funds 

1 Technical Equipment Acquired 

1 Lack of Training in Use of Equipment 

1 Training Users in Use of Equipment 

Finding Material to Meet Project 
1 1 Performance Specifications 

Obtaining Scientific and Technical 
1 Information 

1 Inadequate Marketing Capability 

-

1 4 Meeting Cost Requirements 

.' 

Analysis of Findings 

The lack of responses to the question are perhaps more revealing than actual 

problems cited. That is, the blck of speCi~ic barriers and problems cited in the 

L.E. field, where so many other indicators point to its marginal place in many 

firms, further reinforces its marginality. Except in the case of a few tiny 

producers, most firms have failed to give L.E. products much attention. 
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Policy Implications 

Even the few firms responding indicated a,wide variety of producer problems 

amenable to policy intervention. One class ref,ers to producer ass1"stance " , 1.e., 

technical information, equipment, funds, testing, while another refers to user 

related problems, training and marketing. 

Sub-Issue 4F 7: What information sources are utilized during R&D? 

Rationale: Knowing the type and frequency of information utilized, can provide 

a basis for improving the dissemination ,of L.E. equipment needs and specifications 

through current channels or the development of new channels. 

Hypothesis': None 

TABLE 12 Sources of Information Utilized During R&D 

Sources of Information Frequency of Usage by Type of Firm 
Utilized during R&D Tiny Small Medium Large 

24 16 7 17 Firms 

Federal laboratories 3 1 1 

Aerospace 1 1 

Technical journals 6 1 4 

Basic scientific/engr. info. 1 1 1 7 
" 

Anothe:r industry 5 1 3 6 

L.E. agencies 1 1 7 ; 

Professional Personnel 5 4 1 6 
" 

Private laboratories 2 2 
, 

,Parent Company 1 

Suppliers " I 

" Feasibility Study of 
Competitive Product 
Consultants', 1 1 

Military 2 
" 

Total 22 11 9 36 
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~ 13 Sources of Standards 

Stds. for Product Stds o for 8ontrolling 

Total Development Production 

No. State Federal No State Federal No 

Firms FCC EIA FAA Other resp. FCC EIA FAA Other resp. 
Type of Firm 

Tiny 24 1 

Small 16 

Medium 7 

Large 17 

Total 64 1 

, 

Analysis of Findings 

1 2 
a 2 

2 1 b 2 

2 2 

2 1 1 c 2 

7 2 1 4 6 

" -

a Military specifications 
b Unspecified in interview 

c lACE and NBS 

1 2 2 

1 

1 

3 2 2 

Generally, questions regarding information sources during the R&D process 

2 

2 

0 

2 

6 

drew little interest from interviewers. This may have been due to their level of 

interest in or knowledge of the topic., The information collected and shown in 

the first table above indicates a limited but balanced range of sources. No 

attempt was made to assess their utilization or effectiveness. 

The second table above indicates the very limited use made of either state 

or federal standards either during product development or during production. 

As might be expected, the number and type of information sources utilized 

increased with the size of the firm (i.e., 36 sources for l7*large firms, or 

2.12 per firm reported compared with 1.29 per medium firm, .69 per small firm 

and .92' per ,tiny firm. 
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1 i of low sensitivity to external technical In genera , a p cture emerges 

information sources and prevailing standards. This is indicative of both 

an inward focus and reliance on one's own resources. It may also indicate 

a low level of interest in the L.E. market generally. 

Policy Implications 

This lack of awareness of sensitivity to; and utilization of external 

information sources may be rationalized if user needs are known and if 

technical information required is readily available in the firm. However, it 

is not an effective approach if user needs requ~re precise definition, if 

development of related technical sp~cification, and if compliance with existing 

standards and regulations. Unfortunately; the latter conditions exist in 

the L.E. equipment field all top frequently, as performance requirements become 

more complex which, in turn, often implies more complex technology. Govern

ment efforts to disseminate information to producers, in veiw of their current 

level of interest in L.E., require close examination and evaluation. 

Sub-Issue 418: To what extent do producers cooperate with users ,in L.E. products'? 

Rationale: Producer-user cooperation is essenti,al to design equi,pment to identify 

and fill user needs for L.E. equipment effectively. 

Hypothesis 14: Producer's cooperation with users will increase with the size 

of the firms. 

TABLE 14 Producer/User Cooperation 

No. of Coop. with No 
Type of Firm L~E. agent Other (Specify)' response 

Firms, 
in testing 

Tiny 24 16 1 Uof Mich - 4 
Voice Lab 

Small 16 9 2 

7 3 
1 US Forestry Dept. Medium Fire Depts. 
1 Underwriters Lab 

2 FAA 
Large 17 6 1 Ford Motor Co. 5 . 

. .. 
" .. 

Total 64 34 6 11 
~." . 
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Anaylsis of Findings_ 

Hypothesis 13 is not supported; in fact, a slightly higher proportion 

of smaller firms corperates with users in testing (Le., the rates for 

tiny firms is 16 out of 20 responding or 80't, 7 out of ll~ or 50'1.. [or slIIall 

firms:J 3 out of 7 or 42.9'10 for medium firms, and 6 out of 12 or 50 .. 0'1.. foe 

large firms). This may also be due to a lack of testing facilities than. 

any increased desire to cooperate with users. In general, their is a high 

level of user cooperation with respect to testing. 

The extent to which this is true in other areas is examined in section 5: 

. Cooperation Betwe~.n Users, above. 

Policy Implications 

The need for user cooperation was considered significant enough to 

warrant a separate section (see section 5: Cooperation 'Between Users, above.) 

Areas requiring further research 

1) More information is required on the conditions which prompted 

producer expansion into new L.E. products •. 

2) More specific itemization of both incentive and barriers to 

entering the L.E. market. 

3) Identification of differences among producers with respect 

to (1) and (2) for different producer types and for different 

product lines. 

4) The potential role of small firms in L.E. should be more fully explored, 

especially as it relates to technological innovation and diffusions • 

5) Information on incentives reqUired to get producers to invest more 

in L.E. R&D is required. 

6) Information should be developed on firm size and market size required 

for each major type of L.E. equipment, depending on the function(s) 

performed; i.e., research development, engineering, production, marketing, 

in order to sustain a competitive market. 

(7) Identification of those products which have not and/or cannot be 

produced by the private sect~on is required. 
- . ,'J~ 

(8) Identification of thE>,,;:possibilities for producers to perform only a 

part of the innovation process. That is, what typesbf firms iire willing 

to consid!h specialiZation and work in' some joint program with other firms? 
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(9) Determinatio.n o.f the impact o.f co.mpetitio.no.n inno.vatio.n in fi'cms 

pro.ducing fo.r the L.E. market. 

(10) Examination o.f the extent o.f R&D effo.rts commo.n to. several markets. 

(11) Assessment o.f the ro.le o.f marketing labo.rato.ries as a so.urce o.f L.E. 

R&D, as well as an examinatio.n o.f the po.ssibilities of co.mmo.n R&D program areas. 

(12) Mo.re extensive identificatio.n of info.rmatio.n channels and sources 

utilized in the R&Dpro.cessfo.r L.E~ equipment and their relative effectiveness. 

(13) Info.rmatio.n sho.uld be gathered o.n the interests o.f individual scientists, 

engineers, and technicians in co.mpanies that might po.tentially serve the 

L.E. go.als, and it may well be that the so.cial prio.rity o.f crime preventio.n 

and law enfo.rcement may be very appealing to. individual pro.fessio.nals. 

* Illustrative Po.licy Optio.ns 
1) Co.nduct analyses and evaluatio.ns o.f pro.ducerL.E. pro.grams. Analysis 

o.f selected pro.ducts and their diffusio.n in law enfo.rcement agencies are 

required to. assess mo.re accurately pro.ducer mo.tivatio.n and ,interest in law 

enfo.rcement, as well as the pro.blems they face. The alternatives to. private 

enterprise are co.stly and, as in the case o.f the ESIP Aero.space Co.rpo.l:atio.n 

co.ntract, seldo.m so.lve the pro.blem o.f co.mmercializatio.n o.f a new pro.duct. 

2) Pro.vide pro.ducer info.rmatio.n services o So.me pro.ducers s,ee the L.E. 

market in po.sitiveterms and are willing tq invest. For these firms, 

accurate market info.rmation is a key incentive to. effective expansio.no 

Market info.rmatio.n fo.r each majo.r L.E. pro.duct gro.up co.uld be p~o.vided to. 

current and po.tential pro.ducers. In additio.n~ a market info.rmatio.n service 

co.uld be made available to. answer pro.ducer inquiries. 

3) Initiate pro.grams to develo.p small scale techno.lo.gical entrepreneur 

serving the L.E. market. Theirco.mbinl;ltio.n ·o.f technical expertise, willing

ness to. undertake risk and develo.p inno.vatio.ns, as well as their co.mmitment 

to. the L.E. field may make them a go.o.d bet fo.r program building. 

(4) 1?ro.vide funds selectively to. R&D pro.ducers already wo.rking in the L.E. 

field. 'Develo.p the sub-co.ntract:ing mechanism between large and small scale 

, pro.ducers as part o.f this pro.gramo 
:(-

(S) Experiment with jo.int venture arrangeM:~iits between large and small scale 
" 

pro.ducers when the respo.nsibility fo.r R&D is'\!s~_igned to. the larger firm 
~,~::= 

and distributio.n to. smaller firmso 

*Thesepo.licy o.ptio.nsfo.cus primarily o.n pro.ducers. Tho.serelating to. users are 
co.nsidered o.f mo.re innnediate importance in the establishment o.fa market fo.r in
no.vative equipment. These user o.riented reco.nnnendations areco.ver,ed in tho.se 
sectio.ns dealing mo.re directly with user. 
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(6) Give co.ntracts fo.r pro.to.type develo.pment and initial o.rders to. 

provide a market aggregatio.n effect so. as to. reduce distributio.n and 

marketing Co.sts and to allo.w the firm to concentrate on R&D. 

(7) Undertake a comprehensive survey of current R&D capabilities for 

the L.E. market o This sho.uld include university and go.verrunent laboratories 

and private firms and labo.ratories o 

(8) Limit federal R&D pro.jects to. concept and po.ssibly proto.type develo.p

ment, but o.nly utilize this means if no. effective alternative exists in the 

private enterprise systemo 

(9) Initiate pro.grams to. include pro.ducers in performance standards 

develo.pmento 

(10) Design programs to. develo.p new capabilities with respect to evaluating 

purchasing and utilizing innovative L.E. equipment. 

(11) Develop a program to. systematically explo.re the po.ssibilities o.f 

transferring techno.logy from o.ther sectio.ns, especially the military. 
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2. Law Enforcement Markets 

General Statement of Issues 

Apparently many products required by L.E.organizations are not produced, 

while others are produced and not widely distributed g There are indications 

of poorly developed markets and a lack of communication between producers 

and users. Before any effective long range program to develop L •. E. equipment 

can be :1:mplemented, the market and its general characteristics must be 

determined 0 This includes analyzing specific markets 'for selected products, 

producer types and users. Of particular importance are the malfunctions and 

gaps in the marketing system for L.E. equipm,ent. A useful way of examining 

these markets is indicated in the following sub-bsues. 

Sub-Issues 

1) What are the dominant characteristics of the L.E. market? 

2) What are the major characteristics of distribution channels in 

L.E. markets? 

3) What are the major characteristics of sel1i~g procedures and prac

tices utilized in the L.E. market? 

4) What are the barriers, problems and opportunities in the L.E. 

market as perceived by producers? 

5) To' what extent can L.E. markets be. aggregated? 

6) To what extent are L.E. products originally developed in other 

sectors and transferred to the L.E. market with little or no modi'" 

fication? 

7) To what extent is it necess~ry for producers of L.E. equipment to 

combine sales in the L.E.'market with other ma,rkets? ';~. 

8) How competitive areL.E. market.~ perceived to be? 

9) What problems do firms encounter when first attempting to enter 

the L.E. market? 

Sub-Issue 1: .What are thedomina:ntcharacteristics of the lawenforcemen.t 

'market? 

Definition: Dominant characteristics refer to such factors as size of the 

market, impo~tance of theL.E. market to the producer, degree of product 
~ , 

adaptation, degree of competitiori, utilization of bi<;lding proceduresii degree 
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.• ~ of market fragmentation • These and other characteristics are also examined 

in st1b-is~ues (2) through (8) in greater dctail. 

I ,.,' 111a· '-lects [or individual 1)L"odllel:~ \"i I I ("lclllwv(' Llll'i. LRationale: W n .. e "-

unl.' que 'f:e:>ture, I.' t I.' S useful to de termine the gene L"11.1. distinguiShing and -
, f h L E k t Such l.'nformation will help determine characteristl.cs 0 t e • • mar e • 

the overall strategy for developing policies to stimulate and guide develop

ment and distribution of riew L.E. equipment. 

Hypothesis 1: L.E. markets will tend to exhibit th~ following characteristics: 

a) The L.E. field is only of secondary importance, as a market to some 

producers of L.E. equipment. 

b) The L:E. field is a restrictive market (small in size) in relation 

to the total market (i.e., non-law enforcement market for similar 

products). 

c) Producers see law enforcement asa highly fragmented market to 

sell to in volume. 

Findings 
-

The character of th~ i.E. market is to a great· ext'ent the consequence 

of the extreme~ragmentation of the market, i.e., over 40,000 police qepartments 

(ranging in size from one man to over 30,000) make independent .purchase deci

sions on equipment. Purchasing by other federal, state and local law enforce

ment agencies is also£ragmented. Utilization of one piece of equipment 

by one law enforcement agency does not assure that it will be accepted by 

others. Each potential user must be approached and persuaded on an individ-

ual basis ~ This fragmentation has operated a~ a major obstacle in mad:et-

ing L.E. eQuipment. \;' 

The majority of companies int.erviewed were uncertain of the total size 

of their market -- e~xcept of course for those' that had an exclusive piece 

of equipment in the market placeo High technology companies were more sure 

of. theirinarket size than companies of medium and low technologyo Most items 

reported were stock items; very few corilpi:mies made special orders. Some would 

adapt their stock itemS to anew system, .but "specials" were much .too costly 

for th.e low profit margino 

Most comp§!,nies did nol: find it econo~ically feasible to sell just to the 

L .. E. tru:i.rket. Sales inL.Eo were low with ma:r:ginal profito This is partially 
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accounted for by tight money and a great deal of bureaucracy especially on, 

the bidding items. Most companies did much better in other ~ijor markets 

such as the military, government agencies and public service organizations 

with the exception of voice I.D. which is used in medicine and speech 

therapy_ 

Implications 

The generally negative picture of the law enforcement nmrket emerging 

from the verification of Hypothesis 1 above, leads to considering two major 

approaches to developing innovative L.E. equipment: 1) strengthening the 
.' 

private sector by eliminating barriers a\ld providing incentives forprodu

cers to serve this market,and 2) intervening with government action programs 

which, to greater or lesser extent, supplant the efforts of private firms 

in developing new equip~nt. Of course, it may be possible to differentiate 

the types of technology requiring government intervention to achieve develop

ment, but such decisions are not easily made using any clear-cut a priori 
\~-., .. ",f, 

premises. Whichever course is followed, informati~n of the sort described 

above is necessary to design effective policies. 

Sub-:-Issue2: What are the major characteristics of distribution channels 

in L.E. markets? 

Definition: Distribution channels refers to all means utilized to bring 

productsf:J;'om the manu f act:urer. to the user. These inciude direct sa:J.esmen, 

manufacturers' representatives, ca,ta10gue sales a:nd the use of distributors. 

Rationale: It is important to ascertain the way L.E. products are distri

buted and to ascertain the relative effectiveness of each method. This 

informati9n will aid ,in the development of more effective marketing programs 

and i:n designing programs to ,improve marketing channels. 

Hypothesis 2: The level of technology incorporated in'a product is a 

inajor determinant .in the channel of distribution utilized. Specifically: 

a) Highlytechnic!:11 prpducts are sold on a direct basis g 

b) Less technical qr maintenance tYPe products are sold through 

distribti,tors, manufacturers' representatives, or catalogues. 
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Analysis of Findings 

Hypo~hesis 2(a) is supported by the data, i.e., high technology pro

ducts account for 77% (23 out of 30) of the companies using direct sales 

(See Table 15 ) g Howev. er, Hy.pot· heses 2 (,b)' t 
l.S no supported by the datao 

In fact, it is of. great interest that high technology firms reported 

utilizing all met. hods of distribut1.·on to a . greater extent than low tech-
nology firms.. These dI.· f'fer . . ences are exaggerated by a lower response 
ratio from iow t.ech.no10gy f1.·rms .( .. on thO . l.S part1.cular ques.trl-on). 

More specifically, 46% of the tiny companies used catalogs and 

direct mail as their method of distribution. 38% of the small companies 

, used both catalogs and direct mail and 43% used direct sa1es o 66% of the 

medium sized companies used direct sales and 88"'0 of large . . 'e compan1.es used 
direct sales. Large companies did not use manufacturers I 11 reps at a , 
while a small percentage of the othe~ size companies did. 

Among sma.l1 companies, 38% employed advertising and mentioned exhibits 

at trade shows; 66% of the medium sized companI.·es al~so. employed advertising, 
exhibits and demos at trade shows and 75% of the large companies used 

. demonstrations and exhibits at 'trade shows. 

a producer of trade shows was as follows: 
An interesting comment made by 

"the psychology of tt'ade shows, one man commented: 

-- nobody goes to the h'b't ex 1. 1. s ••• so they come up with the method of 

chance on a prize (note.: I 1 d d' la note many persons coming by like 
little ptippydogsto get their "card" .stamped) 

getting a card stamped (by all the booths) and you turn it in for a , 

-- at this show (Bank Administrators Institute), those people are not 
oriented to security. 

-- police convention exhibits do not attract anymore interest than 
exhibits at other conventions. TI . ley go to the IACPconventions as 
a vacation and don It go to the me·et.1.·n.gs.. 'Th d lk . ey. 0 wa through the 
exhibits at least once." 

Most companies employed multiple me.thods of distribution. 
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TABLE ,15 

MANNER OF DISTRIBUTION BY LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY 

AND SIZE OF COMPANY 

Level Company Size 
Manner of of Tiny Small Med1.um 
Distribution* Tech. 29 Firms 21 Firms 6 Firms 

Direct Sales Lo 1 1 0 
Med 3 1 1 
Hi 6 7 3 
Total 10 (30%)** 9 (43%)*ic 4 (66%) 

Catalog and Lo 0 1 1 
Direct Sales Med 5 4 1 

Hi 9 3 1 
Total 14 (46%) 8 (38%) 3 (50%) 

Manufacturers' Lo 1 0 0 
Reps Med 0 2 1 

Hi 6 2 . 1 
Total 7 (23%) 4 (19%) 2 (33%) 

Advertising Lo 1 2 1 
Med 2 1 3 
Hi 8 5 0 
Total 11 (27%) 8 (38%) 4 (66%) 

Exhibits and Lo 1 4. 1 
Demonstrations Med 1 1 3 
at trade shows Hi 5 3 0 

. Tc,ta1 7 (23%) 8 (38%) 4 (66'%,) 

Distributor Lo 0 0 1 
"Med 1 1 1 'c 

Hi 3 5 1 
Total 4 (13%) 6 (29%) 3 (50%) 

Other Methods Lo 0 1 Q 
Med 0 0 0 
Hi 4 1, 0 
Total 4 (13%) ,2 (10%) 0 

, 

* Most companies employed multiple distribution methods 

** 30% = 10/30, 43% = 9121, etc. 
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Large 
8 Firms Total 

0 2 
0 5, 
7 23 
7 (88%) 30 

0 2 
1 11 
2 15 
3 (38%) 28 

0 1 
0 3 
0 9 
0 1.3 

1 5 
2 8 
0 13 
3 (38%) 26 

1 7 
3 8 
2 10 
6 (75%) 25 

0 1 
0 3 

'2 11 
'2 (25%) 15 

0 1 
0 0 
0 5 
0 6 

--c~ ___ ---,.~--~ _~~, ~_--~ _________ _ 

Policy Implications 

Mor,e accurate and extensive informl;l.tion is required on the type of distri

bution channels~ both by product type and size of firme There is sufficient 

information at this,point to indicate significant differences exist along 

both dimensions. Also, it is important to know the relative effectiveness 

of the various channels. Two major policy issues, arise in regard to manner 

of product distribution, neither of which are reflected in the preceding 

data: 1) effective distribution channels for tiny and small producers, 

especially those with products, requiring demonstration, extensive technical 

service, or user training; 2) direct access to new equipment by small users 

especially those who are in remote locations e 

To some extent this exposure is provided at infre'quent intervals at 

trade shows ~nd exhibitions, but these are no substitute for direct producer

user' contac::t when product need,s ,are. identified or when producers are able 

to demonstrate their products on the user's premises. On~ method of inter

ventipn in the L.E. market is to establish some form of centralized or joint 

purchasing to reduce the number of user calls a producer must make for a 

given number of products soldo Another is to provide a regional ,test and 

evaluation center with widespread dissemination of results. 

Sub-Issue 3: What are' the maj!lr classifications of selling l,'rocedures and 

practices .utilized in the L.E. market? 

Definition: Selling procedures refers to the variety of techniques utilized 

by producers to market L.E. equipmentQ These include: allocation of re

sources for marketing the product, advertising media, ,demonstrations, trade 

shows, technical service, meeting user specifications, bidding, and studying 

problems unique to law enforcement. 

Rationale: It is important to know which selling procedures are effective 

for different types of law enforcement products.. This knowledge is useful 

in developing policy options, especially in marketing products developed 

with gov~rnment assistance, and iIl strengthening existing institutions. 

Hypothesis 3: Selling procedures and practices in L.E. markets will include 

th~ f~llowing characteristics; 
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a) Bidding procedures complicate the selling process (extensive papers 

to be filled out, guarantees, etc_, special purchasing, multiple 

shipments, etc.). 

b) Technical service or training of users is required by the manufac

turers of highly technical or sophisticated equipment. 

c) Specifications for products are 'developed jointly by producer-user. 

d) Sophisticated equipment is best sold by actual demonstration, to 

the potential user. 

e) Sophisticated equipment needs to be sold by highly trained individ

uals. 

Findings 

Some comments made by the producers on the bidding process are as follows: 

1) "Half of the people who write bids (specifications) are idiots." 

Agency should specify what they want, equipment to do~ Ins:t~:.ad muni

cipalities ribbon clerks insist on technical over specification. 

The first salesman in writes the specifications. Agencies frequently 

have to spend appropriated funds before a certain dater':-:<~~i1sh causes 

them to buy wrong equipment." , '\: 

2) "It (the L.E. market) is a "hit" market ••• i.e., the quantity is 

greater than for industry per order in relation to communication ..... 

it tends to go to BID frequently, which means that the price levels 

go down to where the profit per unit is lower than in the commercial 

market. Thus,the t.E. market p~yslessthan anywhere ,in the world." 

"What makes ,the market worthwhile is that it tends to be large for 

each order ••• and they tend to innovate moreu.' •• LEAA money and assist

ance has helped this innovativeness ••••• 1 can do more experimentation 

with sys,tems or 'equipment ••• such ideas are more difficult: in indus

try ••••• and sometimes there are spinoffs for the commercial market ••• 
" . ,'- . 

theL.E. tnarketis too big and too innovative not to be init,yet 

it is the least profitable overall . t . ti' 'b f ' , •••• '. ~ was ~nnova ,ve e ore. ,'.. . 

LEAA;it always has been.u~e.g~, the D~troit P.D. reo PORTABLE TRANS-

CEIVERS •••• the portable transceiver, idea came out of conversations 

withth,em (I was, there) :re .. be,tter ways to handle situations that 

were beginning to occur •••• at,that time;ou~ produ6t 1inewa~'i:he 

---~,...---,---~---- ~~---- -----------

-. , , 

big model (basically the HT200, though it was not called that then) 

• uit was a helluva problem reo how to carry, mount, where to put 

cords, antennaes, etc ...... but thfH wa::l don(~ without1..l~AA money.~~. 

there are guys who have been innovative." 

3) "yes ••••• L~E. agencies have a tendency to pay their bills (as cf., 

e.g., with taxi companies), so it fs attractivere. cash flow •• a. 

it is also a big market potential .. ufurther, what P.D.s use today 

can later be used/sold reo other businesses (P.D.s are product 

forerunners)" 

4) "-- cash flow; they pay on time 

they are forerunners for other markets 

most is bid, and a negative part of this is politics,where they 

are low bidders and don't get the bid but the purchasing agent 

won't eve'll talk about why not; thus, a lot of their dealers do 

not even want to bid, even though they are "home ... town" people •• a. 

bidding als01s a problem in that in at least one instance, 

they lost the bid simply because they were not known •••• this 

bidding process differs from other busines~s bidding processes 

in that businesses specify what they need rather than a specific 

product •••• businesses want the best product for their money, 

and you have ,a chance to show them how and why your product is 

their best buy 

- ... he notes that the Federal govt. is "clean" reo bidding 

(the manufacturer's product must be approved reo specs 

before it is even submitted for bidding) 

... -he also notes the "specmanship" game (writing your specs 

to make your product appear better) 

--with State Police and city L.E. agencies, he feels he has 

to be in on the original negotiations, but this takes 

personnel and is therefore a problem." 
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Analysis of Findings 

There is no clear cut support for Hypothesis 3(a) regarding bidding pro

cedures. There is no quantitative data and the few illustrative comments 

excerpted above indicate both advantages and disadvantages to the purchasing 

process o Advantages include: opportunity to demonstrate product, to be 

in on original negotiations~ and a clean market~ i.e., prior product approval 

before SUbmitting bids. Disadvantages include politics, producer must be 

known to purchaser, and lack 6f experitse among users in writing specifica-
tions. 

No data of significance was collected regarding Hypotheses 3(b), 3(c), 

and 3(d), although they are still presumed to be true, based on impressions 

,gathered by interviewees. Hypothesis 3(e) is supported on a qualified basis, 

but So few responses were obtained on characteristics of salesmen (see Table 16) 

that it is not possible to make firm assertions. Secondly, technical.quali

fications are also a prerequisite of salesmen in firms with an intermediate 

level of tech~ology. Lastly, there were only two responses from firms with 

low technology and neither of these indicate technical qualifications, other 
than those gained by experience. 

Table 17 indicates that several journals are used to advertise L.E. 

products. Tbose most often cited are Law and Order (6) and PoliCe Chief (3), 
although most citations were not specific. 

Policy Implications 

Bidding procedures should be considered in conjunction with a more 

extensive analysis ·of purch~sing procedures (see sec.tion 7: Equipment 

Acquisition Process) 

An analysis of salesmen's qualifications raises the question of how 

well salesmen meet these requirements especially those imposed by the 

technical sophistication of the product" Low user capabilities iuvite 

producers to lower their standards for sales and l:echnical personneL In 

part, this can be offset by regional testing and evaluation of products and 

upgrading user capabilities. 

Sub-Issue 4: What are the barriers" problems and opportunities in the L.Eo 

market as perceived by producers? 

Definition: Barriers refer to obstacles as perceived by produce~~ which 

either inhibit entry into the L.E.marketor constrains marketingeffol:'ts of 
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TABLE 16-SALES CHARACTERISTICS OF L.E. SALESMAN 

USING DIRECT SALES 

Low .(2 responses) 

• Familiarity with guns 

• 35-40 years - good 
background selling 

Technology .of Product 

Medium (8 responses) 

• Expertise in elec
tronics 

• Tech background, 
market skills 
experience in L.E. 

• Product knowledge 

• Selling background 

• Experience as court 
recorder 

• Mechanic engineer know 
photograph & sales 

• Tech - application 
feasible 

• Ability to sell 

High (6 responses) 

• Will have equipment 
knowledge & perse
verance, basic honesty 
with product 

• Smooth selling tech
nique ability 

• Product kno~vledge, 
tech oriented systems 
understanding 

• Good salesman -
willing to work 

• Understanding user 
needs, product 
knowledge 

• Tech orientation -
product knowledge 
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TABlE 17 - MEDIA EMPLOYED BY PRODUCERS 
---- WHO ADVERTISE 

Level of 
Product Technologv 

Low Technology 
Product 

Medium ,Technology 
Product 

High Technology 
Product 

[, 

, Floaters 
(Mixed Technology) 

Tiny (11 firmf3 
responding) " 

'! 

1 
1 Law & Oi:der ... 

~ (1) Made to Measure 

1 

]: 

i 

(2) Law & ()rder 
(3) Polic~ Chief 
(1) NatiorLa1 Sheriff 
(1) Secur;Lty World 
(1) L.E. Journals 

2 N/A 
1 Traq'e Shows 

1 L.E/• Journals 
CO~JlUUnications 
Noii·L.E •. Journals 1. 

1 Fu:e1 Oil News 
RiLdio Communica-
tions 
:t ,. 

f, 
J! 

1 ;APCO 
1 1Fire Engineering 
1 

I ' , 
if Business Radio 

/, Action 
If, Law & ()rder 

Ii 
.Ii 

~i 
, .~i 
'I"~ 

" il 
Ii 

j! . * ( ) - Multiple response I: 
" 

Size 

Small (8 firms 
responding) 

1 
3 L.E. Publications 

(1) Gun World 

2 
1 L.E. Journals 
1 ~/A 

2 
1 Law & Order 
1 I..E. Magazines 

" 

1 
1 J...E. Journal 
1 L.E. 

,-, 

of Firm 
. , 

Medium (4 firms 
responding) 

0 -

1 - 1 Law & Order 
& Other Jourrtal 

1 
(3) LitE. Magazines 
(1) Signal Magazine 

i InternationEi1 
"Pllb lications 

r,t 

Large (3 firms 
responding) 

0 -

0 

2 
'2 L.E. Journal 

1 
1 L.E. Journal 

1/: 
1.1 

1/ 
i ~ 

I 

I 
I 

, 
·- .. "....,;,-~.rt;--

those already selling in this market g Problems refer to unsolved issues 

which l>roducers confront in marketing L.E. equipment g Opportunities r(~fer 
to the perceiv~ed potential for development i.n the L.E.· marketg 

Rati:onale: It is essential to know producers' perceptions of the L.E. 

market, if polic.ies are to be developed to influence the scope, direction 

and innovativeneBs of producer activities. It is necessary to ascertain the 

accuracy of their perceptions and modify those which are inaccurate and 

where they are accurate, to assist in ~emoving barriers, solving problems 
and enhancing opportunities. 

'!!ypothesis 4: Prodttcers will view the L.E. market as one in which barriers 

and problems far out'weigh opportunities in their scope and significance. 

That is, producers wi.ll have a generally negative attitude toward the L.E • 
market. 

Findings 

In general, this hypothesis is supported in the qualified responses to 

the inquiry regarding identification and evaluation of L.E. markets, their 
problems and potentialities. 

The following comments were made by interviewees: 

1) "Finding the person who makes the purchase decision is a major prob

lem. The process (purchasing) is a maze." "Don I,t have expertise 

to defend infra-red viewer in the budget." "Example of Japanese 

National Police Forceg Test and evaluate equipment for L.E. If 

they think equipment is beneficial they will influence the distri

butors of the equipment. For smaller, less wealthy police depart

ments, the national P.D.will assist in funding ,and procurement. 

For larger, wealthier P.D.s, the national will e~e:rt pressure to have 

them acquire and useequipment g" 

2) "No national standards for equipment.' Need to research and market 

each state separately due tO,differing standards~" 

3) "It takes one and one half years from the first contact to J~urchase. 
Need other bUsiness to affordowneq~;i.pment for production." 

4) "Regarding communication. equipinentlli,t takes too long (2 years) to 

get FCC type acceptan,ceofa,newtransmitter." 
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5) "Police don't have enough money, education (that order) and are 

handicapped by the legal system, in, their opportunities to do a 

better job." 

,6) "Bidding Chiefs often lack technical skills sO studies don't follow 

through. II 

7) "Lack of information on what is needed." 

8) "High opportunity cost, lack of information dissemination, uncertain-

ty over what will sell." 

9) "Relatively low level of acceptance by LEAA and lack of funds in 

police budgets for new equipment." 

10) "Limited markets .. " 
11) "L.E. market: this is too unstable to attract business ••• e.g., when 

LEAA puts up money, it attracts business, but ,then when tliey don't ..... 

the more equipment is really needed, the less likely .it is to be 

budgeted." 

12) "folitics: a mayor has so many groups (including L.E. groups) to 

contend with, and the groups are interested in themselves, and so 

these groups ,watch each other .... " 

13) "Training: having equipment without upgradingpf,personnel is a 

problem." 

14) "A prime example of the major pr',~,blem in law enforcement equipment 

is the nonexistence of reliable information on ,what products exist. 

Your study should focus on dissemination; not innovation. Ii 

15) " ••• the equipment is the same, but price$ are doubted. He blames 

manufacturers." 

16) "all P.D.s operate so differently., ••• .i,.e., some may get money and 

others may,not." 

,,17) "would like ..;equipment at a reasonable cost." 

18), "felt that so many new product~aresimply a waste of, money because 

they are no, gOQd or do not do'whatthey are supposed to do.. He feels 

such productssnould not'be,allowed.". 

,19) "L.E. ,agencies have no one technically qualif~ed ,to say if they are 

getting a good deal or are getting screwed~H 

20) "the small company withs: good product has no, abU.ity (because of 

limited, finatlcial abili,ty forP .i., etc.)' to conm;uIlicate ; further' 

L.E ..agencies,have ,le,sser c'ollfidencein th(a ,smaller, companies." 
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21) "the procurement situations ofL.E. organizations is bad ..... they 

don't have adequate data for judgment, nor do they control the 

money to be spent in purchasing equipment ••••• i.e., those who 

control the funds and those who know what they are doing are two 

different sets of people, and there is no pipeline of conununication." 

22) "Few companies have made large $ales in the L.E,.-C.J. field •••• 

there are large markets for fleet autos, computers, electronics, 

Le., where the company has a product and can adapt it to L.E.-C.J. 

23) IIpeople are trained in their equipment and there is the spare parts 

problem ..... an L.E. agency compounds its problems if it uses a variety 

of manufacturers." 

24) It is a hazardous market. Large companies will not go under if the 

L.E. market slips, but small companies would.. For example, there 

was the LEAA boom, but now a lot has dried up because of criticism 

of equipment (hardware) purchased by P.D.s." 

25) A lot depends upon the local budget.. Here, if there is a choice 

between ,(a) a raise,(b) training, and (c) equipment, the choice 

would be in that order, with the raise being clearly the priority 

,choice because it is less of a political problem for cities than 

spending money elsewhere." 

26) Criminal Justice, esp. P.D.s, have not always sp.ent money prudently 

in the past, and this hurts the market." 

Sununary of Findings 

1) Several key factors stand out as barriers. These include: 

a) Purchasing procedures (see (1) and (21) above) 

b) Lack of user technical expertise (see (1), (5), (:l3), and (l9) 

above) 

c) Lack of national 9tandards for equipment (see (2), (18), and 

(23) above) 

d) Length o~ procurement cyeJe (see (3) and (4) above) 

e) Limited funds (see· (5), (9), (20) and (25) above) 

f) Bidding p+ocedures (see (6) above) 

g) High opportunity cost (see (8) above) 

h) Uncertainty Qver product mal:'ketability (see (8), (11) and (24), 

above) 
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i) Lack of acceptance by LEAA's (see (9) above) 

j) Limited markets (see (10) and (22) above) 

k) political influence (see (12) above) 

1) Reliable information (see (14) a60ve) 

m) Increasing price of equipment (see (15) and (16) above). Note: 

It is not clear ·f!"om ,the responses the extent to which this is 

the result of inflation and the rest due to a manufacturer's 

marketing advantage. 

n) Product quality (see (IS) above) 

0) Confidence in producer (see (20) above) 

p) Past pattern of expenditures (see (26) above) 

2) The question apparently hit a fruitful area of investigation. Each 

of the several dimensions (a-p) should be examined in more detail 

to determine the relative importance and interrelatedness of these 

fact.ors. 
3) Factors(a'~p) are especially important in limiting the entry of new 

fi~ in theL.E. market. 
4) Considerable know-how is necessary on the part of the producer in 

dealing with L.E. agencies. 

5) Bat'riersare especially hostile to the introductiol'l of innovation 

equipment since they increase risk and uncertainty •. 

6) Differential technical sophistication of producers anrl users may be 

a major problem in marketing in the L.E. market'. If the market is 

large enough the producer can adjust his marketing tactics with 

appropriate personnel. In small markets it may not be worth it to 

him. 
7) Innovation for L.E. equipment may be a lmv producer (and for that 

matter user) priority. 
S)TheL.E. market may be secondary to a large number of producers. 

It is important to find out the extent to which this is a factor in 

key product areas. 
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TABLE 18 

PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E. MARKET BY SIZE OF FIRM 
-

Perceived Responsiveness 

Size '/. Qualified Response (Y=Yes, N=No, No 
of Firm . Product Line Yes No UC Unclassifit;;d) Response 

, ; 

" 

Tiny Portable 2 2 

Small Trans.cei ver 
3 l-No, market is too small and 1 

too specialized (N) 

Medium 2 I-Yes, highly competitive (Y) 

Large 1 I-Yes, profi.t is low due to 3 
competitive bidding (Y) 

I-Not especially (low profit 
margin) (N) 

Tiny Voice I.D. l-L.E. is an excellent mar-
ket (Y) 

Small 1-No,' tight money, bUl'eaucracy, 
more attractive markets -"" 
medicine, speech therapy (N) 

Tiny Non-lethal 2 I-Yes, if we market product 1 I 
Weapons" at $1.50/unit (Y) 

Small I 

Large I I 

Tiny Body Armor 3 I I-No, too small, limited 5 
sales (N) 

l-'fwo years from now, yes'; 
now, no (N) 

Small 1 I-Marginal profit but otherwise I 
attractive (Y) 

I-Hard market •• takes lots of 
money (in) big cities (UC) 

Large l":Narket is diffused and frac-
.tured (N) 

Small Court 1 
, 

Large Recording 
1 

" . 

* 
~\ 
Ref~rsto corporate or division size. 

(Table continued on folloYTing page) 
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Size 
of Firm 

Tiny' 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

------------------------

TABLE 18 (Continued) 

PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OFL.E. MARKET 

';" 'ii 
\~ t 

Product Line \ c;~esNo 

Weapons 
Detection 

Vehicle 
Locator 

Low Light 
I,>hotography 

1 

, 

1 

1 

1 

Perceived Responsiveness 

Qualified Response (Y=Yes, N=No, 
UC=Uncla:ssified) . 

I-Not an attractive market (N) 

I-Yes and grow,?-ng market (Y) 

I-Not so far (N) 

I-Courts are a big market (UC) 

1-We think it could be; have 
not surveyed (UC) 

I-Not really; a small sideline 
to L.E. (N) 

I-Soured on L.E. (N) 

I-Yes obvious application, but 
market (is) inadequate (Y) 

1-Discouraged from market; 
standa.rds not universal; 
hassle 6£ 'standards (N) 

I-Yes, is commercial once devel
oped, stable, reasonable, pre
dictable,. expanding (Y) 

1- jus.t gotten into market (UC) 

" I-Not at present (N) 

I-Very attractive (Y) 

I-Extremely clifficult; requires 
winning buyers (PC) 

1-Limited (N) 

l~All products go through 
dealers (UC) 

, .. 

(Table continued on following pB;ge) 
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No 
Response 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 
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TABLE 18 (Continued) 

PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E. KI\RKET 

Perceived Responsiveness 

Size Qualified Response (Y=Yes, No 
, 

N=No, 
of Firm Product Line Yes No UC=Unctassifiec1) Response 

Tiny Utility Belt 3 ! 
Smal1 and Holster i I-Yes, demand and production 

to increase (Y) 

Total 21 7 29 (Yes==lO, No=13~ Unc1assified=6) 22~ 

Grand Totals Yes 
No 
Unclassified 
No Response 

31 
20 

6 
22 

Total Number of Product Line Assessments 79* 

.. ~ 
'Some companies interviewed make more than one product for the L.E. market 

TABLE 19 
PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E. MARKET BY PRODUCT 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Unclas- No Attractiveness 

Product Line Yes No sified Response 
~ .. 

of Market ' 

Portable Transceiver 10 1 6 Highly attractive 

Utility Belt & Holster 6 Highly attractive 

Court RecQrding 2 Attractive 

Vehicle Locator 1 1 1 Attractive 

Non-Lethal Weapons 3 2 Moderately attractive 

V'oice I,.D. 1 1 Moderately attractive 

Body Ar,mor 4 5 1 5 Moderately unattr.active 

WeaponsD~tector 2 5 2 2 Unattractive 
., 

Low Light Photography 2 5 2 2 Unattractive 
" 

.. 

~\'Based on ratio of Column (1) to Co1unm (1) + (2) 
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TABLE 20 

PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E. MARKET (LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY) 

Reporting Companies = 56 

c. 

Level of Technology 

Low Medium High· Total by Size 
Size of Comoanv Yes No Yes No Yes No YP-!:: No .. 

Tiny 
25 3 0 9 10 3 0 15 10 

/ \ 

Small 
17 3 0 3 6 3 2 9 8 

Medium 
6 0 0 1 2 3 0 4 2 

Large 
8 0 0 3 2. 2 I 5 3 

., 

Total by Tech. 6 0 16 20 11 3 33 23 

,", , 
" 

.~---",~-~-.---- ~~~~-------------

( , 

Q . 

Size of Firm 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Tiny 

Small 

Tiny 

Small 

Large 

Tiny 

Small 

... Medium 

-----------_._._---_ ......... 

TABLE 21 

PERCEIVED Dn~FERENCES IN L.E. Ml\:RKET 

AND OTHERMAlumtS 

Product Line 

Portable 
Transceivers 

Non-lethal 
Weapons 

Body Armor 

Court 
R.ecording 

Weapons 
Detection 

Perceived Differences 

- Cash flow, pay on time, forerunner of 
other markets; mostly bid. 

- Size of market, small not enough standard
ization 

- Highly specialized, bid business, politi
cally oriented. 

- More sophisticated, stringent regime, 
tougher. 

- Competitive bids 

- more sales service; more paperwork; 
performance requirements very high; 
competitive bids 

- Competitive bids; lack of sophistication 
of users 

- More receptive, critical need situation 

- Discriminating market; L.E. agencies 
(have) considerable initiative 

- Smallness of sales 

- More specific kind of market; takes more 
labor (i.e., sale effort) for L.E. 
industry 

- Lack of standards. Too willing to believe 
sales pitch; don't understand available 
standards 

- Not sure L.E. is viable industry 

- Seldom have large single sale in L.E. 
market; not a standardized market 

- It is a personal market 

- All technology; weak in utilization 

- R~sults (are) measured better in industry 

- L.E. (is)t:oo inconsistent; L.E. reluc-
,taut to assemble kits 

(Ta1:>le continued ,on following page)' 
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TABLE 21 (Continued) 

L E MARKET PERCEIVED DIFFERENCES IN ' • • 

AND <YrHER MARKETS 

Size of Firm Product Line Perceived Differences 

Medium 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Vehicle 
Locator 

Low light 
Photography 

. ·s difficult; different 
- Direct selhng (~h~ king diverse; under 

people in their '~ ~n, p and as individ-
. both ~n grou publ~~c. elr~ary is great company ua , ml. ... 

-Cannot conununicate • bureaucracy; slow 
- Poor decision making, 

payer 

- Unknowledgeable buyers 

t educated; - Don't know contacts; no 
bribing . 

c cles difficult to work~n 
- Budget y b.dding 
- Lack of sophisticated buyers; ~ 

v, olume too small headaches; 

low sales for marketing .. High cost; 

'd· gS , d cers are extensive Analysis 'of Fin ~n " '. d by ,pro u , " " , 
- markets, as perce~ve, ' 

The problems ofL.E. d mmary indicate. These problems 
. .; 'llu'strativ, e l~st an su . ' . ce there as the oreg..., ' " intens~ ve' 

f 
"o'ng... analyses, s~n . '. nts for more , 
,', d s "start~ng po~ nor their relative are enumerate a .. f these problems, 

is no indication of ,the~nc~dence 0 

P
riority. - , ket is not easily analyzed. . ness of the mar , . d 

. The perceived attract,ve .ority of the firmsinterv'ewe 
. attractive to' a maJ 

Ostensibly, the market ~s 'f ditunattractive)e However, 
. ' . t 20 who " oun , ._ 

- , ound it attract~ve aga~ns , "" 'Also,the a,ttr,act~v~ ,.(31 f..... .".,.. ""lified (see Table 18). , 
f the responses were qll .. '. ... dt. lines (see Table 19) many 0 .. .•. thevar~ous pro uc 

ket var~ed among, it as ness of the L.E. mar '. ".. f the L.E. market, w. 
.. . . percept~ons 0 ., , 

In view of ,these negat;~ve . ,. . . es reporting felt the 
' . . ori ty of the compam ... . , ' S

urprising to find th.at th,e maJ . . . bl. 20) High 'technology an. d 

. , attract~v~ on . , .... . A· 't 11y ,me ~llm . e (see Ta e e ., d. 
LE market ~as an "-.., .' . t ttract~v~. c ua. , . • • .. . '.' .. f It it was the mos a . low technology producers ~ , .. 
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and large companies said "yes" by a greater percentage probably because they 

have the marketing staff to do research, where small and tiny compan.ie. do 

guess work or go by sales since their incomes are limited by size. As in the 

case of Hypothesis 2 in the preceding section on the R,D&E process, many 

apparently POSitive re.ctions to the L.E. field were qualified or tempered 
by reactions to several problem areas. 

Finally, the L.E, market is perceived by Some interviewees to differ 

significantly from other mar~ts in which they operate. Some noted negative 

factors such as bidding, small market size, and user personnel limitations, 

while others noted positiVe features such as level of sophistication, more 
receptive, and forerunner of other markets. (See Table 21) 

In view of these varied reactions, Hypothesis 4, as stated, is not 
- --:-supported, and, in general, the high incidence of problems cited and quali-

ficatioos on OPPortunities are indicative of limited cDlDmi_nts of many 
producers to the L.E. field. 

19licy Implications 

Each of the problems listed above in the SUmmary of findings, is indi

cative of important policy issue. They are all covered elsewhere under 
appropriate sub-issues. 

0>b, Is sue 5:, To whaf extent can the L. E. marke t be aAAregated? 

.Qginition: Market aggregation refers to the extent to which ~ standard 

product can be sold in the L.E. market without having to make product modi
fications to meet ihdividual user needs. 

RatiO)l.le: This is an issue of critical importance. If mar~ts can be 

aggregated, then many of the techniques of mass marketiI)g and production and 

product standardization can be utilized. On the other hand, if users require 

a "umb.rof modifications, then the mar~,t will have th". ,hig!, mar~ting •. nd 

production cOsts aSsociated With, ."!aU orders and considerable Customer 

service. Especially important is the need to ascertain the extent of mis, 
conceptions_ regarding market aggregation. 
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Hypothesis 5: Special requirements of individual ~sers will cause producers 

to make changes in their product which will limit the possibilities of ' 

aggregating' the market, mass productio~,and product standardization. 

Findings 
1) This hypothesis, so far, has not been suppo~ted. Producers were 

2) 

3) 

4) 

asked whether they could generally sell stock equipment or were 

there local conditions which make major and/or special modifica

tions necessary1 The great in.ajorityof, responses were that they 

sold from stock, or stock products with occasional modifications. 

A minority made regular local modifications. Additional observa

tions based on interview comments: 

1) Most companies interviewed sell to L.E. agencies from 

stock. 
2) Producers do not want to make product modifications. 

3) Most producers make product modifications in order to 

accommodate the user, not to protect their markets,' 

(product differentation). 

In reply to a question asking what problems did the demand for 

special designs create for them, most reported. no problems a 

Problems that did receive mention were time, IIcreates higher pro

duction costs and c~uses personnel problems", "favors U.S. manu

facturers - since they do this better than foreign firmse ll 

Producers were also asked, how much !iid they modify equipment to 

~et individual user requirements and perferences1 Mosctreplied 

that they made either no or only slight modificationso (Onereply 

was that modular construction permits modification, and p01::,;ntia l 

addition of features.) A minority indicated~jo~ modifications 

or llmade as necessaryll (where profit. ma:rgin permitted)o 

Inte~viewees were also asked how mu.chadaptation to locaL require

mentswent on1 Most responded that there was rione or only a little. 

They were also asked how much of. ,a ne¢essity is this adaptation 

to!, local requirements and again the majo~ity felt.that it'wa~ of 

:Li.ttle orn.o importance,althoughth'ere, wasanindicatiori that 

urban versus rura1.as weH as city size did require.~.ome adaptation. 

,. -

To the question of what problems does special adaptation of prob

lems create, most producers replied none. Some did indicate 

problems of time, effort, etco, that it creates more costly products 

and places stress on people relationships. Most producers felt it 

was not possible to be profitable and innovate just in the law 

enforcement part of the business, although a large minority did 

not see it this way. 

P01icy Implications 

A few firms can make it by serving only the L.E. field. The character

istics of these firms and their products should be determined as well as 

how they differ from fi~s serving the L.E. field only inci!ientally. In

centives to innovate L.E. equipment may differ considerably between the 

two classes of firms. 

Sub-Issue 6: To what extent are L.E. products originally developed in other 

sectors and transferred to law enforcement market with little or no modi fica-

tions? 

Definition: Other sectors refers to any market other than law enforcement. 

Rationale: It is important to know the source of inn.ovations for the law 

enforcement market. If most major product innovations are transferred from 

other sectors, it 'may make sense to go·directlyto these sources for L.E. 

innovations, rather than attempting to build R&D capabilities exclusively 

for law enforcement. 

Hypothesis 6: Law enforcement products are usually developed in other sec

tors and adapted to L.E.needs with little or no productmodificationo 

Findings 

Based on the data in this study, this hypothesis is supported. Most 

produce~s indicated that their law enforcement products were an extension 

of and/or a modification of products developed for other secto~s. That is, 

circumstances leading to the developement of the products were not the L.E. 
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market as such but products were developed because of a need -- the armed 

services, hijacking, the riots, treasure hunters,industrial security and 

aviation. 

Nine companies reported that thelr product was developed just for the 

L.E. field and market, avery small segment of the companies .interviewed. 

Policy Implications 

1) According to firms interviewed, l.E. equipment is primarily a 

modification of equipment developed for other markets. 

2) If true, this has important implications for the development of 

innovative equipment for the L.E. field, eg., it may have to be 

developed first for (or in conjunc.tion with) other markets. 

3) These findings also imply that meas~res must be taken to insure 

a) knowledge of product innovations .in other mal:'kets that may be 

relevant to L.E. and b) means are available to make this equipment 

available to L.E. agencies and ~) methods of stimulating inventions. 

Sub-Issue 7: To what extent is it necessary for producers of L.E. equipment 

to combine sales in the L.E. market with (jther markl~ts? 

Definition: This issue refers to the producers need to sell the same product 

simultaneously in law enforcement and other marketsg 

Rationale: It is felt that firms· wholly dependent on the law enforcement 

. market will react differently to incentives to increase or change the scope 

of their marketing efforts than those to whom L.E. equipment is a, sidelineD 

Hypothesis 7: Most producers of I .• E. equipment will consider it necessary 

to be in other' markets in addition to L.E. markets~ 
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TABLE' 22 

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF MARKETING 

EXCLUSIVELY FOR L.E. MARKETS 

Econo~c Feasibility , 

Type of EQuipment Yes No Qualified Response 

Portable Transceiver 4 5 

Voice I.D. 1 

Non-lethal Weapons 1 1 - Depends on support we get 

1 - Project cancelled - lost 
money' 

1 - Yes, as a phase out 
) 

1 - Product not a profitable 
item 

Bony Armor 3 3 . 

Court Recording. 2 - . ,.- ...... -.. ' .. 

Weapons Detector 4 1 - Only market hut it is small 

I 1 - No, not for large corporation 
because (it is a) slow moving 
evolving market 

Vehicle Locator 1 - Sales never high - very few 
sold 

Low Light 6 1 - Barely but less So 

1 - No, but pays bills 

1 - No, but there is potential 

1 - Delays in sellin~ l.E. 
agencies 

Uti:Lity Belts 4 1 - Yes, private security too 
. and Holsters 

, 

Total 12 21 12 
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Analysis of Findings 

The data from this study tend to support this hypothesis. Most produ

cers felt that it was very or moderately important in terms of profi~ability 

and innovation to be able to combine their law enforcement equipment with 

equipment sold in other markets. For example, out of 44 companies, 66% of 

companies felt it was ,not economically feasible just to be in the L.E. field, 

while the remaining 34% felt the L.E.field was a big enough market to stand 

by itseif .. 

Policy Implications 

The fact a majority of the fir~s interviewed found it necessary to 

also sell in other markets is indicative of the marginality of the L.E. 

market. This may' 'result in certain benefits of an il1(creased infusion of 

new technology'through a common sales force. It may also result in insuf~ 

fi'e:ient attentiohbeing given to theL.E. market by p:roducers. The latter 

situation reflects the general problem of strengthening the market and other 

producer-us~r contacts. 

The mixture of firms operating in several markets include L.E. while 

other firms operate solely within this market, complicates the probl'em Of 

implementing any set of policies to strengthen the market.. This is a 

result of the different level of connnitment which is likely trjexist w-ith' 

these two types of firms .• 

Sub-Issue 8: How competitive ,al:'E; L.E. equipment markets? 

Definition: Competition refers to the ll.umber of firms making a similar 

product and capable of selling it to the s~e users. 

Rationale:. It is generally assumed that.competition le.adsto product improve

ments:and lower prices. To the extent that markets are not ccnnpetitiv'e it 

is often assumed that these two advantages do. not occur. To the ~xtent that 

~this promise is true, it is important to ascertain tl1e extent of competitive 
~' 

practic.es in agive!lmarket. 

HYP9thesis 8: Law en£orcemen.t markets are generally not competitive. 

------, ..... -.,--
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TABLE 23 

PRODUCERS' APPRAISAL OF DEGREE OF 

COMPETITIVENESS OF MARKET 

Product Low Medium High 

Utility Belts 0 0 6 

Body Armor 1 4 5 

Portable Transceivers 0 I 15 

Non-Lethal Weapons 2 0 3 

Court Recording 2 0 0 

Building Design 0 2 0 

Voice I.D. 2 0 0 

Vehicle Locators 0 2 0 

Weapon Detection I 1 2 

Low Light Photography 3 0 7 

Totai 11 10 38 

~'rNot Appraised 

Analysis of Findings 

N/A~'r Total --
1 7 

5 15 

2 18 

1 6 

0 2 

0 2 

0 2 

1 3 

5 9 

1 11 

16 75 

The competitiveness of the market varied with the type of equipment, 

not necessarily the degree of technology or the size of the company. 

Utility belt manufacturers and portable transceivers producers found the 

market highly competitive. Over 50% of the producers of non-lethal weapons 

and low light photography felt the market was highly competitive, but less 

than one third felt there was low competition. Building design and vehicle 

locators fell right in the medium degree of competition. Court recording 

and voice I.D., newcomers to L.E., felt the competition was low. Weapon 

detection and body armor was spread overall three categories with highly 

competitive bei~g the. most signific8.nt. 

With these differenCes according to product line, it is difficult to 

generalize about the competitiveness of L.E. markets, although 64% (38 out 

00£ 59) of the firms responding perceived their markets as highly competitive. 

It should be. recognized that even in acompetitiv:e market where one or 

two firms dominate (e.g. transceivers) the. majority of firms might still tend 

to "perceive" their environment as competitive. 

in. this area. 
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Policy Implications 
Assuming the extent of competition is indicative of product improvements 

and .lower costs, it is important to insure that these conditions prevail. 

This implies considerable government intervention in marketst.mich have 

develgI>ed on a marginal basis.. This presents a major problem since the size 

of many markets is not sufficient to insure more thana very limited number 

of firms. 

The degree of competiton must be e~amined more exteIlsively in the 

important product lines, so that policies can be implemented more effectively. 

More important, the extent of competition must be evaluated in terms of its 

impact on innovativeness, product quality, price and service. 

Hypothesis 9: Innovativeness is a basis for competition in law enforcement 

markets. 

Findings 

There is some lilnited support for this hypothesis. Many producers felt 

that there was competition between firms on the basis of innovation. One 

producer reply was "If anything is developed, it is copied." Another replied, 

"To maintain its share of the market, -------, -------, -------, compete in 

upping the state of the artsip. the hand mobile communications field." A 

third producer indicated that there was not really competition on innovation. 

Another replied,"The companj~es in tllis. field are weak compallies as far as 

innovations because of the tYPes of, companies involved,i'~ Beyond /·:Cew 

coinments were made on innovativeness as a basis for competition. 

Policy Implications 

Apparently, imiovativeness is a basis for .competition in sOme L~E. 

markets. There is a. :need to identify th~. degree of competition by major 

product .types to ascertain itsiinpact on innovation. 

~Sub-Issue 9: What problems do firms encounter when first attempting to 

, enter the L.E. market? 

Rationale: If firms are to be. attracted to. theL.E. market, it is essential 

to know:· the. major problems they will face so that action.c,!in be taken to 

mitigate their problems • 
i 
.[ 

~---- ---------- ------------- - --

tl. :. ~~~~~=-, -"""=-----~--------------'-------------__ _ 

Size of Firm 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Tiny 

Tiny 

Small 

,.1 

TABLE 24 

PROBLEMS PERCEIVED FOR NEW COMPANIES 

ENTERING THE L. E. MARKET 

Product Line 

Portable 
Transceivers 

Non-lethal 
Weapons 

Body Armor 

Court 
Recording 

Problems Perceived 

- l?inancial backing 

- Competition for larger companies 

- Get.ting to be known - being aware Gf 
market: needs 

- Financial resources 

- Produc:t acceptance 

- Manpower, money, reputation,- specifica-
tions 

- Competitive engineering, sales competi
tion 

- Recognized reputation, high volume, 
low profit 

- Lack. of expertise, money, experienced 
salesmen 

- Very competitive financing 

- Large amount of capital, distribution, 
maintenance required; customers are 
unsophisticated 

- Money, credibilit;y, size 

- Sales, volume 

- Establishing contact with L.E. agen-cies 

- Not a large market so a new company 
would have little to sell 

- Not many get a product; s~lling it 

.- Mainly money 

- Reputation, getting known, diffused 
market 

Trouble gaining access to buyers 

- Credibility, personal knowledge, immedi
ate responsiveness to market 

(Ta\;>le continued on following page)., 
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Size Df Firm 

Tiny 

Small 

.il· 

M~dium 

Large 

Tiny 

Medium' 

Tiny 

Striall 

TABLE 24 (CDntinued) 

PROBLEMS PERCEIVED FOR NEW COMPANIES 

ENTERING THE L.E. MARKET 

PrDduct Line 

WeapDns 
DetectiDn 

Vehicle LDcatDr 

LDW.Light 
PhDtD~raphy 

Utility Belts 
and HDlsters' 

PrDblems Perceived 

- Market saturatiDnwith cDmpetitDrs 

- Very cDmpetitive, must educate seller 
(i.e., distributDr) 

- No. experience 

- Maintenance Df sales vDlume 

PrDduct has to. adapt to. L.E. use, 
hazardDus market, demand dries up 
quickly 

- Similar to. allCDnnnercialmarkets, 
a large numberDf displa,y mDdels is 
req~ired, getting expenditures in next 
year's budget 

- Small cDmp~:hy, can't affDrd best peDple 

Limited bu.d~ets, sell at Dnly Dne level; 
extreme rank cDnsciDusness 

'~NDt enDughmDney fDrsystem,tDD IDng 
to. wait fDr sale 

- No. demand 

Need large amDunt Dfcapital; very 
technical 

- Hard to. han«J;~ L.E.pDlitical influ-
ences; highlycDmpetitive . 

- VDlume tDD small; purchasing prDcedti'res, 

DevelDp gDDd prDducts arid representa
tives 

- Tight llW.rket 

CDmpeting witn majDr established 
cDmpany 

-Market crDwded, cDmpetitiDn 

•. t· 

I 
I 

(I 

Analysis Df Findings 

TheabDve list Df.prDblems makes it apparent that entering the L.E. 

market is no. easy task. HDwever, as in any list such as this, the incidence 

Df these prDblems by prD(iu.ct line and size Df firm must be determined before 

policies can be designed and implemented. 

Policy Implications 

Entry into. the L.E. market should be facilitated so. that new firms 

with innDvative L.E. equipment can attempt to. sell their prDduct withDut 

insurmDuntable barriers.. .The. importance Df new firms entering the L.E. 

equipment field underscDres the.need to. get better statistics Dnthe size, 

grDwth rate, entry and exit Df firms, and their rate Df ~nnovatiDn in the 

L.E~ field .. 

Areas Reguiring Further Research 

1) Analysis of market size by prDductline to. determine funding avail

able for R,D&E frDm private enterprise fDr productdevelDpment; 

requirements (if any) fDr external funding; and number of firms 

which can be eCDnDmicallysuppDrted by the, market .. 

2) DeterminatiDnDf the extent to. which .sales in nDn L.E. markets 

must becDmbined with L.E.markets. 

3) Assessment of the degree of cDmpetit~Dnin each of the majDr prDduct 

lines andi.ts impact Dn pr'vduc.t d~veIDpment, CDSt, quality and 

service. 

. 4) CDmparative analysis Df the effectiveness Df alternative channels 

DfdistributiDnby prDduct line and size'Df firm. 

S) Id·e~tificati;Dn Df prDhlenlso'e:!<:Dunteredby firms entering the L.E. 

market and. assessment Df their incidence and relative impDrtance 

by prDduct type and size Df firm. 

6) IdentificatiDn Df the patterns DftechnDIDgy transfer fDr new L.E. 

prDducts Driginating outside the L.E. market. 

7) DeterminatiDn Df the impact Df the bidding pro.cess DndistributiDn 

patterns by prDduct line and prDduct size .. 

8) Analysis Df the buying patterns Df different types Df users in each 

Df the major prDduct lines .. 
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Illustrative ~olicy Options 

1) Dissemination of market illformation -- There is a need to have 

comprehensive studies madE~ of actual equipment needs in L.E. 

agencies. These probably requtre government sponsorship to assume 

widespread dissemination ~lfter their completion. 

2) Centralized purchasing -~ A ,centralized agency would be able to 

test, inspect, and reconnne~nd the best equipment as well as pur-
l 

chasing it in an economical lot size. This would make it easier 

for producers to sell their products as well. 

3) Equipment rental One means of insuring exposure to new equipment 

would be to rent it for atrial period with an option to buy. Such 

arrangements may not be fe,asible for small producers and worthwhile 

to larger ones. Arrangements for rental could be undertaken in 

conjunction with centralized purchasing (see (2) above) .. 

4) Joint purchasing arrangements -- An option at the local or state 

level to combine purchasing'power .. 

5)" Subsidized prices -,;; Some law enforcement agencies are, not able 

to purchase all their basic! equipment needs much less new inno

vations. Arrangement to di,stribute equipment ,to these organiza;.. 

tiQns sho~ld be explored. 

6) Need contacts to survive an.d many existfng companies are small 

and they need protection.. They are certainly, not given it now 

because of patent costs and laws. If new person came in, he would 

have edge for sho:t:"t term until product, assuming it wa~ innovative, 

was copied. Otherwise, a m~w company would not really be able to 

survive, if it were just going to produce the ,existent products, 

, withoutc,dntacts. 

--~~--~~~-------. ~-------------------------------

I~ 

~~ __ 'b ------

3. Information Transfer and Dissemination 

General Statement of Issue 

This issue deals with the communication that takes place between 

various elements'of the R&D system in law enforcement. This includes 

communication from producers to users, other'sources of information by 

which users learn about products,communication, from users to producers, 

and the sharing of information between users. 

Specific areas of concern are with type and adequacy of information 

available,sources and credibility of the various information sources 

to L.E. users, the feedback from users to producers and the extent to 

which producers encourage and utilize such feedback and the patterns 

and extent of user to user communications. 

Sub-Issues 

1) Can the connnunication that takes place between producers and users 
be improved? 

___ "*,,,~;l 

2) What is the usual pattern of communication between users and how can 

this method of. infotrnation exchange be improved? 

3) What role can the government and other,third party sources play in 

the dissemination of information? 

Sub-Issue 1: Can the communication that takes place between producers 
and users be improved? 

The exchange of informat:l.on isa definite prob1em.in law enforcement 

with respect to innovative equipment. Information dissemin,ation is bo,th 
limited and distorted. Th 't·· e mos ser~ous problem rests in the transfer 
ofiriformation between producers a' nd users. Th ese two components of the 
R&D system neither reppect one another nor attempt to communicate very 

extensively with each other. As long as this difficulty persists, the 

utilization of innovative equipment in law enforcement will he seriously 

impaired even when producers are conscientious about developing useful 

innovations and users are desirous of new and improved equipment to 
aid in law enforcement o 

The Producers (N= 71) 

Communication To Determine User.Needs: 

Producers Sh()w little effort to ~'9J.icit: user input on the develop

ment or modificat:i..on of equipment o In tho.!?la instances where a law' 

enforcement user has had sugges tions or rec;omrnendations to make regarding 
~he creatiQIl . . 6£ innovative' . equ~pment, thes(~ ideas have been cOlrununicated 
generally", only through the initiative of t"h' e' user ./who contacts appropriate 
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. producer either: fo·rmaU'.y o·r at. conventions. In aduttion to this fac't that 

most innovations are developed and manufactured by producers rather 

independent of solicited user input, most of these producers (with the 

exception of some larger companies wQ.o also actively service users in 

.othe~ fields). also make littl~ .~r .!!~ attempt t~~~.in .~;ormat:i:.~n ~:rom 
users in the fo~m. of market research after a product is developed in 

order to develop an accurate estimate of demand 0 , Few producers indicated 

having a truly realistic idea of how a product will sell o In fact, there 

were several situations in which companies overperceived demand by misin

terpreting (overgeneralizing) the enthusiasm that was communicated to 

them by a limited number of users who were hardly representative of the 

range of law enforcement agencieso 

Communication to Determine Effectiveness: 

Coupled with the rather limited effort that most producers exhibit 

regarding determination. of law enforcement needs directly from users is 

the general failure of producers to solicit feedback from users regarding 

equipment effectiveness o Vnlesscomp1.aints are made by the users, most 

manufacturers are unaware of difficulties that mi.ght arise more than 

infrequently regarding either maintenance or utilizationo For instance, 

many users of voice identification have experienced annoying maintenance 

problems rather frequently although the producers did not acknowledge 

an awareness of this situationo 

The failure of producers to determine user needs and equipment 

effectiveness is attributed to several factors o One structural cause 

is the separation of producer. and usero These parties are buffered by 

salesmen or distr.ibutors who do not consider such activity as part of 

their roleo When the salesmen are uninterested in performing this fl.mction 

and no other formal .channels of communication generally exist, it is not 

surprising that potentially significant information is frequently not 

exchanged 0 A second reason is that many producers simply don't want 

inputfromusers o This is based ona fairly widespread belief among 

company representatives that law enforcement personnel are not knowledge

able. Given the, view that most users arenOt smart enough to know what 

they need and frequently aren't sophisticated enough to adequately make 

use of existing equipment capability,most producers feel no desire to 

get information from la;wenforcement users because they do not See such 

input as having much c£~dibilityo A third reaso., .is,that. many companies 

~) , 

-. 

.. ' ''''=--''"-'''''''''''''-'''~'------

'-.. . .. --- .- --~ .. ~~,~ view the law enforcement f' ld 1 ........ ~. , 
~e . as on y marginally profitable (and then 

frequently only when the product is sold in conjunction with other markets) 

and therefore don't see much payoff from making the effort to know what is 

happening regarding needs or successes and failures
o 

Commu~1ication About Product Line: 

As expected," producers are far more conscientious in communicating 
about the. equipment they have for saleo Xn order of importance, the 
most frequently adopted me"lns of. communicating about products is: direct 
sales, magazine advertising, 8Lnd convention exhibits o Mailings and 
free samples are 1 d 

a so use on occasion. Generally a company relies upon 

some, combination of the three most prevalent marketing approaches
o 

A 

spec~al problem exists for the small producer. He frequently lacks the 
money and manpower necessary to 

communicate widely to users about their 
products 0 Therefore it is more d'ff' 1 

~. ~cu t to create awareness of their 
product list o T ' 11 yp~ca y it is the small user and th~ rurally situated 
user who is most likely to suffer from this limited 

• ~ ability to communicate. 
In addition to product availability, many producers also make the 

following supplementary information available either to consumers or 
potential consumers o 

._~_~_. ___ . _______ .!_y_p.:_~: Information 

% of produc~rs 
supplying 'the 
informati~m 

standards 

26% 

list of 
previous purchasers 

42% 

Quotes .. pn Producer Attitudes Toward the User 

instruction 
manual 

48% 

service 
manual 

26% 

"'Equipment is not useful until L E .•• groups are educated abou:l: the 
new technology and its applicationo" 

'''E' , - qu~pment ~s more sophisticated than the usero Too often they go 
in fo.r gimmickeryo" 

"Weactually seek and receive very 

"The small company with a good 
little feedbacko" 

product has no .ability (because of 
limited financial ability) to 

~ communicate 0 Furth L E . ermore;, .• -. 
agenc.ies have less confid .. e""ce' h •• ~n t e small companies." 

"Our company is phys;i.cally and fina. n.cial· .1' y constrained and can't 
get to potentialbuye. rs who wou' 'l'd b ·h 

u~, .. )t e p~oduct if th~y could 
see ito" 
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The Users, (N" 47) 

User Communication of Needs: 

Twenty one per cent of all producers indicated that they had 

received information regarding user equipment needs in law enforcement o 

In only one fourth of these iitstances was this information solicited by 

the producer; in all other instances the users initiated the excq~ge. 

This usally occurs through personal contact. This pe~sonalcontact 

generally involves finding the appropriate channels of communicationo 

User needs would be communicated more readily if 1) Formal channels 

already exf~sted, or 2) the users were not constrained by their intense 

distrust of producerso This attitude severely limits any desire or 

willingness on the part of users to express their views to producers. 

hargely it appears that this view is based on unfortunate personal 

experiences rather than some ill formed stereotype that was largely 

perpetuated due to rumor and misinformation. 

User Communication Regarding Effectiveness: 

Again, there is an unwillingness to communicate anything to producers o 

In the area of effectiveness, lack of trust is only one reasono Typically 

it appears that most users perform informal and rather crude evaluations 

(if any at all) and most users do this for personal information or because. 
" 

of a government requirement. In either case, users generally make no 

effort to publicize the results so that either the producers Qr other 

users might benefit from their experience. 

User Communication Regarding Desire to p~rchase: 

Because of user attitudes regarding produf~rs, most users are hesitant 

to base their purchase on information provided by salespeople.. Therefore, 

most information about innovative equipment is solicited from users 

currently operating the equipment' under consideri:?~i~on.. Only after 1 the 

initial impr.essions are formed on a basis of information supplied from 

other users. are producers either contacted or listened to seriously .. 

At this point other users have suggested specific producers (to use' er 

avoid so tha't information is only seriously sought and processed from 

a limited number of potential suppl:Lers .. , Information exchange during 

the. prepurchase phase is therefore limited to later s.tages and occurs 

only among a small proportion of potential souJ:'ces of information .. 

User Quotations: 

"If we had an idea for new equipment, we wouldn't know right now 

where to go or to what manufacturer." 
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, . "We view L.E. equipment salesmen with suspicion .. " 

"We rely heavily on other Police Departments to learn about new 

products.. We have an iriherellt distrust of manufacturers .... in .fact 

one salesman almost killed himself demonstrating a poor product 

to the department. We learn about less than 20% of all innovations 

via manufacturers .. " 

Policy Implications: 

1. Work on training programs designed to improve the willingness._of 

producers and users to communicate with each other .. 

2 .. Develop centralized function (ego a national clearinghouse) which 

will more readily permit communication.. Both small producers and 

small users are seriolls'iy limited in their ability to either 

. obtain or disseminate pertinant information under the existing 

R&D system .. 

3. Convince users (through training programs, etc.) of the positive 

consequences that would result from more readily reporting to 

others the results of·innovative equipment they have purchased 

and utilized. 

Sub-Issue 2: What. is the usual. pattern of communication between users and 

how can this method of information exchange be improved7 

Most of the users reported that they rely primarily on other users to 

learn about new developments regarding innovative equipment. This dependence 

on other users is basically due both to a desire to take advantage of the 

expertise and experience of more innovative users and also to avoid the 

need to, rely on producers who are typically viewed with distrust if not 

contempt.. There are definite gatekeepers in law enforcement and infor

matiO'l:l on availability and effectiveness of new equipment diffuse down-

ward from these users. The advice of these innovative users is frequently 

solicited and typically followed regarding adoption, what to buy, and 

from what source. 

Most coll111Jti.nications between users is informal, occuring through 

discussions at association meetings, as a result of conversations with 

friends and acquaintances in other departments, or by direct contact 

when a specific need arises.. Typically, communication between users 

follows this type of pattern: 

a) Small users generally obtain information at regional and state 

and local L.E. meetings. 
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b) Medium size users obtain information from other users of equal 

or larger size within their statee 

c) State police get information from other state. police or from 

regional meetings. 

d) Large users typically 

(1) buy minor (unsophisticated) equipment direct from 

producers. 

(2) for larger purchases 

(a) some buy direc~ from manufactu~er on basis of 

internal evaluation (36%) 

(b) some seek information from other large L.E. 

users (large but not really an early innovator) 

34% 

(c) others obtain information from non law enforce

ment equipmentasersa (26%) 

Thus, there is a definite pattern to the exchange of information 

between users. Typically the users who need the information act as the 

initiators of the communication. They generally contact other users of 

similar or somewhat larger .size. Small law enforcement agencies are 

hesitant to contact very large userse Largelyth:1.s is because they are 

uncomfortable /,itbout making requests of such busy departments where,there 
'. , II '. > 

is noway of ,1teciptoc,;iting for the favor. Therefore there isa trickle 

effect. Smaller departments are informed by somewhat larger users who 

are informed by lat;'gerones. 
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An alternative approach is to have regional (e.g. portion of state, total 

state, multistate) associations whereby information can be exchanged formally. 

Problems. with this approach to communication between users: 
, 

1) Information is ava;lable on request. It;s not typicall p bli . d ... ... Y u c~ze 

or made readily accessible to a w~de number of users. 
2) It is sometimes difficult to know which users are do;ng what ... innovatively 

in order to request the information
g 

3) Th~E~ is frequently a larg,e time delay before smaller users are exposed 
to innovative experi,ences. 

4) Distortion can occur by user x telling user 4 what user 2 has done? 

5) Frequently what works well and is appropriate for one user is wrong 

for another user with different circumstances and needs
g 

6) Users are often .not adequately trained to understand what they 
learn from other users g 

7) Themos:t knowledgeable users can not always inform~lly service all 
interested requests for assistance

g 

Quotes 

"More and more we are borrow;ng ;deas ...... and information from other state 
police." 

"Salesmen come and tell us what police departments are doing what and 

then we ,call the departments directly." 

"Ordinarily if the chief wants information, we will call others, espe

cially within the geographical area of the state." 

"If yousell,a couple of big police departments, the small oneS will 

see the product and even use the manufacturer's specs or big police 

department bid request to make their own order." 

Policy Options 

I. Develop more formal ''channels by which users can exchange information 
on. innovations a 

2.,Makeinforma~ion regarding the experiences of innovative users readily 

accessible to all other law enforcement agencies. 

3. Establish a national clearingho~se to provide information. 
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Sub-Issue 3: What role can the government and other third party sources J>lay 

in the dissemination of information? 

Most users agree that neither LEAA nor J:ACP do an effective job of 

conmn.micating important information. 23% of all the users analysed indicate 

that they would like a nationaJ clearinghouse or some other technique to 

easily and effectivel:) learn what is available and how good it is e 

Most users complain 

(1) A lot of useful information on effectiveness of equipment never gets 

conveyed to other users .. 

(2) Huch o'f the information available from producers or through the 

media have questionable credibility. There is a consensus that law 

enforcement users need more information which is trustworthy and easily 

accessible. 

Thus, most users agree that much really helpful information is not accessible 

(particularly a) regarding really new innovations, b) pertaining to equipment 

available from small producers, c) relating to the actual experiences of inno

vative users) and much of the information that is accessible can not be taken 

at face value. 

A clearinghouse could provide information quicker, easier, and more accu

rately, permitting use~s to become more knowledgeable, bebet:ter prepared to 

decide ~\fhether. an innovation is really appropriate for their needs, to aid in 

the selection ·of proper equipment~ and to help elimin.ate the needless . reoccur .. 

ence of innovative failures and fiascoes. It could also redu~e product costs 

thereby increasillg, the attractiveness of the L.E .. field as a market -- at 

present a very serious pl:'oblem. 

g"lotes: 

Producers 
(. 

"A real need is a ce~ltral repository' to assemble and disseminate new 
,I 

product information to L.E. users .. " 

"Would like to see LEAA rnaking, search of what is .avai.lable for users." 

"There should be a clearinghouse for L.E. equipment which eit:her endorses 

it or disapproves of it • ." 

"Dissemination of information about what .exists is the key to getting inno

vative equipment i';~o the law enforcement field. 

"A na.tional groupTs needed ••• the user would know where to go and get 

info ••• the. producer would have the benefit of having 4is p:t:'oduct made 
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known at less' expense to himself •• e also each user agency does not need 

to know who has expertise about each product." 

"We need a central repository so we would know exactly where to go with 

an idea." 

"I would like to see a national service to set standards and evaluate ••• 

also information dissemination to local police departments." 

"If everyone's ideas were in a common pool; how x has worked in practice 

so we could go to a central source for information it would be helpful •• o 

all the time, there are things you think should work but often don't and , 
it would help to know the experiences of others e" 

>"Yet practically no one has heard of the experiment. e. no distribution 

from LEAA. They should be distributing the report to get widespread 

reaction." 

"What we do in the name of innovation does not get recognition and we 

do not publicize it .... e.g., you may have two P.D.s doing a similar 

innovation and they are not aware of each other, so they cannot compare 

rtotes •• e if there were so~e kind of clearinghouse, repositorYe •• o I guess 

thereis •• o the LEAA ••• but I'm not reaJ.ly aware if it is .... the problem 

is that lots of planning officers have lots of ideas ..... if there was 

some place they could go and get information to see if others have tried 
it." 

In addition, something needs to be done to improve user-producers attitudes 

toward each other. As long as each has limited respect for the other, little 

can be achieved regarding better transfer of information. Training may be one 

way of starting to improve this problem. 

Policy Option§, 

1. It l;s apparent that alternative means of communicating are needed. 

A national. clearinghouse is one option which could provide users 

with information regarding. the availability of equipment and the 

standards which might exist as well as to publicize the results 

experienced by users who have implemented and evaluated innovative 
equipment e 

2. Make readily available to all other users the results of evaluations 
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required of all law enforcement users who use federal .:funds to 

purchase innovetive equipment. A frequent complaint is that this 

wealth of feedbaek oneq,u:i..p1nent effectiveness is lost to other users 

who could use such information to avoid the repetition of failures. 

:3 0 To adopt training or s'ome other interventiol{l to improve producer and 

user perceptions and attitudes about each,othe't' in order to increase 

their ,wj"li:i.ngness to communicate With each other. 
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4. Need Identification 

General Statement of the Issue 

In general, this issue is concerned with how the needs for equipment 

become salient: in law enforcement. There are 2 points at which this need 

identification is an important factor - at the user and at the. producer. 

There are two general processes by which needs become salient in 

user agencies. 

Process A. Performance evaluation may indicate operational deficiencies 

and a search may be initiated for information about equipment 

to improve operational effectiveness. 

Performance 
Evaluation 

Awareness of 
Operational 
Deficiency 

Search for 
Information 

Process B. Awareness of the existence of a piece of equipment may generate 

desire for improvement in operational effectiveness (even though 

effectiveness had been perceived as adequate) and a search may be 

initiated for information. 

Awareness of 
Existence 
Equipment 

Desire for 
-----------,~ Operational 

Improvement 

Search for 
Information 

Each process carries a different implication :f;or a policy of intervention 

in the process. If Process A is prevalent inL.E. (or some significant portion) 

then intervention would be more effective if it was directed at giving L.E. 

agencies greater capability for performance evaluationo On the other hand,) 

to .. the extent that Process B is more prevalent, then intervention in the form 

cif publicizing and popularizing innovative equipment will be more ef:fectiveQ 
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The identification of user needs by producers is also important. Figure 3 

indicates 4 processes by which producers could become interested in producing 

, d t L E In general" 3 ,processes' are distinanished and/ or marketing a pro ucto, • • -0-

by level of sophistication of the producer. The major implication of identifying 

1 i 'i t be, bett""r ,.able fox.:, NILECJ to effectively the preva ent P7'0cess s, aga n, ' 0 '" 

intervene in the process. A fourth prcx:ess (4) indicated is one, in which 

L.E. is not a major factor for t1;te producer in determin;i.ng market strategy, , 

d · .) etc. and L.E. essentially purchases what's available. For the sake of J.scusnon, 

the processes can be labeled as follows: 

1 - Impulsive, 2 - Cautious, 3 - Reactive, 4 - Unconcerned 

(1) Presume Need 
(hunch, "obvious" 

\ need, etc.) 

Produce and/or 

(2) Suspect --+ Analyze 
> > Need . ,Market 

/ Market the Product 

(3) Needs Communicated 
from user agencies 

Figure 3 

Alternate Method of Identifying Needs by Producers 
(4) 

Sub-Issues 

This issue is analyzed in the context of the following sub-issues: 

1) Is one of the user, processes (A or B) prevalent for different equipment 

types? For different users? 

2) ':1s one of the producer processes (1,2,3, or 4) prevalent for different 

products? For different producers? 
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Sub-issue 1: Is one of the user processes (A or B) prevalent for different 

equipment types'l For different users? 

The data used to analyze this sub-issue consists of specific responses 

or inferences about this sub-issue given in the interviews with the 47 user 

agencies. Of the 47 agencies, 6 agencies provided no analyza.b1e responses. 

Referring to our user typology, these 6, "no response" agencies consisted of: 

2 1f07 - 8 ci ties 

3 - #9 largest cities 

1 - #14 private agency 

The remaining 41 user agencies provided 103 responses relating to this 

sub-issue. The 103 responses are tabulated in Table 25 according to equip

ment and user typology. The organization of data. in Table 25 is the basis for 

the conclusions presented belowo Each response was classified as being either 

Process A or B or ambiguous. The response was also classified by the type of 

user agency providing the response. Table 2S provides the number of each 

classification of process - response (A, B, ambiguous) for each user type by 

each equipment type o 
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TABLl~ 25 NEED IDENTIFICATION PROCESS BY USER TYPE AND EQUIP~NTTYPE 

User 
~ 1 2 7-8 9 11 12 13 14 Totals 

Equipment 
Tvpe 

Body Armor 

Holsters/Utility Beits 

Low Light Equipment 

Non-lethal Weapons 

Transceivers 

Voice Identification 

Weapon Detectors 

Vehicle Loca.tors 

Building Design 

Court Recording 

General Response 

Other Equipment 

TOTALS 

LEGEND: A Process A 

B -Process B 

? - Ambiguous 

A B ? 

1 

1 2 

1 1 

1 2 1 

1 

1 1 1 

1 

47 4 
: 

A B ? A B ? 

1 1 1 

1 

1 2 2 

1 1 

1 4 1 

1 

1 

1 2 
I 

2 2 

3 

3 2 13 7 4 

A B ? AB ? A B ? A B ? A B ? A B ? 

2 4 2 3 5 4 

1 1 1 

2 1 353 

3 2 2 1 1 6 3 ·2 

2 3 3 1 9 5, 3 

1 2 1 3 4 

1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 

3 1 1 6 2 1 

1 1 

2 2 

2 1 1 1 3 5' 4 

1 2 1 2 1 1 8 3 1 

15 15 15 5 3 4 1 2 1 47 3 224 

Note: 5-6, and 10 al!e excluded from the table because no responses were recorded on User Types 1/:3-4, 

this issue from these types. 
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Findings: 

Analysis of Table 25 on a cell-by-ce11 basis does not provide for any 

robust conclusions to be drawn because no single cell contains sufficient 

data. Certain cells could possibly be referred to for some tentative con

clusions, but such cells are inore appropriately discussed below in the 

context of more global analyses. The row and column totals in Table 25 

provide the bases for some worthwhile conclusions. 

Equipment 'Types. The sub-totals for equipment types (row totals) give 

evidence of some potentially important patterns. The totals for body 

armor"and low light equipment seem to be evenly distributed over the three 

types of process responses (A, B, ambiguous), leading to the conclusion 

that for these equipment types, no single pattern of need identification 

has emerged. Unfortunately, this could mean either: 
-" 

1) the L. E. market is responsive to either process of need identifi
cation, or 

2) both processes are operating but it isn't clear which process is 

more effective. 

However, even the ambiguity of this conclusion has important implications 

for anyone attempting to influence the marke~ for either of these equipment 

types. Since neither process has emerged as cle.arly dominant, then a 

marketing strategy must not neglect either proc'ess for the product areas, 

although we might also note that, to the extent that either process was 

indicated by the data, it was Process B rather than A. 

A prevalence of Process A appears to be operating in the markets for the 
follOwing equipment types: 

non-lethal weapons 

transceivers 

weapon detectors 

vehicle locators 

For each of these types, this prevalence is expressed over several 

types of users, further supporting the conclusion that Process A is operating 

for these types of equipment, i.e., the needs for these equipment types have 

been more frequently determined from an organizational performance evaluation 

than-from exposure·to the equipment. It should be made clear, however, 
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that this does not imply that the user organization itself performs this 

evaluation but rather that some organizational deficiency is made salient, 

thus leading to a search for an equipment solution. 

In some cases, the evaluation of the user organization is clearly 

performed outside the organization.. For example,it is clearly expressed 

in the responses that the search for non-lethal weapons has been undertaken 

many times iIi direct response to public reaction to "police brutality". 

For one equipment type, y.oice identification, Process A is clearly 

pot the prevalent process. The high amount of ambiguity found prevents 

concluding that Process B is prevalent, but it does permit a tentative c:on

clusion that Process B is operating either by itself or in interaction ~Nith 

Process A. Suc.;h a tentative conclusion is inferable from the ambiguity of 
'" 

the responses. Based on the meager number of responses included here, it can 

at least be said that user agencies have not as yet identified an organiza

tional deficiency which is closely related to a soluction involving voice 

identification equipment. 

User Types. The sub-totals for user types (column totals) also provide for 

some worthwhile conclusions • The responses from user type 41=9 and 4Fl2 (largest 

cities and prisons) indicate that neither Process A nor B has emerged as 

prevalent, particularly in largest cities where a considerable amount of 

ambiguity is encountered. Within the largest cities (41=9 type), a definite 

process seems to be associated with two equipment types: low light equipment 

shows a weak association with Process B and vehicle locator equipment shows 

a slightly stronger .association with Process A. However, in both cases the 

associations are based on very few responses and can onIy be presented as 

highly speculative" 

In the case of prisons (4Fl2 type), the responses relating to the study 

equipment types indicate prevalence by neither Process A norB .. 

Table 25 indicates that Process A is prevalent in the following user 

agencies: 

41=2 

-i,b7-8 (combined) 

41=11 

4Fl3 

trill-

sheriff's departments 

cities 

courts 

special government agencies 

pri vat.e agencies 
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The evidence is strongest for the courts (41=11). Every response from 

courts indicated that performance evaluation leads to search for equipment 

(Process A). The tone of the responses indicates that: 

1) the performance deficiencies of the courts are becoming highly 

salient both through self-evaluation (lawyers, judges, etc,,) 

and through external evaluation (public, police departments, etc.,) 

2) producers in general do not view courts as a discrete, viable 

market" 

The evidence for a preva.lence of Process A is more equivocal but still 

rather strong for city police departments(4J=7 & 8 combined)" The prevalence 

is particularly noticeable in the cell related to transceivers, but it is 

also suggested for several other equipment types" A question that arises is 

why does either process emerg.e as dominant for this type of user (cities) 

and not for type 41=9 ... largest eities. One plausible explanation is that, 

while the occurrence of Process A is also high for type 41=9 (15 incidents), 

this potential dominance is moderated by an equally high occurrence of 

Process B (also 15 incidents)" This is to be expected when it is realized 

that the producers frequently, and persistently, demonstrate and advertise 

their products to many of the largest police departments" At least two 
.' 

reasons explain such behavior: 

1) largest police departments represent the biggest potential sales, 

2) largest police departments represent either actual or presumed 

endorsement of a product. 

The conclusion to be drawn is that both types of police departments 

(41=7-8 combined and 41=9) are experiencing performance evaluation (~;i.ther 

internal or external) but the largest police departments (4fo9) ate more 

frequently the targets of producer's sales efforts. 

The .evidence for a prevalence of Process A in sheriff's departments (4f2), 

special government agencies (41=13), and private agencies (41=14) is not suffi

ci,l,;mt1y strong to allow any ~onc1usion,s to be drawn. 

Evidence indicates that Process B is prevalent in one user type _ 

State Police (4Fl). This prevalence is not associated with any particular 

type of equipment but rather is accumulated over several types of equipment. 

This would lead to a conclusion that performance deficiency is not a strong 

incentive for equipment search in Sr:ate Police Departments (based on the 

limited data available)" Very likeily related to this is the. general under

standing that State Police are lessl frequently critically evaluated by 



external agents (legislators, public, etc.) than are large metropolitan 

police departments. 

Implications 

The general implication of .the findings for this sub-issue is that 

there is considerable variation among user agencies in the proce~lses by 

which needs for different equipment types are identified. Some trends may 

be detectable for a prevalence of one process or the other for certain equip

ment types.. If such trends are confirmed by further research, the impliqa

tions for intervention in the diffusion process of such equipment types 

become obvious. 

The implication of a lack of prevalence of a process within user types 

is mainly that, if one process is more desirable t,han .the other, then inter

vention should clearly be directed toward enhancing the emergence of that 

process as dominant. It would seein desirable for L. E.. agencies to demonstrate 

a prevalence of Process A based more on self-evaluation than on external 

evaluation. Intervention should, therefore, be directed toward developing 

L. E. agencies 't capacity for self-evaluation of performance. 

Sub-issue 2: Is one of the producer processes (1, 2, 3, or 4) prevalent 

for different products?· For different producers.? 

The data used to analyse this sub-issue consists of specific responses 

or inferences given about this sub-issue in the interviews with the producers. 

Of the 73 interviews;k 7 did not provide useable responses for this sub-issue. 

The remaining 66 produo.ers provided 71 responses, 9 of whichconcertlLed 

"other" equipment, i.e., equipment other than the types included in our 

study typology. ·Therefore, the analysis of this sub-issue is based on 62 

responses .. 

Findings: 

Table 26 shows the relationship between the different equipment types 

and the 4 need-identification processes •. No outstanding relationshi'p is 

evident but closer analysis uncovers some subtle, but potentially important, 

relationships. 

The unconcerned process (114) does not appear to be an important influence 

in this sample of producers. This is an important finding for understanding 

'that, whatever their motives or success, the large majority of the producers 

in this sample were concerned about the L.E. market. It would have been 

a serious situation if the unconcerned process had been significantly 

represented .. 

* Includes two architects 
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TABr.F. 26 

COMPARISON Ol~ NEE)) IDEN'l'IFICA'I.'ION Ill.) OCE'SS 
\. ,=:..-=.A::::.:ND=-T=-'Y~.P~E~O.!:..F~E~' Q(!:U~I:.t.P~ME~N'::!.:!.:.,r. 

: ____ ... w._ N d Id ee if ent· 'ication l!roces!:l 
Equipment 1 2 3 4 Typology lmpulsive Cautious Reactive Unconcerned Total 
Body armor 5 2 4 11 
Holsters and utility belts 1 6 7 
Low light equipment 4 3 1 1 9 
Non-lethal 2 2 1 5 
Transceivers 1 8 2 .1 12 
Vehicle locator 1 1 2 
Voic.e identification 1 1 2 
Weapon detection 4 1 3 1 9 
Building design 2 1 3 
Cou:rt recording 

2 2 

TOTAL 18 18 22 4 62 

The totals for each of the oth' ( 1 . er processes co umn totals) show that 
the processes are rather evenly distr4 but d . d' . . . h 

~ e, ~n ~cat~ng t at no single 
process is prevalent.' However if th , e processes for transceivers are 

removed, the cautious prqcess (#2) is reduced significantly, and the distri
, bution becomes: 

Process 

Totals 

1 
Impulsive 

17 

2 3 
Cautious Reactive 

10 20 

The pattern suggested here is that, across all of equ4 pment 
~ types .except 

'. transceivers, producers tend to enter the market either on impulse or in 
reaction to specific requests from. ·L.· Eo' h Suc . a conclusion leads to the 
spectllation that either producers see L. E. as a market. ready to absorb 
equipment or they don't give it much consideration until a specific need 
is brought to their attention .. This could have important policy implications 
fdr intervention in the producer's perception of theL

o 
E .. market. 
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A corollary of the above conclusion is that in the field of transceivers, 

producers are generally cautious 

are many who entered the market, 

in identifying needs and that, since there 

they apparently perceive ,a viable market 

for transcel.vers n • • . i L E Thl.·s does not square with, the general notion that 

this field ofL. E. is dominate or monopo l.ze • d 1 · d In fact, the area of 

h · h rh cautl.· ous proces s is ,prevalent. transceivers is the only area in w l.C _ e ~~~~ 

Table 26 indicates that the reactive process (#3) is particuiarly 

prevalent for ho sters •• 1 a"d utl.·ll.·ty belts. However, this is not an astonish-

ing,finding since many of the producers of these products had previousL. E. 

experience themselves, usua.lly as police officers. 

Table 27 shows the relationship between the 4 need-identification 

processes and the size of producers. No outstanding relationship is 

som'e subtle, but potentially important, evident but closer analysis uncovers 

relationships. 

TABLE 27 

COMPARISON OF NEED IDENTIFICATION PROCESS AND SIZE OF PRODUCER 
,_.=' 

Need Identification Process 

Producer 
Size 

123 4 
Impuisive Cautious Reactive Unconcerned 

Tiny .. less than 50 employees 9 6 

Small- 50 - 500 employees. 3 4 

\}1edium - 500 - 2,500 ,employees 2 ,i, 

9 

7 

6 1.6 

2 

2 

Total ---
24 

16 

4 

18 Large - over 2,500 employees 6 . 
------+-------r--i~, ~~~---------_r---

TOTAL 18 18:22 4 62 
------.,.,,-------------:------:-----,-------:------ i _____________________ ~ 

Th totals of Table 27 show clearly that medium sized companies " erow 

are, sparse y represen e • 1 t d Thl.· s seems to be represe,ntative of the field 

than an artifact of the sample selection,gi,ven the selection procedure rathex: 

1 ·t· t 1 combine the small and tiny categories it 'I,l'sed" If one canegl. l,.ma e y 

becoITles clear that the market contains many small producers. On the face of . \, 

it, t'~is is not an important f,;Lnding because in any market, it is unlikely 

that, ~.arge companies will outnumber small companies. :However, further 

analysis of the 18 responses of large companies reveal,.s important findings. 

Of thecomp:anies represented by the 18 responses, companies representing 7 

respomies ht=tve left the L. E.field entirely, companies representing 3, other 
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responses are not aCUvely pursuing the L. E. market any ionger and com

panies representing 3 othertesponses have only recently gotten into the 

L~ Eoma.rket o In terms of number responses then, instead of 18, there are 

only 6 responses from large companies with any L. Eo experience still 
actively pursuing the L. E. market. 

In more concrete terms, the 18 responses in Table 27 came from 15 "k 

companies. Of those 15 companies, 4 have terminated their operations in 

L. Eo, and 3 are not really active in it, leaVing 8 large companies in the 

Lo E. market (from our sample). Of those 8, 3 have only recently gotten into 

Lo E. To say that there are only 5 large companies in our sample who are 

both active and experienced in L. E. may be misleading - there may well be 

many such large companies in L. Eo who don't happen to be in our sample. Of 

more importance is the finding that, given the manner of selection of the 

sample, it seems significant that virtually 50% (7 of IS) of the large 

companies have left the L. E. market, either actually or in practice, and 

that these companies ha.d been in at least 4 different types of equipment. 

(Further analysis along these lines is not possible without violating 
our commitment of con~identiality). 

Table 27 also shows none of the 3 need-identification processes 

(excluding #4) to be prevalent among the tiny-small size companies o Only a 

slight trend can be detected toward small companies (50 _ 500 employees) 

being approached by L. Ev (process #3) more frequently than either of the 

other 2 processes~ This could have implications for any intervention con

sidered in the user-to-producer feedback process. 

In passing, it is worth noting that all 3 processes are represented 

equaJly in the 1?ample of lavge companies, indicating that entering a market 

on impulse (process #1) is not restricted to small companies~ Large companies 
are also sometimes apt to do it. 

Implications 

The implications of the findings regarding this sub-issue have been 

mentioned above but they are ~ummarized here for conveni~nce. 

Analyzing totals for each of the 3 processes (1, 2, 3) shows some 

indication that producers are either impulsive UI1) or reactive (13) , 

(excluding transceivers). This finding, tentative though it may be, should 

be conSidered if intervention in the Lo Eo R,D&E process is con1?idered at 

the point of trying to interest producers to enter the , market 0 Perhaps more 

*Refers to corporate size 
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important is consideration (and understanding) of,the reasons why producers 

are not more cautious and calculating about getting into the market 

(process #2). Is this a case of faulty perception on the part of the pro

ducers? Or an accurate perception of an unattractive market? 

Serious implications arise from th~ finding that so many large companies 

have left the field in so many equipment areas. Large companies don't 

normally act so without good reason .. This finding·should be kept in mind 

if any consideration is given to intervention in the form of subsidizing 

a producer's entry into the market. If such entry is advisable~ perhaps a 

small, rather than large, company should receive the subsidy. 

The findings indicate that small companies are oHen made aware of a 

need for their products by direct contacts from L .. E.. There could be impli

cations here if any intervention is considered regarding feedback mecha,nisms 

from L. E. to producers. For example, if the findings were taken to indicate 

some affinity for small producers on the part of L .. E., then a conference 

designed to bring users (L. E.) and producers together would probably be 

more successful if small producers were included rather than medium or large 

producers. 
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5.. Cooperation Between Users 

General Statement of the Issue 

The extent of cooperation between user agenc~es has important implications 

for the L.E. market. Cooperative ·purchase and/or f . use 0 Lnnovative equipment 
may effectively reduce the size of the market, in terms of the number of 

discrete potential bllyers, which could, in turn, discourage potential producers. 

On the other hand, cooperation among users would also bring about greater 

standardization of perfor.mance requirements, which could, in turn, encourage 

potential producers through clearer definition of user needs. 

Before conclusions such as the above can be attempted, the issue of 

cooperation between users must be examined .at a more elemental level. It 

should first be determined whether L.E. agencies exhibit a willingness to 

cooperate ~lith each other, what the patterns of such cooperation are likely 

to be, and what benefits and problems such cooperation are likely to produceo 

The issue has been examined at this elemental level in the present study" 
Sub-Issues 

The issue of cooperation between users was examined in the context of the 
following sub-issues. 

I.. To what extent do L.E. agencies cooperate with each other in the 

acquisition/purchase of equipment? What types of equipment and 

agencies are involved? 

2. To what extent do L.E. agencies ,cooperate with each other in the use 

of equipment.? What types of equipmen·c and agencies are involved? 

3 0 What advantages and disadvantages are perceived or realized through 

cooperative activity? 

4.. What is the relationship between conntrunication patterns and cooperation 
patterns? 

Sub-Issue 1: To what extent do L.E. agencies cooperate with each other in 

the acquiSition/purchase of equipment? What types of agencies and eq1llipment 
are involved? 
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TABLE 28 -
, l."n the A~quisition/Purchase of Equipment Users Cooperation _ 

• 
Do not co-

Cooperate to some degree operate in No 
User Tvpolo!!v in purchase of eauipment purchase J:.esponse 

1 6 1 - State Police .... 

2 - Sheriff's Offices 1 1 

3-4 - Small Towns 

5-6 - Towns 

7-8 - Cities 1 8 2 

9 - Largest Cities 5 7 4 

10 - Townships 

11 - Courts 1 1 

12 - Prisons 3 1 

13 - Special Gov't. Agencies 2 1 

14 - Private Agencie,s 1 ~ 

Total 10 27 10 

-

Cooperative acquisition/purchase between users seems clearly not to be a 

well-established or well-developed pattern among users. 

h I does not cooperate l."mpressive, majority of t e samp e As Table28 shows, an 

f ' " ent This negative response in any way in the acquisition/purchase 0 equl.pm • ," " 
' , 11 t pes of 'user agenCl.es l.n 'to "be, we.ll distributed across a ',y, , is f~rther shown _ 

the sample. 

the, reporte,d" ins tances of cooperative of equipment involved in 
The types , d cars, l;:lborato, ry, equipment, ' ,,, L h l." ncludecomnunications ,squa, ' , acguisitionpurc ase 

. 

surveilance equipment, and a helico~ter~ Two of the users training facilities, 

indicating cooperation, did not 

the types, reported it might be 

report the types of equipment involved. From 

concluded that, in general, high cost equipment 

However, the sample of,reported the focus of cooperation .. and facilities are " h degree 
small to draw such a ,conclusion W1t any instances of coope:catior~ is too 

of certainty;. 
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Discussion: 

While it may not be the typical pattern, the sample doc1J indicate thnt 

there are several reported instances of cooperation which could serve as valuable 
sites for research .. 

There appear to be 2 general patterns of cooperative acquisition emergent in 

the di:tta o One group of 3 users ,seem to be cooperating because 'of the presence 

of a supra-agency with considerable fiscaicontrol over the reporting users. 

Such users include specialized federal agencies (cooperating through the 

mechanism of the Federal budgeting process) and state agencies (cooperation 
having been mandated by state legislature). 

The sec0nd, larger group of 6 agencies include large metropolitan police 

departments who have cooperated in acquisition/purchase based on a common, 

regional interest in law enforcement with surrounding L.E. agencies. This group 

represents the relatively few but rich examples of cooperative effort that should 

be researched in detail to determine early in the diffusion process of this in

novative organization structure the problems and advantages as they are encountered
o 

The large police departments involved in these instances of cooperative 

~cguisition/purchase generally serve as a focal point of the cooperation. They 

are either the nucleus of, a group which includes the large city and all the 

surrounding suburban and rural police departments or they are a more co-equal 

"partner" cooperating with other L.E. functions such as courts and prisons .. 

Based on the data included here, the first situation serves to be more prevalent, 

i.e., cooperative acguisition/purchas~ arrangements more ;frequently ineluae a 

large police department as a nucleus and the surrounding suburban and rural 
L.E. agencieso 

These cooperative efforts also dramatize the potential influence that LEAA 

has in the L •. E. equipment diffusion process.. One acknowledged stimulus toward 

cooperathin in each of these instances was the more efficient utilization of " h 
ava~labl~ LEAA funds, distributed, through the block grants program.. This use 

of influence to stimul,ate cooperation was recognized and encouraged by the 
' (1) 

State Cri~tnal Justice Planning Administrators. However, the organizations 

'--,-.-1-_''"--, ________ _ 

. '., , 

State of the States on Crime .iJ.nd Justice, National Conference of State 
Criminal Justice Planning Admini~tr;:ltors, Frankfort, Kentucky, June 1, 1973, p. 16-17. 
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that are evolving to administer the cooperation are quite varied in form and 

concept. This variation of organizational structure is but one focus for 

additional research to determine the relative effectiveness of the different 

forms. By fo110\Y'ing a policy of ,allowing organizations to '_'evolve"; LEAA 

runs the risk of having cooperative -acquisi tio~ fai 1 in s~.m~_ ~.n~ ~~nces .. .. ~ - . 
-because of a lack of guidance concerning the establishment of effective 

orga~ization~1 struct~res. 

Sub-issue 2: To what extent do L.E. agencies cooperate with each other 

in the use of equipment? What types of equipment and agencies are involved? 

TABLE 29 

Users.Cooperating in the Use of Equipment 

Coop~rate in some 
respect in ~ of Do not co- No 

User 'l'y~o10gy ~uiQment operate in, use resPonse 

1 - State Police 6 1 

2 - Sheriff's Offices 1 

3-4 - Small Towns 

5-6 - Towns 

7-8 - Cities 10 1 

9 - Largest Cities 12 1 

10 - Townships t 

11- Courts 

12 - Prisons 2 

13- Special Gov't. Agencies 3 

14 - Private Agencies " 1 

Total \) 
33 5 

Findings: 

Cooperative use of equipment between users seem.s'clear1y to be-a well

established pattern aI)long users. 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1 

9 

ASTab1e29sJ:l.Ows,'j"".3 'agencies of the 47 _ analyzed, reported some degree of 

cooperation in the ~lO£ equipment, while only .5 .rep'orted no such -co,?peration. ' 
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Table 29 also shows that the agencies involved in cooperative use of equip

ment include several of the types within the study typology. 

In general, cooperative ~ involved a large police department as the 

nucleus (or supplier) and the surrounding suburban and rural police departments 

(the region with a Common L.E. interest). There were isolated reports of 

cooperative ~ of equipment between police departments and courts or prisons. 

These few cases usually involved laboratory - or computeJ:'-re1ated equipmento 

The equipment reported as cooperatively ~ are shown in Table 30. 

While most involve high cost and J."J1.termJ.' ttent . f or J.n requent use, there is 
also some reported sharing of rather low cost . ( equJ.pment tear g~s, flares, 
etc o

). In general, these were reported by State Police Agencies as being 

shared with small local police departments "as needed". It is inferred from 
the described instances that th h' ese are rat er J.ncidental occurrences and 

probably do not represent a significant impact on either participating party. 

TABLE 30 

Equipment Reported in Cooperative Use 

"Men and equipment" and special squads 

Criminal laboratory 

Surveilance equipment (including low li~ht) 
Training 

Communications 

Metal detestons 

Breath Analyzers 

Voice Identification 

Video Tape 

Computer 

Body Armor 

Flares 

"Portable equipment" 

Tear ga.s 
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14 

8 

7 

6 

5 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Discussion: 

Comparing the figures for reported cooperative ~ (33/5) with those 

reported for cooperative acquisition/purchase (10/27) dramatizes the extent 

to which users already cooperate in the ~ oE equipment. The same comparison 

also leads to the conclusion that cooperative acquisition/purchase is not a 

prerequisite condition for cooperative ~. 

Since cooperative ~ appears to be a prevalent practice, .it should be 

helpful to know more about the organizational mechanisms by which such 

cooperation takes place. By far, the most prevalent arrangement reported 

was an "informal agreement". Of the remaining instances, 1 was a case of 

equipment being shared by several specialized federal agencies, 6 were 

unspecified, .and 8 were regional mutual aid agreements g 

The 18 "informal" and the 8 nru.tua1 aid agreements represent the most 

promising area for further research e In virtually all of these 24 reported 

instances, the cooperation is taking place among L.E. agencies sharing a 

commonL.E. interest. The geographic region ID8~ be a county,.a metropolitan 

area, or some larger division, but in all cases, the element of common L.E. 

interest is present. 

Closer analysis of the reports gives the clear impression that the common

ality of L.E. interest is so pervasive as to bring about cooperative use 

without specific legislative mandate for such cooperation. In some few cases, 

the cooperation takes place in ·spite of legal restrictions or impediments. 

As suggested above, the 8 reported formalized cooperative agreements should 

be investigated to determine the implications of such agreements and to develop 

model programs for other agencies to adop~. The potential that such research 

has for detecting valuable policy implications is discussed in the analysis 

of 'Sub-issue 3 below. 

Sub-issue 3: ¥hat advantages and disadvantages are perceived or realized 

:hrough cooperative activity? 

Findings: 

Tile data included in this study are not sufficient to. draw strong con-
r',.. , 

~ 

c1usionsregarding this sub-issue. In many cases, the details of the 

cooperation were not known to the respondents although the practice was. 

In other cases,the informality of the arr~ngement did not lend itself to 

critical appraisal because it, "just seelIled to happen". However, the potential 

influence of coopeX'ative activity between users can be inferred from the strong 
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inclination to cooperate which is evidenced by the many instances of informal 

sharing of equipment (sub-issue 2 above) in spite of the general lack of 

cooperation in acquisition of equipment (sub-issue 1 above) .. 

This phenomenon of cooperation should be further researched to explicate 

the advantages and disadvantages and, as a result, to develop a model program 
of cooperation .. The potential for such research , in terms .of policy options 
for NILE CJ.,is indicated by the comments of some of the agencies reporting 
cooperation,; 

Comments concerning the advantages of cooperation included: 

'''More efficient use of available federal funds" .. 

"L.E. job is so big, we need all the help we can get". 

"The quality of personnel and equipment supplied is high". 

"Procurement costs can be reduced". 

"Sharing equipment compensates for a (local) lack of personnel". 

Comments concerning the disadvantages of cooperation included: 

"Local needs differ". 

"Local constraints (against cooperation) are a problem". 

"Each L.E. agency jealously guards its prerogatives". 

"Cooperation is a drain on the resources of the agency supplying 

(the men or equipment)". 

These comments,while too few to be conclusive, do indicate that there 

has been sufficient experienceiri cooperation to allow some rather sophisticated 

aspects to emerge. Further research could well reveal that: 

L.E. agencies are willing to cooperate, 

the impediments to cooperation .are not insurmountable , 
coopex:ation on a regional basis could be a significant step toward 

cX'ime control. 

Sub-issue 4: What is the relationship between communication patterns and 
cooperation pa.tterns? 

The rationale for this sub-issue is that cooperation, of necessity, involves 

corimmnication, hut that it cannot be assumed that L.E. agencies will report 

communication. patterns. closelyparelleling their cooperative activities
o 

It 

is entirely feasible that large I?olice departments would more frequently report 

cOmnUlnication'with other large police departments than with local surrounding 
police departments" On the other hand, it would be ofiagnificant value to 
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If it can be shown that communication patterns are related to cooperation 

patterns, then it becomes feasible to consider development of appropriate 

conununication patterns as a viable policy option for NILECJ or any other 

agency seeking to influence the L.E. market. 

Findings: 

Two types of communications were investigated - formal and informal. 

Communication between users is analyzed in depth as a separa.te issue (see 

Section 3 on Information Transfer). Of interest here is the extent to 

which different types of agencies reported the two types of communication. 

Table 31 compares the totals for each type of communication with the totals for 

cooperative activity. 

Analysis of Table 3lindicates that both communication patterns are generally 

comparable to cooperation in ~ but not in acquisition. However, based on the 

premise that cooperative acquisition requires a more formal arrangeme~t than is 

required for cooperative~, then it would be expected that formal .conununication 

patterns would more closely approximate cooperative aCQuisition. Such is not 

the case, although~the corollary prevails, i.e. the patterns of cooperative ~ 

and informal communciation are closely related. 

Further investigation of the formal communication patterns indicates that 

most of the reported instances involved communications through national, state., .. -. ~ . 
or regional associations of a, special expertis~ (e.g. communications) or 

administrative fu.nction. It tllustbe concluded that these ·formal communication 
" 

patterns are not effectively promoting or developing arrangements leading to 

formal cooperation regarding acquisition. 

Implications: 

It becomes evident that informal commu~lication patterns can bethought to 

at least enhance, if not actually precipift:ate,. informal cooperation. The 

obvious policy implication for.NILECJ is if to further enhance the possibility _ 

of informal communication patterns, keep~~ng in mind that sJ.lch patterns center 

around local -regionalL.E~ interz:sts" 
. i 

Of 'furthel:' .:implication is the-p~ssib:iJ;'1ity that formal communications a~so 
centered around . local - regional 

tion regarding acquisition. _ To 

'f 

L .• E. iniierests could 
Ii 

the ext:lfmt that .some 

precipitate more coopera

formal communication atready 

ta~es place within regional associatioll~' su~ha\Ssociationscould well be used 
!i 
d 

. as instI'liments for communication o~ details of mo4e.l programs of cooper~tive 

acquisition. :! 
.,/ 
II 

1~' 
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TABLE 31 

Comparison of Communication - Cooperation 

Yes - some No -
activity no activity No 

Type of Interaction reported in this area response 

Informal communication 35 4 8 

Formal communication 29 4 14 
Cooperative Acquisition 10 27 10 

Cooperative Use 33 5 9 

... 

Many patterns of formal communication presently are not organized around 

a local-regional interest in Lu E. These patterns are not expected to lead 

to formal arrangements for cooperative acquisition. NILEC.T could iuitiate 

programs which would promote formal cOllllUuuication centered on local-regional 

L. E. interests. 

The Fresent study has uncO'lTered these potential implications. Further 

research should explicate the details and consequences of such implications. 
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6 .. ~:!!S. and Budgeting 

General.Statement of Issue 

The issue is concerned with the availability of funds from various 

agencies for the development of new innovative law enforcement equipment as 

well as the availability of funds from both internal and external sources 

for the purchase of such equipment. The analysis of the producer data will 

convey the availability of such funds and their source. A statement will 

include how funds were actually obtained. 

The analysis of the user data will reveal the actual mechanism as well 

as the source of outside funds to. acquire innovative equipment. It is important 

to determine the flexibility of the budgets procedure set up by the user and 

to determine what constraints may be imposed on his using outside funds as well 

as the mechanism he had to employ to acquire this assistance. 

Producers 

Sub-Issues 

1) To what extent are producers aware of external funds for the develop

ment of law enforcement equipment? 

2) To wha't extent do firms ~ external funding for L.E. products? 

3) To what extent are organizations satisfied with current funding 

procedures to develop new law enfo~cement equipment? 

4) To What extent do ,producers believe funding will help get innovative 

law ,znforcement into the law enforcement field? 

Sub-Issue in: To what 'extent are eroducers aware of external funds for the 

,~evelopment of law, enforcement equipment?, 

Hypotheses: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Very few producers are aware of funding for R£D. 

Small manufacturers are more aware of funds t:han large manufacturers 

since .. they need the money to support theirR.&D process. 
! 

Government agencies tend to offer more funding grantsthan/!other 
lJ 

agencies do for R&D purposes. 
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Findings: In general the findings support the above nypothes~s with 51 companies 

out of 71 reporting on funding in the questionnaires only a small percentage ~\Tere 

actually aware of available funds, The number of companies who actually used 

funds. was very small. 261'0 of the tiny companies used funds, 7% of the small 

companies, 20% of the medium sized companies and no large companies at all used 

funding. Tiny and small companies tended to be more knowledgeable about what 

was available to them. Companies of low and high technology seemed to be more 

aware of available grants than companies of medium technology (our largest group). 

Larger companies considered it unprofitable to obtain grants for R&D and 

did not try to apply for aid but funded .their own R&D. Some small companies 

didn't try because they thought they would never get anything, some felt th~y 

d idn' t have the "credentials". Several othE!r companies did not want "strings 

attached" to the products they produced. A few companies felt rushed during 

the R&D process and couldn't plow through the red tape of funding. "We don't 

feel the hassle is worth applying for". 

But the most important fact is the low level of awareness on the part of 

the,manufacturers about what 'funds could be made available to them. Of the 

few grants used, Federal Government funding was the most prevelant. 

Policy Implications 

The picture of poor communication between the manufacturer and the funding 

agencies is quite apparent. Two approaches to this problem could be utilized o 

A board representing the various funding agencies could be setup as an information 
.' '. 

center to the manufacturer, this same board could produce a booklet containing 

the various available funds and the process needed to acquire them. The booklet 

and the board should be. advertised through media that' would reach the proper 

manufacturer ofL.:E:. equipment. In a second approach the funding agencies 

can set up an association whose members could be the producers who are interested 

and desire funding. A small fee for the service could cover the cost of the 

boo~let and mailings. 

This board or associatioIlwould function out of the National or State 

clearing houses mentioned in other sections. 
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TABLE 32 PRODUCERS 'OBTAINING OR USING 

EXTERNAL FUNDING 

Companies Reporting - 51 

~!.l!panv Size Tinv Small Medium 
1l. ~ 1l. ~, 1l. 

23 45 15 29 5 . 

External Funding 
Yes 6 26 1. 7 1 

No 7 74 14 93 4 

Source of Funds* 
Id Ie 3a 100 Federal 50 

'b -State 2 33 - -
Other 1

e 
17 - - -

Degree of Technology 
of Products Produced 

Lo 4 17 2 13 -
Med 15 ~6 11 74 3 

Hi 4 17 ~ 13 2 
'. 

, 
Funding by Degree of 
Technology of Product I 

'. 
;Lo 2 50 - - -

., 

"'Mec\ 2 13 . - . ..; 1 

Hi ,"( 2 50 1 50 -
*Source of Funds 
a' - Federal grant,Pept .• ' of Def~nse, Bureau oi;' Mines 
b - LEAA (2) -one' was :a .failure 
c - Ford Foundation 
d - U.S~ Navy 
e - Dept. of Defense 

.' 
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Sub-Issue 1/:2: To what extent do firms use external funding for L.E. products? 

,Definition: External funding refers to financial assistance received from 

external agencies for the purpose of developing new L.E. equipment. 

Rationale: External funding is not a clear cut indicator; it is evidence of 

a firm's need for and willingness to utilize external funds, as well as a 

funding agencies interest in the project. However, these are all of interest 
to L.E. policy makers, if funding R&D in private firms is considered an option. 

Hypothesi; 4: External funding will not be utilized extensively by L.E. 
producers, regardless of size. 

' ... 
: TABLE 33 ·USE OF EXTERNAL FUNDS' 

·No. 
Type of of 
Firms Firms 

Tiny 24 

Small 16 

Medium 7 

Large* 17. 
r 

Total 64 

(a) 

(b) 

DOD contract 

Navy contract 

Use of external 
Funds No re-

Yes No sponse 

1 (a) 14 9 

1 (b) 12 3 

0 5 2 

4 (c) 3 

~ 6 34 24 
I ;-

~1 
~~ 

~.' Analysis of Findings ~ 
n b Hypothesis 4 is supported by the data • 

(c) DOD contract, LELA, Other two not specified 

Exterua I. [undiu),. plays a v('ry 

~
l".~li.:.' minor roleinL.E., equipment producers. To the extent it does exist, it iN 

~ primarily through military channels, presumably for equipment also sold in 
the L.E. marketo 

~~ Refers to corporat~ size 
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Cempan"y Size 

. 

Degree of Investment 

Zero. 

Little 

--, 

Mederate ' 

Very Much 

" ~ 
, 

IncentivetQ Market 

Products to. L.E. :Field 

For Prefit Envisiened 

" 

'* Refers to corpqrate size 

'," 

TABLE 34 

INVESTMENT IN LAW ENFORCEMENT R&D 

Cempanies Reperting - 67 

Tinv Small 

1l. .% 11: .% 

29 43 20 30 
" 

"~:} 8 
74 6 30] 65 

14 7 ;35 -

2 7 5 25 

5 17 2 10 

" 

" 

22 -76" 16 80 
,', 

," 

" " 

Med um 
1l. .% 

6 
1-

9 

3 
50 83 

2 3 

1 17 

0 -
. 

':) 

6 100 

~~-'~~~---

J 

Laree'>'( 
11 .% ,;.-

t2 18 

{ 

. 
2 17 

5 423 75, 
4 33 

1 8 

. 

. 8 66 --

~~~~~-~~------------------------~~------

,.-

Policy Implications 

The possibility of utilizing research results and technology develeped 

on Dept. of Defense prejects, as well as other federally funded projects, 

could be a geod setlrce ef L.E." innovative equipment. These seurces could 

be tapped in several ways (see areas requiring further research and illus

trative policy optiens,at the end ef this sectien). On the other hand, 

the data reveals that very few firms use external funding for R&D and it is 

important to. determine to. what extent this is a result of such facters as 

lack of, funds; lack ef producer need er interest; a bias against using 

external funds; ()x preblems encountered in using such funds. 

Sub-Issue'113: To what extent are organizatiens satisfied with current fund

ing precedures to. d,evelep new law enforcement eguipment? 

Hypethesis 5: 

Few companies felt satisfied with ,current funding precedures. 

Findings:' The fellewing cemments were found in the questionnaire regarding 

their satisfactien ef current fund precedures~ 

• "When we wanted to. adapt the Series 8000 to gun detectien (because 

ef the rise in hijackings), we desired to develop a better weapons 

detecter, so we appreached the FAA, State Dept o, etc., i.e. anyene who 

might have autherity re hijacking •• ~ we feund no one had the authority go • 

so we gave it up fora while ••• later, the FAA got the authority but by 

the time we learned this it was toe late; there were already 12-14 

companies there." 

"I have seen grant inoney go eut, but much is geing to. peeple net 

familiar with the industry ••• manufacturers have the greatest knowledge 

of the inarket because we talk to users ever the years.;,. so we knew what 

is needed and sellable. So I weuld :t:ecemmend mere attention to. actual 

manufacturers •• oeog., there was 'federal meney seme time age for the 

deve1epme1J.t of portables and was net with cell1;2anies previously in 

thisbusiness •• !O.and I have never seen the unit, so. I assume it didn't 

work." 
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Question: "Connnenton the funding/grant pro~ess.'i 

Answer: 

"There is a problem of so tmlchtuinover in the Stal;e,LawEnforcement 

Gonmission personnel, so you have to· go through' all the paperwork of 

rejustifying the p'roject for new people. We make personal trips to 

re-educate another bu.rea~cra~.11 

us ••• "They (the State Law E~forcementi\connnission) have been very good to 

the time frame is a little tmlch ••• but it is harq, t,o tell if we are 

being stalled or if they are serious about your project ••• i.e., there 

is a connnunications prob1em.." 

Policy Implications 

The poor funding procedures are quite apparertt in the statements above. 

The new board and/or association formed under sub-issue. I would also alleviate the 

red tape of granting funds plus finding the right company at the right time. 

Sub-Issue 4fo4: . To what extent do producers believe funding will help get 

innovative equipment into. the lawenforcemelit field? 

Hypothesis 6: 

Most companies of 'all sizes believe funding will aid innovative' 

equipment in the L.E~ field. 

Findings: The majority of companies repor!:ing felt fup,ding was ver.y important 
. ,.' 

to R&D and innovative equipment. The tiny and small companies especially 

advocated funding as the hest measure to getinnovat:lve equipment into the, 

field o 

The following are co~nts by the companies interviewed g 

• ,~'I feel that the. goverrunentsJ:lOuld get in. -/-1 don I t believe that 
U 

policemen should have to. buy their own ve,sts.~ the government should 

of,fer. grants to help police department,~ get veStS for tl1.eir m~r." 

lIInnova:tive, equii?htent is quite important with ,proper R&D. LEAA would 
'. ,'. ,. , 

help get innovativ~ equipment into the law enforcement field g " 
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• 

o 

• 

• 

, 

• 

"Government support could help develop new mental detection devices." 

"Best way to encourage innovation is to get funding from the government 

for this kind of deve10pmel1t because if something is, high risk, companies 

don't like to put money into ito" 

"Helping to get innovative equipment- into L.E. takes efforts like LEAA 

making searches of what is available and intervention by the govern

ment." 

"F.edera1 Funding would help get innovative equipment on the market." 

"Government Funding." 

"Federal Assistance." 

"Funding - Realistic assessment of specifications, state of art, 

trade offs." 

"We can get innovative equipment on markets by L.E.agencies funding. 1J 

"Government should do some funding of R&D, but let the development 

company have the patent." 

Implications 

Funding,. then, iS,a very important issue for innovative equipment o 

Information about funds must reach the, producers who handle the R&D process. 

This is a tmlsi! Suggestions made in the last'three sub-issues follow again 

under this sub-issue. Somehow there has to. be better connnunication flow and 

information disseniination to and from producers cmd funding agencies. 
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Users 

Sub-Issues 

5) How nruch money was spent in the past year for acquiring 

innovative equipment? 

6) What budgetary constraints are there on the capabi1ity of a 

user to obtain innovative equipment? 

7) What are the constraints on the user in the federal grant ?rocess? 

8) For what type of equipment does the user seek o1.ltsidefunding in 

order that it maybe acquired? ' What are the outside funding sources 

used? 

Sub-Issue 1F5: ,How nruch money was spent in the past year for acquiring 

innovative equipment? 

Hypothesis 7: 
(, 

7) The amount spent on innovative equipment wi. 11 corellate with user size~ 

FindingS!,: Hypothesis No. 1 is only partially supported. 

TABLE NO. 35 

AMOUNTS USERS REPORTED SPENDING ON INNOVATIVE EQUIPMENT IN THE PAST YEAR 

--.,-----"--,---
0 

Us€!r Typology 
" 

" 

Amount Spent (1) (2) (7) (8) (9) (12) 

. . 

Less than $10,000 3 3 4 3 

$25-100,000 21F 1 l1F 

$100-500,000 1 3 

* 
,", 

More than $500,000 1 5 . 

* Regi,onal total, purchased through county sheriff's office. 

1F AmQ1.lnt estimated; c,ould" be higher than here reported. 
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(13) Total 

13 

1 5 

4 

6 

f· ..... "~~"".t'.,."" ... =, ___________ :...-___ _ 
.. ,-......... ~- .. ---~----........ ---

The data reported in Table No. 35 above represents only those users 

who were certain of the amountls they had spent in the past year for innovative 

equipment (1) • 

From this data, we may note the following: 

I)' Approximately one half of the,user agencies reported spending less 

than $10,000 -- including 4 of the nation's 52 largest cities. 

2) Only 10 users reported spending as much as $100,000. 

3) 3 of 13 users who reported spending less than $10,000 reported having 

spent nothing o 

4) State Police, though large in size, reported low spending in innovative 

equipment. 

5) All of the prisons reported spending less the!!.$iO,DOOo 

Of the 13 users who reported spending less than $10,000, 10 also reported 

low to moderate perceptions of budgetary flexibility, and 6 of these 10 

reported low flexibility simply because of lack of funds o 

Implications 

The overall low spending in innovative equipment is consistent with the 

finding that most users report low budgetary flexibility and that many report 

austerity budget conditions. Further, all of the users spending more than 

$100,000 did so with federal grants. Thus, we may conclude that significant 

ac'qu:i..sitions of innovative equipment seem at this time to be dependent upon the 

availability of federal grant funds o There will of course be exceptions: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

We found some cities of 50+ officers who perceived no funding problems. 

Emergency conditions can lead to equipment acquisition. 

Some innovative equipment (e.g., body armor) may be of relatively 

low cost. 

Jrurther, there is enough of a user-size/amount-of-spending correlation 

to conclude 'that most medium to smallL.E. agencies will be especially vulnerable 

to the problem of inadequate funds for innovative equipment innovationo Though 

large in size, state police appear C'o be vulnerable in this respect. Prisons 

also appear to be vulnerable~ 

(1) .. 
During the interviews; a, 8urprisinglY,largenuu1bel:' of interviewees (most 

were administrative officers) were not sure of what had been spent. 

inst$1c.es, We were not ~ble to obtai.n data. 
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The findings raise two important issues which need to be further 
researched. 

1) To what extent do smaller. users need innovative equipment? What types 
of equipment? 

One user (50+) noted that proximity to a larger metropolitan area 

increased L.E. needs out of proportion to the L.E. needs of the user 

city itself. Another user (59+) made a similar observation because of 

proximity to a high crime rate area (non-major metropolitan)o 

2) What role might county L.E. agencies have in relation to the 

equipment (and other) needs of small cities/towns. 

Illu.strative Policy Options 

1) Determine needs of medium to small users for innovative equipment. 

2) Encourage cooperative purchase/usage of equipment between: 

a) small users within a . ~'natural" region .. 

b) small users and county L.E. agency 

c) City/county/state L.E. agencies. 

3) Develop regional equipment centers 

4) Continue funding purchase of innovative equipment 

Sub-Issue 116: What Budgetary constraints are, there on the capability of a 
user to obtain innovative eguipment? 

Hypothesis 8: 

8) Users will perceive a low degree of budget flexibility for innovative 
equipment acquiSition. 

9) Users who perceive low-to-moderate budgetary flexibility will see, 

lack of funds as the primary causal factor, &nd will see,budgetary 

procedures I?er o see as only a secondary causal factpr. 

Findings: 
Users were generally consistent (with local variations) in describing 

their basic budgeting process for eqUipment items o 
Police Departments: 

Anyone can make a suggestion; these are usually reviewed 
first by a department head and then sent up the administrative line for the 

'approval/disapproval of the chief; the budget is then sent to the City 

i' 
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Low or Not At All 

Only Moderate 

Is Flexible 

High 

Total 

TABLE NO. 36 

BUD'GET FLEXIBILITY, BY USER TYPOLOGY USER PERCEPTION OF 

User Typology 

(1) (2) (7) (8) (9) (11) (12) (13) (14) 

3 4 1 5 2 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 2 , I, 1 

5 1 8 1 7 0 3 3 0 
," 

" 

, ' 

\ 

Total 

16 

4 

. 

:3 

5 

28 
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This same basic pattern was indicated by state and federal L.E. agencies. 

Hypothesis No.8 is clearly supported (see Table No.36 ). 

a) 20 users perceived their budgetary flexibility as being none

to-only-moderate (16 = none-to-low;4 = inoderate). 

b) Only 8 users perceived their, budgets as being flexible (N=3) 

or high (N=5). 

c) Users in all categories of our typology perceived low budgetary 

flexibility, though a smaller percentage of users in Category 9 

(6 of 16) had this perception than'di4 users in Category 7 (5 of 8). 

d) Interestingly, 2 users in Category 7 (as cf. only one user in 

Category 9) perceived their budget as being flexible. 

Hypothesis No. 9 is clearly supported. As one interviewee stated: 

"There is no problem if you have the money."Of the 22 users perceiving 

low-to-moderate budgetary flexibility: 

a) 5 called their budget an "austerity". budget 
. .' b d . .. t' (1) 1 ft 0 funds b) 4 noted that other major u getary pr~or~ ~es ' en. 

available for innovative equipment acquisition 

c) 3 others simply stated "lacJ< of money" 

d) only 6 specifically poirttedto the budgetary process per. se g 

Additionally, we may note that the largest 'portion of any user's 

budget will be for non-equipment items; and of equipment items, 'communications, 

uniforms, and vehicles will tend to be "given" (parametric) major equipment expenses. 

Combined data from users and intermediary organizations indicates that 

state courts may have sufficient influence within state legislatures to obtain 

equipment if desired. 

Of the 6 users who specifically mentioned budgetary processes per. see as 

the reason for perceived low budgetary flexibility: 

a) 3 noted the length of time involved in getting'a budget item approved; 

b) 2 noted that the agency having final budgetary approv.al authodty 

(e.g", a City Council) does not understand, the needs ofL.E. agencies; 

c) 2 stated inability to shift or r~-p:rioritize budgetary items. 

(1) One user noted that lIautosand uniforms are the major: part of our 

equip~ent budget." Anothe:r noted that P.D./F.D. pay raises, along with 

hav~ng to match funds for a federal grant program, left no funds available 

for equipment acquisition. 
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Users typically noted a 6 month to one year period for the total 

budgetary process. 

We hypothesize that the time involved in the total budgetary process 

is more of a constraint on ability to acquire innovative equipment than is 

shown by this study because: 

a) Where funds are simply not available, time becomes an irrelevant 

factor; 

b) Contrarily, where funds have become available via federal grants~ 

users did comment. on the slowness of the grant process; 

c) We hypothesize that users did not comment on the length of time 

reo local budgeting processes largely because they do not perceive 

this as being amenable to change except under emergency conditions. 

An interesting dynamic occurred when users were asked to describe the 

nature of any potential budgetary flexibility: even users who perceived low

to-moderate flexibility responded. 

Hi, = .:Ii 

a) The most often mentioned (N=9) process of potential flexibility 

is via special request to the funding authority (1oe., City Council, 

State legislature). Interestingly, this proc'ess was mentioned by" users 

perceiving low budgetary flexibility as often asking users perceiving 

their budget to be flexible. 

b) Five users (all perceiving their budgets to be flexible) noted 

flexibility via user control over already approved budgetary items. 

One stated: ''tie are responsible to the City Council only for the bottom 

line of the budget." Two had special budget items which allowed for 

some kind ofdiscretfonary use. Another had a program rather than a line

item budget. None of these complained of strongly restricted availability 

9£ funds. 

c) Three users perceived flexibility in emergency conditions (two 

perceived low flexibilit,y under "normal". conditions). 
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Implications 

Flexibility of budgetary processes per. se .. is irrelevant where 

availability of funds is strongly restricted.. Where available funds are not so 

restricted, specific types of budgetary processes ,can be utilized to increase 

flexibility (e.g .. , program. budgets, discretionary-type line items, "bottom 

line" as ct. i'line item" accountability). 

Illustrative Policy Options 

1) Continue federal grant funding of L.E. agencies. 

Sub-Issue #7: What are the constraints en the user in the, federal grant 

process? 

Hypothesis 10: 

10) Users will perceive complexity and amount of time involved as 

major constraints in the federal grant process .. 

Findings: Hypothesis 10 is basically supported: 

1), Fifteen users complained that the process is in some way 

burdensome.. Representative co~ents were: 

"By the time they got through reviewing and re-reviewing one 

particular bid,the bid had expired and the cost went up ... We had to 

explain to. them that there was only one manufacturer." 

--' "There are so many groups." 

''We are understaffed and overwhelmed with paperwork." 

"It takes 2~3 years." 

"If.a co~panycan't deliver on time, we lose the grant because of 

the grant cut·,off date .. " 

"Decisions a·re made by higher ups who aren't cops." 

The themes most often mentioned by these fifteen ,us'ers were: the length 

of time; lack of grantpersonnel'sunderstandingofa request; the amount of 

work involved (paperwork, numbers of groups who review, etc.). 

2) Five users noted that the state grant commission's guidelines 

def~rmined what they could apply for or not. Questions were raised 

a~'togrant personnel's understanding of the "real" needs of users" 

One user noted that the s.tates "a.nnual plan" is to a large extent' built 

'around information'supplied by ·users within the state. Another user 

said much the same thing .but .in a less positive tone: "Tveywind up 

doing what Police Departnients te1l,.. them to do an~ay." 
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3) Two users felt they (and other users) did not really know j'what 

funds are available" and were unknowledgeable about the grant process. 

Conversely, one user stated that having user-related special "grant 

process" personnel increased their ability to obtain grants. 

4) Three users ~oted that competition for available grant funds is 

a constraint. 

5) Three users connnented upon the follow-up costs to be borne by the 

user after the grant funding ceased. 

6) Two user.s saw "no problems". 

7) Three users made positive connnents about the grant process. Of these: 

Two ~~w state commission personnel and funding as key to the develop

ment of a project, and one of these had encountered City Council reaistance. 

One is in the Impact program and appreciated the ability to go direct 

to L.E.A.A., thereby bypassing the state commission. 

Implications 

Forty-two of the 47 users interviewed reported usage of federal funds 

for equipment acquisition.. However, approximately one-third of these users 

saw the grant process as being in some way burdensome. Taken in the context 

that users generally perceived low availability of funds for equipment 

acquisition within their own budgets, we may conclude that: 

are: 

a) It is unlikely that users will not try to obtain federal funding ; 

but 

b) The percentage of users se.eing the grant process as "burdensome", 

warrants an effort to improve the ~rantprocess. 

The key elements of the grant process, from the user's perspectives 

a) 

b) 

length of time involved; 

amount of time/effort expended in paperwork and meeting with various 

review committees; 

c) the adequacy of understanding of grant review personnel reo 

L.E. needs(dyn~cs~ 

This latter element of the grant process is affected by: 

a) 

b) 

Grant review person~el's familiarity with L.E. dynamics and needs; 

The type and extent of communication between state grant review 

personnel and L.E. agency personnel; 

c) !tyailability to users of personnel familiar. with the grant process" 
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Illustrative policy OPtions 

1) Simplify the grant process to reduce the time/effort required of 

users and to reduce the length\', of time involved in the grant process. 

2} Provide guidelines for stat:?/regional grant process administrative 

agencies: 

a) Guidelines for characteristics of grant process administrative 

and conunittee personnel to insure personnel 's familiarity with the 

needs and dynamics of L.E. agencies; 

b) Guidelines reo search for/reception of communications from L.E. 

agencies re.equipment needs so as to maximize user input into the 

development of "annual plans" of state grant process agencies .. 

3) Provide users with personnel who, are familiar with the grant process e 

These persons would be intermediary between users and grant process review 

personnel, but would (in effect) be working for users. 

Sub-Issue #8: For what type of product does the user seek outside funding 

in order that it may be acquired? What are the outside funding sources used? 

Hypotheses: 

11)Private£unding sources will not be used. 

I2) Usage of federal funding will increase as the cost of equipment 

increases. 

13) Usage of federal, funding will increase as the level of"leehnology 

reo an equipmeli\t item increases. 

Data used for this issue are 48 instances Where users have obtained one 

of our equipment items. 

The final data analysis presented'for this issue will include data for 

ill innovative equipment items reported by users as having been acquired within 

the last year. 

Findings: Hypothesis No.ll is partially non-supported. 

Users were asked what sources other than local budgets and federal LEAA 

grant funds had ever been used to obtain equiPment. The £olldwing responses 
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were given: 

highway safety program (federal) •••••••••••••• e .. 

Police. foundation ••••• O ••••• O·· •••••••••••• QUGu. 

national foundations (private) 
•••••••••• " ........ Q 

6 

4 

2 

local persons or organizations...................... 8 
The local fund;ng . I d' • sources ~nc u ed a will, industries, local founda-

tions, V.F.W.; J.C.s. 

Hypothesis No. 12 is only partially supported. At the 
extremes reo cost of equ;pment 't d 

.L ~, ems stu ied, all users of vehicular 
location systems (N=4) reported usage of federal L.E.A.A. funding, 

while no users of holsters - ut;l;ty b'l 
.L.L e ts reported usage of federal funds. 

Users of six equipment items ;n th $50 00 
.L e • - 20,000 per unit 

range reported both federal and local budgetary funding. With the 

exceptiorr of low light equipment (six used .federal funds; two used 

local funds) more instances of local funding (N=25) were reported 

than of federal funding (N=ll). How , ever, even among the five equipment 
items which were pur h d f case ' more 0 ten with local than with federal 
funds ,·the ratio of instances of local cf. f d e eral funding was not 
consistent with variations in cost levels. 

TABLE NO. 37 

INSTANCES OF FEDERAL COMPARED TO LOCAL FUNDING 

Vehicle Low Voice Weapons Body Non Location Light I.D. TRSCVR Detection Sensor Letha), 

Federal, 4 6 I 5 I 2 2 

Local 0 2 2 9 , , 3 8 3 

, 

Belts 
Holsters 

0 

Assumed 
All 

We'may further note that utility belts/holsters and son~ body armor would 
be purchased by individual personnel rather than L.E. organj,zations. 
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On the surface, Hypothesis No. 13 appears to be supported: 

10 instances of high technology item acquisition were federally 

funded; 11 were locally funded; . 
11 instances of medium technology item acquisition were federally 

funded; 16 were local1y funded; 

no low technology items were federally funded. 

However, there are two confounding factors in this analysis. 

1) If we remove vehicular location systems from the analysis of high 

technology items (on the grounds that they are so expensive as to preclude 

local funding as the sole funding source), the ra:tio for high technology 

items becomes 6 federal/1l local. 

2) Of medium technology items more were obtained solely with local 

funds thart with federalfun.ds except for low light ; where the ratio was 

6federal/2 local. However, there would appear to be low light-specific 

factors at work which make ,low-light an "exception to the rule" -- e.g., 

ne.ed identification in the turbulence of the late 1960 's, a degree of 

expertness required for use of low light CCTV and photography (but not 

visual surveillance), and (perhaps most strongly) a high degree of 

"newness" or "strongness" reo equipment and usage. 

If we remove both vehicular location systems and low light from the 

analysis (as being exc@ptions influenced by other variables), we find the 
. '. 

following relationships between funding sources and level of technology: 

high technology: 6 federa1/11 local 

medium technology: 5 federal/14 local 

low technology: no federal 

Thus, the hypothesis is supported, but perhaps not as strongly as 

anticipated. 
Since neither of the above two hypotheses appears to provide a sufficient 

understanding of What types of equipment tend to be er not to be funded by 

outside sources, we sought further insights from our data. 

Analysis was made:.to see if federal.fu~ding increased or decreased in 

relation to the amount (or regularity) of equipment usage. 

1) The extent of outside funding does not correlate with high regularity 

of equipment usa:ge: Federal 

Vehicular location systems......... 4 

Portable transceivers.............. 5 

Uti1itybelt/holsters •• ~........... 0 
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2) With the exception of iow light equipment, equipment with low-to

moderate regularity of usage was locally funded more often than federally 

funded: Federal Local ---
Voice identification ••••• ~ ••••••• 1 2 

Weapons detection •••••••••••••••• 1 3 

Non-1etha1 •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• 2 3 

Body Armor ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 8 

Low Light.~ ••••••••••••• g.g •••••• 6 2 

Analysis was next made to see if the cost, level of technology, and 

regularity of usage factors in combination would be related to the ratio of 

federal cf. local funding. 

TABLE NO. 38 

FACTORS POTENTIALLY RELATED TO USAGE OF FEDERAL FUNDING 

, 
Cost Level of Regularity Funding Ratio 
(X Quantity) Technology of Usage Federal/Local 

Vehicle 
location Very High High High 4/0 

Transceivers High High High 5/9 

Low light Medium Medium Medium 6/2 

Voice loD. Medium High Medium 1/2 

Weapons I 
Detection Medium Medium Medium-Lo~l 1/3 

Non-lethal Low Low Low 2/8 

Body Armor Low Medium Low 2/3 

Utility l3elts/ 
Holsters Low Low High o /As sumed All , 

i 

I. 

As can be seen fJ:om Table No.38 , combining the three factors does not produce 

a relationship betweeh type of technology arid ratio of federal cf. local funding. 
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Analysis was also made·to see if the relationship between type of equip

ment and ratia of federal cf .. local funding was being confounded by the type 

of user agency.. This analysis found no significant differen~es in federal 

cf. local funding patterns between types of user agencies (!:Iec User 'J.'ypology). 

As analysis of data about the equipment items of this study did not 

reveal clear-cut relationships between types of equipment and extent of federal 

cf. local funding~ we analyzed data about any equipment which users reported 

acquiring within the past year to see if any patterns occurred in types of 

federally funded equipment acquisitions. We found the following pattern in 

relation to the functional usage of equipment" 
TABLE 39 FUNCTIONAL USAGE OF FF.DERALLY FUNDED EQUIPMENT ~ 

Functional Usage of Equipment No. of Users 
Obtaining Equipment 
with Federal Funding 

Information dissemination/ 
communication , 17 

Investigative/evidenciary 12 

Weaponry/protective 5 

As elsewhere reported, this study has found that L.E.A.A. and state grant 

process agenc.\ies have, over the years, increasingly focused,on programs and 

systems and, simultaneously"shifted emphasis away from equipment purchases 

per. see Indeed, several users felt that equipment purchases have become 

"taboo"" Further, we have already noted in this analysis of the funding/ 

budgeting process that thp. "annual plan" guidelines of state grant process 

agencies are (and are perceived by users as) determinative of the types of. 

equipment for whi~h f~de:ra1 funds are requested by users. We may here note 

that "information dissemination/connnunicative" types of equipment tend to be 

systems-oriented. 

Implications 

1) Within the. limits of their budgetary capabilities, state/local 

L.E. agencies will determine what are their priorities reo equipment items. 

2) Nonetheless, given the low budgetary flexibility reo equipment acquisition 

perceived by most L.E. agencies, L.E.A.A. and the state grant process 

agencies will determine to a large extent both the type and the extent 

of equipment/equipment systems acquisition an~L usage of state/local L.E. 

agencies. 
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3) From other findings of this study, we may conclude that the 

effectiveness of L.E. agency equipment/equipment systems acquisitions 

in relation to law enforcement and cririlinal justice (which is the basic 

functional rilission of the ESIP program) will depend to a very large 

extent on 

a) the level of understanding which grant process personnel have 

of the needs/dynamics of L.E. agencies, and 

b) communication between state/regional grant process agencies 

and L.E. agencies. 

Illustrative Policy Options 

(Same as Illustrative Policy Options for Sub-issue #7; What are the 

constraints on the user in the federal grant process?) 
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7. The Eguipment Acguisition Process 

General Statement of Issue 
The acquisition process is broadly defined to include evaluation, test-

ing, bidding, selection of a source and equipment, and purchasing. That is, 

with the exception of funding and budgeting, the steps taken after there is 

sufficient interest on the part of the user to initiate an active search for 

a certain type of equipment until a specific model is acquired from a product. 

These steps are not employed by all users as outlined in ,this study and when 

followed they vary considerably in timing, priority, and formality of the , 
procedures used. 

The acquisition process can be considered in two major steps: 

1) events leading to a decision to acquire a given type of 

equipment, and 
2) subsequent events leading to the selection and acquisition 

of an actual piece of equipment. 
Evaiuation and testing may occur at several points in the acquisition process 

depending on such factors as the size of the purchase, its newness, riskiness, 

.".j.lability of ap,{)ropriate standards, and departmental policies. 

The acquisition process can be considered from several pers?ectives. 

Sub-Issues: 
1) What events prompt action to acquire new technology? 

2) Testing and evaluation procedures and the use of staUliards. 

3) What are the most common purchasing procedures and how effective 

are they? 
4) What are the major selection criteria used in acquiring new equipment? 

5) What is the role of key user personnel in the acquisition process? 

6) To what extent does user cooperation exist in the acquisition process? 

7) What problems are encountered in the acquisition process? 

Sub-Issue #1: What events 
uirenew L.E. technolo ? 

Definition: Events prompting action to acquire new L.E. techno1qgy r~fer 
to the set of circumstances which initiate the acquisition process. These 

may be either from external circumstances or the result of an organized 

equipment evaluation process. 
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Knowing these events and/or processes will" ~§!:.tionale: 

ing of the 

" " " 1mprove our understand-

acqu1s1t10n process and possibly ,our ability to influence 

either by finding ways to improve the decision process or to it, 
circumstances. modify external 

n1 1a 1nterest in new L.E. equipment is Hypothesis 1: I 't' 1 " 
initiated by external more likely to be 

• circumstances than as a Fesu1t of an on-going equipment 

at 1S, L.E. agencies will be character-lzed search and evaluation process. Th . 

by a reactive mode of ~ operating 0 

TABLE 40 

_.C_O_NS_' D_E_R_A.:....-T:...;' O:..:.:N:::.S_....:..:FO~R~A_::::CQ~U~I~S~I~T~I O.J~NJ UOFF rN~[E~wW' L.L. E. PRODUCT 

Type of Event 

Active ResEonse Mode 

Internal Planning Process 

Reactive ResEonse Mode 

Perceived Equipment Need 

Perceived Equipment Advantage 

Emergency Situation 

Vendor Presentation 

Legal Requirement 

Availability of Funds 

Administration 

Equipment Show 

Sub Total 

No ResEonse 

Total 

Events Indication of Response Mode (When kn9wn , 
cated. ) 

Internal Planning Process 

- Own study process 

No. of Responses 

2 

6 

13 

10 

6 

4 

2 

2 

1 

44 

6 

52 

the equipment type is indi-

- Planning and Analysis 

Perceived Equipment Need 

Committee evaluate all equipment needs 

- Need for speed in processing and communicating informati 
Prob' h on - 1ng t e market for a system (vehicle locator system) 



'. 

... Operational problems. Looked for better equipment (radios) 

Perceived Equipment Advantage 

Potential increase inaccuracy percentage of those using it 

(voice identification) 

Fact is not endangering life and crowd; mob deterrence (non

lethal weapons) 

Reduce claims toward police brutality (non-lethal weapons) 

- Additional protection in special situations (body armor) 

Emergency Situation 

- Survived shooting while wearing body armore Wish press cover-

age (body armor) 

-. Crowd control (non-lethal weapons) 

- Stop fights; mass riots (non-lethal weapons) 

- Three large riots (body armor) 

Vendor Presentation 

- Invited to New York by manufacturer (vehicle locator) 

Have bought equipment from show 

- Impressed by vendor demonstration (body armor) 

Legal Requirement or Situation 

Hijacking law Jan. 1973e Equipment mandatory (X-ray screening 

devices) 

Growing difficulty of making case in court 

Availability of Funds 

Federal money available for equipment 

- LEAA money available 

Administration 

- Department being evaluated by State Law Enforcement Emergency 

Network 

Courts have pushed voice identification systems 

Equipment show 

- Bought equipment a.t show 
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Analysis of Findings 

Bas~d on the responses, hypothesis 1 appears to be supported~ Only 4.5'1., 

(2 out of 44) of the firms responding indicated an active response mode, i.e., 

an on-going internal planning process, while 95 e5% of those responding indi

cated a reactive response mode. The ,events tabulated above reflect the nature 

of each type of. ,reactive response mode e They all have one characteristic 

in common, i.e., something occurred in the external environment before equip

ment was perceived as a potential response e 

Two classifications deserve comment: "perceived equipment need" and 

"perceived equipmentadvantage"g The former refers to those cases where a 

need (see examples above) results in a search for equipment. It is very 

possible at this point that the search will begin without even a particular 

type of equipment in ,mind or even knowledge of its existence. The latter 

refers to the perception of an advantage of potential use to the observer 

.in his L.E. agency aft~ he sees or receives knowledge of the equipment and 

its operating characte17istics. 

It could be argued that in both cases, in fact in all the response modes, 

there had to be some on-going search and evaluation, however minimal, in 

order to have the ability to recognize the potential applica.tion of equipment 

as a response to the incident. Be that as it may, the main point here is 

that most companies cite external events as providing their main impetus to 

seriously consider new equipment in spite of whatever search capabilities 

they may have. (See "Analysis of Findings" for hypothesis 2 for analysis 

of the active response mode.) 

Imp lications 

If this is a general tendency, it has far-reaching consequences for the 

diffusion and acquisition of L.E. equipment, especially when it .. is remembered 

that this study is heavily weighted with large L.E. agencies e For example, 

it implies that "crisis il management dominates the acquisition process and 

that there will be a tendency for external pressures to build until it is 

felt necessary to consider new equipment, ~ in the most advanced L.E. 

agencies. This tends to shorten the diffusion process characteristic of 

less crisis-pro~e markets, in which asmallgrouJ? of advanced users,the 

innovators, with the resources, ab'ilities and willingness .1:;0 risk and innovate, . _. . ··~4 

provide the equipment producers a test market, feedback,'and experience in 

advance of mass marketing. 
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To 'be sure, there is a group of innovative L.E. agencies; the point is 
- . \, 

that they, too, become receptive late in the product life cycle (if non-L.E. 

markets are considered part of the cycle) and imitators who rely on the testi

mony of these innovatol"s wai.t until needs are even more pressing and, in fact, 

obvious. At the same time, another significant factor occurs". Bywai ting 

to react, a larger response and hence more resources excluding new t~quipment 

11l1st. also be allocated to the. new "crisis" and consequently, equipme'.nt often 

receives an. even lower priority than it might have in ali earlier resp'onse. 

This conclusion must be qualified by the type of emergency or crisis .. 

Ghetto riots and campus unrest characteristic of the late 1960's provided 

a supposedly clear cut case for equipment. However, the very nature of the 

response perceived as required, i.ee, innnediate restoration of "law anot 

order" necessitated tried and proven equipment such as helmets, body armor, 

guns, and even armored vehicles; hardly an atmosphere conducive to introducing 

innovative equipment, at least in the early phases of this period. This was 

developed after the crises and L.E. agencies had gone on to new, more pressing 

challenges, i.e., drug addiction, safety in the streets, teenage crime and 

delinquency, etc. 

In these latter areas, the need for equipment is less obvious and 

consequently, it competes with the. acquisition of other resources to deal. 

with the emergencies. These resources often take the form of crash programs 

in which the primary cost is personnel not equipment, and again, since they 

are emergency programs, and. since the staff approach is often easily imp1e·· 

mented, equipment is. relegated to a lower priority. 

The policy implication of such considerations are as follows: 

1) How C~Ln all appropriate test market be developed for L.E. agencies ~ 

if they are generally characterized by crisis management? 

2) How dOles the mass diffusion process occur if only the largest and/or 

richest departments can afford to acquire innovative equipment? 

3) Can thl~ tendenc;y of L.E. agencies to react to .crises be utilized 

as a. factor to increase equipment utilization by having it pre-tested 

and ready for dist.ribution at the time when "need" is ready to be 

translated into a funded re~ponse? 

4) Can the crisb management syndrome inL.E. agencies. be reduced by 

effective programs to build USer capabilities especially in the 

area.s of planning and equipment evaluation? 
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HYEothesis 2: Events 1e;;J.ding to' considering acquisition of L.E. technology 

are more likely to be initiated by external circumstances than as a result 

of an on-going equipment search and evaluation process. 

TABLE 41 .'-----
EVENTS LEADING TO CONSIDERATION OF ACQUISITION 

Type of Event No. of Responses 

Active Res20nse Mode 

Information Search Process 4 
Internal Planning Process 2 

Sub Total 6 
, 

Reactive Res20nse Mode 

Perceived Equipment Need 10 
Perceived Equipment Advantage 5 
Availability of Funds 7 . Vendor Presentation 6 
Equipment Show 5 
Emergency Situation 4 

.Other Users 2 

Other Products 1 

t;ub Total 40 

.No R~s2on~e 8 
~ 

Total 54 

Events Indication of Res20nse Mode 

Information Search Process 

- Nothing in particular; general process of information search 

- Officer trips to cities having riots - assumed would h~ve to 

get it, too" 

Initiated a search for a product 

Looked for information in technical journals 
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Perceived Equipment Need 

Had to get close for surveillance-

Need demonstrated for speed in conurunication' 

_ Demands for police services increased (portable transceivers) 

Internal Planning Process 
_ New equipment is handled through the Administration Analysis group, 

~ IACP conventions 

_ Technical staff pushes to acquire new equipment 

Availability of Funds 

Met matching grant criteria 

Federal funds for engineering 

_ FAA provided funds and information for equipment 

Vendor Presentation 

- Relies on salesmen 

- Various manufacturers 
(mfr.) used _____ _ (city) for testing 

Equipment Show 

IACP show 

NY products shows 

- Conv~ntions 

- Emergency ,situati~n 

Emergency Situation 

- Prison riots 

Hospital,received verbal bombing threats 

Other Products 
_ Other product led up-to use and need, for (non-lethal weapon) 

Other product - ca.rborundum 

Other Users 

Airlines and their equipment 

Analysis of,Findings 
'-:: 

The incidenc~ ,of responses .classified as being in the active response 

mode, i.e., 13.0'70(6 out of 46 'resp()J:lding) ,is higher, ,than the ,ratio of simi

, lar responses~;withr.eference,to,bypothesis, ,1(seeap9YE}) _;,\,T1:\is maywe:1,.l be ' 

, 'f~M~~_~ __________________________ _ 

due to the different outcomes considered. Hypothesis 1 referred to initial 

interest in new equipment, while hypothesis 2 refers to considering requisi':" 

tion of new equipment. By its very nature, the latter process is more sus

ceptible to planning, ,since for whatever reasons, it presupposes equipment 

as the only consideration whether or not it is purchased. On the other hand, 

~ if initial activities or events leading to equipment consideration are 

some form of an active response mode such as planning, this process need not 

necessarily lead to equipment as a potential solutione 

In any case, the ratio of active responses is still very low, and 

characteristically a reactive response mode dominates. The active response 

mode, to the extent it is used, is more developed than in the case of hypo

thesis 1; that is, the information search process is more institutionalized 

(see'above examples). Again, the arbitrariness of the classification scheme' 

can be argued, but the general tendency toa reactive response mode assumed 

in the above analysis appears to indicate an important starting point not 

only in future research, but in developing appropriate policies. 

Policy Implications 

The line of reasoning developed with respect to hypothesis 1 is also 

applicable to hypothesis 2. Also, one type of response mode is predominant 

in both cases, i.e., "exposure to new equipment", which can be defined as 

the combination of the following sub-classifications: "perceive equipment 

advantage"', "vendor presentation", "equipment show", "other users", and 

"other products". With respect 'to initial consideration, 47.7% (21 out of 

44) of the reactive response mode results from "exposure to new equipment", 

and 50.0% (20 out of 40) of the time it leads to considering the acquisition 

of new equipment. In both cases, the role of the vendor is opvious as well 

as the need to increase exposure where vendors limit their presentations to 

a select number of ,L.E. agencies. 

Notsurprisingly,there, is a higher incidence of emergeJ;lcies (10 out 

of 44) leadil1g.t~ initial interest ,in new equipment than is the case,when 

its acquisition is being considered (4 out of 40). On the other hand, the 

availab:(lity of funds :LS less Likely to stimulate initial in'terest in equip-
, " 

ment, than. it is to lead to considering equipment acquisition .. Apparently, 

the mere existence of funds to acquire.equipment does no,t act so much to 

channel interest to L.E.equipment as to reinforce already existing intei:'est:. 
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Ignoring this can result in funding efforts that merely reinforce the 

"equipment-prone" L.E. agencies 'while ignoring the "equipment-avoiders". 

The result is merely a further distortion of an already poor distribution 

system (i.e., from the point of view of the ultimate benefic1.aries of the 

L.E. agencies activities -- the public at large). 

Sub-Issue 412: Testing and eVtllu8tionprocedures and the use of standards 

Rationale: Testing and evaluation are the processes by which users insure 

that a potential acquisition meets performance standards, regulatory require

ments, and is competitive or superior tdrival products. Omitting these 

steps or conducting these in a cursory manner may «iasily result in acquiring 

an unsatisfactory product. It is necessary to know the emphasis users place 

, on these activities and how they conduct them .. 

TABLE 42 

NO. OF SOURCES CONSIDERED FOR PRODUCT EVALUATION 

No. of Sources Consid-
Level of ered Per Eauip .. Eval. Avg .. No. Sources/ 
TechnoloQ:v TVDeof E~uiDment 1 2 3 4 5 6 I EauiOa E'ral 

High Voice I.D. 1 1 1.5 

Portable Transceiver 1 1 4 1 3 3.4 

Vehicle Locator 2, 1 2 2.0 

Low Light 1 3 1 2.6 

Medium Weapon Detect~on 1. 3 1 1 2.7 

Non-lethal Weapons :2 4 1 2, .. 9 

Body Armor 2 1 1 2 1 2.9 

Court Recording 0 

Holster-Utility Belt 0 ' ? 

Low 'Building Design 0 

::5>< Other 2 1 3 1 1 2 .. 6 
, 

, Total 12 11 14 5 5 3 2 .. 9 

Based on 50 evaluations in 39 us'ers, eight users did not respond 

II-lAO 
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TABLE 43 
" 

EFFECT OF EVALUAT10N ON ACQUISITION 

Evaluation Resulted in 
Acquisition* _ .. 

Tvpe of Equipment Yes No No Respons1c 

Voice LD. 1 4 2 

'Portable Transceiver 15 1 

Vehicle Locator 3 7 

Low Light 6 7 

Weapon Detector 5 2 

Non-lethal Weapons 4 5 1 

Body Armor 10 4 

Court Recording 

Holster-Utility Belt 

Building Design 

Other Equipment 4 1 

Total 48 30 4 

7, Based on 80 evaluations in 41 users g Six lIsers did not respond u 

N()(.~!· NUlllber or ('vltlllnlinn~; rt'po,"(0l1 ill LIa(' (wo pr('v'ioIiH (n,blf's 

do noL corrcHpnnd. '!'his may Iw dlle (() cI i fn,cull'Y ill attc>mpting 

to recall the number of sources evaluated than simply, the results 

of the evaluation. 

TABLE 44 

PRODUCT TESTING IN ACQUISITION CONSIDERATION 

-"'-.--~' -
Lit I> 1"leld No IJ'() ta 1 

'l'VPi" 0.1 1'1,"(lti111;L 'I'elll, TIHIL 'I't'ri t (~t' S 6;J 

Voice LD. 1 1 

Portable Transceiver 4 5 4 10 

Vehicle Locator, 1 1 1 

'Low Light 7 7 

Weapcms Detector 1 2 1 3 

Non-lethal Weapon 3 3 1 6 

Body Armor 2 7 7 

Other Equipment 4 5 6 

,', Total 16 30 6 41 

*Based on 28 users responding out of 47 .. 
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Use of Standards 

C onducted in the Spring of 1974, it was. evident In pilot tests 'd 1 
or sta t. e sources were not Wl. ey d d f within federal 

that L,E. stan ar s rom 1 d t d therefore 
In the main ii e s u y,. , l.'f known, were not utilized. known~ or l' e of 

as part of the more genera l.SSU this issue of standards was explored 

'" rocesses The replies to the questions asked re-equl.'pmentacqul.sl.tl.on p. , 

1 t d For example, standards bear out the findings of the pl. ot s U y. garding 

aside from indicating the interviewees regarding standard itself only seven 

ten products responded. to the 

. Y.8 g) Did you test 

acquisition? 

following item on the user questionnaire: 

the product while considering its 

What standards were used in the test? 

responding ,. most indicated that they Of those users developed their own 

f Product specifications, such as standards, in the form 0 

" "No standards, net company specs. 

"Not a test, solely a matter of specs," 

the followin,g" 

"The standards use d for t esting feasibility of ________ __ 

desi'gn wer~' basically the requirements imposed by Capt ' ___ ____ 

, 1 requirements as known to "Only standards 'Viere operatl.ona 

communications . t " departmen , 

" 

. d d . e FCC (one user): Those firms indicated the use of agency stan ar s, 1.. ". 

. " but these were all for communications FCC and EIA one user; EIA (one user), 

) b ttL. E. agencies.;' equipment (portable transt:eiver, u ~ . 

One reply indicated II reliance on producer standards: "the 'test' was 

see it' in their a , standa.rds' test, just 'let us demonstration, not a meet 

engineering reports." 

d l.' tern in the user questionnaire was as follows: The secon . . , , 

Y.12 g 4) What were the purchasing criteria? Availabl.lI.ty 

of stal1dards of performance for equipment? 

d d regarding thirteen products, and their Only eight users resl'0n e 

responses showed even less re l.ance I , on ext.ernal standards, Only two users 

ii of such sour. ce, i. e., IAc~t\'-"'MBA and AID, Some users indica ted indicateCl use , 

a very casual approach to standards, SUCh'\\:.S,,!~~ following" 

. two sets and we gave "Very superfically ... -- they sent us one or , 

' 1 t·o check them out _u .!!£ particular. them to our lab peop;e 

standards used." 

,.' ,'" 

Ci 

:" '-.. ~' 

!.,' 

.... __ .. _-",\: 

"no,we had a demonstration - fei.t it could fill a (L,B.) vO'id." 

"II \lins field lesled hy a few nfricers. Tlte distributor RlIpplled 

a N!w for test. The reaction was conversatfonal in form. The 

stalldards were the personal preferences or the officers. They 
lik~d them better than the brand." ---

"Nom:! available or established expertise of my people," 

"See: results in distance, accuracy, reLi,ability, non=lethal effects," 

In contrast, some firms indicated a formal process of developing specifi':' 

cations, but still without any indication of reliance on outside standards. 
For example: 

"Stalff research would have written the specs for bidding based 

on tests of the vests. at the firing range." 

"Thn specs actually came from Planning and Analysis, from 
communications." 

''We need it. Our basic information is experience (e. g., we find 

give the best service and are most easily serviced.)" 
One firm indicated reliance on the producer for standards: 

"Nq; field testing - we had demonstration units on a one day basis _ 

w~ accepted their specs and stats because of reputation _ I added 

the spec.that the supplier must be a major manufacturer with 

ten years eXperience in the field because we had a couple of 

H,ttle outfits that contacted us· (_ and ___ _ 
which had poor 

specs). I was just bugged by calls from fly-by-night groups." 

The limited basis for purchasing L.E. equipment in some L,E. ag~acies 
is revealed in the following comment~ 

"He pressed on this competitive spirit, relating with disgust 

that other police departments were getting more favorable 
pUblicity. For instance, 

about their newly installed 
P.D. received some good press 

communication system. ---
was outraged,he knew his 

he know?' I asked. 
system was the best. 'How did 

The man from systems told him." 
In summary, the low rate of response to the above questions, and the 

nature of these responses, demonstrate the lack of ~wareness of or utilization 

of L,E: equipment standa:rds by state or federal agencies (other than communica-

tions agencies of associations). We further observed no meaningful impact 

of the NILECJ (LESL) standards pr()gr~lh in the field ,to date. Thus despite 

bothpreserttNItECJ(and IACP - s~eDelow) efforts available standards are 
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not sufficient and/or adapted to use by the typical low skilled police 

decision makers. Some police departments showed awareness of the LESL 

effort - most not - of standards out of curiosity but there is no evidence 

of any impact, to d~te. 

As ~egards the IACP effort we noted that many police departments tended 

to view the IACP equipment listings as though they were equivalent to a 

certification based on performance test. This cou.lrl lead to very misleading 

conclusions by P. D. 's. With the exception of one firm, the information 

on standards dissemenated by the IACP appears to have little impact in user 

tests. However, members of that organization interviewed expressed many 

ideas. that could be incorporated in a more dynamic standards program supported 

by LEAA. These include: 

1) The organizations sends our reprints of reports on equipment done by 

other agencies, looks for ideas and documents information in a few specific 

areas such as protection of "VIPs".and continues to do testing and consulting 

with equipment manufacturers, both informally and under contract. 

2) Major projects now underway include the creation of a geographic data 

base, a1;1. audit program for the Uniform Crime Reporting System to strain out 

bad data, development of standards for police communications work for the 

Federal Office of T~lecommunications. 

3) Information is disseminated through a variety of media including: 

direct mailing of special reports, Police Chief Magazine (a non technical 

publication), Trainin,g Key (II four page hi-weekly .with 70,000 subscribers 

that covers one subject.area per issue), publication of a technical journ'al 

(Police Journal??), organizes the lACP convention as well as occasional small' 
,:~) 

conferences to deal with subject of particular current interest. 

4) IACP is promoting regional cooperation in recruiting and training and, 

on an·ad hoc basis, helps design cooperative ope,rating procedures among small 

departmen:ts. 

5)'The IACP Can act as a channel of.communicationsbetween the users 

and manufact:urersthrough their equipment registration program and .data se~vice. 

6) To. register a product in this;jh'ogram, the manufacturer must sl.lpply 

the technical data r~quiredby the IAcp. In general, IAC1,'ac~eptsthe manufactur

ers' word on the product specifications proyided.. I fthe. specs "\1Iakesense,'1 

The IACPasks forfeec:lback from 'departments ,using the prQdlitit is ~egistered. 

. registered equipment. 
.', ~., 

For ~ome products., notablyl;'teargas andotner chemical 

agents, the IACP requires that the product be tested under IACP supervision 

before they will register it. Apparently the IACP put out a warning on the 

Federal Laboratories gas frenade and were influential in having a particular 

handgun removed from the market. 

In addition, several problems in the development and marketing of law 

equipments were noted in interviews at IACP: 

I. Gnerally, there is a lack of feedback from users to manufacturers. 

Furthermore, the individual departments are too small to have any clout with 

a manufacturer. 

2. Despite manufacturers' claims, the amount of R&D taking piace in 

the law enforcement field is minimal with police doomed, in general, to getting 

outdated armed forces technology (see attached series of memos). -Some examples: 

police are using obso'lete military gasmasks that have long hoses tied to their 

belts while the newer military masks have a purifying canister built into 

the mask. Police departments prefer CSI tear gas to the newer CS2, but the 

military is pushing CS2 (which is hard to disperse after use) and destroying 

vast stocks of CSI despite the demand for it among police departments. 

3. There is. a widespread lack of sophistication in the procurement pro

cess among police departments. 

4. Since 1965, the law enforcement market has been fragmented and dominated 

by a f~w big companies. Good products often do not get mainstream exposure 

and/or use. The big companies buy up geod small companies~.i.ch a resulting 

loss. of responsiveness to user needs and a net reduction in R&D activity in a 

particular pr.oduct area. 

Refer,ring to the question of standards development. and testing, the 

following problems were pointed out: 

1. The IACP can afford to do testing only when the manufacturer pays for it. 

2. Fjeld testing by different departments yields unclear results due to 

a lack of generally a~cepted methods of testing and reporting. 

3. NITRE Program - each expert is too i.solated fr()m the needs of people 

in the. field. furthermore, the problems of individual departments are too 

diverse and too n~rrQw to.pe dealt with effectively by MITRE. 

4. The LEAA equipment program is not geared primarily to answering the 

everyday practical qqel'ltions on which departments need help. Furthermore, 

.it was noted that the test standards developed by LEM appear to he unrelated 

to user requireiP~nts. One interviewee maintains that the problem must be 

defined by the .user before tests .artdstandards can be developed (thi.s implies 
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that LEAA has failed to create ,this definition). The opinions were expressed 

that there is a need for a national testing program which would publish a "con

sumer reports" dealing with police equipment, and that minimum standards 

are unnecessary - that police departments should be able to choose, equipment 

that meets their needs without being forced to buy expensive technology that 

they havenc,' use for. 

5. The Research Division at IACP currently has no budget for an ongoing 

research and test program. 

Analysis of Findings 

The, outstanding feature of the above findings (1) is the limited 

number of sources considered in each ,equipment evaluation. For example, 

in 24% (12 out of 50) of the evaluations, only one source was considered, 

and 74% (37 out of 50) of the time no more than three sources were examined. 

There is no apparent pattern, relating to type of eqUipment or level of 

technology, and other factors such as the size of the purchase, number of 

suppliers avai1ab1e~ or the size of the user would have to be considered 

to develop a better understanding of user behavior~ 

Findings from Tabl e 43 indicate that these evaluations often (61.5%, 

or 48 out of 78 cases reported) result in acquisition of the equipment. This 

further substantiates the rather direct purchasep~ocess which 06curs when" 

once initiated. This is not inconSistent with long delays which may occur 

either prior to or during the purchaseprocessc In fact,it is entirely 

possible to have an informal evaluation proCess with one supplier dominating 

and a short, almost perfunctory bidding and evaluation procedure which 

"substantiates" the previously made decisiono With respect to equipment 

types, the more widespread its usage, the more likely is theeva1uadon to 

resu1t'in acquisition, ioeo, portable transceivers (15 out of 15 cases report

ing) ,body armor (10 out of 14) ,weapons detection (.5 out of 7). These figures 

contrast with newer, more experimental types of equipment such as voice LD. 

(lout of 5) ,low light (6 out of 13); non-lechalweapons (4 out of 9) , or 

larger purchases such as vehicle locators (3,otit of 10). 

Findings 'in Table'44indicate that there is a high incidence of testing either 

iIi the laboratory and/or the :Eiel.d. Figures in this resp,ect, while not inconclu

sive, ~re limited,.i.e., only 28user's respond,edout of a total of 47 0 

II~l46 
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Policy Implications 

The above findings and analYSis indicate a rather limited testing and 

evaluation procedure on the part of most L.E. users o Resources to search out 

and contact several suppliers of a g~ven 'type f . • 0 equ~pment are also likely to 

be 1imited o Also, most suppliers, except the very largest, are limited in 

the size of the sales force they can deploy to participate in test and eva1ua

tiollo The combination of these factors raise the issues of how the market 

can be improved by a wider exposure to existing equipment, and the need for 

comprehensive testing and evaluation prior to requesting bids. Measures such 

as centralized purchasing on a regional basis; regional testing and evaluation 

centers; joint purchase agreements; dissemination of equipment on a trial basis 

are i11ustrative options in this regard. 

In the absence of standards and comprehensive testing by either 

the purchaser himself or some agency similar to Consumers Report or 

Underwriters Laboratory, (see comment above regarding IACP), most 

L.E. agencies are forced to rely on their limited evaluation procedures, or 

as is often the case, the testimonial of larger L.E. agencies. The latter 

result in a considerable lengthening of the diffusion cycle ,for innovative 

equipment. 

may 

In addition, this imitative pattern rests on what is often a faulty 

premise, i.e., larger L.E. 1:!,gencies conduct thorough tests and eva1uations o 

To the extent they do not, and at the same time serve as models for other 

agencies, they delay the diffusion of what might have proved to be superior 

equipment. On the other hand, since this diffusion model is we11 entrenched 

in L.E. agencies, it can be utilized by policy makers by insuring that exten

sive testing and evaluation-are done in the major L.E. agencies,i.eo, estab

lishment of a model program for demonstration purposes with respec,t to test 

and evaluation. 

* 
Sub-Issue 11=3: 

are they7 

What are the most common purchasing procedures and how effective 

Rationale: Purchasing procedures may be unnecessarily complex, or they may 

not provide the necessary safeguards to insure the acquisition of the most 

. '"'.! _"'"I~l 
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appropriate equipmento It is essential to know the extent to. which these 

procedures facilitate or impede the acquisition process. 

Findings 

Almost all respondents briefly indicated the main steps in their purchasing 

procedures. Since their effectiveness is the main concern, only those factors 

which they felt. impeded the acquisition process due to purchasing procedures 

are indicated below. 

Factors Perceived as Limiting the Effectiveness of the Purchasing Process 

1) "State purchasing - are concerned that they do not have a 'sole 

source' so that if Manufacturer A does defunct, Manufacturer B could 

pick it up; this slows down the process - it is no problem re autos". 

(State Police) 

2) "One problem. facing purchasing is that you don't get multiple bids because 

the state is so slow in paying (3-6 months) that small v.endors can't 

afford this so they .refuse to bid." 

3) "Is time involved in getting a line item a problem? It is a big 

problem; you cannot project L.E. needs ona cQntinuous year after 

year basis. The needs can change drastically and require a new 

approach tomorrow, so to try to foresee needs is near impossible, 

e.g. re campus situations a few yearsback,we knew it would grow, 

so we cou.1d plan for it, but not all situations are that predictable." 

(Stat¢ Police) 

"llow mallY times have you evaluated s()mething and the evaluation 

has been ignored because the other party has already made up his .. 

mind and the evaluation is a formality?" 

There needs to bea better explanation to the men about what was 

involved in the purchase of an it~m, i.e., an explanation of 

only one thing was gotten iristead of something else. 
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Q. How often does this happen? 

Ao It is not very exceptional. 

Q. Why is it happening? 

A. Purchasing procedures - other influences - people who are not 

qualified to evaluate a product. I reali?e you need control 

over purchasing, but there are times that you save money on 

cost but endanger personnel by this, and so you hear it all 

as a big joke on the road (i.e o , from officers in the field). 

For example, an item is decided upon and it is brought to 

L.E. personnel and they are impressed. Then you go into the 

purchasing process with x number of companies bidding and the 

low bid gets it. So you have an item that does not work right 

and it is not what you have showed them. So there is another 

PoRe (public relations) problem. You look bad and the trooper 

is demoralized and says: "I got conned again." So the troopers 

look' for their own equipment and you have unauthorized use of 

equipment because he wants' to protect himself and it takes a 

long time to rectify this." (State Police) 

5) ''We can make recommendations and these can b.e valid, but the bidding 

process can negate it all, e.g., we found had superior 

equipment, but we got because they bid low to get their 

foot in the door." (City, 50+ officers) 

6) "There is usually very little fleXibility in .obtaining new equipment 

because it must go through a long e~ocess. Policeman (who needs 

equipment) - Lieu,t,enant - Captain - Inspector - Chief - Budget 

Director - final deCision. The decision is left to people in high 

positions. However, they are not cops and don't always realize 

the need for certain equipment." (City, one of 52 largest) 
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TABLE 45 

}.;.QN$IDERATIONS \>!ITH RESPECT TO PURCHAS I~G 

.. 
. ' 

No. of Bids Specs Need Purchasing 
N!) .. of Users No. of Requested Approval Alter? 

Type of User Users Resp .. Cases~'c Yes No Yes No Yes 
!. 

State Police 7 2 3 2 2 1 

City, 50+ Offi~ers 11 6 8 6 2 3 2 4 

City, 52 Largest 16 9 14 11 2 7 2 1 
Cities (By Population) 

Totals 34 17 25 18 6 13 4 5 

-;; 

* Cases refer to '~ndividua1 equipment acquisition situations 

!na1ysis of Findings 

The above quotations probably indicate only the most glaring instances 

of problems encountered in the purchasing procedure. More intensive analysis 

in L.E:. agencies of different sizes would serve· to highlight th~~;:i,other 

ineffective aspects of the purchasing process to which users ha~egrown accus

tomed and/or find it difficult to pinpoint and a17ticulate. Among the signi

ficant dysfunctional aspects 'of current purchasing procedures 'noted above 

are the foi10wing: ' 

1) ,No pur~nase from ,'sole source' (,EIre 1) above) 

2) Slo~ reimbursement procedure (see 2)~bove) 

3) Obtaining approval on a budget line item (see 3) above) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

Perfunct()ry evalu;!tion process (see 3) above) 
> ,'~ 

"Influences" on the purchasing process (see 3) ~bov.e) 

Unqualified personrtelmaking equipmenteva.luations (see 3) above) 

Low·bip. as E\ing1e acquisition criterion (see 3) and 5) above) 

Purchasing of unauthorized equipmellt by individual officers (se~ 

3) above) 

9) Length of purchasing process (see 6:~, aboye) 

10) Final decisionE\ made by persons not f.~1iar witl1 the situation 

(see 6) above) 
.,' 

No 

:3 

3 

6 

12 

; .. 

Admittedly, this isa very limited sample of tisers who noted ineffective 

procedures in the purchasing process. This is precisely the point: if so 

many problems can be noted in so few instances, it is a reasonable presumption 

to assume that more would be revea.led under similar circumstances, Le., inter

viewer-interviewee rapport, and articulate and candid interviewees. Finally, 

many of the interviewees did not have intimate knowledge of purchasing pro

cedures and could only connnent on their overall functioning. This limitation 

need not exiE\t in a more intensive examination of the purchasing function. 

The findings in the above tabie are very limited, but they are suffi-

cientto indicate the general tendency to require bids and approval on speci

fications J and for purchasing not to alter specifications. However, there 

are sufficient exceptions to these tendencies to warrant more intensive investi

gation of purchasing procedures and their impact on the acquisition of inno

vative equipment ,especially in the case of purchasing department alterations 

of specifications to meet procedural standards. 

Policy Imp lications 

The ten dysfunctional aspects of purchasing procedures noted above all 

have implications for the type of innovative equipment acquired and rate of 

acquisition. For example, how does a small firm with a new idea get it 

approved for use when there is a 'sole soutce' rule? A search for a recep

tive client is innnediately made more difficult by such a regulation. On the 

other hand, the user is clearly in the right in not wanting to acquire a new 

product which it cannot obtain ,£i'om an alternate source.. Joint purchase 

agreements without 'solesource c requirements may ease some of the pressures 

on the manufacturer by'providing him with a market, but the problem of pro

tecting the user supplier line remains.. Centralized testing may be another 

answer to gain recognition but not necessarily early acceptance, if the 

testing periedis prolonged. Furthermore, a prolonged testing period may 

reduce the producer's competitive edge as other manufacturers learn of the 
product .. 

Slow reimbursement procedures and a lengthy purchasing process generally 

are especially hard on small users and any efforts to rely on them as a 

source of innovative L.E. equipment would have to overcome this obstacle. 
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A long wait f01; budget approval to purchase a new item rather obviously 

slows the process of introducing new L.E. equipment. This is especially 

important in areas where either the L.E. mission itself or the field of 

technology on which the ,equipment is based is changing rapidly .. 

Perfunctory ~valuation processes and 'influences' begin to touch on 

the very sensitiVe area of local and state political and economic pressures 

on the acquisition process as well as producer-user relations. The extent 

to which federal options are feasible in such situations is open to question. 

Clearly, at the state and local level, more scrutiny and control is in order .. 

Prior to any action measures, though, the level of accurate knowledge in this 

area is limited and must be more accurately assessed. This must occur at two 

levels: 1) a technical-procedural analysis, and 2) an examination of policy 

making procedures and the participation of local political and community 

organizations in the acquisition process. 

Unqualified personnel making equipment evaluations points again to the 

need to build new capabilities, especially in planning and the acquisition 

process. Final decisions being made by persons not familiar with the situa-

,tionisindicative of a poorly structured decision process .. Realignment of 

decision making authority closer to the technical and administrative person

nel involved in using the actual equipment is in order. Just how these 

changes in personnel and organization structure Can be brought about is 

another matter. When it comes to upgrading user capabilities, it is impor

tant to inventory all user deficiencies and start an integrated long term 

program of upgrading based on the most urgent need, resources available, 

and the, most tractable problem areas likely to yield initial improvement .. 

It is important to recognize that ,they may not be in those areas mostamenabie 
!i 

to outside interventiom . 

The low bid as a single acquisition criterion, while insuring competi-. 

tion, may result in second-rate equipment being purchased since all other 

criteria ,are excluded from consideration.. Many of the L.E. agencies generally 

considered to be the most progressive use multiple criteria with cost being 

'a primary but not overriding issue (see sub-issue 4). 
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Sub-Issue ifft4: Hhat are the major selection criteria llsed in acquiring ne\v 

equipment? 

Rationale: It is important to know the major factors users consider in 

acquiring ne~ equipment. Knowledge of these factors and their ranking 

will give some notion of how to approach the various markets to increase 

the rate of acceptance of innovative equipment. 

TABLE 46 

PURCHASiNG CRITERIA 

Product Selection Cr,iteria 
"i( 

, 

-1..1 CIl CIl bO s:: 1-1 -1..1 s:: 
~ -1..1 (1) s:: -.-I s:: .c -.-I CIl 
a. (1) -1..1 p., ctI P "0 

CIl -.-I S 0 -1..1 1-1 (1) 
-1..1 :::I a. -.-I -1..1 (1) p., -1..1 
.-10" -.-I S .-I CIl fI) .-I -.-I 

4-1 :::Ir"'I :::I 0 -.-I s:: :=> -1..1 t..) 
0 fI) 0" 1-1 ..0 0 s:: CIl 

(1)4-1 (1)r"'I 4-1 -.-I t..) s:: (1) -1..1 fI) 

s:: P:: 0 () CIl, -1..1 -.-I 1-1 .-I (1) 
-1..1 0 s:: 1-1 ~ -.-I () t? 1-1 :::I fI) 

s:: -.-I 1-1 "0 (1) ctI 0 P :::I bO :::I fI) (OJ 

4-1 ~ 
-1..1 (1) (1) CIl ~ lH 0 "0 ctI s:: t..) ~ 

t..) 
0 ctI -.-I -I..I:=> ,S () 0 -1..1 -.-I 

a. -1..1.-1 () 0 . -.-I • .-1 1-1 (1) s:: fI) .-I 
-1..1 -.-I :::I a. (1)S 4-1 fI) -1..1 .-IP-I bO -.-I ., -1..1 ctI 
fI) :::I 0..0.. 0..0 1-1"0 fI) ..0 "0 ctI A fI) -1..1 
o t:1' (1) :::I ~ 1-1 (1) -1..1 (1) :::14-1 :::I 1-1 . (1) 0 

Type of Firm t..)r"'I P::Ul r"'I4-I P-IUl E-l P-I 0 I:t:I E-l P-I E-l E-l 

10 State Police 6 6 7 4 2 2 2 3 2 2 36 

7. City, 50+ Officers 10 10 11 6 6 1 3 1 2 50 

9. City, 52 Largest 18 15 17 13 11 8 9 6 7 4 108 

120 Prisons 1 2 2 2 4 4 2 1 18 

13 0 Special Agencies, Govto 2 2 2 2 1 2 11 

14. Private Associations, 
Agencies** 3 2 3 1 2 1 12 

Totals 40 35 42 28 24 15 21 12 12 6 235 

(30 Responding) 

bO s:: 
• .-1 
"0 s:: 
0 
a. 
fI) 

~ 
-1..1 
0 
Z 
CIl 
1-1 
(1) 
fI) 

P 

1 

2 

1 

4 

'l( Usc:rs may have ci ted more than one prodq.c t . wi th associated selection criteria 

'lc* Includes data from intermediary agencies 

Analysis of Findings 

I 

CIl 
;-1 
(1) 
fI) 

P 
.-I 
ctI 

-1..1 
0 
E-l 

7 

8 

16 

4 

3 

2 
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, The above findings show a wid~ range of selection criteria for new L.E. 

equipment. Cost alone is not a" predominant· criterion,noreven the' most cited 
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in the agencies contacted. The combined weight of 'reputation of the sup

plier' (35), 'testimony of others' (24), and 'P.D.'s currently using' (12), 

or 30 0 2% (71 out of 235 factors cited), ~,re indicative of a heavy reliance 

on a word-of-mouth or referral network. This contrasts with almost equal 

reliance on information received first-hand such as 'expected results from 

use of equipment' (42) ,'performance standards for equipment' (28), and 'tp;;.,;t 

results' (6), or 32.3% (75 out of 235 factors cited) .. 

The low emphasis on 'public visibility' (15) and 'budgeting constraints' 

(21), is rather surprising in view of the. emphasis placed on these factors 

by some interviewees in discussing other issues. Also o,f interest is the 

low emphasis on 'training in use' (12). 

Polj~cy Implications 

The wide range of equipment criteria indicates a more complex decision 

process than would a simplistic emphasis on cost alone. The existence of 

the strong referral network again emphasizes the need to insure that the 

information in. the system is correct.. This, in turn, relates to the need 

for impartial testing services and the dissemination of res~lts to L.E. 

agencies in a usable' form. 

Sub-Issue 115: What is the role of key user personnel in the acquisition 

process? 

Rationale: Roles of key personnel as well as external influences may vary 

by different types of user. Knowing these will shed some understanding Dnhow 

programs to build or utilize current capabilities should be undertaken. 

TABLE 47 

INFLUENCES ON USER IN ACQUIS ITION PROCESS 

Amount of Influence on Acquisition Process 
Administra- Technical Loc::al Local 
tive Staff . Staff Purchasing Politics Environment .. , 

Type of User Lo Med Hi Lo Med Hi Lo Med Hi Lo Med Hi Lo .. Med HJ.. 

State Police, Cty 
and Sheriffs 1 3 1 2 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 ~ 

City, 50+ Offi .. 
cers 3 7 3 6 5 2 2. 4 1 5 4 3 2 

City; 52 Largest 1 11. 1 8 5 1 1 3 2 1 4 2 1\ 
, 

Total 1 4 U 2 5 17 12. 4 1 8 1 8 6 7 6 
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Analysis of Findings 

As expected, there is a high amount of influence in the acquisition process 

by the administrative (21 out of 26 cases) ai.ld technical staff (17 out oC 2f" 

cases) •. The low amount .of influence indicated for the purchasing deparbuent 

(12 out of 17) is rather surprising in view of the many comments about the 

major role it supposedly plays in controlling the acquisition process. 

The mixed reactions to the influence of local politics and the local 

environment, ioe., split almost evenly betweel1 low and high amounts of influ

ence in both cases, may imply two very different types of acquisition process. 

One of these could be primarily technically oriented and administratively 

controlled; the other, regardless of its technical orientat.ion, dominated 

by po 1i tical and external influences 0 

Policy Implications 

In the latter case, policy options are more difficult to formulate and 

programs are more difficult to implement and evaluate, since the amount and type 

of 1 influences' are not easily determined. Studies of these influences are 

. not easily undertaken due to the sensit{ve .areas under scrutiny. Funding 

agencies are especially susceptible to criticism for interfering in local 

situations. Local leadership is essential in undertaking such studies and 

insuring cooperation during the studyo 

Sub~Iss.ue 116: To what extent does user cooperation exist in the acquisition 

process? , 

Rationale: User cooperation is one means of increasing the utilization of 

'innovative equipment. Knowing the types and extent of cooperation, as well 

as the barriers to cooperation are prerequisites to developing policies in 

this area .. 
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-.Type of User 

State Police 

County and Sheriffs 

City, 50+ Officers, 
Remote or nucleus 

City, 50+ Officers, 
Suburb or Satellite 

City, 52 Largest Cities 
(By Population) 

Courts 

Prisons. 

Special Agencies -
Governmental 

Private Associations, 
Agencies, or Depts. 

Total 

' ........ ~ . 

-~-- ---~-~-~ -~--

",' t 
.,' -... -,..--~.~ 

Table 49 Incentives to Cooperate on Equipment Introduction and Utilization 

Incentive to Cooperate with Other Organizations in 
Type of User the Introduction and Utilization of New L.E. Equipment 

TABLE 48 JOINT P~RCHAS/NG ARRANGEMENTS State Police Written agreement with county sheriff in large 
metropolitan area 

Does Cooperative 
No. Arrangement Exist? 
of No re-
Users Yes No sponse 

7 0 4 3 

2 0 0 2 

8 3 2 3 

3 1 ····2 0 

16 8 6 2 

2 0 0 2 
I 

4 0 2 2 

3 0 0 3 

2 .2 0 0 .. 

47 14 16 17 

-

Type of Joint Purchasing Arrangement and . 
Related Cormnents 

- Could (ioe., have a cooperative arrangement, 
but don't know of any) 

- None, State L.E. planning agency is talking 
about this', i.e., loaning equipment 

- For automobiles in the capitol city region 

- Vehicles, through state; radios, share with 
other P.D.s; tactical, stockpile with other. 

-

- Joint purchase of heliocopter wi th .ci ty . sher-
iff, district fire department, and metropoli-
tan area hospital 

- Voice LD. 

- Any agency can enter into contracts - joint 
city purchasing - large 

- Arr~ngement with county for transceivers 

- (Thrqugh) Department of Public Properties 

- Computer usage, metro squad 

- Purchas~Qg department (tru:I,kes) joint purchases 
for· all (departments) 

'. -. 

.> 

. ~ 

~ 

City, 50+ Officers, 

City, 52 Largest Cities 
(By Population) 

Special Agencies -
Governmental 

- Buy and loan sophisticated equipment 

- Narcotics situations are highly mobile and wide
spread geographically; i.e., situations that affect 
us are not litni ted to local area in terms of sur·· 
veillance 

Cooperation in return 

- Borrow and loan equipment 

- The L.E. job is so big we need all the help we 
can get. 

- We are cooperating totally wi.th other organizations 
in the introduction and utilization of this pro
duct. We allow other 8.gencies to borrow our equip
ment. (Reciprocity as, an incentive is a reasonable 
inference from this statement.) 

\ 
'~I 
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Table 50 Specific Problems in Cooperating 

r-----------------.--------~----~--~-------~---~~----' --'-'----' ---'-'--~ 
Specific Problems Encountered in Cooperating Type of User 

State Police 

City, 50+ Officers, 
Remote or Nucleus 

City, 52 Largest c.:ities 
(By Population) 

, Special Agencies -
Governmental 

- Needpersonn~J for using expensive equipmentr. 
Main problem is communications and a command 
center. 

Equipment costs too much and is soon outdated~. 

Never loa,nedequipment due to cost. Manpower 
may be a

C
) problem because (it is) best to have 

person from other area work with you because 
(it' s)his problem,'too. Need rapport and 
awareness of each other. Otherwise, no problem. 

Innovative ideas are not :tollotqed through; rate 
of crime reduction is not in proportion to crime 
rate; reduce panic, increase valid use of equip
ment. 

I do see us all going our own way eV,en though 
we do try to keep each other informed~ 

f;", .. 

- Each L.E. agency guards its own prerogatives. 

Table 5lPerceiyed Opportunities for Cooperation in Acquisit:.ior: 
... , -- ,.~--.:.--~-,------~--:~~~-,.-----, ,---~-~--------'---'-~----~"-------'~. ---,"-" ;, 

PerceivedOpportuni ties for Cooperation, ! 
Type of User 

State Police 

City, 50+ Officers, 
Remote or Nucleus 

Oi ty;c<'52 Largest Cities 
(By Population) 

Special,Agencies 
Governmental " . 

in EguipmentAcguisition 

Maybe a centralized fund, so When you need some~ 
thing and can justify it by your re'aearch, (you 
can get it). We have no such :l;unds, the Bureau 
of the Budget proq,ibi ts this.(\ 

Why not have a central agency to receive ideas? 

Bugging (opportunity according to specific case. 

'Communication cooperation ona project by projec,t 
basis. (There is) no money in the budget for 
activities like that. 

Patrolling bo+ders. Dog teams with local L.E. 
agencies g 

I_-'-~ ___ ------------~----' --.----..:....---'-----f-~_-_--' .. _ .. " __ . 

, , 

Miscellaneous Findings 

Other organizations with which the interviewee,' s organization was co

operating ,in the introduction and utilization of new equipment were only 

identified in four instances. These are as 7:l:01Iows: 
.-'t 

,=c_",P"'" 
- The Police Department and L.E. agencies in surrounding 

cities (a nucl~us city with over 50 officers). Also the State 

Bureau of Criminal Intelligence. 

The national guard and the marines 

- The FBI 

- Other·police departments 

The only response ,indicative of some mechanism or arrangement for co

operation on the introducJ;;i.on and utilization of L.E. equipment was as 

follows: 

Personal a1,1d informaL Other areas are aware of what we do. May have 

formal arrangement in a ,specific situation. 

';['wo firms responded to the inquiry regarding the implications of co

,operative arr'angement,s among L.E. agencies for the introduction and utili

zation ·of equipment. These are as follows: 

;- 'Data processing terminals across borders 

Cooperat:ion in testing of products like radios in t:t"aining .Police 

Departm.ents. 
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Tvpe of Users 

State Police 

City, 50+ Officers 
Remote or Nucleus 

" . 

TABLE 52 COMMUNICATION BETWEEN POUCE DEPARTMENTS 

NO.Jof No. of 
Firms Resp. 

7 6 

8 7 

Organizations in COl11l!l:Unication Net'i'TOrk 
-~.f .: ~ -;' '" 

Professional Societies; IACP; Sheriffs' organizations; Local and other 
state police organizations; salesmen identify P.D.s, then call other 
P.D. s wi th new ideas; FDA; FBI; APCO 

IACP, American Association.of Motor Vehicle Registration, Southern 
Police Institute, FBI National Academy 

A suburban association of P.D.s in a large metr.o area, State Board of P.D.s 

State Training Officer's Association, IACP Convention, New England Chiefs 
of Police, Committee on Cr.iminal Justice seminars" Governors Highway Safety 
Coordination Director, safety officers (state level, organizations), at/during 
civil disturbaTI,ces; state and municipal training programs . 

t, .... :1 

Laboratories utilized by other P.D.s and business, telephones for information 
on a regionaJ, ,basis, other P.D.s on a national basis, county sheriffs 

Area P.D.s, National.Guard, Federal Narcotics 

Contact any P.D. using equipment of interest; salesmen and L.E. associations 
identify users; local and county L.E. organization; FBI~ IRS; Federal Narco
tics; police chiefs in 50 largest cities; Search Conference (project to col
lect and store criminal history information); member of USAC cities, a group 
funded by federal agenci~s to develop IMIS (Integrated Municipal Information 

.Systems); a larger nearby metropolitan P.D.; steering connnittee for state 
criminal justice information system .' 

LEAA;·area police chi.efs; APCO; (intervieWee qomment: LEAA requirement 
that equipment be evaluated, possibility of other states getting after 
favorable evaluation). Example: state financed through LEM with a few 
P.D.son trial basis, as mobile printers, to see if good statewide. 

Rely heav:ily on other P.D.s, 75% of new products via sources in other 
P.D.s, 20% via manufacturers, and 5% official sources such as IACP, LEAA • 
~--~~--------------~--------------~------~--~~----------., City L.E. Council, 1'ri-county youncil 

A nearby larger metropolitan P.D. 

(Table continl,led on following page.) 
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Tvpe of Users 

City, 50+ Officers, 
S.uburb or Satellite 

City, 52 Largest 
Citie,s (By Popu
lation) 
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TABLE 52 (CONTINUED) 

No. of No o of' 
Firms' RespoOrganizations in COIlUllUnication Network 

" 

3 3 

16 7 

Local P.D.s , 

Regional police chiefs meetings; Metropolitan Area County Criminal 
Justice Commission; Suburban area police chiefs 
r-----~~--~----~~--------~----~--~------~--~--. 17' local cOIlUllUnities in pcrtionof courity; police department chiefs 
instate 

, ~ -. 
Police Chiefs' Associations; Sheriff's Association; world wide 
communication (with L.E. agencies) 

State patrol; Board of Investigat10n 

Several of the ll:l,rgest metropo1:i.tan police departments 

One.other large ,mett:opolitanP .D. regularly and anot""Rter occas10nally 

Several of the l'argest metropolitan P.D.s and loc~l cCJunty public 
aafetyorganization ' , 

A state technical university; "all" L.E. organizations in the state; 
the National Academy " 
t--~~..,...---~--~-------~----~---.-.;..:..----------,~-

"State,Patrol; Suburban police 

All local and 'state:slle:riffs and police departments' organ:i,.zations 

~--~--,.~,.~.--.--~-,-.----~------~--~--~~--~----------,~~--~~--~---~'--------~'~' ----------------~------~-
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Analysis of Findings 

These findings, taken together, while indicating the limited amount of 

user cooperation in the acquisition process, show ~ variety of possibilities 

for cooperation in the few cases cited (see Table 48 above), Fewincen

tives to cooperate in the introduction and utiligation of new L.E. equipment. 

1 
t';!~~""7~,"".'","="""",,,,=,,,== _____________________ -:, _____ _ 

and utilized the full potential of cooperative arrangements must be explored, 

yet from the above findings it is evident that, except for exchanginginfor

mation, cooperation in the acquisition process is an extremely limited prac

tice.. The prim~ry need is for an accurate determination of the 'barriers to 

Only three L.E. agencies cited the "advant8.geof joint purchasing" or as well as opportunities and mechanisms for cooperation. 

"exchange of equipment", and 'only two "help or cooperation in return". One 

police department mentioned the nature of the L.E. task, i.e., narcotics 

situations which are highly mobile and geographically widespread., as an 

incentive to cooperate and in this case it was to accomplish the L.E. mission 

not necessarily to acquire equipment. (see Table 49 above). 

The key problem cited as being encountered in ~he user cooperati.on during 

acquisition may be the perceived need. for each L.E. agency to "guard its own 

prerogatives". Two agencies cited the often c>verlooked problem of the need 

f9rpersonnel to utilize specialized equipment, it simply is not enough to 

consider exchanges of equipment alone~especially,when there is a wide gap 

in the capabilities of the cooperating agencies (see Table 50 above). 

L.E. agencies perceived only two opportunities to cooperate in equipment, 

i.e., bugging and border patrols, while t~yO mentioned the possibility of 

centralized funding and one L.E.ag~ncy saw the possibility of cooperating 

on a project basis.. Such a limited perceptio~ of oppor1;:unities very likely 

stems from a basic lack of interest in co?pera~ive arrangements (see table 

51 above.) .The lack of response to the balance of questionnaire item as shown 

in the miscellaneous findings above also seems to indicate a lack of interest 

in extensive user cooperation. 

Connnunication to exchange information in the acquisition process is 

another matter, and a wide variety of agencies and associations are contacted 

in this regard.. Apparently, cooperation of this type is acceptable and 

encouraged. 

Policy Implications 

User cooperation was considered sufficiently important to justify a 

separate analysis (see section 5: Cooperation Between Users) and therefore 

. few comments are necessary at this point. Most important, the increasing CORt 

and ~ophistication of L.E. equipment places s.evere limitations on what all but 

the largest L.E. agencies can afford. If new equipment is to be widely diS'tributed 
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Sub-Issue #7: Problems Encountered in the ACquisitinn Process 

Rationale: Problems which impede the acquisition process must be identified 

in order to formulate policies and p'rograms to deal with them. While inter

viewee responses are often superficial and do not necessarily reflect the 

fundamental issue, they provide a starting point for analysis. 

TABLE 53 

PROBLEMS IK,L.E. EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION 

.-------------------~---'-. "'-' -~--- ----.------, -r 
Type of User Problems Encountered in ACquiring L.E. Equipment 

State Police 

City, 50+ Officers, 
Remote or Nucleus 

City, 50+ Officers, 
. Suburb and Satellite 

- Equipment is purchased centrally, not by district 

Need careful specifications 

- Austerity, (result~ng in) borrowing equipment 
and personnel to use it 

State purchasing does not want to have a sole 
source 

Austerity; we have state funds, so we don't 
qualify for federal funds 

- Public opinion 

Budget; the transfe,r of funds via City Council; 
the chief must justify to the City Controller and 
Board of Pnblic Works 

Have had no help from the foundations 

- Cost of equipment 

- Budget from City Council ~ 

#-------------'------:.~ ._' - .... --.~, -,-.. -... -~.- .--,--.~---.--

(Continued on followillg page) 
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TABLE 53 (CONTINUED) 

--Type-o-t-,-u~s-e-r~--~~~---C-p-r-o~b-l-e-m-s~E-n-c~o-u-n~t~~~r-e-d~,~i~nA~~c~gu~i-r~in--g'~·~~'-.E~.-E=-9u~i~pmT~-en-:t----~ 

\ 
\ 
I 

I' 
I 

, ' 

i 
\' 

City, SO Largest Cities 
(By population) 

Special Agencies -
Governmental 

- City politicsinput;'chasing 

_ Unqualified saiesmen 

Lack ofadequatetr.g,ining programs ,provided by 
vendor (should be extensive and part of cost of 
equipment)." 
Equiprnentprovided for L.E~market for which 
L.E .. agencies have no money 

Company ,fear of federal Jaws against use of 
equipment (i.e., bugging) 

_ purchasing ofunneces!)ary equipment 

_ Lack of vendor knowledge of L.E., market (even when 
it is their only market) 

Needs app:rova1"of Cotmnissioner's Board 

-(The future) will be more ,difficult 

- Lack of funds 

Extensive testing 

_ Reliabili'ty of equipment 

Po1:ttica~ ,jealousY 
, " 

P. D • 'conm!lmica tion 

Pr()duce~,may be approved but often merchandise 
is interi:or because producer gets contracts based 
on very low bi<iding. 
No flexibility in ,our budget procedure to.obtain 
new or il1lpr ovedequipment; a lot of lip service;, 
justify t,he need and plead the case, .. 

Analysis of Findings and Policy Iinplications 
The above list of findings must! be.further analysed as to their incidence 

and importance. At this point, they' are all potentially important and serve 

to illustratetherna.ny potential pitfalls in the {lcql!i,sitiqn ,pr"cesse: The 

poliCy implications of these problenl:sare' cove,red in other sections of this 

analysis" They a~e listeiat this poirit forinforrnationalpurposese 

~ 

.. x· 

Areas ReguiringFurthe~ Research, 

1) study:of the ,effectiveness of purchasing function in various types 

of ,L.E. agencies with emphasis on the effect of the, purchasing pro

2) 

3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

7) 

cedures and/or personnel on the type of equipment acquired~ the rate 

of acquI.sition~ the bidding process ~ and the allocation of funds. 
. " . . 

Analysis of recurr~nt equipment evaluation procedures in various 

types and sizes of L.E. agencies. 

Identification of the tnosteffective equipment evaluation procedures. 

The organization of an equipment evaluation: unit in an L.E. agency. 

Analysis of the basic information requirements of such a unit. 

Thedeve16ptnent of 'training procedures and manpower developlUent for 

, 'such llnits.o 

The potential for cooperation, joint acti-yities or separate agencies 

to evaluate L.E. equipment and'make the results known to interested 

users .. 

8) AnalySis of the communications networks utilized by L.E. agencies 

ill thE: acquisition process wit.h emphasis oJ? the cost and effective

neSs of v~rious,types of contact and interaction with organizations, 

government agencies, and assoc:i.ations. 

9) The identification of primary incentives, regulations and funding 

arrangements which stimulate the most effective equipment purchase 

and utilization patterns. 

Illustrative Policy Options 

1) ,Equipment evaluation and, testing center 

C,enter~ ona ~ational,region.al, and state level, or some combi

nation: thereof ca'u be deyeloped to "provide 1) adherence to a uniform 

se,tof performance standards by LoE. equipment producers ; 2) utilization 

of a variety of us~r selection criteria instead of relying on the ad hoc 

and serendipitonsevalu.g,tion pr()ceduresnQw lltilizedon a llserby user 

basis; ,3} dissemination of evaluation results to intereste'd users; 

4) participation of use:!:'s and/or user l:'epresentatives in the evaluation 

process; 5) training in evaluation techniques; 6) liaison with fedel:'al 

and private laboratories and firms conducting 'R&D on or producing L.E. 

" eqtii pment .. 



2) Training programs in equipment analysis and eval~ation 

In place of, or in conjunction with (1) above, design, sponsor 

t' ra.fn.f ng p' rogramsfor user personnel in order to build and conduct... ... 

up in-house capabiUties in equipment analysis and evaluation. 

3) Dissemination of information on equipment evaluation 

. Provide a centralized clearinghou;~ function to collect and dis

seminate information conducted in individual L.E. agencies. These 

on funded (see 4 below) evaluations or privately results may be based 

conducted evaluations submitte as par d t of a cooperative program with 

users. 

4) Fund equipment evaluation in major equipment categories· 

This will tend to assure more uniform evaluation procedures through 

what, in effect, become model programs a These should be conducted on 

some decentralized basis insuring equitable participation of users in 

all parts of the country. 

5) Provide an initial producer test market 

This can be done by purc as~ng an ... h · .fnitial economic order quantity 

of selected equipment and distributing it among L.E. agencies for further 

. test and evaluation in a variety of situations" 
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8. Installation Utilization, Maintenance, & Assessment 

General Statement of Issue 

This issue focuses upon what happens to an innovative piece of 

equipment after it has been purchased by a user. Not all' users find 

that newly acquired equipment measures up to expectations. Both 

equipment dependability and the ability and willingness of the actual 

users are explored as issues likely to have a determining impact 

upon effective utilization of innovations. 

Some of the questions examined include user capability (user 

level of technical preparedness to utilize innovative equipment 

properly~ extensiveness of user resist~nce to change as a threat to 

effective utilization and the seriousness of equipment maintenance 
' . 

as an obstacle to optional equipment implementation. 

Sub-Issues 

1) Is utilization a serious problem? 

2) What role do producers have in the implementation and 

utilization of products they have sold? 

3) To what extent have user of innovative equipmant in law 

enforcement experienced problems with maintenance? 

4) What is the assessment of product utilization? 

Sub-Issue 1: Is improper utilization a serious problem? 

Experience with other R&D systems and knowledge of the~ 
organiza tionalbehavior literature regarding problems typically 

aSsociated with the iI?plement,ation of innovative changes both 

suggested that effective utilization might be an important issue. 

The results from the interview sample j,ndicated that neither producers 

nor users are strongly.concerned about the possibility that law enforcement 

agencie13 might frequently fail to take full advantage of the potential 

that is provided through the acquisition of innovative equipment. 
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Not on<\,:! user agency acknowledged' an instance in lv'hich use of 

a new piece of equipment had eo be abandoned totally because of unacceptable 

utilization. Producers were also unable to recall an instance in 

which one of their products had been unacceptably-used by representatives 

of law enforcement. One should stress the fact that when user ability 

and willingness was divorced from the context of "their product," 

some producers did become more critical of the utilization capability 

of persons in law enforcement. Nine percent of all producers 

cOhtacted agreed that it is senseless to wc:r.ry about the adequacy of 

equipment available to members of law enforcement as long as users are 

so generally unable to make effective use of the technology currently 

existing. This vocal minority of producers firmly believe that it is 

inappropr~ate to question the state of the art since users lack the 

skills and knowledge necessary to take advantage of the R&D that is 

now available. 

The following table indicates those reasons that are identified 

as largely responsible for poor utilization of the innovative equipment 

presently on the market. 

Thus producers feel that when utilization does occur,the source 

of the problem lies with the user. More specifically~ the attitudinal 

resistance of the actual users, the opinions of administration, and the 

current skill level of users were identified as the primary determinations 

of those utilization problems that do develop. 

In contrast, of those users (12 percent) who acknowledged 

experiencing some operational problems, 75% blamed the producers 

citing faulty equipment. Most users who did admit to internal 

reasons for ineffective utilization mentioned abil:L:ty rather than 

willingness as the problem. The lack of ability was either due to 

inadequate training or a poor understanding and. insuffic:l.oent information. 

Of the ten types of equipment, diffic:ulties were more typically experiehced 

with respect to the technologically s'ophistica:t:ed types of equipment. 
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TABLE 54 
CRuses of Improper Utilization of Innovative Equipment 
(As Perceived by Producers) 
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istration of users actual 
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Voice LD. was that equipment type. for which utilization was 

most limited. Law enforcement agencies do not typically have capable 

specialists prior to acquisition of a voice identification spectrograph, 

and, given the lengthy duration of training (two to three years of 

training and apprenticeship according to existing standards), it 

is quite some time, subsequent to acquisition, before a law enforcement 

agency can enjoy maximum utilization of its equipment for both 

investigation and courtroom testimony. This is because of the research 

which has emphasized that the Voice 1. D. equipment is only as good as 

the specialist operating the system. It should be added, however, that 

most users are aware or this utilization lag prior to purchase. 

Attitudinal resistance to change was identified as a problem 

affecting utilization of body armor. Many owners of such equipment 

do not actually wear the protective device once available simply because 

they do not want to. They may not want to be bothered, feeloverconfi

dent (do not really need it), .or simply complained about lack of com

fort. Whatever the explanation, many of the rank and file in law en

forcement do not utilize this simple piece of equipment because of an 

~ttitudinal unwillingness. The same problem is likely to occur with 

nonlethal weapons. In this instance,officers may refuse to use those 

weapons since they may feel that this may threaten their personal 

safety. Ineff.ectiveutilization (or no utilization of purchased non

lethal weapons) has not been established since attitudinal resistance 

has typically been a deterrent to acquisition up to now. 

Quotation~ 

Producers 

"I could write a book about this, equipment is more 

sophisticatied than the user ... too often they go 

in for gimmickery." 
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Users 

.... ~~ 

"Policemen need to be better educated so as to have a 
greater- impact and acceptance." 

"Many times our product (bod. y a.rmor) 
remains unused. George 

Wallace had one inside his car when he was shot." 

"The gun is supposed to be placed in our holster from 
the top. 

front." 
Many officers try to enter the f gun rom the break 

"I've seen equipment b ht h ougt at men on the street do not 
want, or need." 

" . 

"More field equipment is not the answer. 
Presently there 

is an underutilization of . 

not trained. to use it." 
equ1pment purchased. People are 

"There was a problem with training. 'This was our f~lUlt. 
Most ofi;icers .were unfamiliar with portability We had 

to provide additional training because of frequency mixups." 

"The antennas keep breaking off in the car wash. 
Also a 

component in the vehicIe locator_signpost system would be 

destroyed each t.ime the phone company tested their lines." 

"Ye.s - we ex . d per1ence a pr~blem of personnel 

We needed bette'r training before the vehicle 
be 'used prop.erly." 

preparation. 

locators could 

"Large personnel problem because there ;s 
.L a two-year lag 

to get your personnel trained in Voice 1. D. 

"We need better training programs." 
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Policy Options 

While most producers and most law enforcement agencies do not appa

rently appear very concerned about the problem of effectively utilizing 

innovative equipment, this should not be interpreted as meaning that 

there is no need to consider policy options. For one thing, the 

seriousness of the problem might be underestimated because of a natural 

hesitancy on the part of both producers and users to acknowledge un

successful experiences for which they were responsible to a third party. 

Moreover, even if the problem is accurately perceived; poli~y options 

are sensible because there exists a small but consistant number of both 

producers and users who feel 'there is a need for improvement, and this 

is one area in which the positive ef.fects of policy chaRges can be readily 

predicted. 

(1) Training opportunities need to be developed in order to 

prepare the actual users for operation of the more complex 

types of innovat.ive equipment that are on the market. 

Otherwise, chaos typically occurs following implementation 

until the users haye had 'sufficient on-the~job experience 

and feedback. 

(2) Administrators need to be better educa~ed on methods for 

the introdQction of change in order to more effectively 

avoid the occurrence of resistance to chan,geon the part 

of the actual users. 

(3) Better standards need to be developed so that users can 

determine which products and models can be most effectively 

utilized given their agency I s specific, needs and environmental 

constraints. (also more accurate expectations about results 

of products now available.) 

Sub-Issue 2: What role do producers have in the implementation and 

utilization of products they have sold? 

This sub-issue is concerned with the extent to which the producers 

involve themselves in the domain of effective utilization of their 

product line by users and also with the question of whether some 
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redifinition of their actions with regard to utilization would be appropriate. 

Written Assistance 

Most of the assis,tance provided by producers to aid in. implementation 

and utilization of in)Ll,ovative equipment is in the form of written manuals. 

The most conunonexamples of this passive approach are service manuals and 

instruction manuals. With the exception of producers of rather basic 

equipment, like hol~ters; this type of assistance appears to be the 

normal mode of helping the user both avoid difficulties and also handle 

comp1;i.cations tha.t do develop. 

Personal Assista'!!e~ 

Ten per Cet1lt of the producers contacted indicated that representatives 

of their firms personally instructed purchasers on equipme.nt use. 

Twenty-seven (mostly producers of complex and sophisticated equipment) 

of the produce:r;s provided extensive e,quipment servicing Jrealizing 

that difficulties will develop and that the law enforcement agencies 

lack the techn~cal capability to make adjustments, modificationsJand 

repairs. This techt1i,~al service' is typically made available for a. 

very limited duration (one yea~ or less). 

Some manufacturers of voice identification spectrographs also 

provide training programs to help prepare the users' operators-of 

the system. 

Overall, eighteen per cent of all user1=! indicated that producers 

had participated in the effort to introduce the innovative equipment 

and utilize it effectively. 'Host res[)ondents appear to be relatively 

satisfied,with the quality of assistance provided with the exception 

of Voice LD. training which is apparently too short and superficial 

to be truly adequate as training. In contrast, many users that have not 

recedved producer assistance have experienc.ed disruptive problems at 

the early sta'ges of utilization. While most are not serious, they 

are annoying and also have generated negative feelings among operators 

of the equipment and produceq non-utilization periods due to need for repair. 
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While not a major issue, many of these users would benefit quite a bit 

from greater producer assistance. 

Policy Options 

1. Make producers aware of the need users have for greater 

technical assistance during the initial implementation 

period. NILECJ should be conscious of the need for this service 

to be builtin to the cost of sales by producers. 

2. Make users more .aware of the problems that might develop 

so that they know to request preventive assistance rather 

than requiring disruptive emergency assistance. 

Sub-Issue 3: To what extent have users of innovative equipment in 

law enforcement experienced problems with maintenance? 

This particular issue was not explored in great depth since 

it was not anticipated as a major problem. In terms of availability, 

,:1 large proportion of the users do indicated that service and maintenance 

assistance is provided by the producer of the equipment. However, 

this does not mean maintenance is not an issue. Users have the following 

complaints about maintenance. . 

(1) Innovative equipment breaks down far more frequently than 

anticipated. This is annoying, disruptive, and attributed 

largely to shoddy workmanship. 

(2) Maintenance frequently requires technical expertise generally' . 

not available internally. 

(3) Repairs are often time consuming (equipment must be sent 

back to manufacturer) and also expensive. 

(4) Often the difficulties are due to problems of making 

:1 equipment adaptable when ·it turns out (after purchase) 
\ 

that certain conditions hinder the operability of the 

equipment (applicaJ1e primarily to vehicle locators, 

transceivers, low light, an,d other high technology products) 
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Twenty-two per cent of .all use.rs contacted acknowledged having 

problems with maintenance of recently acquired innovative equipment. 

The nature of the bidding process (purchaser taking lowest offer), 

the absence of strong standards, and an inherent lack of experience 

with an innovative piece of equipment all have the effect of minimizing 

the consideration given to .maintenance when purchasing. In addition 

to the maintenance problems which occur because a law enforcement 

agency made a poor selection decision when purchasing there is, ,no doubt, 

typically more maintenance problems associated with innovative 

equipment than would be expected as reasonable with '.respect to 

established products. Whatever the actual cause, mos t users did no't 

anticipate the rate of problems they have been experiencing and do 

not like the: headaches required to correct the malfunctions that develop. 

Quotations 

"A slow pull of the trigger causes a malfunction. We sent 

the first 12 guns back and also the shells. They sent us 

new ones and we had the same problems." 

"We have problems of leakage ,with the shells. They also lose 

their potency after three years." 

"The sound spectrograph· is currently under repair at 

considerable expense. 

"We have problems cleaning the vests." 

"Rad'iosdi£ficult to work and don' t function properly in 

some areas of the city." 

"When the device is attached to a boat the salt water eats 

the battery alive." 
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Policy Options 

(1) Educate users to give maintenance greater consideration 

prior to purchase. 

(2) Make results of previous users more readily available so 

those agencies considering acquisitiion will be better 

aware both of unre1iab Ie product models and 

also of operating conditions which create maintenance problems, 

(3) Fund studies to help identify those instances where the 

training of internal maintenance personnel be~omes a 

viable alternative to dependence upon factory specialists 

to correct malfunctions. 

Sub-Issue 4:. What is the assessment of product utilization? 

In order to really know whether a new piece of eqUipment is 

being utilized effectively and is actually fulfilling its 

purpose for law enforcement., some kind of agency assessment isn€cessary. 

Forty-eight per cent of all respondents indicated that they had 

carried out an evaluation of the innovative eqldpment they had purchased. 

For Purchases of Innovative Equipment 

48% Performed an assessment 

l4% No assessment 

38% No answer 

While the. initial data appear favorable, this is not really the case. 

Many of the law enforcement .representatives who did not respond to 

. this question were unable to do,," for s.ome of the following reasons: 

a) because they were not at the agency during initial utilization, 

b) because they were not involved in this aspect of the agency's law 

enforcement ope:r.ation,c) because they c.ould not remember whether 

a formal evaluation hag been' performed. These people; WOJlld most likely 

be aware of the existance of any assessment and of the roctin thrust of 

the results. Thus, the inability to respond frequently reflects the 
~, 
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fact that no assessment had been conducted. 

In addition, it appears that while roughly half of the users 

did an evaluation, the term evaluation is defined very loosely 

by many people in law enforcement. 

Of the Agencies Who Did an Assessment 

Those who do an evaluation as 9% 
as standard procedure 

Those who use results strictly 50% 
strictly for internal purposes 

Those required to make evaluation 
as condition of grant 

12% 

Most evidence suggests that the quality of user assessments 

are questionable. With the exception of those large users who do 

evaluations. as a standard policy and those users who are required to 

do an evaluation as a funding regulation,most assessments are infonnal, 

unsophisticated, and remain unreported externally. All in'a11, over 

roughly twenty per cent of all users involved with innovative equipment 

in law enforcement have made assessments which are eVen minimally 

acceptable as criteria for determining the impact of the purchase. 

This situation is undesireable for several reasons. The first 

reason is that agencies may be investing large amounts of money in 

expensive equipment and not really know whether the outcomes that are 

provided as a result of the acquisition really justify the investment 

of time and money that was necessary to enable purchase. Thus, the 

department is denied feedback regarding the extent to which being 

innovative pays off. A sec().nd problem t,s that the 10w frequency of 

good evalua tions and the tena~ncy to keep reSl,,! ts inhouse means that 

communication of highly significant information about innovations is 

severely limited within law enfor.cement. If a new piece of equipment 

has produced really good results, it is upsetting that the user may 
, 

not be aware of the extent of the benefits and that it is 
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not disseminating these results so that other users who might have 

a need for this type of product can become more quickly aware of its 

existance and of actual outcomes that have been experienced. 

Similarly, if .a new product fails to fulfill its expectations (whether 

because of misrepresentation, poor dependability, difficult operation, 

limited applicability, or some other cause) a user should know tHi's/' 

and could then reassess the process by which ideas are evaluated and acquired 

internally. Also the publicity could prevent other users from making 

the same mistakes and errors. 

Quotations: 

"Evaluation is informal o~ly. No official standard procedures 

our supervisor ask us how it works. . • what he does 

with the information I don't kriow." 

"Evaluation is informal, re .. hml7 many times the equipment 

was helpful and how well it works. It is not a required 

evaluation." 

"Yes, we have a formal evaluation (log) of usage." 
;:.~ .. \ 

Cl 

"We don" t do any evaluation." 

"No true test fO.r evaluation." 

"We do test 'evaluation of samples befo.re purchase • ." 

"Evaluation not forma1." 

"Evaluation was required by grant ~roposal arid is . 
also a normal department procedure.\" 

"Yes we did an evaluation. Required by LEAk." 
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"We use a.questionnaire evaluation for new equipment." 

Po 1 icy Op tions 

1.. Users need training in order tu learn the value of a proper 

evaluation of an innovative change as well as to acquire the 

skills necessary to conduct an effort. 

2. LEAA should make public and readily accessible .the .results of 

evaluations it requires. 
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1.3.2 The Analysis of Products 

Data was collected and analysed on all ten product areas selected 

These are: 

1. Body Armor 

2. Holsters-Utility belts . 
3. Low-light 2hotography' and Surveillance 

4. Non-lethal Weapons 

5. Portable Transceivers 

6. Vehicle Locators 

7. Voice LD. 

8. Weapons Detection 

9. Building Design 

(10) Court Recol'ding Equipment 

We have not incltlded in these reports the specific company information 

on prices, models, volumes sold, etc. ~hich we obtained to protect 

$ensitive, potential'ly confidential ,information. Where feasible, alternative 

'methods were used to present "sanetized" non-company identified,iniormation. 

oJ, Analyses presented simultaneously with that of "architectural design" in 

section 9. 
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Equipment ItemAnalYsis 

1. Body Armor 

Introduction 

Body aIib.or basically breaks down into two classes, hard and soft 

armor. The hard armor uses' stee'l plates, etc. and soft lor flexible armor 

utilizes ballistic nylon or the new Kevlar 29 fabric,. Users and producers 

interviewed ,dealt with both types of armor. Where it is important to 

differentiate between types of armor this will be pointed out. 

Many statistics are available concerning the increase in police deaths 

and thU[~ the importance of body arll10r grows. Instead of the bulky hard 

armor being pulled out for a few special situations there ';Ls a shift 

towards flexible, lightweight armor which can be worn. comfortably by the 

policeman at all times in all situations. The soft armor may have its 

limitations as to what it can defeat, so the hard armor must be used in 

those situations which require it. 

The users included in 'this analysis are those which have body armor, 

whether they use it or not. Of the interviews analyzed, 22 have body armor, 

3 are still considering body armor, and 1 user has not considered body armor. 

Having body armor could mean the department bought and has one or two pieces 

of hard armor or that it has bought soft armor for the entire force, or 

just that individuals within the department own body armor. 

The producers included here are producers of either hard or soft armor. 

The numbe~ ~f producers of body armor we identified were 19, and 15 of these 

were interviewed by us. We should note that many.companies are listed as 

body armor producers but on investigation these turn out not to be actual 

manufacturers, but rather distribU1:ors or retai.l outlets. 

History 

The history of present day body armor s,tarts in the military in World 

War II. The original product was flak jackets. Next in l\orea a vest\~as 

made of glass and: resin (a Doron vest).' Then an '11-57 I, vest which was also 

made of glass but with .a different resin combination. Out .bf, this came the 

15.6 grade I vest which is ~imi1ar to some of the hard ve'stsl/tbdily.' Body armor 
'r 

was used by police departments shortly:..af,'ter····theKorean coi~fiic;!t. The 
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use of fabrics enabling soft, flexible body armor started with ballistic 

armor nylon developed in the early 1960's and has progressed to the develop

ment of Kevlar 29 fairly recently by Du Pont, which is twice as strong and 

half as heavy as ballistic nylon. 

Most producers said they .entered this market because they recognized . 

the need for such equipment in law enforcement while only a couple of companies 

had experience in the military. A few companies spun off of already existing 

body armor manufacturers. 

Analysis of Producers 

Tab Ie no. 55. 'shl!>ws tha t there are two medium companies produc ing body 

armor and the others are either small or tiny. The largest company has only 

.05% of their sales in law enforcement. Thus it seems that at least for 

those producers which we interviewed, producers of body armor are mainly 

sinall companies with sales volumes of less than one million dollars. 

The table also shows that only one of these companies' main products 

is body armor. It is significant that this one company is one of the major 

sellers and producers of. soft armor in'the country. 

There seems to be no pattern to how attractive the producer sees the 

law enforcement market, while there. is only one producer who feels the law 

enforcement market is not competitive. 

Willingness to do R&D is hard to analyze becau~e ofthe.many different 

reasons for the producers'response. Some aren't willing because of previous 

bad experiences while one produger is satisfied with his position and doesn't 

feel R&D would payoff. Those who are willing to conduct R&D often add 

stipulation~ indicating real hesitancy concerning R&D. Over all this does 

seem. to be. the case with p~oducer~ of body .armor - they ate quite reluctant 

.'1:0 do their own R&D. {i 

No significant changes" are mentioned as to produi!ersl future plans with 

the one exception, the introduction of a new fabric Which should cut down 

indentation to one-quarter of an inch. 
; 

Pro.dllcers of body armor sai!i without eJ:{ception that the current body 

armor. is adequate but is not being adequately used. Quite a few users' 

interviewed did not feel.th:!s was the case and this points up a.significant 

problem in th~ utilization of.body armor. 
~' ~, 
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TABLE 55 Body Armor Producers* 

Prbducer';.is/ Future Available 
Amount of. L.E.Market L.E. Market is. not'<.Wil1ing. Plans equipment I 

i Main Law Enforcement is/is not is/is not to'do'R'& D with not used or I 
Product Sales Attractive competitive regard to inadequate I 

body Armor .:' 
f improvement-

Medium Uniforms primarily in L.E. is not is is new fabris !not used 
Fabric Related very little approx. 

1 million N;D. N.D. N.D. N.D. !not used 

Ha'rd armor might go not I 
Medium 

Tiny ,for all uses primarily in L.E. is is is into flexible used 
armor 

Armor for discontinued 
Planes, . L.E. effort is not is is not N.b. not used 

I 
Uniforms primarily in L.E. is is is not N.D. N.D. I 

I 

/ ~ Tiny 

~r-------~~----~------------~-----------------+------~----r-----------~~----------~-----------~----------'p Tiny 

Bullet.,.Resis- improvement not I 

Tiny tant Vehicles " " is is not is new IIUiterials used .-

Unifo:rms " '11 is not is is general not 
improvement used 

Tiny 

, \ Seat Belts approx. 10% , no major N.D. : 
in L.E. is is is changes 

Small 
" 

... 
Bullet~Proof , ~rimarily in L.E. is not is is fabric to not ,.\ :' ,.' y -" new 
shields 

I·,' 
. .:, 

in. cut down inden·· used ' . , \>~ 

police cars tion to 1/4" 
' , 

Tiny 

Hard Armor approx. 50% no changes fI 

for all uses' in L. E. is not N.D. is not planned " N.D. " '. ~ ., 

Tiny 

Small 
~ 

i 1"):, body armor- practical.ly expand 
flexible vests all in L.E. . is is is not production not used 

" sales " ~ , .< 

------.J 

'. ~'( Four Producers are not included because their responses were not specific to the data included on this table. 
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Analysis of Users 

Along with the data presented in tallle no. 56 data was also_collected 

from individual policemen of 24 different law enforcement agencies (mainly 

police departments) and the following is a tabulation of whether or not the

,agency has body armor compared with the agency classified via the user 

typology which is used in thi~ report. 

User has body armor User has no body armor 

4f: of User typology 4f: of· User typology 
occurences Number * occurences Number -i( 

0 1 0 1 
1 2 0 2 
0 3 2 3 
0 4 0 4 
0 5 0 4 
3 6 2 5 
3 7 4 6 
4 8 2 7 
1 9 . 1 8 
0 10-14 0 10-14 

Using this data along with that in table no. 56 it seems that. the larger 

users predominate and it is rare f;or a small user to have body armor. Several 

possible reasons ,:Eor this are the greater incidence of cri:me in the major 

cities, the greater availability of funds· in a large police department and 

the greater technical expertise or R~ncapabilities of the large law enforce

ment. agencies. 

Product Use 

The majority of users who hav.e body armor have a limited number of units 

f,or special purposes. The armor is used in tactical units, riot units, bomb 

squads and the like. The specific use depends .on the law enforcement agency 

and the department within. the agency. A bomb unit uses hard armor while 

the investigative division would use soft under cover vests~ A number--af the 
!--. ... J 

users interviewe4 hayenever used the body armor they possess and it is quite 

outdated. Producers indicate t;hat a. great part of their sales come from 

individual policemen and this concurs with the information from users. 

These Sales are for the most part the soft, flexible armo;,r made of ballistic 

nylon or Kevlar 29. There seems to be a change taking .place from the idea 

of having armor just for special situations to having armor for use all the 

1 · . , time in al s1tuat10~s. This is indicated by several large police depart-

-i(see 
for typology des.criptions 11-184 
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Table 56 Body Armor Users 

.---.-... ~--.-,..---

Amount Spent 

Type ·of Region 1ft Sworn Budget 
las t year on 
innovative 

i.e. agency Officers (in millions) equipment 

P.D. lVest 1958 N.D. N.D. 

P.D. Mid- 2230 37 1,050,000 l~est 

Sheriff lvest 523 N.D. 750,000 

Pl."ison lvest 4GO N.D. 2,000 

P.D. South 390 8 35,000 

P.D. East 402 5.4 very little 

P.D. East 262 N.D. N.D. 

S.P. East 900 17.3 500,000 

P.D. 
Mid-
lvest 142 2.84 3D.,000 

-~-, 

S.P. East 1140. 26 very little 

Mid-
420. 8.2 160,000 P.D. lvest 

P.D. Mid- 1300 23 none West 

P.D. -South 646 11 N.D. 

P.D. 
Hid- 5500 160 10,000,000. l.,rest 

S.P. Mid- 100 N.D. N.D. lvest 

P.D. 
Nid-

216 3.4 75,00.0 lvest 

.P.D. l~'est 7200 150 250,000 

Sheriff lvest 5500 150 none 

Nid-
670 P.D. lvest 10.2 none 

S.P. East 850 18 N.D. 

P.D. 
Mid-

841 18 1,200,000. 
~vest 

S.P. 
Nid-

1756 40 6,000 {Vest 

,,( See 

for typology descriptions 11-185 

General Classification Budgeting 
Condition Us~~ Typology 

Austerity 9 

Austerity 9 

Stable 2 

Austerity 12 

Stable 7 

Austerity 7 

N.D. 8 

Austerity 1 

Stable 8 

Austerity 1 

Austerity 7 

Stable 9 

N.D. 9 

Stable 9 

N.D. 1 

Austerity 7 

Stable 9 

N.D. 2 

A.usterity 9 

Austerity 1 

Stable 9 

Austerity 1 

-
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ments which are considering purchasing large quantities of soft armor for 

their patrolmen. For the most part though this change has not taken place 

as yet. 

The quality of usage of body armor seems to be lacking in several 

respects. The biggest problem seems to be that the armor is just not used 

when the users have it. The officers don't have it available to them or 

they don't have the time to put it on or they just neglect to put it on. 

Another major problem is the incorrect use of armor. The officer using 

the armor must be aware of what the specifications of the armor are. At 

least one producer puts information on which guns the vest will stop right 

on the label of the vest so the officer is sure to know. 

The requirements for body armor are not agreed upon by producers and 

users .'lnd many have no basis for judgement since the requirements or standards 

developed are not sufficiently m.ade known to either party. The following 

requirements for soft armor for everyday use comes from a user opinion 

survey done by the Mitre Corpor~tion. (1) 
&, 

1. The garment must be able to afford protection against a handgun up 

to .38 caliber. The extent of this protection is such that an 

officer shot by such a weapon will not. lose conc~ouslless, will n.ot 

suffer permanent damage and, will, at most, sustain a severe bruise. 

2. The garment shall be in the form of an undershirt or short sleeve 

shirt. 

3. The garment shall be inconspicuous such that to the casual observer, 

it would not be apparent that the officer was protected. 

4. The cost of the garment shall be in the $40-$50 range. 

5. The garment must be neat and wrinkle free and appear like the 

garment it replaces. 

6. The garment must be comfortable when worn continuously for eight 

hours in both winter and summer conditions. In particular, the 

garment must provide adequate ventilation for 100% humidity and 

temperatures in the 90
0

F range and should cause no greater dis

comfort than the garment it replaces. 

7. The garment shall cause no noticeable loss of mobility when. worn. 

8. The garment shall protec:t the chest, apdomen, back and groin. 

The last may require that the garment is configured in more than 

one piece. 
_ e::;:: 

(1) See: Protective Garments for Pol ice; Pre1 iminary User Opinion Survey; 
The Mitre Corporation; May 25, 1973 and for more detailed requirements 
see: Detailed Operational Requirements for Protective Garments for 
Law Enforcemen~ Agencies; The Mitre Corporation; October 19 1973. 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

The g' . arment shall be easy to 1 
c ean and launder 

wear life shortened by normal cl . eanl.ng, 
The garment shall be 

and not hav.e its 

1'h:e garment 

f ' /I l.tting. 

easy to put on and remove. 
shall be rna f nu actured in several Sl.'zes for better 

Most users are lOOking for armor 
whichnieets these sp , c· • 

those planning k' eCl.~;l.catl.ons, especially 
on rna l.ng a major purchase of 

Ma f armor for th.e department. ny 0 these same users 
are not going ahead 

on the market h' h w l.C. meets these s ta'ndard . 
indicated in table no 55' h s. 

• l.st at of little 

since they ft~el there is nothing 

Some feeling. from prodUcers as 

if they know of them at all. Also, 
progress in mi>eting th 1 - ese goa s 

these requirements simply some of the producer::; who are aware of 
don't see these as the prope ' 

Seems a kind of st 1 r ,standards. Thus it 
. a ematehas formed which is hu'" . 

body armor in law e f rtl.ng th,eutilization of n orcement. 

• Provide funds ( possibly in jOint 
perhaps ,ventures) for research (and 

more l.mportant development d . . 
. .' an commercial' , 

armor to selected d"; l.zatl.on) j.n body 
pro ucers of body armor •. ! Th ~ 

forum for 1 . is could be d arge / . a goo company small company -D 1 . cooperation. eVe op a means of ' 
l.nforma,tion transfer from 

producers in user agencies to 
order to elicit cOoperation 

standards. on the development of 

.Provide funds f 'f 
or l.n ormation cent~rs enabl' 

out R&D capabilitio~s to obt ' l.ng the small user with-
, al.n relevant informatio" .. , 

cheaply and quickly.n on €:qUl.pment 

• Assist 

Product Market 

in the publicizing of 
.. user experiences with body 

armor. 

Body armor today is used 
sive of military ,use. Sales primarilYil1 the law ~nforcement market exclu

outside law enforcement range from 
percent de.pending on the '. one to fl.'ve producer. Th 
portant to th d . .:: e law enforcement market '. e pro tlce f b l.s·\\.extremely l.'m-. . rs 0 ody arme d . . . .Ir an they c ld I In t ou n t exist without 

, . conrast most companies which prodUce it. 
out l.t easily. Table no.55' bOdy armor could survive with-
body armor and . shows that only one company's . 

w~thout it the co .. mal.n product is 
., . ., mpany wouldn't continue. 

The other companies 
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though,show another major product which brings in the bulk of revenues 

and producers indicate that body armor is not a vital part of their 

business. 

Changes in State of the Art 

Some of the early history of body armor was coveretl in the previous 

section on history. Going into the 60's some of the standard materials 

for body armor were glass-reinforced plastic, ballistic nylon, polycar

bonate resin, inserts of steel and ceramic-glass re'tnforced plastic 

lamiriate. These latter materials, are for the higher threat weapons 

and little has changed in this area. Some weight reductions hav,e 

occured but in this area a 3% reduction is a lot. Also some cutting 

changes have occured to shape and fit the armor to the user more effectively 

but on the whole hard body armor is changing very 'slowly if at all and 

producers and users concur on this. In the area of soft armor the 

biggest breakthrough is Kevlar-29. This fabric developed by DuPont 

a few years ago while in search for a new tire cord can be readily woven 

into ballistic cloth, is much stronger than nylon and yet lighter than 

nylon. This caused a sizeable advance in soft armor enabling lighter 

armor which could stand up to higher threats. After this no significant 

changes have taken place in body armor until now when a producer claims 

to have developed a vest which will cut down indentation to 1/4". 

This development was in the testing stage when the producer was interviewed. 

In soft i'rmorthe state of the art seems to be chlimging slowly to 

moderately. This is an area where NILECJ's ESIP program has made a 

significant contribution to the field. 

Policy Implications 

Continue to support research for the development of new ballistic 

fabrics. 

Issue: ACquisition 

T'nemechanisms and arrangements for acquisition of body armor seem to be 

quite informal and unstructured in the decision to ,acquire process. A number 

of users made the decision to acquire 'after a poli.ceman was killed, 

while other uSers started the acquisition process on little more tha:n 

one individual' '13 recommendation. The approval and.purchas ing procedures 
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are quite formalized. Six of the eleven producers indicated in tab1e 55 

that they cooperated with users in the testing of their armor. Two others 

did their own testing in labs and two others used an independent testing 

firm. Two users w'Orked with this same independent testing firm. Approxi

mately one half of the users indicated they undertook formal testing of 

body armor and approxim;:ltely half of these indicated they were helped by 

the producer in their testin.g. There also seemed to be a tendency for the 

smaller users to depend on or. look towards the results of the larger users' 

testing, and they then make their decisions on the basis of these results. 

The major problems brought out in the acquisition process by both 

producers and users was in the area of evaluation. The concern is for the 

availability of itlformation concerning evaluation of products and the 

quality of this information. A central pool of information on the perfor

mance of products was mentioned so that the users, especially the smaller 

ones, could more easily get relevant data to help in their decisions to 

acquire. Concerning the quality of this information, both producers and users 

knocked the present handling of evaluation via Police Weapons Center certifi

cat ion. It was felt that they are not discriminating enough and it was men

tioned that a good evaluation function should resemble more of the Consumer 

Reports type of material. Both parties want a source of reliable informa

tion on what products exist and their quality . 

Policy Implications 

,Creation of a Nation.al Clearinghouse for information. 

Develop an agency which will provide unbiased information on product 

information. 

Issue: Funding and Budgeting 

Of the 22 users considered here, only 2, p'urchased body armor with 

outsiide funds. No producer interviewed received outside funds for ,product 

R&D. Some users purchased armor out of their regular budgets and thus bought 

a little a.t a time,~ while other larger agencies got special appropriations 

from the city council, etc. to purchase, body armor (this happened only days 

after a policeman was killed). 
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Policy Imp.1 i l:;!ation:s 

Provide funds for R&D to the producers of body armor. 
Provide funds or loans for the purchase of body armor by user agencies. 

Issue: Information Transfer 

As discussed earlier in the section on product use the conununication 

d d 
. 1 k' One area wh;ch was c.ited as effective 

between pro ucer an user ~s ac ~ng. ~ 
was the IACP conference. Users connnented on how much ne'tv equipment they 

got exposed to at the show when normally they wouldn't even know it 

existed. connnunication between users is usually an informal process 

which includes many of the area law enforcement agencies. 
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Equipment Item Analysis 

2. Holsters-Utility Belts 

Introduction 

Some clarification is in order concerning what equipment is being considered 

here o Holsters need no real explanation, while the term utility belts may~ In 

this study.what is basically meant by a utility belt is a belt on which an 

officer can carry much of his needed equipment. This includes his gun, as well 

as equipment such as ammunition, hand-cuffs, night scick, keys, flashlight, 

portable tranceiver, etc. As can be seen from the list above the need for 

an efficient and space saving system for officers to carry their equipment 

while maintaining both comfort and mobility is sorely needed. In this study 

a belt with permanent straps or hooks for carrying some of these different 

objects was considered a utility belt as was a belt with snap-on attachments to 

serve the same purpose. When appropriate holsters and utility belts will be 

considered separately, but for the most part they will be co~sidered together 

in the context of this report. 

There were 13 user interviews in our sample which dealt significantly 

with holsters-utility belts. Of course, all police departments have these 

but their response towards having utility-belts varied due to the vari:)us 

meanings which the individuals had concerning utility belts o This in itself 

may be significant. This analysis includes eight producer interviews - the 

number known is 170 

History 

Holsters are a traditional product with a long and mostly obscu~e history. 

Some manufacturers have been in the business for close to 100 years. The shape 

of the holster has changed with different shapes and sizes of the guns they're 

made to hold o Utility hel,ts originated from the gun belts wbichpreviously held 

only bullets and a holster and were adapted to hold more of the necessary 

equipment which is needed in modern law enforcement o 
- ~ --'-~", 

Analysis of Producers 

This table shows all the producers but one to be either in the small or 

tiny size category. The large producers' main product is hand guns and is 

into many varied law enforcement fields of which holsers-utility belts is one. 

All the others, which 'basically concentrate on holsters-utility belts, are' 

either in the small or tiny range. Also seen in this table is that these 
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companies depend heavily on law enforcement and they could not survive 

without this market. 

All producers felt the law enforcement market ".,Tas an attractive one to do 

business in while only one producer felt that the law enforcement market was 

not competitive. There seems to be no pattern here except as one would expect, 

all the firms that feel the law enforcement market is attractive are primarily 

law enforcement oriented. 

Generally the producers are not willing to conduct any :R;Sill programs. 

Reasons by producers included that R&D wasn't critical, ne~ded or profitable 

in this area. It is interesting to note that the three affirmative responses 

concerning R&D came from the three, biggest firms in our sample. And, in more 

than one case size was noted as the. reason for no R&D. 

Not a single significant improvement in the state of the art is mentioned in 

the future plans section of the table. This lack of progress in the holster~ 

utility belt area will be dealt with in a later section on changes in state 

of the art. 

,Analysis of Users 

The data in this shows an abundance of large user agencies, but of 

course in the case of holster-utility belts this is misleading. Practically 

all users employ holsters-utility belts the only difference being in the 

extend of their use with special agencies not utilizing holsters-utility 

belts to the degree which police departments dg. In a survey conducted of 

individual. policemen from' 24 different police departments they all indicated 

they used holsters-utility belts. 

Product Use 

Every police department included in this interview naturally indicated 

that all officers in their department: used holsters-utility belts~ In one 

prison interview~d all their guards had holsters but they had only a limited 

number of utility belts, which were issued in an emergency so .that guay;ds could 

carry extra anuminition. 

'It seems the majority of utility-belts users employ are the kindwliich 
.'J 

'use clips to add attachments. Many of. these users indicate that this. is 

unsatis~actory ,and one possible. solution which they mentiori~d is that of 

miniaturization, especially in the area of portable transc::~i"ers. 

.~-~.--- ---

"'I 

Type of 
L.E. 
Agency 

P.D. 

P.D. 

Prison 

P.D. 

P.D. 

P.D. 

P.D. 

P.D. 

P.D. 

P.D. 

P.D. 

Sh,eriff . . 
Prison 

~. ( 

/ 

,. I 
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TABLE 58 HOLSTER-UTILITY BELT USERS 

Amount Spent 
last year on General Classifica-

11 Sworn Budget innovative Budgeting tion User 
Region Officers (in millions) equipment Condition Typology;', 

, 

Midwest 420 8.2 160,000 Austerity 7 

Midwest 381 6 N.D. Stal;>le 7 

Midwest 2'24 8 none Austerity 12 
q 

Midwest 1,300 23 none Stable 9 

Midwest 5,500 160 10,000,000 Stable 9 

Midwest ;: 142 2.84 30,000 Stable 8 
.. 

South 390 8 35,000 Stable 7 " 0-

~~ 

'South 646 11 N.D. N.D. 9 
Ii 
11 
10; 

Midwest 841 18 1,200,000 Stable 9 
(i 
~i . 
[, 
" 

Midwest 2,230 37 1,050,000 Austerity 9 t~ 
Ii 
t 
11 

1,958 West N.D. N.D. Austerity 9 it 
if 
Ii 
~; 

West 523 N.D. 750,000 Stable 2 f 
Y 
"-

West 400 N.D. ~.!, 000 Austerity 12 
~ , 

It 
'. i! 
" " 

'" see table 1 for user typology 
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Concerning product requirements most producers felt:: that what was 

currently on the market met the needs of users and offered no specific 

requirements. Users did have some specific responses in the area of 

product requirements. A couple of users indicated that a system made 

up of two belts, one for trousers and the other for the officerls gun, 

etc g, was found to be too bulky and their use was discontinued in these 

departments. In general users felt that a utility belt should carryall 

the officer1s necessary weapons and articles and the belt should be 

comfortable~ long wearing and not impede the officer'sJmobilitYg A holster 

must carry the gun whether the officer is sitting, standing, or walking, 

and again should be comfortable, long wearing, and low priced. A few de

partments require a front release holster but this is not a universal 

requirementg 

Data on replacement is quite varied. A few departments plan on a. 

product life of 8 t09 years. A couple of police departments have had their 

holster-utility belts for approximately twenty years and two·more can1t 

remember when they purchased their present equipment since j,t I S been so long. 

Policy Implications 

Investigate alternative rethods of improving the system which exists 

for policemen carrying their necessary equipment comfortably .andwithout 

lack of mobility such as miniaturization and possibly allocating funds toward ,. 
theseends~ 

Develop a means of information tJ;:'ansfer from. user agencies to producers 

in order to better communicate user needs and to elicit cooperation on the 

development of standards. 

Product Market 

All produc.\".;rrsof holsters-utility belts sell primarily to the law enforce

ment market. The sporting goods market makes up the res.t of· the Sales volume. 

As seen in table 57 sales in law enforcement range from 70 to 99 percent. The 

law enforcement market is vital to these producers and they could not exist 

without it and all but two companies interviewed depend primarily on their 

sales of holsters-utility belts. Holsters-utility belts are jus,t minor portions 
" ' 

of the business of these other two producers and they could easily survive 

without this product. Thus it seems t}:lat the producers of holsters-utility 

belts are dominated by firms which specialize in this product and depend 

primarily on it for their exis.tence. 
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Changes. in state of the Art 

Only one real major change has taken place in the. state of the art of 

holsters-utility belts~, this has been the break-front holster. This in

novation came about in response to the problem of having the policemen's 

gun taken away during a fight and being used against him. Since the gun 

doesn1t come out in the normal way this problem has been overcome. Some 

minor changes such as new cases for different pieces of police equipment 

have been madeg In England two minor innovations have taken place, rhine

stone reflective belts and horizontal radio pouches on belt~:J Users and 

producers both agree that significant changes in the state of the art are 

at a standstill g As is seen in table number there is little R&D activity 

planned and no significant changes 'seen in the future. The prospects for 

some movement in the state of the art are poor. A potential gap may lie in 

the development of utility belts specially designed for female police. 

Policy Implication 

Stimulate R&D in this product area by providing funds for joint R&D 

programs, i.e. between users and producers. 

Issue: Acquisition 

There seems to be no pattern in the acquisition process for users. A 

few agencies conducted a program of writing specifications and. researching 

the existing models to choose an appropriate model for use by their department. 

Most depa.rtments give their policemen an allowance and they purchase their 

own holsters-utility belts. Some departments have restrictions on what can 

be bought but most leave it all up to the preferences of the individual 

policemen. Two police departments could give no real data on the acquisition 

process since their holster..;utility belts were there before Elnyone presently 

in the department was there. 

The method of testing by users was fairly consistent. Field testing 

was done by a few officers a.nd the op~nio1is .and reactions of the participating 

policemen were solicited, to form the evaluation of the. products and action was 

taken on this basis. Nearly all pr.oducers indicated that'they did enlist the 

. cooperation of users .in testing their product. 

(1) 

Both'producers and users i:ndicated that they h.ave a problem in identifying 

'1'1,-

See: British Police Research Bul1e~in, No. 13, January 1970 and No. 21, 
Spri.ng, 1973. . 
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the performance specifications for holsters-utility belts. Producers don't 

seem to be as concerned with this problem as users who need this information 

to make an effective decision to acquire. There seems to be general lack of 

concern in the decision to acquire process for holsters-utility belts. 

Policy Implication 

Create product standards which are available and consistent for the use 

of both producers and users. 

Issue: Funding and Budgeting 

None of the users indicated use of outside funds in the pu~chase of 

holsters-utility belts. Also no funds were made available to any producers 

for product R&D. For those agencies which do not have their policemen buy 

their own ther~ is sometimes a problem in obtaining the large number of holsters

utility belts at one time which are required and the units have to be bought; 

in installments. This can occur for two reasons, lack of funds by the user 

agency, or the lack of size and production capability by the producer. 

Policy Implication 

Provide funds for R&D to the producers of holsters-utility belts to help 

lower costs. 

Issue: Information Transfer 

'. Information transfer seems to be, practically non-existent between producers 

and users. Brochures, ads, and trade shows are the only links mentionedo 

Generally there seems to be a lack of interest or any acknowledgement of the 

functions and problems of holsters-utility belts. This most likely st:ems 

from the feeling of both users and producers that holsters-utility belts 

play an insignificant, role in the law enforcement ,effort. This becQtn..es 

apparent when looking at the bibliography and seeing that only five. references 

ar~ listed and the~ all originate in Great Britain .. 

Policy Implication 

Stimulate interest in the field of holsters-utj,lity belts and publications 

conCerning the improvement of the state of the art. 
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Equipment Item Analysis 

Low Light Photography and Surveillance 

Introduction 

Low light equipment development and sale to/usage by L.E. agencies can 

only be understood in the context of: 

1) development for military usage; 

2) the simu.ltaneous occurrence in a specific time-period (late 1960's) 

of both availability of equipment (DOD declassification) and a high degree 

of awareness of a strong and urgent need (surveillance reo the increase 

in narcotics usage and in national unrest during the Vietnam wartime 

period). 

With respect to users (except as otherwise noted), the analysis here 

presented is limited to users actually having low light equipment. 

Number of producers: Number of users interviewed:. 

a) K 15 
b) I~~~v~ewed - 9 (11) (1) 

18 

History 

Low light equipment history must be traced from the development/usage 

of infra-red devices (active low light) for night viewing during W.W. II to 

DOD efforts to develop passive low light equipment during the Vietnam conflict,. 

with subsequent declassification of pas~ive low light by the DOD sometime in 

the late 1960's, (2) declassification thus occurring at a time when users had 

high awareness of night vision capability needs. 

Producers interviewed(3) gave the following reasons for entering the 

L.E. low light market: 

5 had a prior history regarding military night vision equipment 

2 said they "saw a need" 

3 noted potential market/sales considerations as the primary consideration 

(these did not have a prior history with the military) 

Further,two p:roducer companies had a person in c their emp.loyment who had 

previously been witll i a large company which had begun work on low light equipmel1t 

for L.E. but which had left the low light market. 

(1) .we interviewed two companies who produce night vision-related but not 
low light equlpment. 

(2) Manufacturers, gave differing dates" for the year of' declassificatiori. 

(3) Additionally, equi·pment brochures were reviewed,in<:lllding some of,' 
producers whowere'notCint~rv:i.ewed. 
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Analysis of Producers 

The nine low light companies interviewed are dissimilar as to size. 

The two ·night vision-related ciJmpanies interviewed were also dissimilar as 

to size: one is large and one is tiny. (These two companies are not included 

in Table No.59). 
-, 

Sales volumes of the nine low light companies interviewed ranged from 

$500,000 to $4;000,000. However, of the four large companies: 

low light divisions ranged from tiny to medium size; 

three had few or no low light sales (and have left/are leaving, the 

low light or L.E. market); 

one finds the L.E. low light market attractive. 

Thus company size does not correlate with a company's seeing either the 

L.E. market in general or the L.E. low light market in particular as being 

"attractive" or "not attractive". Indeed, only 3 of the low light manufacturers 

interviewed see the L.E. market in general ~s an "attractive!' market. As wOllld 

be expected, c only these 3 manufacturers are wi lling to invest in L.E. R&D or 

have any plans for "general j,mprovement" of their equipment. 

With 3 exceptions, the main products of low light equipment producers are 

either (a) night vision equipment (including low light) or (b) low light .... related 

equipment (CCTU, photography equipment, etc.). Of these 3 exceptions (all 

large companies). 

the two which are ,neither low light/night visionnorL.E. oriented 

have decided to leave,' the L.E. and/ or low light markets 

the one which is ~.~ oriented is a major seller of L.E. low light 

equipment 

We can hypothesize: 

A main product line I,'elatedeither to low light equipment or to the L.E. 

market is a prerequisite i(butnot a guarantee) for a successful marketing of 
il ' 

low light equipment withih the .• L.E. market. 

Question: I 
··c 1 

Is this 'prerequiSi t~i connnori to: 
iii . ':' 

aUL.E. equi(?ment items? 00. or 
j! 

aU .medium tel~hnology L.E.equipment items? •• or 

all L.E. equ~~mellt items with only periodic usage? •• o~ 
!, 

-,aU medj,um teichriology cL.E. equipment items having',only periodic 

ul:lage? 
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Companies 

A 

B 

.F 

C 

D 

G 

E 

H 

I 

Company Size 

tiny 

1 (division) 
3 (company) 

tiny 

Uny 

small 

small 

large 

~mall 
large company) 
tiny division) 

large 

meC11um 
~large company) 
small divisioq 

TABLE 59 PRODUCERS OF LOW LIGHT EQUIP~mNT 

LE market LE market is/is not 
is/is not is/is not willing to 

Main Product attractive competitivE do LE R&D 

night vision is is is 

night vision is is is 

LL-related is not is not is not 

night vision is not is not is not 

LL-related N.D. R.D. . N.D. 

t.E. equipment is is is 

not LLQr LE is not N.D. not 
relate<i. applicable 

N.D. is not N.D .• is not 

not LL or LE. is not N.D~ . is not 
. related 

., 

...... ":-

, 
! 
I 

i' t , 
,\ 

Ii 
f;i 
] 
;1 
\1 
H ... 
~J 

~ 
~ 

f 
R 

f 
Available 
equipment is 

H 

I • 
not used or 

Future Plans inadequate 

I 
I 
~ 
~ 

general N.D. 
improvement 

II 
H 

i 
I 

general not used 
improvement 

may leave not used 
LE market 

--
l10ne not used 

II 

~. 
Ii 

I 
" ,. 

, . 
I 

N.D • not used 

general not used 
improvement 

is out of not used 
LE market 

phase out LL not used 

". 

is out of·LL -------
market 

~ 
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All manufacturers (2 = N.R.) felt currently available low light equipment 

is adequate but is not being fully utilized in L.E. However, a number of 

users indicated inadequacy of equipmento Further, since potential usages of 

low light in L.E. appear not to have been fully explored yet, adequacy of 

currently available equipment cannot be completely determined at this time. 

Analysis of Users 

There is no interaction between acquisition of low light equipment and 

the user characteristics presented in this table. While all but two users did 

indicat~sharing of equipment (N "D.), only three indicated such sharing . 

as a fao,tor in acquisition (via LEAA, or user as a repository). 

Ways Used 

The function of low light equipment is to increase sur.veillance 

capabilities under light conditions too low for observation and/or recording 

(camera, video). Additionally, it facilitates the covert aspect of surveillance 

(a camera/CCTV may be fixed and operated without personnel present;.image 

magnification propertie\,? allow greater distance between officer and those 

reing watched). When low light was first introduced (c. 1969), it was used 

primarily for two types of surveillance: (a) narcotic investigations and 

(b) surveillance of "radical" groups under either riot or non-riot conditions e 

As an illustration of the lat.ter, one user rushed purchase of a fixed-type 

low light viewer to detect night-time snipers under conditions of national 

publicf,ty. (1) Currently, main uses of low light are (a) narcotics investigations 

and (b) general investigative surveillance. The above usages are periodic 

(as" cf. to portable transceivers, which are in continuous usage). Additionally, 

isolated cases were found of different and more continuous uses: helicopter 

traffic control; obtaining evidence in drunk driving cases. 

The purpose of low light equi~ment usage is: 

a) investigative 

1) observa,tion 

2) ideutification 

b) evidenciary 

c) emergency 

(1) The user indicated the national publicity WaS a major factor iIi the user's 

ability to obtain emergency appropI'iation for low light acquisition. 
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TABLE 60 

USERS OF LOW LIGHT EQUIPMENT 

#.:]worn Budget Amt. spent in Gr.<neral Typology Officers (in millions) last year on budget 
innovative condition 
equipment 

8 142 2.84 30,QOO of Moderate 
121,000 ~~~ct) 

8 262 I N.D. ~~.D . N.D. 
I --

7 319 I 4.0 28,000 of Thin 
350,000 
(federal) 

7 328 8.2 100,000 Austerity 

7. 381 6 Some N.D. 

7 390 8 At least Stable 
35,000 

7 505 8.5 Insignificant N.D. 

2 523 N.D. ' Some N.D. 

9 640 14 None Austerity 

: 
9 (943) 18 35,000 of 1.5 Austerity 

(including million 
civilians) (federal) 

1 1,000 20 None; have in N.D: 
past 

9 (1,409) 16.2 None 'N.D. 
, ,(including 

civilians) 

9 1,30Q 23 None since N.D. 
(20=salary) 1970 

(Did get 
, 

9 1,600 N.D. N.D. 
. low' light) 

.. 
. ' 

1 1,756 40 5· - 6000 Austerity .. 
, 

9 1,958 N.D. Not sure Low 

9 No,D .• N.D. N.D'. N.D. 

" .- ,' . 

.. 9 7,200 . 150 HO.re than Low 
250,000 or 
'federal grants 

. '" 
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Joint Sharing of 
purchasing Equipment 

Yes Yes 

N.D. N'.D. 

NOlle Yes 

Yes Yes 

N.D. Yes 

None Yes 

Yes Yes 
(repository) 

None Yes 

Yes Yes-
via LEAA 

N.D. Yes-
mutual aid 
pact 

Yes Yes 
1, 

!i 
Ii 

Yes :i Yes 

" 

Regiondl Regional 
via ~~. via LEAA 

:1 

',: N.D. ; N.D. 
'.\ 

None.I', Yes 

No Yes 
-

N.D. Yes- with 
personnel 

,". 

: ,'No Occasion'" 
a.lly· ....... 

I 
I 

i 

• 

,', 

Evidenciary usage (videotaping) was mentioned by 011lytwo' users inter

viewed,. while, investigative usage was mentioned by all UIJers. Only one 

s~udy(l)'Of low light'equipment Iloted emergency usage ("search ahd rescue 

,plus, disaster re,:overy under night-time operations".) 

tilustrative Policy .,Op~iOllS: 

Determine potential usage of equipment other .than gen1eral investigative, 

with particular attention regarding (a) continuous as.cf., periodic usage; 

and (b) trouble-rel~ted usage •. 

Issue: The Producer R,D&E Pro~, 

The context for the ~.D&Eprocess vat'i,ed.among producers according 

,to following characteristics: 

producer had contra.ct with DOD j . 

'.' producer manufactures night Vision equipment; 

producer manufactures' L.E.-related equipment;, 

producer saw a potential need/)llarket; , 

prodticer,employedperson who 'had previously worked for 'another 

<iar~e):companyafte:r the latter had left' the· low light field. 

As ,iridica~e(l in .TableN9.~:9. only three of the oroducers,_il1terYiewed 

" a.re currently Willing to do L.E •. R&D, and these saw the state,.ofart (SOA) 

as cha~ging 0llly moderately ("continuing impr 9vement't) ., 

Of the "riine'produ~er~comrilenting on the rate of change in technology 

regarding~,l()w -light equip~nt: 

,. 
" ," 

2 'Said no signtficant changes 
" '.,'. ",> ' .... 

-- 3 " sa~d c'ontinuiI),g' itnprovemen.t of, SOA 

--' i' said ra~i~al1yJ 

Analysis of theabt>v'ei along with analysis of' proCluc!er brochures and the 

Newton, P .p~!Jt,uay, would indicate" that ~he SOA reg~rdingcut'rent usage .,(as 

ct.', potentiil'us,age) isochangin.g J slowingt6 :ni?der~teiy, f.,e. t general,. 
'. iiDpro:v.eDJ.ent'o£;SOA. 

" . . 
Fin~l1y w~, may note that a lack of id.~~tified, need/usage of low light 

equipmentot1;il!!r"thanfor general .illvestigative' surveillance (~thaeorresponding, 
lindHng . ()f,wirkefpotel1t:ial)'p~obablY ha~: a dampening ~ffect':on ·.thee~t«mt(jf 

. produce):' low light~R,D&E • 
... '. ' 

(1) Qu.ln~,;',w,illi~F.,. Chief ()£ ,Pol:l.ce" Newton,Mass. '$tudy pf+echnitlues, 

". fC)rusingNighhvi~iohEqui~n~." 
.' ~ , ,,, . ':" , . ', .. : . :,,~ ." ,. ~~. "'. :. '.". .'" 
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Issue: . Law Enforcement Markets 

This study isconce~ned with.Whetherthe L.E .. market .is aprimary,.ora 

subsidiary market for producers .of: ·L.E.·equipment •. With on.1y two exc~ptions, 

the L.E. market is.a subsidiaryma.rket for· producers of L.E. low light 

ffJ.uipment. That j.s, either: 

1) low light is not a company's main product line; or 

2) where low lig'!:tt iI; a company's main product line, the L.E. market 

is not the major ma.rl<~t. ' 

Six of the nine low light producers do not see .t:heL.K. Ul~rket as 

"attractive"o Three of these "gave up" on the low light L.E. market (and 

thus the L .. E. market in general). A fourth "may leave l;:he L.E. market", 

even though its main product line is low light-related. ,A fifth has uno 

futurepl.ans" re,. 'L'.E •.. :Low light. 

Of the four producers "giving up" in the L.K.loYl li~ht market: 

a) 3 noted ~ack of sales 

b) 2 noted lack of capabilities 'fo.r sellingint:!te>J.,.E. market 

(both larg~co1I1panies whose sales. p~;rsonnel/ strategies 

to what they see as a;"different type of mark~.t"). 

are ,oriented 

c). A produceI' whose,TQa:i,I). prociuct is low light~reliit.ed.sees the L.E. 

market'as too. s~ll •. 

. d)Qn~large prQclucer Il,oted that whpe th~y did mak~, s~les, the 

qU8.Q.tity X profit :ntargin' wasmini~cule in. compari(:lOn to . the . ~ompany 

as a whole •. 
() 

Users clearly in<!~cat~d that cost isa ·major market constr,a:i,nt. Only 

two users purchased low~light from their own budgets.. On~. \l~.e.r whichJl,ad 

neither local budget nor federal funds obtain~d low .1ight·e.quipment; through 

trade-in of, other equipment. .A few.users obtained ~,urplusl1lili1:ary . low light 

at no cost, but they indicated· dissatisfaction with.th~ ~}'~uipII1-ent. Thus, most 

users eit4er PlJ~chase4. l;ow· light throughfedera;L grants Qr .. d:i,d.~ot.p~rchase 

:LQW light. Hqweyer ,co~ll)a+isoI1, 'o/~t;h.L.E.qser purc;h?~¢s~pf other equipment 

of Simila~co~t ·(e.g., portCl,ble .~~ansCeiV~I's)inc:1:icCite~\thCl.t .. C?st:-e~fectiveness 
rathel' than cost alone may be themajur consicieration. :,That i~,.Jowlight (in 

cf,~ to. triillsceivers) pas generany~been.used :i,n limited,.isQlated.ways, as 

cf. IU~;reV{;l;rj.ed a"f}d/ OrCOll.t:i,n1;lo~s .. usages. :NonetheJ..es~ ,;relative low 

·light cQst has be~n.EI. fCl.ctor:;i~e.;, pro~u~ersQf. tr:el;~latiY.~ly.mR~eexpensive 
equipment reported problems in selling th~ir ~quipmet;lt. 

'" .: .. ' 

"I 
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The LoB. low light equipment market initialiy developed under the 

simultaneous conditions in the late 1960's of 

a) emerging availability of low light equipment, and 

b) a period of national unres t, violl:!nce! and high drug usage, all of 

wh~:ch seemed to heighten L.E. awareiless. of the need for improved 

sUl;:veillance capabilities under conditions of low light. 

ThE! current L.E. low light market differ.s from the initial market in 

at least. the following respects: 

a) The equipment is no longer completely "new" to L.E., though it 

may be to individual L.E. agencies 0 

b) There is not the context:. of as strong a degree 'of national unrest 

and violence -- and a major portion of current national unrest,is 

Watergate-rela.ted; i.e., there is a developing "anti-surveillance" attitude. 

c) . According to one study(i)" there is an increasing intentionality 

of larger users to acquire low ligbt equipment -- but only as an initial, 

not as a supplemental, acquisition. 

In both the initial and current L.E. low light marketing periods, usage 

is limited and periodic in nature. 

We may conclude: 

a) There will not likely be the influx of new producers that there was 
initially. 

b) The L.E.low light market will continue to be a relatively small market 

unless more extensive and/or continuous usages are developed o 

Illustrative Policy Options 

1) Analyze cost-effectiveness of low light equipment in relation to 

pdtent:ial usages. 

2) Encourage cQoperative purchasing/usage. 

3)!, Develop 1:egionalequipmerttcenters. 

,: 

(1) El~\reth, Bunten, and Klaus, '.'LEM Police Equipment Survey of 1972: 

Volume liv: Ala.rms,'sifcurity Equipment, Surveillance Equipment". . Final report, 

July 19Z,1 OctQber 1973 0 lfflSIR 73-2l3e ;~. 
i\ 
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Issue: Information Transfer 

Of the ,functional specialists of user agencies having low light: 

m9re indicated that they learned of low light through magazines 

and meetings (8) than from salesmen (2)~ but 

when shown a list of low light producers, they indicated a 

familiarity with only one or two producers irid a general unawareness 

'of the remaining producers on the list; and 

testing of low light equipment prior to purchase was generally 

limited to only one or two producers. -

Further, .users indicated equipment inadequacies (e.g., sudden light/ 

bright light controls) while producer brochures and the NewtonP.D. study 

indicated equipment adequacy. However, this contradiction may be .due to 

different time-period perspectives; users buying early model equitltnent 

without problem-resolution controls/and producer'brochures reflecting 

later models of equipment. 

Finally, a few users (technical specialists) indicated that they were 

aware of low light because of their experience in Vietnam. 

Issue: Need Identification 

Instances were found of both (a,) users; determining t.Lneed and searching 
" 

for equipment and (b) users; awareness of equipmEi~t leading to identtfication 

of ~sageo The overa11 pattern is mixed. This is to be expec~ed since, as 

had been noted, the availability of equipment and a strong increase in need 

occurred in the same historical time period (late 1960' s)~, 

Issue: Cooperation Between Users 

As can be 'seen in Table No.6.0 , most low ;Light users reported having 

shared their equipment with othe;l;" users. In.a11 instances, the 1en~ing user ~lso 

sent along-their own personnel to operate the .equipment. Users noted: (a) a 

degree of training needed to operate low light effectively; and (b) concern 

over potential damage to equipment by untrained personnel.' Two interviewees 

also ,felt. tha:I; "people take better care. of something that is theirs",. 

. Illustrative Policy Options 

1) ., Develop r'~,~iona1 equipment centers. 

2) Encourage c:,oopera:tive purchase/usage. 
,\' , 

3) Provide tra:~ning in equipment . usage •. 
'\ 
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Issue: Funding and Budgeting 

Most users either bought low light through federal grants or did not 

ob.tain low light. There were isolated exceptions, the II}ost notable being 

the obtaining at no>;cost of surplus military equipment -- with which users 

expressed dissatisfaction. As we !t~ye nqtec;1, the constrai~lt factor here 

may be cost-effectiveness rather than merely cost considerations. 

No low light specific problems regarding funding/budgeting processes 

were noted. 

Policy Implications 

1) Determine potential usages of low light. 

2) Encourage cooperative purchase/usage. 

3) Establish regional equipment center. 

Issue: The Equipment Acquisition Process 

A. Only one user did not test low light prior to purchase and only one 

user lab tested low light. Contrarily, a11 but one user field tested 1av 

light. "Field testing" ranged from sa1esman ... aided demonstrations (e.g., from 

an office window) to loan of equipment over a period of time to one (unusual, 

emergency purchase) testing of low light "under fire". The only pattern that 

emerged regarding testing methodology and criteria was an informal "when I 

try it, how much better can I see at night?" Thus testing methodology and 

criteria were highly individualistic. Further, as already noted, (a) perceived 

usage potential is generally limited to periodic survei11ance functions, and 

(b) awareness of producers considered for testing is also limited. Thus, 

adequacy of testin~ methodology and criteria may be open to question, though 
~ 

we can probably assume a certain degree of "pragmatic" or "experiential" 

adequacy~ 

Policy Implications 

1) Determine; potential, usages of low li~ht eq1.\ipment. 

2) Develop guidelines for testing in relation to potential u~ages. 

3), Provide consu1.tant aid f().r tes ting • 

B. Generally,,!sers noted e;i.ther that there were no specifications or 
- , 

that: ,fJpecifications were a general report on eqUipment and performance. 
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C" Other than three users noting t:hat there was no bidding process involved, 

no low light specific characteristi/!s of the bidding process were noted. 

However, one producer noted an instance where his company made a non-bid 

offer of $1,000, but when bidding was required made a $1,300 bid which waf:!. 

accepted as the low bide 

D. Generally, both top admin:l.stra.tive personnel and functional specialists 

were actively involved in.:the acqu:i!:sition process. 

Issue: Installation, Utilization, Maintenance, and Assessment 

Both producers and users generally indicated favorable reception of 

low light equipment. However producers and users had some differing opinions 

as to adequacy of equipment utilization and as to adequacy of the equipment 

itself. 

Four producers stated that L.E. personnel lacked technical capability 

to use low light adequately, whi11e only one producer felt there were no usage 

problems (of course, this leaves four producers who simply did not comment 

on adequacy of usage). Conversely, users said: 

a)t:hey had good results from usage; .2!: 

b) equipment usage does require train;i.ng, but that this can be provided 

adequately; .2!: 

c) usage problems are associated with equipment inadequacy" 

Additionally two users did indicate that use of borrowed equipment' 
. . . 

could result in mishandling of equipment. 

The. extent to which users do, in fact, lack technical capability for 

low light usage depends on which type of low light equipment ;is being considered. 
.1 

For simple surVeillance (scopes)', minimal training is needed. For photographic 

and CeTV' equipment, more techni<;:al capability is ne~ded 

probably more training. 

and therefore 

Users did indicate perceived equipment problems both for lllilitary surplus 
~~r • 

low light (not adaptable for L.E. needs) and corilmercia1 products (a variety 

of isolated reports with no clear pattern except regarding (a) siZe and (b) 

problems regarding sudden increases an4/or light level of light brightness, 

e.g~ auto lights).' Interestingly, prciducerb.rochures (and the Newton P.D. 

study regarding scopes) indicated that cU:rre'Q.t equipment could and/or does 

resolve the problems mentioned by users. This difference of perception 

may be due to differing time contexts ; i.e .• , ~seracquisition of first generation 

equipment alidproducer brochures reflecting second generation.' equipment. 

Il-2l0 
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Some of the desirable equipment capabilities/specifications which were 

mentioned were total darkness capability; day-night/bright light automatic 

adjustment; simultaneous audio~visual; small size and weight. With the 

exception of "totaldarkness!l capability, desired equipment features appear 

to be either in ex:l.stence.or within producer capabilities to develop. 

One user noted tha.t legal constraints regarding evidenciary usage of 

low iight have not yet been detennined u 

Favora~le user reaction plus ,clear user awareness of need regarding 

narcotic investigations and surveillance under conditions of unrest would 

indicate there is not a significant "resistance to change" factor in low 

light acquisition and utilization. 

Both producers and users indicated that maintenance is limited to 

batteries, taking care of lens, and keeping a camera in adjustment. 

Evaluation by users of low light equipment is (a) generally limited 

to one or two producers prior to acquisition. and (b) informal regarding 

actual utilization. 

Illustrative Policy Options 

Develop vehicles for (a) evaluating product capabilities; (b) dissem

inating ·information to users reo product capabilities; (c) disseminating 

information to producers regarding product capability needs; (d) providing 

user training as needed. 
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Eguiome.rit Item Analvsi~ 

4. ~on-Lethal Weapons 

Introduction 
! . 

The category of :nori-lethal weapons was included in the study because it ~vas 

felt that it would b~ useful to investigate the development and diffusion 

of an innovation of relatively (in this case medium" Low teChnology 

which had to be developed "from scratch," i. e. there was no readily

transferrable tech~ology from another sector. It also seemed to represent 

an equipment type for which the need was formulated not internally 

by the user (L.E. agency) but externally by the public .. 

The planned concentration was on non-lethal weapons, excluding the chemical 

and/or gas type devices. In the pro~ess of the study, it became apparent 

that both users ~nd producers found this to be both a difficult and 

artificial distinction The interviews proceeded on the basis of the 

original distinc.~ion, but respondents persistently commented on both the 

chemical and th,e' non-chemical' types of devices. The analysis has tried 
.! 

to accomodate t!:).is situation by distinguishing between the adoption 

s.tatus of the t;~o types of non-lethal weapons. 

The label"non-Iethal" has been amended in some. cases to "less-than-Iethal!" 

apparently in response to some instances or fatalities resulting from 

their use. It is unclear what distinction is intended since less-than-.1ethal, 
:f 

in fact. impli~s non-lethal. In the interest or parsimonipus consistency, 
'1 

the label "non-:1ethal" is used here. 

History 

Demand fo:~ the use of non-lethal weapons developed during the 

period of civiJ disturbances in the late 1960's. In general., the demand 
. Ii .' 

was formulatedl: and expressed external to the L.E. agencies, mostly 

in' public crit:jfCisms of actual or potential L.E. agency use of ex.eessive 

force in hand~!ing public disturbances. In reaction to, this public1y 

expressed neeq:, several devices were conceptuali'zed and/or deveioped . 

.:i 
! 
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This category of newly-developed devices included tranquilizer 

dart guns, bean-bag projectiles, dye-maker guns, soft pellet or. projectiles 

guns, and electric shockers. 

L.E. agencies considered the newly-developed devices to be in a 

non-lethal category of weapons which already included batons, billy 

clubs, and chemical agentsu Therefore, as perceived by users, .tf,.~ 

newly-developed devices aid not comprise a new category of weapons but 

rather new entries into an already established category of weaponso 

The development of non-lethal weapons has proceeded along three 

fairly distinct lines of technology; kinetic or impact. type devices, 

chemical type devices and electrical type devices. There are also 

a few devices utilizing miscellaneous technologies such as hyperdermic 

darts, water cannons~ .and net or cocoon devices. 

The area of non-lethal weaponry is also becoming more discriminating 

between weapons intended for control of crowds and those intended for 

control of individuals. Clearly, certain devices have application in 

only one of these two areas. For example, hyperdermic darts are 

intended for use against individua1s u On the other hand, chemical 

agents are being applied in hoth areas, the distinction being made in 

the, type of delivery system used. The gas cannister or pepperfog 

machine i~ appropriate for crowd control which the chemical propelli:mt 

cannister is appropriate for use against individualsu 

As analysis will substantiate, there has not deve10peg within 

L.E. agencies an overwhelming demand for non-lethal weapons u This view 

·is generally supported by the.1ow level of need for standards for 

non-lethal weapons expressed by police departments' in the LEAA Police 
, . . . 1 

Equipment Survey of 1972., Many departments felt the items did not 

apply to them and only t':wo percent of the departments :i.ndicated a 

(1) LEAA Police Equipment Survey of 1972 3 Vol I: The Need for 
Standards-';"Priorities' for Police Equipment, prepareq. for NILECJ, 
LEAA, by National Bureau of Stanqards,Technica1 Analysis Di'ITision 
July, 1973, pp. 41-44. ' ' 
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high priority for needs for standards. This in spite of tre rapid 

development and introduction of some very novel products. 

The decline of civil disturbances has minimized the publicly 

expressed need for non-lethal crowd control devices. There still 

remains some public expression ofa need for individual control 

devices in ca'ses of apprehension or in penal institutions. But this 

need has not been forcefully articulated by the user agencies. 

Analysis of Producers 

The cha'racteristics of producers shown in Table (61 ~ provide 

for some interesting comparisons, particularly regarding the following: 

reputation in L.E. 

opportunity identification process 

attractiveness of L.E, as a market 

competitiveness of L.E. as a market 

plans for this product 

There is a dichotomy of companies in terms of their reputation and 

experience in L.E. - three companies are new and three are well established 

in the L. E. market. This dich.otomy, which holds fairly well across the 

other pertinent characteristics, is used as the basis for the following 

analyses. 

Companies well established in the L.E. market indicated a cautious 

process of opportunity identification, i;e., the market is researched to 

confirm a suspected opportuni~y. Companies new to the L.E. market entered 

the market either on. impulse (no market research) or in response to a re

quest from L.E. It should also be noted that the three new companies in 

L.E. are already established in non L.E. market areas, so they are not 

unfamiliar with marketing processes in general. 

Well established companies identified the L. E. market as both, 

attractive and competitive. New companies found the market unattractive 

and non-competitive with one exception (one company found the market 

attractive but non-competitive)w 

Well established companies mostly plantn continue to develop and 

market the product. (one such company has discontinued, production of 
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Table 61 Producers of Non-Lethal. Weapons 

. 
Size Main Reputation Opportunity L.E. Mrkt L.E. Mrkt 

Market in. L.E. ID Process Attractive? Competitive? 

--~---,---------r----- -

.T Non L.E. New Presumed Yes No 
Used, 

-

s Non L.E. N~w L.E. Prod No No 

I 

I I 
Presumed T Non L.E. New No No 

) 

Used . , 
" 

'" , _____ --C..-

r------"---,--
" 

L L:E. Old Market Yes Very 
Related Researched 

,".:, 

L L.E. Old Market Yes Very 
Related Researclled -

--

S L.E. Old Market Yes Very 
Related Researched 

;:~!''':; 
" 

. " , - i" 
--::-

...;.-:.,-.;.;~~~=-:~"'.,.'"'-."'~; '. 
/' 

! 

--~ 

'Avail Equip. Willing to 
Not Us,ed or Do L.E. 
Inadequate RID 

Inadequate Yes 

Not Used No 

Not Used No 

Uncertain Yes in 
General 

NR Yes in 
General 

Neither Yes-but 
Both Ade- not a1-
quate and 

c 

, ways 
used able ($) 

" ""i'-

Plans for 
This 
Product? 

Raise $ 
More RID 

Have Left 
L.E. 

Phase out 
L.E • 
Activity 

Phase out 
Product 

More RID 
+Mrkt 

" 

I 

1. 
II 

II 
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I 
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the product). New companies have either already left the market or 

are just now getting into it. 

Two general conclusions can be derived. First, companies new to 

the L.E. market have a decidedly different impression of the market than 

do well established companies. Since each of these companies have ex

perience in other market are.as, it can be construed to mean that L.E. 

is, indeed, a specialized market area. Analysis of Table: (~l)does not 

permit explication of this specialization but the conclusion leads to 

the implication that companies entering the 14. E. market can expect to 

encounter circumstances they had not anticipated. 

Second, there is a relationship between the type of product pro

duced and plans for the product. In each case of discontinuation of 

the product, the product was an adaptation of a lethal weapon, i.e., 

a "non-iethal" projecti~e for either a shot gun or hand gun. It isn't 

clearly established that the type of produce:: is casually related to 

learning the market, but there is reason to suspect that more intensive 

market research would have predicted the lack of acceptance of these 

products by L.E. agencies. 

Policy Implications 

As mentioned above, there is reason to suspect that companies with 

experience in other markets will encounter anticipated circumstances when 

entering the L.E. market. This implication is of particular interest in 

discussing the one new company (Table 61 ) that finds the L.E. market 

attractive and not competitive and plans to continue R&D ah~ fU):ld raising. 

This company can be considered to be so new to the market that it has 

not yet encountered the ideosyncracies of the market which drove the 

other two new companies out. For NILECJ, it is important to note 

that this company plans more product research, .notmarket research. In 

order to reduce the probability that this company will also eventually 

leave, the market it would seem helpful for NILECJ (or a similar agency) 

to be able to help the company identify for itself (and others attracted 

to the market) the idiosyncracies of the L.E. market so that market 

strategies can be planned appropriately. 
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The second implication for intervention in the market, using this 

same company as an example, is at the point of financing R&D. This 

particular company (fo1: example) has sufficient entreprene
ural 

enthusiasm 

to be willing to continue product research but lacks the financial 

resources. It would seem adviseable for NILECJ to intervene by 

assisting such an entrepreneur to identify sources of financing (~BA?) 
rather than by appropriating the product idea and directly funding 

product research in a government laboratory. The element of 

entrepreneurship, vitally important for bringing an innovation into the 

market, should be encouraged and reserved, not diluted or discouraged. 

Analysis of users 

The L.E. agencies included in the following analyses are those 

that supplied responses to interviewers' questions regarding non-lethal 

weapons. The classification of non ... lethal weapons was intended to 

exclude chemical agents or tear gas, but it became obvious that many users 

had difficulty making the distinction. Many user responses contained 

comments about chemical agents and/or tear gas so the analyses include 

comments, but in a separate context, i.e., there are tWO classifications 

of users' adoption status of non-ietha'l weapons ~ adoption of chemical 

or gas only, and adoption in general (including weapons other than 

~ chemical or gas). 
Twenty fourL. E. agencies are included in the analyses, distributed 

across the user typology as follows: 5 

4f: 1 State police 

=If: 2 Sheriff Department § 
1 

=If:7 .. 8 City police Departments 
7 

=If: 9 Largest City police Department 8 

3 
41= 12 Prisons 
Two 4f:14 agencies (;rivate agencies) are excluded from the analysis 

because the characteristics used in the analysis have .different connotations 

and implications in private organizations. 
Analyses were .atte.npted to nnd characteristics common to user agencies with 

dU,erent classifications of involvement with non-lethal weapons referred to 

as "user adoptive status." User adoptive status!! j;ncludesthe 
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Importance of I Rejected Not Considered Adopted Adopted Total 
Innovative Chemical 
Equip 

--.--~- -- ._.-, .~- ,. M.'" ,---- - ~ .... - - " .- ._-'--.. -,' 

Only 
---c-- - - - .... ~ ... ,. -- _. '-'.--

.~.- .. ..... ~~-.-
'-

I Very Im" 1 
portant I 

1 2 

.. .:. - f--' -- .- .... 
1 

J lscr imina-
ting (import. ; 2 
some areas) I 

2 4 

i 

5 13 

. 
I 

NQt v,ery 
Import. 1 1 1 3 

NR 
Uncertain 2 1 3 6 

0;- - ----:.-:==- --.----- -------~ - -.~~- -~.- -_. -.. ~ .. -. - ' ..... -:.:-~-.-.-----

,. __ ._L_f. Totals 
----_ .... " 

.3 6 
. _____ ...1.--__ 

9 24 

Table 63 

User Adoption St t _ . a us ~ Internal Evaluat;on· C ...apability 
"-

Internal Rejected 
Evaluation 

Not Considered Adopted Adopted 
. 'Chemical 

Total 

CapaoiUty Only 
, 

. 
Separate 
Function 2 2 2 1 7 

.:.. 
'::';~ 

Staff 
Expertise 3 2 5 . ... 

Uttle or 
None 1 1 1 6 9 

NR 3 '3 

Totals 
-: 

6 3 6 9 24 

- I 

. 
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following classifications of user agency involvement with non-lethal 

weapons: 

a. Rejected 

b. Presently considering 

c. Did not consider 

d. Adopted - including other than chemical or tear gas 

e. Adopted chemical or tear gas only 

The following agency characteristics were found not to be related to 

user adoptive status: 

a) Amount spent on innovative equipment last year 

b) General budget conditions 

c) Use of external funds 

Analysis yields potentially important conclusions when user 

adoptive status is compared to agency's reported importance of 

innovative equipment to L.E. and agency's capability for internal 

evaluation of innovative equipment use. 

Table (62) shows' the relationships between user adoptive status 

and reported importance of innovative equipment to L.E. First it is 

important to realize that of the 24 users included in the analysis, 

13 were discriminating in reporting the importance of innovative 

equipment, i. e., the responses clearly indicated that innovative 
I ' 

equipment was important in L.E. only in specific functions or at 

specific level's . A feeling of general importance was reported only by 

two users. It is next important to realize that of the 13 discriminating 

users, nine adopted non-lethal weapons of some nature (five adopted chemical 

and/or gas only, four adopted other types of non-lethal as well). A 

t,entative conclusion could be draliffi indicating that those agencies 

that have a discriminant opinion of the importance of innovative 

equipment consider some type of non-lethaL,capability to be important. 
\ i ~ 

However, the same discriminating agencies'~ppear not to regard' 

other. than chemical orgas non-lethal devices as worthy of adoption

only four of the 13 agencies reported adoption of such devices. In 

fact, only six of the 24 reporting agencies reported adopting such 

devices, ,and the six does not include, police departments of any 

metropolitan ~reas but rather includes three state Police, agencies, 
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one Sheriff's Department, and two prisons. On the other hand, the 

15 agencies rejecting ~on-chemical or gas devices, (six "rejected," 

nine "adopted chemical only") includes five city and seven largest 

city Police Departments. It should not be inferred from this that 

agency reporting a discriminating opinion of the importance of 

innovative equipment also has the internal capability for equipment 

an 

evaluation. That characteristic of user agencies is shown in Table (63) 

and is discussed below. 

Table (63) shows the relationship between user adoption status 

and internal evaluation capability. Internal evaluation capability 

refers to the reported source of technical expertise within the user agency 

used for technical evaluation of innovative equipment. In general, 

two such sources were reported; the individual expertise of staff 

or department personnel, or a separate functional unit, usually referred 

to as Planning and Research or some variant. It should be pointed out 

the existence of such a separate functional unit does not imply that 

the technical evaluation was perfo~med by such a unit. There were 

" many instances where su~h a separate unit existed but the reports 

indicated clearly that e.quipme1}t evaluation was not included in 

the activities of the unl' t. A" d' T bI '-(63\ " s use 1n a e I.,' Separate Function" 

reflects that the response clearly indicated that a separate function 

existed and technically evaluated innovative equipment. 

Referring to Table(63), it ~an be seen that only 12, of the 24 

agencies being analyzed here reported any internal capability for 

technical evaluation, seven relying on a separate function and five 

relying on staff expertise. Further, it can be seen that, of the 15 

agencies reporting adoption of some kind'of non-lethal,device (If.lst 

two columns), only five reported any inte17nq{ capability for technical 
!\ ./ 

evaluation. Apparently, non-lethal devi~f!d/ are perceived as being 

of sufficiently low technology not to require technical expertise for 

evaluation. However, if that premis~ is sound, then an increase in 

technical evaluation capability should result in an even more definite 

adoption status, If the usefulness, effectiveness t f 1 h' I' , , e c. 0 non- et a 

devices are obVious to agencies, ~ithout l'nterna'l' 1 t" b'l , eva ua 10n calla 1 ity, 

then greater capability should result in an even more definite trend 
':./ 
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toward adoption or rejection. Such is not the case, however. Those 

agencies reporting a separate function for evaluation also show an 

almost even distribution across the adoption status scale. Does this 

indicate that evaluation capability can determine more reasons for 

adoption or rejection than are felt by other agencies, thus making the 

issue more ambivalent? Or does it raise a question as to whether 

a separate function is really a more advanced capability for evaluation, 

as is presumed here? 

If the latter question can be legitimately raised, then the form 

and substance of internal evaluation capability in L.E. agencies 

should be studied. 

Implications 

There do not seem to be any major imp\ications arising from conclusions 

regarding user characteristics and their adoption status of non-lethal 

devices. 

An implication of some lesser importance may derive from the findings 

that only agencies other than metropolitan police departments reported 

adopting non-chemical non-lethal devices. Does this indicate that 

these other agencies (State Police, Sheriff's Dept. and Prisons), in 

fact, have a distinctly different requirement for such devices? 

Or does it indicate that these agencies are more susceptible to 

"gimmickery" in their equipment area? 

Another implication concerns the apparent rejection of non-chemical 

non-lethal devices by L. E. agencies in general. If, in fact, the 

devices are as ineffective, unreliable, and unnecessary as the agencies 

reported, then the agencies must be given credit for being discriminating 

customers ,even though non-lethal devices do not require extensive 

internal capability for evaluation. One c6u1dhope:Eul1y conclude 

that the agencies want to be discriminating and would be for other 

types of equipment if the necessary internal eva1uatioIl capability 

was provided. 
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Equipment Item Analysis 

5. Portable Transceivers 

Introduction 

The portable transceiver has become a fairly common item in the 

communications networks of the modern police department. These trans

ceivers are designed with their own power supplies and antennas for 

completely independent operation. The size and weight is such that it 

can be carried by field personnel and provide him, with a link to the 

rest of the force. 

The portable transceiver is vital in coordinating the efforts of 

police and providing assurance to the lone patrolman or a policeman. 

away from his car. 

Different combinations o.f speaker and mj,.crophone placement exist 

within portable transceivers. Sometimes they are both contained in 

the unit's case while other times an earphone device is employed. Re

cently attachments have been developed where the microphone and speaker 

are in the helmet of the officer thus allowing for.hands-free operation. 

All of these variations are considered portable transceivers in the con

text of this report. 

Included in this report is the analysis of eighteen producer inter

views. A total of twenty-two,pT-oducers of portable transceivers were 

known. Thirty-three users of portable transceivers were interviewed 

and the analysis o.f this data is also contained within the report. 

History 

The history of portable transceivers may bet.raced back to the 

field portable ccmmllUication equipment o.f World War II (and, if desired, 

further pack into the total history of radio communication). While the 

World War II equipment technically met the basic requirement of portabi

lity, it was quite large and heavy -- L e., it was not truly "h.;tnd-he1d". 

Thus, in the 1950's & 1960's, truly "hand-held"equipment was developed 

with the introduction of printed circuits, transistors, and miracle 

plastics. 
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The total history of transceiver development is too complex for 

detailed review here. However, we may note: 

1 - Early models, the "hand-held" were relatively large and 

cumbersome and consisted of two separate units for re

ceiving and transmitting. 

2 - Basic considerations in transceiver development have been: 

need/market, size, weight, performance, power, power source, 

usage requirements (Le., hand-held/headset; antennae; cords», 

inter-connection with other communication syst~ms (i.e., mo

bile repeaters), and, of course, related R&D. 

Analysis of Producers 

Size of producers: 

Tiny 3 

Small - 8 

Medium 2 

Large 5 

As can be seen from Table no. 64, the size of producer does not 

correlate with: 

L.E. or L.E.+ market orientation (all but 3 are L.E.+) 

type o'f main product (eleven are communication or conrrnunication 

rela~ed products) 

perceptions reported by producers 'that the L.E. market is 

competitive (11 said "very"; 1 said "yes"; only 1 said "no") 

future plans (although one firm leaving the L.E. market is 

large and the "growth plans" for the large producers are mini,.. 

mal relative to the company as a whole) 

Contrarily, with respect to market and R&D considerations, there 

are some strong size correlations .• 

1. Perception ofL.E. market attractiveness: 

2. 

large producers: 4 said "no"; only 1 said "yes" 

tiny to medium producers: only 2 said "no" 

Producer willingness to invest in L.E. R&D: 

large producers: 3 said"no" or hesitant, and 2 gave un

clear or uncertain answers 
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Producer 
Size 

Tiny 

Tiny 

Small 

Small 

Small 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Small 

Small 

Large 
,', 

Large 

Large 

Large 

Large 

Small 

L.E. or 
L.E.+ 

L.E. 

L.E.+ 

L.E.+ 

L.E.+ 

L.E.+ 

L.E. 

L.E.+ 

L.E.+ 

L.E.+ 

L.E.+ 

No I L.E. 

L.E.+ I 

L.E.+ 
,~ 

I' 
' " L.E.+ 

L.E.+ 

L~E.+ 

L.E.+ 

L.E.+ 

--~-~-- ----

, Table 64 Producers of Portable Transceivers 

-
Main L.E. Market Is/Is Not 
Product Attractive Competitive 

Communication 
Yes Very (transceiver) 

Communication 
Yes Very (attachments) I Very 

--
Commllnication 

Yes (transceiver) 
~-- --~---~---. .. -"-~~-Transceiver 

Yes . N.D. Related 
Indirectly 

No No Relaf;:ed 

Com..'1lunication Yes Very 

Communication Hope 'so Very 

N.D. N.D. 

I 
NoD. 

Electronics Very Very 

, 
Communication Very 

f 
Very 

Electronics and 
Do Not 

! 
Conununication Know I Very 

Public ,Safety 
Yes Very Products 

N.D. No N.D. ' 

Communication Yes Very 

Communication No i Very 

Communication 
No I Yes Related 

" 

Electronics No N.D. 

Electronics No N.D. 

," ; 
. " . 

, <:C-' 

I 

,..._ .. _-__ ._ .......... '4<.-,' .......... ' ...... 
Producer Is/Is Not 
Willing to Invest Future Plans 
in L.E. R. & n. 

Very Add Public 
Market ----- -----

Yes--if had Improve funds 
--.----~--.---~- f-.~,---- ..... -

Not Do R. & D. Improve 

Yes,--as is Develop/Test feasible 

Not at all Growth 

Lack Improve Capability 
Hard to 

Growth Separate 

No N.D. 
-.... ~""4_~ ..... _. 

No Growth 

No Growth 

all ~b1ic Market Not at Only 

As Needed Growth 
" 

No Leave L.E. 
Market 

Hard to Answer Improve 

Answer Unclear N.D. 

No 
Growth, 
Cut Costs 

Hesitant. Growth 

No 
Leave L.E. 
Market 
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'~ medium producers: 2 said "no". 

small and tiny producers: 11liKCc\ responscs plus noting low 

level of capabilities. 

Future plans of most producers (10) consisted of improving sales 

("growth") or modest product improvement. Only one producer specifi

cally mentioned developing/testing products. 

The most striking findings are: 

(1) Most producers (15) are L.E. & other markets~ and main 

products are primarily communications-related (11). 

(2) Nearly all describe the L.E. market as competitive (12). 

(3) There is an inverse correlation between producer size and 

willingness to invest in R&D. 

(4) Size correlates only with L.E. R&D willingness and with 

perceptions of L.E. market attractiveness; but 

(5) size only partially correlates with future plans. 

(6) Only one producer indicated new product development. 

It should be recognized that p,oint (2) above represents the perceptions 

of the companies in the market as they report them. Some external ob

servers and some users have described this market as being non competi~ 

tive, due to the large sha~e of the market held by one (or two) of the 

market leaders would indeed be subject to considerable competitive pre

ssure and the leaders would be unlikely to report !:l non-competitive si

tuation. Thus the finding holds -that from the perspective of most 

producers - they find the market competitive, and act in accordance. 

Analysis of Users 

The number of users interviewed by our typology was: 

Typology NUmber 

1 

2 

7 

8 

9 

12 

13 
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No. of Users Interviewed 

6 

1 

7 

3 

13 

2 

1 
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Product Use 

Portable transceivers are used to enable officers on the force to 

have the capability of communicating with each other officer as often 

as required, i.e. evert when he is away from his car. The portable 

transceiver makes the officer more mobile and thus more effective. At

tachments allowing hands-free operation are especially useful in large 

crowd or riot situations, for policemen on motorcycles, and in under

cover operations. The use to which a police department puts its porta

ble transceivers depends a great deal em the number they have. If they 

have enough for their entire force then the uses first described are 

applicable~ If the department has only a few transceivers then they 

are usually use(~ for special situations such as a small undercover opera

tion or security for a visitiIlg dignitary. A considerable'number of 

users are bet,veen having just a few units and having enough units for 

the entire force. These forces are usually in the building stage with 

regard to their number of portable transceivers and are hoping to make 

the transceiver a vital part of their overall communication system in 

the near future. In these cases the units. are usually used just for those 

officers on foot patrol or for special large crowd or riot situations. 

Within the departments the largest users are the patrol divisions, or 

for special situations it is the tactical squad. Transceivers are alsol 

used outside of police departments in law enforcement. Customs officers 

llSe their units for communication between officers and to their supervi

sors. In prisons the portables'are used to locate and communicate with 

guards in an emergency such as an inmate riot. 

A number of producers and use!is alike felt that 1;:~e quality of.usage 

was not what it could be in many instances and that the primary reason 

for this was a. lack ofpers6nnel training. It is felt that the police

men are not informed of the functions the transceiver is to serve and 

how it is to fit into the overall system. More importantly they are not 

clear on how the introduction of the new device affects them, and more 

specifically their job, its functions and responsibilities,. Policemen 

are often unaware o~ the specific benefits the change is supposed to 

bring about. Also, information concerrling the limitations of the pro

duct and its use in different environments is not effectively connnuni-
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cated to the individual user. The quality of usage is also hurt due to 

the usually lorig time spart between the first purchases and the last 

which leads to a problem or compatability to existing equipment with the 

varied p'ortable transceivers. 

Users and producers seem to be in agreement for the most part on 

the requirements for portable transceivers but these requirements are 

usually quite vague and lack specificity. The portable transceiver 

should have a reasonable price, good maintainability (modular circuits 

help here), reliability, durability, fairly small and light, reliable 

and efficient power source, and higb. performance (range, quality of 

sound, etc.). Very few specifics were mentioned, however the weight 

requirement was quantified generally to around 20-26 ounces. Earlier 

in this section use of portable transceivers in prisons was mentioned 

and this requires some additional factors. When actuated, the device 

wou1d provide for rapid location identification. The transceivers 

should be easy to actuate when needed in stressful situations and should 

also have zero false alarms. (For more information on this system and 

its reguirements(l)). The products currently on the market meet each 

of these requirements in a limited sense, some products satisfy the 

requirements more than others. No product currently being sold meets 

all these requirements to the degree which the Users would like though 

steps are being taken in the right direct.ion. 

A picture of who the users of portable. transceivers are and how 

they breakdown can be given by referring to a survey done by the LEAA 

in 1972(2). 

(1) Emergency Communications Within a Correctional Institution; A.S. 

Distler, M.J. Spahn; October 22, 1973. 

(2) LR.l\A Police Equipment Survey of 1972; Vol. II: Communications 

Equipment and Supplies; National Bureau of Standards; July 1973. 
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In one section of that study a breakdown is given of the departments 

whithused portable transceivers within their. survey •. The table follows 

below: 

Depa.rtm:entType: 

50 largest 

J State 

-City (50+) (officers) 

City (lO~49) 

Township 

County 

City (1-9) 

A 11 Departments 

Departments Using 
Porta.ble Ra.dio 
% Dept!:. Type 

1.00 

100 

99 

90 

70 

62. 

53 

~ 

81 

As would be expect/ad por,table tran~ceiver use is dominated by larger 
,.' '. . ~\'. . , ' . 

tisers.. Data from the inte1;'Views supported this and reasons mentioned 

to explain this included the greater need and funds in the Jarger depart

.ments; but the reason mentioned most often and given the most weight 

was the greater expertise which the larger departments had and thus the 

greater.amount of su~cessfulacquisitionand utilization • 

There. isn't very much, data on repla~ement of portable transceivers • 

For the data collected it seemsseve~yea:rs is a\,~easonablereplacement 
date,.Tp.Jsfigur~ is difficult to be sure of since most police depart

ments bought theirtransceivel;'spetween two and four years ago. Replace

mellt of parts is.a more important iss.ue presently. some users l:jaid that 

the greate.:r availability of replacement part~bythe larger manufacturel;'s 
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was a major reason in decidin~ to purchase from them as opposed to the 

.. smaller manufacturers. 

Policy Implications 

Prc;>vide funds or loans to smaller users to enabie them to pur

chase portable transceivers. 

Set up regional centers where law enforcement agencies could borrow 

experts to aid them in systems design and implementation. 

Provide assistance to law enforcement agencies to add personnel 

knowledgeable on equipment. 

Provide training on equipment selection and utilization. 

Product Market 

Portabie tra.nsceivers are not unique to law enforcement. Other 

markets which utilize these products are: utilities, (!onnnon carriers, 

busiriesses,taxi-cabs, servicemen, pick-up and delivery services and 

fire departments. The law enforcement market is very important to the 

sales of portable transceivers. Whether the law enforcement market 

for portable transceivers is important to the company depends upon that 

company's product and market emphasis. There is also disagreement be

tween firms whether it is economical to sell transceivers only to the 

law enforcement market but the majority seem to feel that without the 

other markets they would not continue producing portable transceivers. 

The market while divided between 22 producers is dominated by sev

eral largeiirins,and most particulari'y one has a very important share 

of the-market. Considerable differences of opinion were encountered as 

to the consequences of market distribution. Many users and others in

volved in law "enforcement are of the opinion that a near monopoly 

situation exists, that prqducts are over-priced and are of less than 

possible quali,ty ana performance (Le., size, PQwer, etc 0) than is pos

siblegiven.the state of the art in electronics. -Others, including 

mcmy users, believe that they are receiving excellent service, good p;ro

ducts and- fciirprices ,'It is clear' that one 'of the 'important factors 
f) . 
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duty; Increased rniniturization for better handling and storing on belt; 

Heavy duty and wa terligh t mode Is; More powerill 1 Units (increased range); 

Multi-channel selection capability; Mubile repeater so an officer can 

get Out of his car and still Contact the base stati~n; Scrambler feature; 

Personnel locator which determines the officers location for the base 

station upon activ'tion by the officer (refer to product use section Con

Cerning prisons); Bone conduction microphones making Possible deVices 

for hands - free operation Such as in a helmet. The dates on many of 

these Changes can only be giVen Within a range. Must of the changeS 

first mentioned occured ih the early 1960's while the repeater, scram_ 

bler, and personnel rOCator features have oCCured more reCently. The 

handS-free deVices were started in the middle 60's and the transceiver 

completeiy Contained within the helmet is still in the prototype stage. 

User and praducers have different Views on the rate of change in the 

state oE the art but their general View is that it is Changing at a fairly fast pace. 

The federally fUnded transceiver R&D program was a1med at produ

Cing a state of the art jump - in terms of the size/weight/pawer/price 

dimensions.. While a transceiver has been developed the degree to Which 

this does indeed repreSent Such a shift is far from clear or established. 

Significant problems of commercialization of this product also remain to be solved,. 

R9liCYImpliCatio~ 

COntinue to fund R&ll.projects in POrtable transceivers. SpeCific 

goals for that research preferably Contributed to by the relevant users will be reqUired. 

lssue: Acquisiti0E. 

Nearly all the producers interviewed indicated that they coOperated 

with ~sers in the testing of their product. rOsting by use"s Was mostly 
informal field testing with few users doing any . lab tests. 

A major problem broughbup by b.oth users and producers was the 

users ability to write up speCifications. There Seem to be many exper_ 
iences of departments writing 

speCifications but since they didn't have 
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any real level of expertise they didn't get what they actually wanted 

and their communications system suffered. It seems that the state 

of the art in communications technology has surpassed the capabilities 

of many police departments such that they can no longer effectively de

sign their communications system. It's not always a problem of a lack 

of expertise, but rather a failure to involve the proper people in the 

department with the acquisition decision.. Thus they may have the 

expertise but fail to utilize it. Several users mentioned the impor

tance of involving as many people as they could in the acquisition pro

cess of those that are buying, using, or maintaining the equipment and 

they feel this has. contributed to the success of their decisions. In 

the area of specifications,several producers commented on the need for 

generic specifications. Users often write their specifications in terms 

of another company's product and this means that firms' must research 

that company's product and this is especially difficult for the smaller 
producer. 

The biggest and most cOrttroye1:'sial question is. that of standards. 

There seems to be no pattern to those who favor federal standards. and 

those who do not. Those who favor standa.rds/.c€.el that it would make it 
/ .. 

easier on the producer through less customikiilg to users orders, it 

would reduce product costs 'by increasing economies of s.cale, it would 

help competition by allowing more input from the smaller and foreign 

firms, and increase the decision effectiveness of the user. Those on 

the other side believe that standardization is impractical, it won't 

result in economies of scale, the.standardswon 't effectively r~present 
what the user~ need, Le., the standards will have insufficient user in-

: ','< •• ' 

put, the standards will lead to an inferior product, and th~introduc-

tion of industry-wide standards will restrict inn~yation. ,If standards' 

are adopted the feeling is that they should be wrik!~en so that they c<;ln 

be understood cmd utiliz.ed by ~ll the users."lf And beypndstandards, 

guidelines ~ustbe established to help users choose themQst appropriat€\i, 

transceiver" for a particular usel:'iJ:!. a particular situation (urban, 

rural,climate, etc.). Various. ~t;andards.seem t.O be used for testing 
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quite a bit. Standards mentioned were those of: the F.C.C. (Federal 

Communications Connnission) ,the E. LA. (Electronics Industries Asso

ciatibn), APCO (Associated Public Safety Connnunications Officers), 

and U.L. (Underwriter's Laboratory). 

The lack of a centra1 depository for information on what is avail

able and test "results was brought up by several users and producers. 

The need for such a central source of trustworthy information is espec

ially impa"rtant in this product area due to its technical complexity 

and the apparent lack of expertise shown by the use:ts. 

There seems to be quite a: bit of domination in this product area. 

Most: users look only at what the "big three" offer and feel the rest of 

the firms are inferior or fly by night operations. Marketing as we 

noted seems to play an important role in this' dominance among other 

things. The large sales forces and varied outlets were mentioned sev-

eral times"as considerations in the acquisition process. 

One last point in this section is the use of leasing or lease

purchase arrangements. A couple of users. have gone this route and it 

has proven quite successful. They are able to obtain a large number 

of portable transceivers quickly and thus have an effective communications 

system within a relatively short period of time. That this method is 

not used more often, especially in smaller users, is surprising. 

Policy Irhplications 

Provide training to users to increase their knowledge on technically 

complex pieces of.equipment. 

Set 'liP'1 regional equipment centers where law enforcement agencies 

can borrow equipment and mor.e important, expertise. 

Create prbdtict standards at user's level of understanding. 

Create a National Clearinghouse for information. 

Provide information on the availabili.ty of leasing an] lease

purchase·arrangements. 

Is'sue: Funding and Budgeting 

Approximately one..;fourth of the users interviewed received some 

J..:EAA funds for their pl,lrchase of portable transceivers. A few of the 

producers received LEAA. funds for portable transceiver R&D. The effect 
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of LEAA monies has a mixed react.ion. Some r>roducers feel it attracted 

firms into the industry which later failed and thus caused an inefficient 

use of resources. OtheF producers felt the funds were misguided and 

were not given to those with the proper expertise (the producers 

saying this did not get any funds from LEAA). The positive comments 

were that LEAA funds did lead to greater and faster development and 

more innovation. One last interesting set of comments on LEAA funding 

said that the LEAA gives money for product development but doesn't 

always accurately anticipate user needs. Indus.try on the other hand 

does product development to make a profit and thus for them to go 

ahead with a product the need must definitely be present. LEAA money 

tends to force development where it may not be appropriate. Rather 

than providing funds for general, unspecified development, LEAA should 

wait and let firms find the areas that need development and then enter 

in with their funds to speed and facilitate the. development. 

Policy Implications 

Remore selective and goal oriented (user's goals) in the 

alJocation of funds for R&D. 

Issue: Information Transfer 

Information transfer between users tends to be very informal 

and area oriented. This communication does not seem sufficient to 

prdvide.use·ful information on product ~xperiencesand test results. 

Connnunicationbetween producers and users isn't stro~g yet an 

example of sOl1).ee~fective communication is the developW:,ent of the 
I . . 

hands~freetransc~iverswhichwas a need communicated by users. Many 

producers felt that being known and having a large sales force and 

a large advert.is ing campaign. were vitally important for a laI:'ge. share 

of the mar~et. Producer's marketin!5 effort was d.iscussed in the 

acquisiti.on section. 

. ~ \'. 

Policy Implications 

Creq,te a National C1e.~ringhouse fo1;' information. 

Eromote the. flow of informa~ion fI:'om users to producers • 
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Equipment ItElm.Ana1ysis 

6. Vehicle Locatbrs 

Introduction 

Within the equipment typology used in this study, vehicle locators are 

an anomaly in that they are not discrete pieces of equipment, but rather 

were specially selected b,ecause they are systems, generally referred to as 

Automatic Vehicle Monitoring (AVM) systems. AVM has been subjected to much 

critical analysis and evaluation in the 10 years or so that it has existed 

. as a viable concept. Conferences, symposiums, feasibility studies, simula

tions, -- all these types of·activities have over the past few years been 

directed toward the concept of A~. The concept has attracted the atteIltion 

of several different government agencies, many professional associations, 

and many universities. 

Bas.ically, projected AVM benefits for L.E. are related to the increased 

effectiveness of managing the patrol function, in the form of reduced response 

time for emergencies. Much of the justification for AVM is related to this 

benefit. Reduced response time is projected to result in 1) more efficient 

use o~ present men and patrol cars and 2) reduced need for'additiona1 men 

and patrol carse Additional benefits have been projected for AVM systems 

by proposing that the system include other municipal emergency vehicles and 

perhapS certain commercial vehicles (trucks, cabs, etc.). 

In spite of the intensive scrutiny, AVM is still considered bnly a 

potentially powerful innovation for t.E. Very few police departments have 

made a commitment to acquiring AVM. 

,Product 

There are three general technological approaches being developed in 

the field of AVM; radio location techniques, pr~ximity techniques, and 

dead-reckoning methods.. Each approach has advantages ~nd disadvantages ,and 

some developers are attempting tp minimize the disadvantages'by combining 

approachese At this time, no techniqu,e seems to have emerged as superior 

for general applicatione The situation is reminiscent of the color TV 

industry before the emergence of ,thecurr.ent technology as dominant
o 

'Co~i:/effectiveness is the predominant reason given for non-adoption 

of AVM.' In fact~ cost alone '1S given as the reason for not even considering 
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the concept by some L.E. agencies. It seems apparent that adoption ofc the 

innovation will result from 1) reducing cost, and/or 2) increasing the L.E. 

agency's ability to understand and to argue for its effectiveness before 

funding agencies (state, city, etc .. ).. At least one medium sized police 

department has apparently succeeded in reducing cost by designing, develop

ing, installing, and implementing its own AVM system using local expertise, 

funds, and entrepreneurship. Its achievements have been officially recog

nized at a national L.E. association. 

LEAA is currently fuuding a pilot installation of a more costly AVM 

system in a large police department. This pilot test should result in an 

impact on the effectiveness factor in the cost/effectiveness impediment. 

1;f the results are as expected, effectiveness of AVM should be more easily 

understood and capable of being argued for. 

Analysis of Producers 

The number of producers represented in Table 65 does not permit conclu

sive comparative analysis regar~ing vehicle lo~ator systems, ,but some obser

vations may be made. 

It appears from the sample that the opportunity to market vehicle 

locators is attracting medium or large companies wi~h electronic expertise. 

Of the companies represented,~nly 1 has a well established reputation in 

L.E., indicating that this opportunity seems to be attracting new entries 

to the L.E. market. It must be quickly pointed out, however, that the 

market for vehicle locCltors is not well developed and is still being research

edby the producers. In fact, 1 of the companies in Table 65 has already 

discontinued its involvement in vehicle locators .. 

The producers shown in Table 65 should b(~ researched as individual 

case studies. However, such research would require extensive information 

regarding each company I s. strategies for ,analysis and penetration of.the 

market ... Such proprietary information has either not been available or cannot 

be disc\lssed without endangering confidentiality. , 

Policy Implications 

The unsettled state of the market for vehicle locators hasiimplications 

for intervention in this market.. First, the runount of technical research 
. ,,-'.'- . 

and exchange of :i.nformation~e~arding the techl1ica~ aspects ~ke' it cle.ar 

that .a sufficient amount of technical expertise has been attracted to the area .. 
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TABLE 65 

PRODUCERS OF VEHICLE LOCATORS 

.. Avail. Equip. Willing 
Main Main Reputation Opporto L.E. Market L.E. Market 'Not Used or to Do Plans for -

Size. Technology'" Market in L.E. ID Process Attractive? . Competitive? Inadeauate L.E. RID This Product 
-

'/'\\ 

Large I-fany-varied Non L.E. New L.E.-Producer Unde.cided Yes Inadequate Minimal Develop & 
Market -

Well Least at-
Large El~ctronics 

i' Non r.~E. Es'tab- Market tractive of Yes Not Used Yes Develop & , 
lished Researched current Market 

markets 
( 

Large ElectJ;"onics NonL.E. New Pr.esumed need No ,No response Not used No Disconti:nued I 
I 

(\ .-
J . 
I' -,-
\ 

Medium Electronics NonL.E. New Market Undecided No !ijot used. Undecided Market 
Researched (probably) Analysis 

,. 
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This would indicate that intervention in the form,of·technical research is 

neither necessary nor desirable. Any technical research supported by 

NILECJ intervention will very 'likely be perceived by producers as competitive 

rather than stimulative. 

':che' needs of the market are in the area of "sorting out" the available 

technicological approaches relative to the needs and capabilities of potential 

users. Intervention at this point should be in the area of support for 

conferences, publications, and pilot studies to explicate the cost/effectiveness 

of the various approaches taken by various producers to vehicle locator 

systems. A pilot program such as is being conducted at St. Louis will help 

identify the appropriateness of that technological approach to that user 

si tuation. Various conferences have already been held, further helping in 

this respect. A comprehensive publication detailing the approaches, uses, 

advantages, disadvantages, and costs would further help stabilize the po.ten

tial market for producers. 

AnalYsis of Users 

Sixteen user agencies indicated that they had reacted in some way to 

vehicle locator technology. The responses from these 16 were tabulated for the 

categories shown in Table 66. 

No conclusions can be drawn from analyzing the categories of "user typo

logy", "amount spent 'last year on innovative equipment", "general budge,t 

conditions", and "use of external funds",because of the lack of variance in 

these categories. 

'Analysis of the other 3 categories in Table 66 does, however, allow for 

conclusionsi, Table 67 comparing "reported importance of innovative equipment" 

to "reaction to vehicle locators", allows a few conclusions. 

The ambivalent or ambiguous reaction ("still considering") seems not to 

be strongly related to any specific attitude toward the importance of inno

vative equipment. 

Of those agencies reporting rejection of the innovation of vehicle 
... 

locators, 4 of 'the 6 indicated thay viewed. innovative equipment as being 

important in selected areas of L.E. (All 6 rejections were. reported as 

being for cost/effectiveness reasons.) This could be an indication that 

these user agencies are quite discrimin.l:iting in identifying their equipment' 

needs. More likely, though, the explanation is re.latedto the general concept 

that vehicle locator systems are very expensive and require considerable effor.t 
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User TYPology 

, ilf:l - 1 

TABLE 66 

TABULATION OF RESPONSES FOR VEHICLE LOCATORS 

Amount Spent Last Year 
On Innov. Equipment 

$0 - 7 

General Budget 
Conditions 

Use of 
External Funds 

117-8 - 7 $1/50,000 3 
No variance' Actively Pursue. - 14 

119 - 8 $50,000/900,000 - 2 
(all were tight, Willing, Unable 

lean, or austere) Unwilling 
$1 

No 

Internal Capability 
for Evaluation 
(Equip. RID) 

Separate functions_ 6 

Staff expertise - 5 
(Dept. or Div. Heads 
etc.) , 

'None (or little) - 5 

,-'-"'li"' j?",. 

million + - 2 
Response - 2 

Reported Importance 
of Innovative Equip
ment to L.E. 

Very 
- 3 

Selectively Important - 7 
Not Very 

NR/Uncertain 
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- 4 

Reaction to 
Vehicle Locator 

Rejected - 6 
Still Considering - 7 

Adopted - '2 

1 

1 



and analysis to justify. This conclusion is born olit by analysis of Table()8 

below. 

Nothing conclusive can be said about thoseagertcieshaving ad,opted vehicle 

locators since there were only 2 such instances. 

)' 

It 
II, 

TABLE 67 

REACTION TO VEHICLE LOCATORS 

Reported. Importance 
of Innovative E ui ment 

Generally important 

Selectively important 

Not very '-

NR/Uncertain 

Totals 

Re'ected 

4 

1 

1 

-6 

Still 
Considerin 

2. 

2 

1 

3 

8 

TABLE 68 

REACTION TO VEHICLE LOCATORS 

Internal Capability 
for Evaluation 

Separate function 

S'taff expertise (Dept. 
ods. , Divis ion comman
ders, etc.) 

None (or very little) 

Re"ected 

2 

5 
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Table 68 compares "reaction, to vehicle locators" to "internal capability 

for evaluation'i .' Of the 3 categories of capability shown, it is implied that 

the establishment of a separate function for equipment analysis is clearly 

a more effective capability than is relying on the individual expertise of 

staff members, or than none at all. However, there were reported cases of 

separate "research and planning" functions (or some similar title) being 

established where it was also reported that, in fact, equipment analysis 

was not within the scope of that function. Such cases were tabulated as 

having none or little internal capability. 

Table 68 shows that in 5 of the 7 cases, the agencies reported Ii ttle 

or no internal capability for evaluation. If this conclusion can be substan

tiated by more intensive investigation, the implications are clear for policies 

directed toward improving the internal capability of L.E. agencies for evalua~ 

Also of interest is the high (relatively) number of agencies using 
. -

staff expertise for evaluation that. are "still considering" vehicle locators. 

Does this indicate that such agencies are cautious in evaluation -- or just 

unprepared for evaluation and, therefore, ambivalent. 

Perhaps it is stretching the data in Table 68 too far, but it is inter

esting to note that as agencies become more capable of evaluation (separate 

function), they also become more discriminating in their reaction (2 incidents 

in each category). 

Issue Analysis 
.,~1 

No issue analysis was attempted on the basis of only 2 reported incidents 

of use of vehicle locator systems. 

Policy' Implications 

From the users' viewpoint, what is needed in the area of vehicle locators 

is not more technol~gical research, but rather more Clarification of the 'two 

elemertt.s in the cost/effectivenessrl:ttio, relative to the differenttechnolo

gical'approaches available. 
. . . 

User agencies must' be better able to evaluate their own needs 'and poten-

tial for vehicle loca.tors.. Such evaluation may require more sophisticated 

appra::i.salthan is possible without in-house comp.etence. for either technical 
" 

or performance evaluation. The evaluation could take place outside the 

user agency and be supplied to it. It then becomes problematical as to 

whether the user agency would be receptiyeto such evaluation but, on the 
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assumption that ~ receptivity would exist, such external evaluation 

should be pursued, preferably by a technically competent organization 

enjoying credibility in L.E. (for example, the Associated Public Service 

Communication Officers). 

Improvement of in-house capability for self-evaluation should also be 

pursued along the lines of improving effectiveness of Planning and Research 

Units and local-regional conferences and seminars. 
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Equipment Item Analysis 

Voice Identification 

Introduction 
~s one of the more technologically sophisticated and Voice loD ..... 

controversial types of innovative equipment to have been developed for law 

enforcement use in recent years. The principle behind the concept of -

veice identification is very similar to that of fingerprinting. Every person 

has a unique voice which is distinguishable from all other persons and which 

can supposedly be identifiable regardless of attempts at personal disguise such 

as whispering, muffling, holding one's nose, or even ventri10quisms and impress-
fll' 'til ion mimicing. These identifications are achieved through the use 0 vOl.ceprl.n s , 

graphic displays of the voice produced by a machine called a spectrograph., This 

spectrograph (which consists of a magnetic recording device, a variable electronic 

filter, a paper carrying drum, and an electric stylus that produces the voice 

print on the paper provided on the rotating drum) records the amplitude, 

b d d tl.'me duration Of words recorded on tape. A compar.ison of frequency an s, an 
voice prints permits a skilled analyst to determine whe~her a particular indi-

d 'tl.'on when the actual identity of the vidual actually uttered some tape communl.ca· . 

speaker is unknown. 
The concept of voice spectrography was developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories 

in the 1940's previously for the purposes of speech therapy. The specific 
. h t th area' of speaker recognition using voiceprints application of this researc 0 e . 

1 f t encl.'es l.'n 1960 following was requested by representatives of a aw en orcemen ag 

1 h d bomb threats. One of the original scientists spent a sudden rash of te ep one 
I " t t to note while Bei'l Labs several years creating such a system. t l.S l.mpor an . 

was willing to support and fund the developmental research, they had no intention 
While the , for law enforcement once it was developed. of producing the equ~pment 

. d' h a ~~nl.'mal l.'nput ·from law enforcement, the innovation technology wasiicreate w~t .... 
could have conceivably died at birth for lack of an interested producer. 

Product Market 
The developing scientist, with the approval of Bell Labs., left his research 

PQsition to establish his own production company to service law enforcement in 

1966. Despite having a market for the product, this first effort ended in bank

ruptcy in 1973. At present three companies are manufacturing spectrography. 
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The typical equipment cest approximately $7,000 without options. One of 

the larger cempanies views law enforcement as a very unat~ractive market, 

concentrating most sales efferts on medicine and speech therapy. Most R&D 

refinements are a1se directed at these non-law enforcement markets. The second 

. large manufacturer, while more positive about the L.E. market, alse views an 

enterprise dealing solely with this .one market as impossible. At present 65% 

of all their sales are to non~L.E. users. Manufacture:t"s .of veice I,.D .. spectro

graphs, en a whe1e, have net had an easy time. If the product was IlOt also 

applicable for other use in oth~~_ fields, production of the voice I.D. mi:gqt. 

never have succeeded under the free enterprise system. 

Product Use 

With few exceptions acquisition of spectrographs has appeal to limited 

types of law enforcement agencies: primarily made up of large urban police 

departments, some state police, and by some large government agencies. Large 

size appears to bea necessary condition both in terms of felt need and ability 

to afford the necessary equipment and personnel. Only six law enforcement 

agencies interviewed as part of this project actually owned voice I.D. equipment. 

Unlike most other types of equipment, a distinctive feature with voice I.D. is 

that many law enforcement agencies will avail themselves of existing equipment 

when needed, even though they may not own or desire to own such equipment them

relves. This sharing is reinforced by the willingness of .current users to act as 

consultants and technical assistants" This willingness to cooperate exists largely 

out of a defensive desire on the part of current experts to assist others in order 

to prevent the Widespread use of inexperienced analysts and operators which might 

hurt the growing legitimacy of voice LD. both as an investigative device and as 

admissable of court room evidence. In our sample of users we find 5 law 

enforcement agencies who have no voice I.D. equipment but they indicated that 

they have sought voice loD. assistance in the past. Those agencies which own 

equipment indicate numereus instances in which they have been called upon to 

help in investigations.or to interpret and to previde expert court room testimony. 

Law Enforcement Response to Voice I.D. (Number of Users 47) 

Purchased Spectrographs 11% 
Considered But Haven't Purchased 17% 
Have Not Considered 72% 
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I~t;ue: Acqul~ltil>l1. 

Hany users find the cost prohi.bitive. A basic spectrograph costs il1 

excess of $7,0000 In addition, a skilled operator is needed so that a user 

must also be able to afford the costs of training and retaining capable 

personnel. A second reason why users have decided not to invest in a spectrograph 

is the belief that the frEi~hency of need artd seriousness of crime generally 

requiring voice I.D. does not justify the expense. In addition to insufficient 

funds and insufficient need, two other areas 'were examined as possible reasons for 

not acquiring the equipment. 
The actual acquisition of· the equipment has not been a problem,. There are 

I bl f l ' 't d number of producers and the experts comparable products avai a e rom a 1m1 e -
in Michigan readily provide information, consulting, and guidelines to assist 

in the selection and acquisition process. 
In contrast, most purchasers have found that the period between decision 

d "t' ca'n 'be quite lengthyo In some cases it takes four to purchas,e art acqU:i.S1~On 

years to get administrative approval, acquire federal money to finance the 

venture, and to choose, order and have the equipment delivered. 

Policy Options 
1) Set up regional centers where voice I.D. equipment and experts can 

be borrowed. 

2) Provide training'in equipment use. 

3) llromote sharing and j oint purchase. 

Issue: Cooperation 
VoiceI.D. ,as previously mentioned, is, quite distinctive ,in the sense that, 

law enforcement agencies who operate spectrographs have been very willing to 

provide assistance to other agencies who find they need the use of voice 

identification equipment llnd specialists in conjuJ:lction with sp~<;ific cases. 

There is little incentive for smaller users, to invest in the purchase of 

e.quipment and the lengthy training pet'iodwhen services are readily availa~le .. 

elsewhere at the present time o This sharing is apparently quite healthyan~ 

an effective way of wasting funds through unnecessary duplication of fac1.1;L't1es 

within a regional area. 

Policy Option 

1.) Disseminate information on these examples of c,ooperation. 
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Issue: Legal Constraints 

Several users have been cautious about the use of voice identification 

because of legal problems that exist regarding both the collection of voice 

prints (when the persons involved are unaware of the taping process) and the 

acceptance of voiceprint analysis as admissable evidence in courts of law. 

While the use of voice I.D. is generally found to be acceptable, 

there have been instances in some states where judges have refused to accept 

the testimony of voice print experts and'also when appeals have found the 

use of such testimony to be inappropriate.' 

Issue: Funding and Budgeting 

While federal funding was neither needed nor used for the development of 

voice I.D., most :current users contacted indicated that federal funds were 

necessary in order to make purchases possible. The seven thousand dollar 

equipment cost plus training costs made ent.ry into the field of voice identifi-
1\ 

cation prohibitive without federal supporto 

In addition, federal ,funding served several other functions pertaining to 

voice I.D. With the assistance of several support institutions, the Michigan 

State Police was able to do extensive researCh on voice identification using 

Dept. of Justice funds. This research had the effect of more strongly establishing 

the concept of voice I.D. in law enforcement, validating the method developed by 

Kersta in Bell Labs., generating standards for use in training, performanpe 

and evaluation,and in other ways helping to establish, structures and sub stan

tiate the use of voiceprints and the spectrograph in law enfol'cement. 

Policy Options 

1) Provide funds for regional (shared) acquisition of voice LD. equipment. 

2) Provide funds to develop better training program model. 

TABLE 69 Reasons for not Purchasing Voice I. D, Equipment 

'~'---'-------~~~'-'------~---+----------------~-----~~--------------------~----------------4" Reasons 

Number who 
considered but 
didn't p~rchase 

9 

Insufficient 
Need 

33% 

External 
Insufficient Availability 
Money of Equipment 

22% 55% 
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Issue: Information Transfer 

Given the limited demand for the product, the mar1ketingand diffusion 

process is limited. Typically most pUblicity and information comes through 

the users. Michigan State Police is the gatekeeper. Most users rely on the 

advise of the M.S.P. regarding what to buy, who to buy it from, how to prepare 

operators~ etc o Otherwise the information comes to a user from a mediatory 

user who already has benefited from Michigan State ~dvice. Generally negotiations 

with purchasers are initiated and handled using M.S.g. guidelines. In an attempt 

to legitimate voice identification as a legitimate law enforcement device, 

representatives of The: Department of Michigan S.tate Police and Michigan State 

University do much more to publicize arid sell the product than do the 

manufacturers. 

Policy Options 
1) Help support the information dissemination efforts of MSP and others. 

2) Encourage colleges with criminal justice curriculum to provide exposure 

to voice I.D. 

Issue: Training and Utilization 

The mere acquisition of a spectrograph is insufficient for effective use 

of voice identificationo The consensus is that the main factpr is the man who 

uses the system. The 1972 report on Voice Identification Research stresses that, 

"The application of voice identification techniques presupposes the use of 

examiners who are educat.~d, well trained and experi.enced" (p. 16). 

The training includes a B.S. or extensive college level background in speech' 

science (phonetic, acoustics, speech, audiology, physical science), training in 

the preparation of tape recordings and voiceprints, a training program in voice 

spectrograph identif:i,cation requiring completion of high' standards of accuracy, 

anCl a two year apprenticeship. 

At present there is an attempt to create a university based training program 
.) 

to replace a two week program provided by the producers. 

. Romig and Hennesay have arIDled that I'An identification technique is only as 

good as the individuals who. perform the idel1.tification task.IITo meet the need, 

they advocate stringent qualifying requirements and an effective training program. 
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An International Association For Voice Identification has been founded to 

develop voiceI.D. experts. The association insists that the previou~ly mentioned 

training standards are met in order to protect the reput.ation of ' I vo~ce .D. 
experts in courto There ~s cons'd r bl h ... ~ e a e concern t at use of the spectrograph 

without extensive training would,seriously affect the skill of the operator and 

damage the extent to which voiceI.D. is respected and accepted by law enforce .. 

ment and particularly in courts of law. Law enforcement agencies have to face 

the fact that they can not be. ~mmed,_' ately d ... prepare to operate a voice I.D. 

system - that. technology and needs exceed current skills and capabilities. 

Polic~ Options 

1) Provide grants to help development of training programs. 

2) Set up regional centers where the few experts can be concentrated. 

Issue: Maintenance and Performance 

Spectrographs have not been without problems. More than half of the agencies 

which operate voice identification programs report repeated maintenance problems. 

A recurring complaint is that the machines are poorly put together and require 

constant attention by technicians to keep them operating. Thus, once a spectro

graph has been bought, agencies are faced with both personnel problems (training 

of experts) and technical problems (keeping the machine functioning properly). 

Policy Options 

1) Support research to improve product maintainability. 

2) Encourage higher standards to eliminate poor quality control. 

Summary: Distinctive Features of I.D. Equipment 

In summary, the following features tend to make the R&D process regarding 

this innovation different from .those typically experienced in law enforcement. 

1) Considerable sharing of. eXisting facilities (quite willingly) 0 

2) Extensive need for training if equipment is to be utilized properly. 

3) Strong dominance and influence over law enforcement users~ontemplating 

adoption by a limited number of experts (at The Michigan State Police and 

Michigan State University). 
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4) Major publicity and exposure ,provided by persons iu law enforcement 

concerned with legitimacy rather than by producers themse1vese 

5) Gonsiderab1e. influence of legal constraints on willingness of law 

enforcement agencies to get involved with the innovative techniquee 

Sutnmary of Most Appropria,~ePolicy Options 

1) Improved training programs for preparation of voice LD. specialists. 

2) An equipment center approach to make voice I.D. more readily accessible to 

~mall users in law enforcement 'who may periodically have a need for such 

a technique but cannot afford their own equipment. 

3) Increased federal funding. 
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Equipment Item Analysis 

8. Weapons Dete.ction 

Introduction 

The weapons detection devices considered here are primarily of three types: 

walk thr~ugh d~tectors, hand-held detectors for metal on the body, and buried 

metal evidence detectors. Users were interviewed however which utilized 

acoustic sensor devices and X-ray equipment though this analysis will deal 

primarily with the three types of detection devices mentioned previously" 

Basically these devices are designed to detect the p:r.esence of metal in 

,----........ 1' 

excess of acertCl,in amount. In the case of the buried metal evidence detectors 

J;hese ,are designed to detect metal under dirt,snow, cement, and even water. 

Metal detectors in general are of two types: active and p'assive. An active 

, detector generates an electromagnetic field which will respond to any type of 

metal, while a passive detector does not generate such a field and can detect 

only ferrous meta1s o 

Thewa1k-thru detectors are used primarily at airports, entrances to 

courtrooms, lock-ups, and prisons o The hand-held detector is used in place 

of the walk-thru detector in many of the situations above as well as being used 

by male officers to search for weapons on women and is used in some cases while 

on patrol to search suspects o 

The buried 'metal evidence detector is fairly self-explanatory; it is used 

in many cases to look for spent cartridges and weapons whi.ch may be obscured 

or buried o The acous'tic, sensor dE(;yi:ce and X-ray equipment are used primarily 

for bomb detection. 

For the users analysedcqncerning weapon detectors, ,there were 1lusers. 

. curr~::J-t1y using detectors, 3 which were still considering acquisition, 2 which 
, " . .'. . ~ 

considered detectors I>ut:decid'ed against purchase" 8 users which have never 
"; ," 

cons.i,c1,ered pbtci.ining weapons detectors,and one .which did utilize detectors but 

has discontinued use • 
. . . " \] .' 

TheprO~L1cers included in this analysis q.r~ those which manUftacture;; 

,eitherof';~the three. types of weapons detectors listed at the begimling of this 
1. . 

section.' These l>roduce~s number 12 the number of,weapons detector:,produc~rs 
, -;-:;?) 

known j,s .17 • 
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History 

The origin of the walk-thru detector for use in law enforcement is due 

primarily to the outbreak of airplane hijackings and the efforts made to 

control these occurences of violence o The logical extension of its use 

for detection of weapons on those e~tering courts, prisons and other public 

buildings was not long in coming. The need for buried metal evidence 

detectors originated with public utilities and the military. Thedetector's 

function there was to locate pipes and mines respectively. It se~ms in 

many cases the application of this device in the law enforcement effort 

occured by chance. A person in a position to utilize this detector would 

happen to know of a man in his department who used one for treasure hunting 

or he knew of a public utility company which might lend him the detector. 

Hand-held detectors became important when shakedowns or friskings were un

desirable. The case of a man frisking a woman was mentioned earlier. Another 

important case is the shakedowns of prisoners in correctional institutions. 

There is a manpower problem, an effectiveness problem, e<~ well as a problem 

of conflict between the guard. and inmate, all of which are largely alleviated 

by substituting thehan.d-held detectors for the function of frisking the 

prisoners. 

Analysis of Producers 

The first column of fable no. 70~shows only three companies which could be 

classified outside of the tiny or small category. Column three of table 70 

shows only one firm primarily in the law enforcement market, for which we 

have data on sales. volume, and this sales volume is extremely small. Thus 

it seems from the. data obtaiD~li in the first three colunmsof table no. 
"-, .. ) 

producer's of weapons detectors are small or tiny companies, end few give much 

emphasis to their production of weapons detection equipment. 

There seems to be no pattern of how the producers perceive the law enfor'ce

ment market .. The responses are split between an attractive or unattractive 

market. Both firms with'small and large sales in law enfo~c~ment find the 

market attractivev.TIile the .same is true for the unattractive.'response. 

Concer'ningthe competitive nature of the law enforcement market. there is 

only one ,firm, from which we have data t .... t . th k , •.. a perce~ves . ~;.mar et as non-

competitive. This seems to agree with the preceding data which shows that 

this company is primarily in the law enforcement market and its main product 
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Company Size 

Medium 

Small 

SmalL 
.. ""." 
',' 

Tiny 

Small 

Tiny 

Medium 

Tiny 

Tiny 
,: 

MediUIIl 

Tiny 

Tiny 
I 

--~-----

Main .' 
Product 

Electronic 
Kits 

Recording 
Equipment 

Detection 
Equipment 

Pipe and Leak 
Detectors 

Seat Belts 

Magnetic Testin~ 
Equipment 

Micro-Wave 
Tubes 

Door and Gate 
Operators 

, 

Magnotometers 

Electronic 
Protection 
Systems 

Non~Lethal 

Weapons 

Electronic 
Devices 

TABLE 70 WEAPONS DETECTION PRODUCERS 
/ 

Amount of ,L.E. Market L.E. Market Future Plans wit' 
Law Enforcement is/is not is/is not Producer is/is not regards to 
Sales attractive competitive willing to do R&D weapons detectj,o' 

Extremely 8m;:11 Unattractive N.D. Um-li1ling No nlajor changes 
.'~~ ___ :::r:~ 

Sma,ll Unattractive N'.D. Unwilling No . major changes 

Primarily Non-
in L.E. Unattractive competitive Unwilling No major changes 

Approximately 
10% Unattractive N.D. UnWilling No major changes 

Approximately 
10% Attractive Competitive Willing No major changes 

. 

Small Attractive Competitive Unwilling No major changes 

. 

Small Attractive N.D. Unwilling N.D. 

'. ,-

Very small Unattractive N.D. Unwilling No major changes 
" 

N.D. Attractive Competitive N.D. N.D. 
-,>: -

.' 

Very small Unattract;i..ve Competitive N.D. N.D. 

Primarily 
in L~E. Attractive Competitiv<a Willing ,N.D. , 

Primarily . 
' ",' in L.E. Attractive Competitive I Willing No majbr changes ,., " 
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is detection equipment •. This may be significant s;i.nce this is the only 

producer which exhibits that combination and is the only one which feels 

the market is not competitive. 

For the most part producers are not willing to do R&D and this is shown 

not only in the sixth column but a1s·0 in the last c()lumn where, "no major 

changes", is the only response given in reference to the future plans with 

regard to weapons detectors o 

Analysis of Users 
The data in table no.71 shows a high proportion of large police depar1;::-

ments. Also shown in this table of users of weapons detectors are three 

prisons a.nd three state police departments. The greater number of prisons 

in this product area is to be expected. due to the almndant opportunitie&, 

presented for this product by these agencies. On the whole the data shows 

that large tisers predominate in the utilization of weapons detection devices 

and small users of this product are qldte rare. S()me possible reasons for 

this are the greater amount of funds ava.ilable to large departments, the 

greater flow of information on innocation equipment, and the more sophisticated 

-R&D programs which usually characterize the large law enforcement agencies 

and are rarely ,found in the small agencies. 

Product Use 

This .analysis of product use must take into consideration the different 

types of~detectors. which were mentioned iil the introduction o The. walk-thru 

detectors are used in all three prisons. in this a,nalysisto check incolIling 

and outgoing guests as well as the inmates when moving from the yard 

cell, €!tc. A few of the police departments havewalk-thru detectors 

to the 

also 
~. ; ~ ; 

these lare used mainly in the lock-ups to check prisone'rs for weapons when 

used . moving in. or out of the cell area. The hand-held frisking device is 

all three prisons as wel1.TQe~e detectors are used by guards to frisk 

and 

in 

inmates in an a,reawhich is not serviced by the walk··thru detector and to check 

incoming and outgbing material!;;. Th~se same detectors are used hi most o~ the. 

police departments listed. Their function there' includes use for frisking the 

opposite sex,.and use on patrol by officers to search a suspect before taking 

him in the back seat ,of the police car. The buried metal evide'nce detectors 

II~258 
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TABLE 71 WEAPONS DETECTION USERS 

Amount Spent 
Type of .. last year on General C1assifica-
L.-E. iF Sworn Budge.t innovative Budgeting tion User 
Agency Region Offi~ers (in millions) equipment Condition l'ypology* 

. 
P .D. Midwest 381 6 N.D. Stable 1 

P.D •. WEst 175 N.D. very little Stable 8 

Prison Hidwest 224 8 none Austerity 12 

P.D. Hidwest 
, 

5,500 160 10,000,000 Stable 9 
.. 

P.D. East 402 5.4 very little Austerity 7 

S.P. East 900 17.3 500,000 Austerity 1 

P.D. Midwest 11+2 2.84 30,000 Stable 8 
,-.:r 

Prison l-lest 550 N.D. ,s,-oOO Stable 12 

P.D. ; West 1,958 N.D. :e-:'W.D. Austel.."ity 9 

S.P~ East 850 18 N.D. Austerity 1 
~ 

Prison West 400 N.D. 2,000 Austerity 12 
. 

S.P. Hidwest 1,000 25 none Austerity 1 

P.D. Nidwest {f20 8.2 160,,000 Austerity 7 
. , 

P.D. Hidwest 'l~300 23 none Stable 9 

~.( see table 1 for user typology 
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are used primarily by the detective'divisions within the police departments~ 

They are used not only to locate discarded weapons but also to search for spent 

cartridges. This last function seems to be especially valuabie to users~ 

One police department utilizes an acoustic sensor device used in bomb detection 

and two other police departments interviewed use X-ray devices which are used' 

to check packages, letters, etc. 

The problem encountered in usage is basically one of personnel training. 

The products aren't overly complex but levels must be set and meters read 

and some training is needed and this is usually more than tbe user gets. 

The producers are little help in this area and the users are often left with 

olloly an instruction manual which often times is not sufficient. The problem 

with training becomes more acute as the complexity of the product increases. 

More problems are-encountered with the buried metal evidence detectors, X"':ray 

devices, and acoustic sensor devices and thus the use of these products is 

often severely limi1:ed due to the very few officers who can effectively utilize 

the detector. .Another problem which was indicated by some of the large police 

departments was the inability of small users to use the weapons detection 

equipment. The large users are approached by the smaller police depart~nts 
for the purpose of borrowing the needed equipment. The lending of the 

equipment is usually possible but the lending of the expertise often is not 

and thus the stIulll departments frequently are .trnable to utilize the e~uipment 

which th~y need. 

One set of detailed requirements for. walk-through detectors .. was found. (1) 

In general it is found that detection of metal objects and false alarm rates 

are inversely related, i. e ~.' one cane be improved, but only at the expense of 

the' other. Work is being done on discrimination logic which would iI.l.Volve 

some detection of shapes; etc., so that detection sensitivity can be improved 

while holding the false alarm rate down. Another innovation said to be needed 

in this area is a detectipn device which would be able to scan and handle 

detection for large crowd$. It seems that <users feel quite a bit of innovation 

is needed in this area but this contrasts significantly with the proposed ac~ 

'tions of the producers as indicated in Table 710 

(1) Law Enforcement Standards..,f?ogram "Walk-Through Metal Detectors for Use 

for Weapons Detection", N~fional Bureau of Stap.dards·; September, 1973 
,i,' '\ 
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Policy Implications 

Stimulate R&D of weapons detection devices by providing funds to selected 

producers which would work in conjunction with some of the users who would 

help .comnnmicate their needs in this area. 

Set uP. Regions.1 Equip!llent Centers where large and sftlall users alike could 

borrow equipment as well as the needed expertise in the area of concern. 

Provide training on equipment selection and u~ilization. 

Create product standards at the user level of understanding and provide 

the necessary information dissemination to make these effective (i.e., make 

them known to all users). 

Prorluct.Market 

The case in~eneral here .is that law enforcement is a small portion of 

the companies' overall business 'and .weapons· .detectors are even a smaller portion 

of that segmento Within this section concerned with weapons detection the main 

markets include airlines, indust:ry, and law enforcement. The airline market 

doesn't seem too promising from now on since it is fairly well saturated o 

Applications in industry to stop employees from stealing, etc. are not that 

numerous, thoughthe buried evidence detector does find the majority of 
, 

its market in public utilities, locating pipes. Within lawenf01:cement, 
" producE;1;s ~.ee co~t:rts and prisons as superior markets for the;lJ;' products 

as opposed to police departments. 

It seeiiisthatmost companies could survive without producing weapons 

detection equipment and they receive no great gains for continuing productiono 

This may in part explain the overall lack of R&D activity in the industry~ 

Changes in State of· the Art 

The most basic change which has taken place in the field of weapons detection 

was mentioned earlier ill tneintroduction, i.eo, the change from passive to 

active detectors. .This change enabled detection of non-ferrous as well as ferrous 

metals and in the case that only ferrous metals were to be detected the active 

dEltectors c.ould'easily be altered for chis. Another innovation was the hand

held frisking device itself. This serves basically the same purpose as the 

walk-thru detectors but with the added dimension of m()bility~ Work is continuing 

. on clEltectorswhich distinquish shapes such as barrels of a gun (mentioned 'earlier 

n .... Z61 
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in the product U$e section as discrimination logic). This should be a 

significant improvement in the effectiveness of weapons detectors •. /'l'he 

literature points out many possibilities for research in weapons detection 

equipment and significant changes in its state of the art. Uriforfunately 

this research is not taking place and the best that cali be said is that the 

state of the art in this area is changing slowly. 

Policy Implications 

Stimulate R&D in weapons detectors by providing support in the form of 

funds for laboratory work and publications and also by communicating 

opportunities and \1ser needs to the R&D activity. 

Issue: ~cguisition 

The acquisition process for most users was quite informal. Quite a few 
. ~ , 

users borrowed detectors before they decided to actually purchase one. Users 

borrowed from individuals in their own departments, public utilities, and 

other users. Three users acquired weapons detectors due to emergencies, 

either a barrage of threats or an actual death which could have been prevented. 

Testing and other evaluation of' the product before purchase .seemed to be lacking. 

Users said that price was the biggest factor in choosing a specific model and 

they often did not give sufficient consideration to thefeat;ures of the 

different models. These observations are supported by the producers.' They 

feel the users are too cost conscious and this sometimes leads to obtaining 

an inferior'product or one which does not do the job which was desired. 

Producers have had feedback that indicates users do not understand all of 

the features of the product and misinterpret its function thus leading to dis

satisfaction. The problem is not that testing procedures and product re

quirem~nts don't exist(l) but that users are unaware of their existence and 

availability. 

PolicY Implications 

Creation ofa National Clear¥hghouse for information. 

p'rovide assistance to law enforcement agencies to add personnel knowledge-

. able on equipment. 

(1) Law Enforcement Standards Progpam "Walk:-Througl,l Metal Detectors for Use 

for Weapons .'Detection", National Bureau of, Standards; September ,1973 

" 

Issue: Funding and Budgeting 

Getting funds is the biggest drawback cited by users in obtaining weapons 

detection equipment. Only two users indicated funding from outside sources 

was used in the purchase of weapons detection devices, one with state and 

one with federal monies. No producer interviewed received outside help in 

.their R&D effort and more than one producer indicated that they feel they 

could conduct a very important and rewarding program of R&D in weapons 

detection if the money were available. 

."': 

Policy Implications 
" 

Provide funds for R&D to the producers of weapons detection equipment. 

Provide funds or loans for the purchase of weapons detectors by user 

agencies. 

Promote c'ooperati ve arrangements' fOr equipment acquisition between law 

enforcement agencies. 

Issue: Information Transfer 

Generally information transfer in this area of weapons de.tection is 

quite poor. A few users expressed their distrllst .for the manufacturers 

and thus do not look for'this information. Most users try to get the 

bulk of their information from other u~ers but very often find this fairly 

difficult. The creation of a central depository for product information 

was mentioned by users as a possible solution. to their problem. The consequences 

of this lack of effective information transfer were mentioned earlier in the 

acquisition section. 

Policy IID£lications 

Create a National Clearinghouse for information in order to improve 

the information transfer between user agencies • 
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II. THE RESEARCH PROGRAM 

1.1 The Exploratory Pilot St~~ 

, The study was initiated in November, 1973 in response to an initial 

request for proposals from NILECJ for an evaluation of E.S.I.P. It was 

our conviction at the time that neither the data base nor the clarity of 

perspective or goals for E.S.I.P. were sufficiently well established for a 

meaningful evaluation to be made. What was first required was a mere 

fundamental examination of the whole R&D system for law enforcement 

equipment from producers to users. The results of such systematic study 

could then provide the basis for a grounded process of evaluation and 

formulation of policy options. This concept was accepted by NILECJ and 

we undertook the, study to achieve this objective. 

Our tllinking was based on the expertise we had developed over many 

years in numerous studies in the general area of R&D systems and R&D 

management. Our initial task was to become familiar with the world of 

law enforcement equipment -- products, sources, users, media and functions. 

Using our general knowledge of the nature of R&D, innovation and markets 

and in consultation with a number of people experienced in law enforcement 

we formulated, during the winter of 1973/74, preliminary lists of data 

sources, 1ikel,y to be productive and of areas for questioning. Extensive 

questionnaires were designed, a field research team set up that extended 

across the country, data sites were selected and the exploratory pilot 

field phase of our research was carried out in the Spring of 1974. 

During this first phase of study, we succeeded in familiarizing our

selves with the law enforcement environment and obtained a general per

spective on the key issues' that were to, be investigated in depth in the 
.r • 

main empirical phase. 

The issue to which we addressed the initial phase of research was the 

success of the present R&D-manufactl1ring-marketing system in terms of 

meeting product needs. Our approach was to develop, based on our prior 

expedience with R&D systems, a list of key steps in the R6:D process and 

then, upon encountering a potential gap in the .process, to trace that along 

the .various steps of the system in order to determine the source of the 

problem. By acquiring an understanding of the mechanics of the system, we 

weteab1e to identify those elements which served as problem areas. 
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As a first step in the achievement of this purpose, we established a 

library of several hundred items consisting of documents, catalogues, 

brochures and articles related to law enforc.ement equipment. Among these 

are various reports of LEAA, NILECJ, Mitre, Aerospace, NBS and ESIP;. pub

lications issued by other government agencies, police departments and 

research institutions; a file of product catalogues and brochures, and an 

on-going collection of relevant articles. We subsed.bed to Law and Order 

and Police Chief and received regular reports from NBS. In addition" we 

have access to a large number of periodicals, e.g., FBI Bulletin and As

sociation of Public Safety Communications Officers, in the Northwestern 

University Transportation Center"Library. These materials were searched 

for all information relating to our study. 
We also consulted with some twenty persons knowledgeable about equip-

ment, in LEAA, NBS-LESL, the Aerospace and Mitre Corporations, and with 

experts and R&D specialists in law enforcement agencies and manufacturing 

companies; and attended conferences and lectures both outside the university 

and at the Traffic Institute here at Northwestern. 

For our survey research, we constructed general questionnaires for 

users, producers, and distributors of law ~nforcement equipment that were 

designed to investigate the R&D process from the state:-of-the-artto use 

in the field., Interviews were administered in 36· selected law enforcement 

agencies (including metropolitan police departments, state-patrols, county 

police departments, U.S. border patrol and several small town police 

departments), twelve manufacturing companies, six distributing firms, with 

additional interviews conducted in federal, and county courts; federal 

and state prisons; a county jail, coast guard stations, U .. S. Customs and a 

major air line. Interviewees included 'poHcechiefs, . sheriffs; judges, 

wardens, technical experts, R&D specialists, security managers, arid court 

G-lerks. 
Many of the indications that materialized in our preliminary data 

analysis illustrated the expected breakdowns in the R&D system. This 

\' analysis revealed that the producers of law enforcement equipment to whom 

we talked, saw little Qr no incentiv;e to invest in R&D for'law enforcement 

related products. For some, the law enforcement market was secondary and 

fragmented and law enforcement equipment often a modification,of equipment 

developed for other markets. Producers felt that the best source df ideas 
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for new law enforcement products should be the law enforcement agencies 

themselves, but few ideas had actua~ly originated there. Manufacturers 

frequently did see the need for a law enforcement government agency to 

identi.fy, evaluate, specify and test potential products. 

Producers seemed, however, to be generally dissatisfied with the 

role of government agencies in regard to standards and regulations. 

While they felt the need for more state and federa'l standards, user 

agencies -- particularly small police departments exhibited a low aware

ness of needs for standards. Few user organizations had facilities for 

testing new equipment, but all indicated a willingnesH to participate in 

programs to tryout new equipment for manufacturers. Good information on 

product availability and quality represented a major shortCOming. 

In user orgimizatiorts! ir111o'Vati;'e equ· ~·pme·nt - .~. .L was not a, budget priority; 

and awareness of and utilization of external funding sources was minimal. 

When innovative equipment was purchased, its utilization was often con

tingent upon the technical skills of the organization. Communication 

between user organizations t" 1 -- par ,~cu arly neighboring units -_. while 

largely informal seemed frequent a'·n· d regu'lar, b ut cooperation in tl1e form of 

.L arrangement $ , seemed to joint purchasing and formal eq.uipment, shar~ng 

be rare. While producers believed that innovative equipment could b~ 

of great importance to the law enforcement field, users felt that equip

ment was only of marginal importance. 

Recurring suggestions from produce"'-s" 1 d d . ~ ~nc u e aggregation of the market, 

an etter need identification channels. increased technical skill of. users d b 

They were typically of the opin~.on th'at .L most law enforcement users lack 

the capability necessary to effectively use the products that were currently 

available. 

The initial phase of research culminated at Northwestern on May 6 and 

.L oar members and NlLECJ-7, 19Z4 in a workshop attende.d b.y E. SIP adv~so· ry b d 

ESIP personnel as well as Northwestern project members from allover the 

country. The list of attendees is shown in F~gure 1. .L At this conference, 

results dfthe data analysis were formally presented and fe·ed1ack was 

elicited from all present. Fro.m th~s . .L convergence of thinking from the 

t e R&D process shown in Figure 2 researchers and ex,perts" the model of h 

emerged: 
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Figure i. ATTENDEES AT JOINT NORTHWESTERN/NII~CJ PROJECT WORKSHOP 

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY May 6-7, 19.74 

~~, -------------
Donald Derning, 
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Michael Beller 

David Anderson 

Earl Young 

Martin Adler 

David Tansik 

Charles Shepherd 

Glennys U1shak 

Ron Goldstein 

Myron Block 

Ray Buckley 

Michael Radnor 

Bonnie Hoffman 

Richard Rosenthal 

Terry Conolly 

Giorgio Inzeril1i 

Affiliation 

: Chief of Police, 
Winnetka Police Dep.t. 
Immediate Past Pres. IACP 

ES.IP, NILECJ 

Miami Police Dept. 
ESIP Advisory Board 

ESIP, NILECJ 

NILECJ 

California Crime Technology 
Research Fou~dation, 
ESIP Advisory Board 

Illinois Institute of 
Technology 

George Washington University 

Un;;::lTersity of Arizona 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

Northwestern University 

University of Michigan 

Georgia Institute of 
Technology 

Georgia Institute of 
Technology 

Wharton School, 
University of Pennsylvania 
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Address. 

Winnetka, Illinois 

Washington, D. C. 

Miami, Florida 

Washington, D. C. 

Washington, D. C. 

Sacramento, California 

Chicago, Illinois 

Washington, D. C. 

Tucson, Arizona 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Evanston, Illinois 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Philadelphia, 
PerlUsy1vania 
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Figure 2.' THREE STAGES OF R&D PROCESS 

1. 'Need identification 

problem: lack of communication between users and producers 

~ ~ 
USED 

(field) 
_AV_A_I_LA_B_L_E POSSIBLE 

(market) (lab) 

~~~---------.-----------------,-------- ~~---------------------
2. NEED FOR DIFFUSION 

problems: 

inefficiency of bidding system 

ineffective purchasing channels 

lack of funds 

Lack of standards 

insufficient information flow 
between producers and users 
and between users and users 
about what's available 

laCK of technical skills to 
utilize innovative ,. equipment 

3. NEED FOR R&D 

problems: 

anticipation of problems in 3. 

monopolies 

fragmented market 

low profit margin 

lack of funds 

government interference 

reluctance to acquire 
law enforcement image 

Animporta~t parameter that was n'oted was the legal constraints 

on the use of certain types of· equipment. 
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1. 2 The Main Empirical Phase 

, . 
\.. .. , 

Following the workshop we adopted a slightly new approach toward 

which to channel our researeh efforts. Having identified some of the 

critical policy issues and pinpointed some of the specific problems 

characterizing the law enforcement equipment R&D system, we were then 

prepared to focus in detail on the R&D steps involved in a few specific 

equipment items. In order to do this, we synthesized our list of issues 

into an initial set of six key a1:eas of potentially important policy im

plication, which was then expanded into the eigbt issue areas we finally 

used -- and the product analysis format that was adopted for the main study. 

a) Funding and budgeting 

b) Information transfer and dissemination 

c) Marketing 

d) User receptivity -- later expanded into:, 

i Need identification 

iiAcquisition process 

iii Installation, utilization, maintenance' and assessment . 

iv . Cooperation between users. 

e) Producer research,development and engineering process 

f) State of the art considerations 

the total product analysis. 

later expanded into 

We then, with the active assistance of various law enforcement equipment 

specialist;s, selected a number of equipment types which are either currently 

undergoing innovation or currently in·.p.eed of innovation. They represent 

equipment used in a Droad range of both law enforcement functions (e .• g., 

patrol, investigation) and equipment types. They include ite~~ of high 

and low technology, various cost and usage ranges, products designed 

primarily for law enforcement use aud those for which law enforcement. 

agencies are only a minor consumer,' equipment manufactured primarily ,by 

large companies and that produced largely by "small ones. The ;!:ollowi1;lg 

is a list of these items:: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Body armor 

Holster utility belt!? 

Lo'~-light. photography and surveillance equipment 

Nonlethal weapons 

.' ~, .' 

'.., 

'., 

5. Portable transceivers 

6. Vehicle locators 

7. Voice identification 

8. Weapons detection 

9. Bui ldi'ng design for courts and prisons 

10. Court recording systems. 

By conducting a series of in-depth case studies on these. ten equipment 

items, we have been able to zero in on the trends as we studied the barriers, 

if any, impeding the production, purchase and utilization of specif:i.c 
equipment items. 

In addition, decisions were made to extend our interviewing so as to 

reach the final equipment user levels (e.g., patrolmen) and also to conduct 

studies in special law enforcement agencies (e.g., private security), in 

prisons and in courts. The general implication was to work with relatively 

small samples of organizations but in depth. Table 1 shows the distribution 

of organizations and personnel we interviewed. 

The producer questionnaire consisted of four parts: general company 

features, corporate law enforcement effort, the background of the product 

line that was of ;nt-eres' '-.... t'o us a..:l th h' t f . f' d 1 ... - . : nu e ~s ory 0 spec~ ~c mo e· s of 

our equipment items. The models on which we collected information were 

1) the. latest, 2) the main selling, and 3) the faiiures. We traced each 

model's history ,from its inception to its sale. 

Working in 71 companies, we were able, as can be seen in Table 1, t.o 

conduct interviews with most (83) of the approximately 111 past and Present 

manufacturers of our equipment items that we located (some firms made Several 

of our products). In 1a:e:ge companies, we interviewed a number of persons, 

among them division heads, R&D specialists and marketing experts. 
'. 

,The user questionnaire was divided into three parts: agency features, 

departmental features a.nd an equipment profile. Here we were interested in 

produ~tmode1s' that 1) were in use, 2) had been in use, and 3) had been 

consi4ered for i.lse. This questionnaire traced the history of each model 

from need identificatio. nth .. roughut;l;.·z· at;on. ToT • d ......... ~e ~nterviewe on as many 
equi'pment types fis was appropr:i,ate to each agency. 

'The< 41 u.~~rorgani.?ati.ons·w~ intet\T:t~wed inc1uded Hrgemetr6p6Htan police 

departments,,; city and large suburban police' departments, ,some smaller subur

ban polic~,·deP~rtments,. plann:i.ngagencies, s,ta~(~ and. c.ounty police d.epartments, 

,several major .air lines, and courts and prisons. At user agencies we also 
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TABLE 1. Distributionof'Producer8~, Users', 'Intermedt~:r.y: Orianiz~t,l~s and Dis,tributors 

Size 
Category 

I 

Large 

II 

Medium 

III 

Small (a) 

(very) 
Small (b) 

IV 
Tiny 

'" 

a) Producers 
(i) By Size 

~. 

Company Size 

Large 

Large 

Large 

, ~ Sub Total 

Large 

Medium 

Medium 

Sub Total 

Large 

Medium 

" 

, Sub Total _(a) 

Medium 

Small 

Sub Total ell) 
Sub Total 

Small 

Tiny 

Sub Total 

TarAL 

LE Div. 

Large, 

'Med:ium 

Small 

Medium 

Tiny 

Small 

Tiny 

Tiny 

:.,-, 

*Definitions: Le,':'ge -- niore than 2500 
(No. of Employees) Medium 500 - 2500 , 

Small less than 500 

Main Stud~ Pilot 

Size 4t % 4f 

1 

8 2 

2 " 

11 15 2 

5 

4 1 

'9' 12 1 

1 1 

2 

3 
," 

4· 1 

1 

18 1 
" 19 27 , 

1 
22 

, 
J1 2 

2, 1 

27 6 
~ , 

'29 42 7 

,71 100 12 

Tiny..." less than 50 people and/or less than one million dollars in sales 

" 
, ,K, 

Stud~ 

% 4t 

1 

10 

2 

17 13 

5 

5 

8 10 

2 

2 

8 4 

1 

19 

8 20 
17 24 

3 

33 

58 36 

100 
, 83 

Total 

% 

16 

12 

, 

5 

24 
2~ 

43 

100 
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(ii) By Concentration on Law Enforcement Products 

Main Study 

Company Size L.E. only I L.E. elus other 
'IF .% iF % 

I '! 11 20 

II 9 16 

II! 3 25 16 28 
.' 

.' 

IV 9 75 20 36 

T.ota1 12 100 56 100 

(iii) By G!,!ographic Region 

South West East . 
I 

, 
Main Pilot Total Main Pilot Total Main 

iF 10 1 11 18 2 20. 23 

% 13 
-

24 
.-

,. 

(iy) By Level of People Interviewed 

, . 

I Main Pilot 

Presidents, etc. I '18 4-

Vice Presidents 12 2' 
" . . 

Midcl1eManage):"s 64 6 

Total 94 12. 
.' 

- .. "-

., '~ 

, 

, 

p" 

I Have 8iven ~e Law Enforcement 
iF I- %.: 

i 
i 

3 100 I 

! 

I 3 100 

Mid-West 

Pilot Total Main Pi1(,)t Total 

5 28 20 4 24 

34 29 
,., , 

Total % 
-~ 

22 21 

14 13 

70 66 

106 100 
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(v) By Equipment Type 

Equipment 

Body Armor 

Holster-Utility Belts 

LowDlight Surveillance 

Non-lethal ... 

Portable Transceivers 

'Vehicle Locators 

I 

1 

1 

3 

2 

5 

3 

Main Study 

Producer Size Cat~gory 
%* II % III % IV % 

6 3 30 3 13 8 26 

6 3 13 4 13 

19 1 10 3 13 4 13 

13 2, 8 2 6 

31 2 20 8 33 3 10 

19 1 10 

Total Total 
4F % Identified % Interviewed 

15- 19 19 79 

8 10 17 47 

11 14 1.5 73 

6 7 7 86 

18 22 22 82 

4 5. 6 67 

2 2 3 67 
'. 

15 17 71. 

VoiceI.D. H 
7 ~----__ ----~----------~~ __ ----~--------~--------~----------+-------+-----.-r-----------~~~------~--~-; 
I-' o Weapon Detection 3 30 12 

3 4 3 100 
Building Design 

'.' 

Court Recording 1 6 - 2 2 2 ·-100 

Total ~~* 16 10 .81- 111 

*Percentages l:;hownare of the total of t;:~mpa~ies of that size category intb;e(;!qu;i,pmentarea. .' 
**Note that totals may be larger than tti~ number of companies of that ca:tegory·' since soine firms are in to more 

than one product Cl-,rea. Some totals reflect interviews with producers ofi'ela~ed equipment. 
~~*~~heseparticulargroups are also listed in section on IntermediaryAgencies~ 

. . . .' . .. . . 

,-.~ ~-~~:~~~/~. Q u :t:A, 

v~ , '\,. ".. .. 
1,;'," 
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(b) Users 
(i) BY Size 

Main Study Pilot Study T.I .. 
Typology 4F % 4F % 4F 

1 7 15 2 4 6 

2 2 4 9 17 4 

3 

4 2 4 

5 1 2 9 -
6 6 11 10 

7 8 17 8 15 21 

8 3 7 4 1 7 

9 16 34 3 5 5 

10 1 2 

11 2 4 2 4 

12 4 8 4 7 

13 3 7 10 18 

14 - 2 4 2 4 

Total 47 100 54 100 62 
. *Traff~c Inst~tute Studies 

The typology 
1. 
2. 

[
3. 
4. 

Small 
Towns 

Towns { .s. 6. 
Cities [7. 

8. 
Large 9. 
Cities 

used for Users: 
State Police 
County and Sheriffs 
1-9 officers -- remote or nucleus 
1-9 officers -- suburb or sattelite 
10-49 officers -- remote 
10-49 officers --suburb'orsattelite 
50+ officers --- remote 
sO+ officers --- suburb or sattelite 
52 largest cities (by population)* 

10. Township 
11. Courts 
12. 
13. 

Prisons 
Special ~gencies ~ Governmental 

Studies * Total 
% 4F % 

10 15 9 

6 15 9 

2 1 

15 10 6 

16 16 10 

34 37 23 

11 14 8~ 

8 24 15 

1 1< 2 

4 2~ 

8 5 

13 8 

4 2~ 

100 163 100 

*. .. 14. Private associations, ligetlcies, or Depts. 
52 largest w~re selected because there are 52 cities with populationsov'er 
250,000. 

Il-ll 
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(ii) 

(iii) 

41= 

% 

By Person Interviewed 

Main Study Pilot Study T.T.* Total 

43 30 5 78 

level 88 25 60 173 

2 3 5 
ecialists 

Total 133 58 65 256 

By Geographic Region 

.. East South West 

M P T.T. T M P T. I. T M P T.T. T 
! 

6 7 12. 25 9 15 3 27 8 19 8 35 

15 17 22 

M Nain Study 
P Pilot Study 
T rota1 

;jr';r.1. - Intervi~W's "of 1.ls~.rs ~9nducted at the, NOl;thwestern 
Traffic Inst:i:tute 

11-12 

% 

30 

68 

2 

100 

Mid-West 

M P T. I. T 

24 13 38 75 -
46 

(iV) By Equipment Type 

TYPOLOGY 

r-- ' 1 2 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 TOTAL 

rOdY Armor 5 2 4 2 8 1 22 

Holsters-Utility belts 1 3 1 6 2 13 

Low-light Surveillance 2 1 5 2 8 18 
... 

Non·· lethal 5 1 5 2 8 3 2 26 

~ Portable Transceivers 6 1 7 3 13 2 1 33 

Vehicle Locators 1 5 2 8 16 

Voice LD. 3 3 1 6 1 2 16 

Weapons Detection 3 3 2 3 3 14 

.:i r lBuilding Design 2 1 3 

Court Recording 2 2 

INTERMEDIARY ORGANIZATIONS 

Universities 3 

International, National 6 
& State Organizations 

Architects 2 

SpecicU Consultants 1 

Total 12 
,I 

DISTRIBUTORS 

Pilot Study :1· .. 6 

;' Main Study. 2 

Total 8 
c . 
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intervie~ved several people; e.g., police .chiefs; ROcDspecialists, equipment 

specialists, equipment te.chnicians, department heads, patrolmen, judges, 

clerks, court recorders, hui lding managers '. architects, wardens and 

security managers. 65 user,s were interviewed at the Traffic Institute. 

The typology we used to identify user orga,nizations makes use of the typology 

used by NBS in its 1972 Police Equipment Survey, which was: 

Description 

State Police 
County 
City 
City 
City 

Police and Sheriffs 
1-9 officers 
10-49 officers 
50 officers (excluding 50 largest 

cities) 
City 50 largest (by population) 
Townships 

The NBS typology wasodified in 2 ways : 

if of Depts. 

50 
3137 
5486 
1985 

554 

50 
1574 

1) It was expanded to include additional types of law enforcement 

agencies, specifically,' Courts, Pr£sons, Speci.~l ~gencies ,and -

private agencies. 

2) It ~l~S expanded by adding a sub-categorization of three city 

classifications to distinguish between suburban (or sattelite) 

cities and remote (or nucleus) cities. This classification refers 

'to the relative degree of dependence or influence of a P.D. on 

neighboring municipalities. 

This classification is based on the city's relationship to its 

surrounding municipalities, which is derived from examination of 

a map of the area. 

The typical intervi,ew lasted approximately one and o~e half hours. 

This was generally sufficient to cover most of the items in both producer 

and user questionnaires. However; in some cases time did not permit .every 

single item being dealt;with. Also, in some cases, not every item, turneci 

out to be. of relevance for the particular respondent being interviewed. 

The net result is that some variationrest1lts in sample sizes, depending 

on the data items being analysed~. 

In preparation ·for our intervie.ws, w,e compiled a series .of detailed 

information packets consi~tingofback&roundstatisl;:~cs on each company 

to be interviewed, product line infotJn.:ition, "from each company, and general 
. 0 'j" I .', 

backgro\lnd on each equipment ~y:pe., 

, . 
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1.3 The Analysis and Findings 

The data was processed and analysed along four dimensions.: 

1. By the eight selected law enforcement equipment R&D system 

issues (cooperation, information transfer, etc.) 

2. By product type --based on the ten selected product areas 

(low light, etc.) 

3. By type of producer (size and technology) 

4. By type of user (size and function)o 

In addition, separate analyses are being made of: 

5. Intermediary organizations 

6. Distributors 

In each of the four analysis dimensions we are examining for the 

interaction with the other three dimensions. Thus we could visualize 

the analysis as taking place in a four dimensioned space, that is, we 

Issues. 

Producers 

~ 
~ ~users 

Products 

are asking what types of issues arise in connection with a particular product 

manufactured by a particular company being used by a particular law enforcement 

agency in a specific way. 

These analyses are presented sequentially starting with the review of the 

eight issue area. The format in each .case will be to present and define the 

terms of the issue area and detail out the sub-issues and any hypotheses with 
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which we went into the main empirical phase. Following a general review 

of the findings available to this point suggestion$ are made of some policy 

options C!nd revised hypothesE\s meriting further investigation. Wereconnnend 

that these revised hypot4eses be considered in a future reanalysis. 

The methods by which the data has been analysed have been very explicitly 

and formally prepared. In each case the analysis instrument is keyed in to 

either the producer (P) or user (U)·questionnaires. This questionnaire 

data is then supplemented with information gathered from the literature and 

other documentation. 

11 
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1.3.1 Analysis of Law Enforcement ISBucs 

19' The Producer-Research,Deveiopment Engineering Process 

General statement of Issue 

The R, D ,& E process refers tlO the technical innovation process in 

producer organizations, i.e.; research, development, and engineering. 

Producers vary:~, greatly in i,their abi.lity and willingne~s to develop new 

d f h· 1 f t f· ld Understand-ing these factors and pro ucts or t e aw en orcemen :Le g ~ 

the problems producers encounter in developing new equipment for L.E .• 

users are necessary to develop policies designed to improve the equipment 

innovation process. 

Sub-Issues 

TheR, D & E process in companies producing for the L.E. market 

can llsefully be considered from the following perspectives: 

1) How willing are prQdu'cers to manufacture additional L.E. prDducts? 

2) How willing are producers to invest in R&D for L.E. products? 

3) What are the capabilities of firms to produce for L.E. markets? 

4) What are the primary project selection criteria for L.E. products? 

5) What specifications are utiiized .indesigning L.E. products'l 

6) What;. are the primary problems encountered in R&D for L.E,? 

7) What information sources areutiliz.ed during R&D? 

8). To . what .extent do producers cooperate with users in developing L.E. 

products? 

Sub-Issue if/=·l: Howwil1ing are producers to manufacture additional L.E. products? 

Definition: This sub-issue refers to the extent to which producers commit 

resour<;es, i .• e., manpower, . funds, and eqllipment, to produc~ new products 

for the L.E: market. In essence, this issue. is a reflection of a producer's 

net estimate: of t4e profit,ability-of this. market. and his :interest. and 

.. commitment to worki:ng in .~.t. . ;::': 

, 
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Rationale: It was felt that producers would vary widely in their assessment 

of the L.E. market. Knowing the major and recgrrent factors that caused producers 

to' have a positive (or negative) image of this market would form th~; basis for 

policies aimed at increasing and improving their efforts to make L.~. products. 

Hypothesis 1: Producers who produce for markets in addition to law enforcement 

wil1 generally exhibit the followil'!;g tendencies: 

(a) Not: be, willing to prOd\lCe L.E. products not currently made by 

the firm. 

(b) Not want to produce competitor's type of product. 

Hypothesis 2: The smaller the firm the greater the following: 

(a) Willingness to produce L.E. products not currently made by 

the firmo 

(b) Desire to tJl8.,ke competitor's type of product. 

TABLE 2 Willingness to Produce LE Products Not Currently Made by Firm 

incluces firms producing in markets ih addition to L.E.) 

TOTAL Willing to produce L.E. products NO 
NO. not currently made b'i firm RE-

Tvpe of Firm FIRMS YES NO OTHER SPONSE 

Tiny 20 7 8 1 4 

Small 12 3 7 0 2 

Medium 7 4 2 0 I 

Large (1) 17 5 7 3 2 

Total 56 19 24 4 9 

Interviewee Comments: 

(1) 

Tiny Firms' 

"Yes",Respon.se 

- Wished had more time and 'money • Being a' successful company 

k~pthim from getting into L.E. market. 

- Lack of mon~y 

Throughout this section Large refers to Corporate size., 
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"No". Response 

Don't want too ' L E ] , many .' ..ines '- too many eggs in one basket. 
Will get into ' consumer p:rotection f;irst Siilce so little in 
that market. 

"Other" Response 

- Not now. ,\oJ}ll ;go to soft armor after Ae't"ospace finishes its 

by.t n\,t until. program, 

Did make a: bulilet proof helmet. Discontinued because of 
insuffiCi~ilt demand. 

Small Firms 

"Yes" Response 

- Lack facilities 

"No" Response 

- We are soured on the police department market in general. 

- No plans foi~ further L.E. involvement. 

- Not at this time 

Medium Firms 

"Yes" Response; 

- Don't because of L.E. agency re1uctal1~ce to ' assemble kits and 
also they are doing ,CJ,uite well outs; de' ... the L.E. market so they 
feel no great urge to enter it. 

- Would like to build ' d ra ios forgovernttienl.: agencies but we don't 
have the engineers, personnel and money is'tight. 

- There are so many possibilities from a technological point of 
view that p,eople do not' utilize. 

Yes, we dcm't because Ol;:r background, production' ... equipmept, and 
product sales system does not lend itself to the products. 

"No" Response 

- Connnuhications market is tied up by Motorola and G.E. 
Large Firms 

"Yes" '. reiipanse 

- Cons}.der L.E. an interesting market. 

"No" res'ponse 
I, 

;';'Mon~IY i,stight:. 

~ Not!!i~terested innewL~E. line.' 

- Wil,:,:',L not make products specifi"cal,l,y f' ' , ,or L.E.market. 
I 

I' 

;i 
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"Other" Response 

.. Have ane~tensive -list. 

Not worth their time. 

Don't feel they could add anything. 

TABLE 3 Willingness to Produce Competitors' Type of Product 

Total 
No o 

. Would like to produce competitor's type of product 

Type of Firm Firms Yes No 

Tiny 24 7 11 

Small 16 3 11 

Medium 7 2 3 

Large 17 4 11 

Total 64 16 36 

Interviewee Comments: 

Tiny Firms 

"Yes" Response 

- There would be marketing P,Foblemso 

"No" Response 
, 

Other 

2 

0 

2 

0 
., 

4 

- Cannot afford .1:0 do anythin& but improve own product. 

"Otherll Response 

- Bl,iameS! lack of tec~nicalawareness of user for deniand. 

Small FiX;ms 

"No"/Response 
,r,. 

No responses r 

4 

2 

0 

2 

8 

- We are soured on P.D •. market'in general (same,responsefor item II-?) 

~;Too competiti~e 

, 
" 

. Medium Fi:r:ms 

fiNd" . Response 

We are the l.ead.·. e.r.so Th;s quest' Id b' . ... . ~oq: wou·. e.more pertinent to our 

competito~s ·0.0 If we w.!inted to get ~nto. aconipetition ~roduct line 

badly enough,. we ,r1Ou1d, 'acq1,1~re ~nof;:her c()mpany· rather.than gear up 

fqr production here,,,.., .. 
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Large Firms 

"Yes" Response 

- Not equipped with'technologyo 

"No" Response 

Update and redesign what they have. 

Only trying to get rid of inventory now. 

Donlt have competitor's equipment. 

Analysis of Findings 
Hypothesis 1 (a) was weakly supported by the data gathered in intervie~.;rs. 

However, a number of "yes" responses were qualified by the interviewers perceived 

need to change their own organizations or environmetal cortditions i.e.·, user 

receptivity, government assistance, etc. before producing additional L.E. productso 

(See interviewee comments above). Also, "other" responses while not a direct !~n.o", 

are generally negative. 

Hypothesis 1 (b) is supported mOl:'e strongly than 1 (a). If a market is 

generally viewed unfavorably, this bias may be easier to deal with when examining 

a competitor's product in· that mar.ket than ones own product line .. 

The generally negative attitudes expressed toHard the L.E. market is 

further reinforced by the intention of some companies to limit their L.E. activities 
./ ' 

It In c;:'ompar.ison, none 6f the "yes" responses are or to leave the market altogether. 

accompanied by intentions ot e.xpandingL.E: lines. 

Neither hypothesiS 2 (a) or 2·tb) iippears to be supported by the dat.D. based 
, .<' " 'J 

on visual eXanUnatiou i.e., tb.e s~)ze of; thefil;'T.'ii is no.t: a factor in determining 

f}1illingness .toinvest in the L.E:( mark.et. 
)/ 

'. • ,j . 1 
:t>olicy Implicati?!: " 

Hypothes~;s 1 indicate~' a ne~d .tb deal with several structural p:r:bb l,ems at 

the producei'~,user interf~d~.· A'geaeral campaign to attract proaucerSitp 1.E~ 
markets 'win not bee:Efi>.ctive s~'long as the marketing process is so prolonged 

I.Il,sh~rt{ the pioducer has all the difficulties of s~l1ing to 
;? 

governrnentageftcies, 1;>;1it 
. . A' 

non-recl.1.,trent order.so 
f,' 

and complex. . 
to .£el~tively s.mall organizations for small often 
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Hypothesis 2 indicates that increasing producer willingness to invest 

can not: be f.'educed to one type of producer. This implies that the problems 

are.more likely to be found at the producer~user interface than directly on 

producer. willingness to invest. Combined with the implications ot Hypothesis 1, 

it doE';s not appear that policies aimed a'l: the producer level of awareness, attitude 

tow8.rd L.E. agencies, or information onL.E. needs are as critical as starting 

points as are measures to improve ~ capabilities. Among these capabilities are 

IIwillingness to utilize eXisting produets" and to "assist in the development of new 

products." A 1 though it should be noted that these measures aimed at producers are 

still important components of an on-going program to improve, L.E. equipment devel

opment on delivery systems. 

Hypothesis' 3: 

Equipment producers ,will tend to limit the scope of their connnitment to. 

L.E. product line .primarily to minor improvements ou servicing the current line. 

Hypothesis 4: 
The smaller the firm, the greater the scope of its commitment to the 

L.E. marJ<et. 

TABL.E 4 Scope of Connnitmentto L.E~'Market 

Scope of Connnitmentto L.E. Market 

(1) 
Major im

(2) 

,_...-_.....-__ 1 provements in lunor im-
of I NO .•••. of Current . Line/ . provements in 

Firms NewProd~cts Current Line 

24 2 9 

16 1 5 

Medium 7 0 3 

Large 17_ 0 4 

J T:ta~r64 3 21 

.. 
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(3) 
Service 
current 
line, improve 
as necessary 

6 

4 
1 

6 

17 

,(4) 

Leave 
L.E. 
Market 

3 

1 

1 

3 

8 

:.-~ .... :.~-.. -, ,-'~-. '"' 

" 

(5) 

Other 

2 
2 

1 

3 

.8 

No 
Response 

2 

3 

1 

1 

7 

" 

" 

. ' 

"I.' 

---...::.--~----.--.~-------.----~-------------.=-

.I nte1:viewL'e CoilUlIents: 

Tiny Firms. 

Category 1 

_ Trying to get $200,000 in private funds to go' with $250,000 asking in 

federal fu.nds as capital. Purpose af this maney is for develapment af 

R&D capabilities. 

_ "Chemical mist" a new praduct. 

Category 2 

_ The use of better materials as they develop. 

Cantinually imprave and refine 

_ Keep current and add innavatians af market seems to. exist. 

Category 3 

_ Nane with exceptian of special requests, if feasible. 

Make impravements as necessary when defects, etc., are discavered. 

Maintain the line. 

Categary 4 
_ Tenuaus may leave the L.E. area • 

- Phase this out, no. new items. 

Categary 5 

Depends an market research. 

- Nathing new in leather productS • 

Small Firms 

Category 1 

Cantinue to. praduce, bring aur product up to. the state of the art. 

A sqUd state base statian is aur next product. 

Categary 2 

-Continually madify and imprave design and quality. 

New innavations and b~tter quality" 

category 3 

- Np~ajQr changes are fareseen~ 

No, have just recently gatten into. transceivers • 

-Category 4 
_ More industry a market (Le., .as oppasedto i~E. market. 

Category 5 

Some tap secret work for military. 

Cammunicate to city thatP.D. need it. 
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Medium Firms 

Catego~ 

- Try to build quality reliability. 

Growth, increase sales, additional options and accessories. 

Category 3 

- Continue to offer to market. 

Category 4 

- Doing well outside L.E. market, no great urge to enter it. 

Large Firms 

Category 2 

- Develop and market the system. ---
Category 4 

Phasing out, selling out inventory, will not l:'eplenish. 

- We are only trying to get rid of inventory now ----
abolished due to lack of sales and profit. 

Category 5 

- Not really in L.E. Marke!;, sell .for induStrial security. 

,!nalysis of Findings': 

Hypothesis 3 is supported by the data. This assertion is consistent with 

hypothesis 1, that is, fit:rqs that' do not view the L.E. niarke,t as attractive will 

limit the scope of the;i.r commitment to minor product improvements or servicing the 

current liue. Again,the higher incidende of negat:ive reactions than positive 

reactions<'to,' theL.W. market is evident,; (See cOmrnentsa,?ove). 

.Hypothesis 4 received 'very weak sllpport~ Out of 57 firms ;responding 

only,t~ree were,t;,illing to rnake major improv,ements in the product line or to add new >",'" .. , . . 

Fa,,'o~,i~ts as th~se were either smaller tiny firms. However, in category 2' there 

is no significant t,rend related y) comp~:ny size, i.e., 40.9% of the smaJT firms, 50.0% 

of themec.1ium, ~nd '25.070 ofth¢ large;£il;'ms. In categoritas 3 and' 4"c~mbined,the 

incidence of large firms ~imiting th:eiiactivities to servicing, tlteircul:'re'nt line, 

or to leaving the .market is higher (i.e., 9 out of 16 or56~3%»compar~dto the,tiny 

firms Ji.e., 9, out oi22 or 40.9%). ,The sig!lificance ,ofth:i;s tr~r..dis~;tiu.lli,lllized by 

th,ereverl3e trends for small and medium firms ~ 
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In general it appears that several producers might be willing to expand 

based on their desire to improvecur:rent products. However, a significant total 

number, ot firms in categories 3 lind 4 (ioe o , 16 out of 57) are at a level of 

minimum development or are ready to leave the market indicating that market 

conditions and, user receptivity may be a major problem area • 

Policy Implications 

This analysis reinforces the one for hypothesis 1 and its policy 

implications are similar (see above). One factor of potential interest is the 

slight support for hypothesis 4, indicating there may be a potentially valuable 

resource in the development of s!Mll firm capabilities on the L.E. market; that is, 

if it is true t.j:lat similar market conditions result in a greater willingness to 

make a cOlIUllitment: to the L.E. field than evidenced by large. firms. 

Sub-Issue 4/:2; How willing are producers to invest in L.E. R&D? 

Rationale: While producers may be quite wi1ling to produce products requiring only 

minor modification limiting risks to production and marketing problems, it is quite 

another thing to invest in R&D. It is importa.nt to determine the extent to which 

producers are willing to ma.ke this investment, since it offers the most attractive 

alternative ina market economyo It is also import,ant to determine ~vhy firms 

are not willing to invest in R&D if government funds,or other assistance are to be 

offered as incentives in this area. 

gypothesis5: Producers, will tend to be unwilling to invest in R&D for L.E. 

equipment • 

Hypothesis 6: Small and medium sized firms will be the most willing to invest 

in R&D for L.E. 

'" 
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TABLE 5 Willingness to Invest in-R.&D 

Total 
No. 
Firms 

Willingness to invest in R&D 

Type of producer Low High No Response 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Total 

Interviewee Cormnents: 

Tiny Firms 

Low 

24 

16 

7 

17 

64 

14 6 

9 6 

4 o 

7 8 

34 20 

Marginally now, major with soft armor in future. 

4 

1 

3 

2 

,10 

- If two or three dealers indicate a desired innovation and if 1t 

seems it will sell = O.K •. I'm very conservative. 

- Some not a lot due 'to poor financia,l position. 

., None. A question of money; we would if we cou;Ld get government 

money ~ Not doing much' currently (in L. E. ) • For other markets 

infinity for L.E. nothing. 

- No experience. Probably unwilling. 

- If demand warrants and prospe!;:ts look good. 

Some interest depends on ~rket. 

Limited - Small investment, short. R&D time. 

- Not at all 

- Other market areas. Mi~itaryprivate security, banks. Some products" 

are sold,.so there is no distinction between. markets. 

- R&D is mai~ly at leisure of owner and when til!).e presents. 

High 

Hard to answer. Hav~ moral obligation and market is ready. Question 

is marketability. I'm enthusiastic. 80% of R&D in L.E.through this 

.eroduct. If. it fails, it will jeopardize wh()le corporation. 

- Very extensive and very willing. Les:;; th~~ military,butin R&D, the 

two overlap. 

,". 

" 

Smal1F1_rms 

Low 

10'1.) of company business in I..]~. 

- $20,000 per year 

Company not willing to invest in R&D 

"Little", very small in L.E. 

does not have R&D capacity to be innovative. 

- Do not see themselves as a growth company • 

.. Only reason we haven't is funds. They are tied up in production. 

R&D costs a lot. We would irlvest little unless it ~vas a firm deal. 

High 

- Very willing to invest - only market. 

- 75% on new items; 25% on revising current items. 

Yes, whenever feasible, L.E. an attractive market marginally. 

Original product research higher than expected. 

- As much·as possible. 

Fair amoung, sometimes specific to L.E. 

Medium Firms 

Lew 

- Develop for public safety and other markets. 

- No R&D for L.E., market too limited. 

Large Firms 

Low 

Not interested in L.E. R&D 
- Willingt.o extent a 'r:eturn is feasible. .L.E. not a market 

that cormnarids a lot of resources. 

TABLE 6 Amotmt ofR,D&E Effort 

AMOilllT OF R,D&E EFFORT O\vuer No R&D 
1N0. At Outset As Ongoing Process oIlly (Not 

.0£ I i No re., '. ~ No re- R&D appli-
Type of Firm Firms Lo Med Hi ,sponse Lo Med Hi sponse Effort cable) 

.. ' 
I, 

24 4 2 5 6. 5 2 4 6 3 4 Tiny " 

.' :1)' 
., 

Sm~):l 16 3. ' . 2. , 4 ~ 4 0 2 6 0 4 . " , ,. 

Me!iium, 7 
, O· 1 .\ 

. ~ .. ~ 0 1 0 1 0 0 5 [ . . ' 
" 

L'fl:rg~;: 17 3 1 7 5 2 1 5 8 0 1 
'. 

" 
r ...... 

{1 
, 

TC?tal, 64: 10 
.. 
,6 17.·,· ·-14. 14 3 12, 20 '3 14 '. , . 

.. " "'J~ " 
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Interviewee Cotmnents (Owner Only' R&D Effort) 

- Of my personal time since March, 1974, 6~ days/week, 11 hrs/day, picking 

minds to design it. 

- Just the personal time of the owner which was not estimated as a cost. 

.;. My own knowledge 0.£ guns, ammo., nylon. 

Analysis of Firtdings 

TJ;tegenerally 10t-1Willingness to invest in R&D in the L.E. field (i.eo, 

3b,out of 54 responding firms or 63.0% in the first tabl~ above) tends to 

support hypothesis 5 .. , What is surprising is the rather high incidence of 

firms (ioe., 20 out of 54 or 37.0%) willing to invest in L.E. R&D. These latter 

figures are offsa:t by the qualifications which accompany themo (See COtmnents 

above). Of~qual interest was the great number of specific reasons why L.E. 

was not a good field to invest in, while the majority of those indicating a 

willingness to invest in R&D were generally not explicit as to their reason. 

Findings in the sec.ond table do not show significant differences between 

initial and on-going R&D efforts. One point of interest is the owner-entrepreneur 

who is the only source of R&D effort in the tiny firm. 

'Policy Implications 

Willingness to invest in R&D is an even more sensitive indicator of 

willingness to invest in a market because of its uncertain outcome and longer 

I?~Y off pet'iod. Therefore th~ finding that this indication was not much weaker 

thantnose used. in testing hypothesis 1 and 3 (see above) .is surprising. Itmay 

be" that R&1)"efforts and marketing testing and servicing may .require different 

types of companies whose energies have to be. combined on an overall I..E. technology 

development/diffusion strategy fostered by government intervention .. 

Sub-Issue :fF 3: . What are the capabilities of firms to produce forL.E. marketsl 

Definition: 'Capability to produc;:er refers to the capability of L.E. p:roducers 

to identify"design, and produce newL.E. prod1,1c;:ts. 

,Rationale: . This factor provides an index of tec;:b,nical and product.;iveca\?ability for 

L"E.pt"oducts. The extent towhicl1 I'!lB.rket forces fail t? attract producers. willing 
" 

to inves.t in developing the R&D capabilities rtEScessaryt:6 prcduc,~ new L.E. 

equipment, this becomes a problem f0l:' policy makers". It then becomes i~l?ortant' 

to know the types.of R&D capabilities required and the conditi(,ns under which 
1 

.. L""'C"'1C ·T7.T~:~" >" 
~~l , ..... : • .. '~'. 
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similar capabilities exist and operate. 
It, is especially important to know if 

there are unique R&D cap~bilities which are 
required and cannot be developed 

profitably in the private sector. 

Hypothesis 7: 'The larger the company the greater h 1 t e ikelihood of conducting 
R&D which is common to L.E. and other areas. 

TABLE 7 Extent of Common Effort 

(Only includes firms producing in markets in addition to L.E). 

" 

EXTENT OF COMMON EFFORT 
Total Major Minor No Type of Firm Firms Regular re-

Regular Occasional None sponse 

Tiny 20 7 1 0 6 6 

Small 12 8 1 0 2 1 
_. 

Medium 7 1 1 2 0 3 

Large 17 8 0 5 4 0 

Total 56 24 3 7 12 10 

This hypothesis is not supported by the data·, L'n f . h . act, t e rates of small 
firms with a common R&D ff t' h' h e -or l.S l.g est of all from types. In fact, it is 

interesting to note'that even in the tiny f' (' l.rms l..e., up to 50 employees) 
it is Ilseful to conduct R&D so it serves several markets. Part of the explanation 
may lie in the ability of large firms to '1' speCl.a l.ze R&D so that L.E. is a sej;)arate 
e fforto 

Policy Implications 

In the case of tiny firms, a' , major portl.on of their. R&D effort may'be totally 
absorbed by the L.E. market. Smalland medi,um firms, on the other hand, may be 
potentially a major source of ' t" . l.nnoval.on l.n L.E. equipment based on the concept 
of a R&D effort in common with other fields. This enlarges the numbe:r of " 
potential firms that .. ff '1' . can e ectl.ve y uti.lize R&D fundl.'ng. A'l f d .' so, un ,~ng smaller 
,and medium si~~ firms may result in a higher comniitment to L.E. markets thf!.u in 
large firms wher~'-'·~~,he number of markets receiving user attention increases 
rapidly. 
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Hypothe~is 8: The size and scope of R&D capabilities dedicated exclusively 

to the L.E. market in companies ser.ving more th~n one market will vary 

directly with the increas~ng size of the firm. 
~'1 

Findings:. This hypothesi~ was not ,$cibstantiated ill that no companies indicated 

sepll).:ate ~.E. R&D capabilities ~n t~lei~ ,responses td the questionnaire (item 11-8); 

,thii sample included 24 tinY £irms, 1.6 sn~!lll firms" and 7 medium, and 17 large 

firnls. ExpertiseforL.E. R&J?, wa~ indicated in cotnpanies of all sizes. This 

would seem to imply tha'i: R&D for 1.,~E:> equipment was more related to interest 

in the fieid than size of the t:h,m. 
'" 

\,.; 

As in hxpot.hesis ;\~:, the implication is that small, and medium 
" 

Policy Implica.tions : 
sized firms may also be a resource '£orimprovir.tg;innovative L,.E ~ equipment, 

equal to (perhaps; greater tn:~m) larger firms. 

o 

" 

, ~.'t, 

~- . 

'.' 
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Sub-Issue 414: What are the primary RD&E project selection criteria for 

Law Enforcement products? 

Definition: Project selection criteria refer to the research, development, 

and engineering (R,D~) considerations utilized by producers to choose 

p;-ojects that Wi111ead to new products for the L.E. market. 

Rationale: Information on producer R,D&E project selection criteria is 

useful in determining the extent of producer research orientation in 

equipment development, and as a basis for comparison of similarities and 

differences with user equipment purchasing criteria. Corollary to this, it 

is important to know who participates in the R,D&E project selection decision, 

in the event of policy maker attempts to influence the decision process. 

Hypothesis 9: Producers of L.E. equipment will tend to have the following 

R,D&E project selection preferences~ 

1) Highest priority to marketing consideration, followed by production, 

en&ineering, development, and research fattprs, in that order. 

2) A short innovation cycle 

3) ,Low estimated deveiopment,risks 

Hypothesis 10: Priorities for project selection criteria will differ among 

produGersacc:ording,to ,their size in the following manner: 

1) AJII8.rketing orientation will be stronger, the smaller the firmo 

2) An R&D orientation will be stronger, the larger the fi.rm. 

3) A preference for short term projects will be stronger, the smaller 

the firm. 

4) A preference for low risk projects will be stronger, the smaller the 

firm" 

IIypothesisll: The order of importance of producer executives inlithe RD&E 
l/ ' 

project selection process, as indicated by the frequency of time/I cited as 

participants, ,will be as ,follows: 

a) Top management 

b) Marketing Manager 

c) R&D Manager 

'd) Production Manager 

II-3l 
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TABLE 8 Participants in Decision', to Select TABLE 9 R&D Project Selection Criteria' 

R&D ,PROJECT SELECTION CRITERIA 

PARTICIPANTS IN DECISION TO SELECT 

1 . 

1-1 til 
1-1 CIl 1-1 
(j) eo 0 
eo '" .j.J 

.j.J '" &1 
t) 

Q 

~ 
CIl ~, a. 

~ ::E: 1-1 ::I 
or! 0 

CIl Q A 1-1 
eo eo 0 C!l . 
'" .;i " or! '4-4 

Type No. ~ 
1-1 .j.J 0 CIl Not 

.j.J 

~ 
t) 1-1 

CIl ::I 1-1 't:I ::I 
appli-of of ~ 't:I CIl 1-1 .j.J No re-a., 1-1 

~ 
0 g '" Q 

0 ~ 
1-1, 0 CIl 

Firm Firms E-I P-I r:Q t> sponse cable 

til 
til .-l ~ Q) 

.j.J 

'" til .-l 
til • .-1 '.-1 t) 
0 :>-. .j.J p::: :>-. c..J .j.J I:l c..J • .-1 Q) .jJ 
I:l .-l .j.J I:l I:l .w til 0 • .-1 0 Q) 0 .j.J • .-1 .n P-I e • .-1 Q) eo bD 

til .j.J C\l a. .jJ :>-. ~ I:l I:l til 
0 t) .jJ .jJ 0 C\l I-l • .-1 • .-1 Q) 

c..J ::I 
t) C\l t) .jJ Q) Q) .-l > I:l, ::E: ~ 

!> 't:I ~ "~ <u 0 CIl 
Q) '.-1 

~ 
0 1-1 1-1 !> I:l bD ~ H 1-1 ,~ C\l Q) I:l <t: :>-. I:l 1-1 

P-I ::E: A H 
.jJ • .-1 

~ ~ :>-. CIl J:"< ,oJ 't:I 't:I 't:I 't:I 't:I lH 
lH 

0) 1-1 '" Total Q) 'Q) CIl Q) Q) 0 0 
lH lH Cf.l I:l .j.J .j.J .jJ .jJ .jJ Cf.l 0 0 0 

J 
.jJ 

No. '" m m m m ~ C\l :>-. .jJ a. e .jJ .-l 
t) 't:I 't:I .jJ H til • .-1 '.-1 CIl 'r! 0 0 of .jJ 

.r! .r! 'r! bD 5b t) .-l ;.C ~ 
• .-1 Q) 

.jJ ,.jJ .jJ .jJ d ~ .-l .-l r:t:: Type'of Firm til til til til 
.r! .n .jJ .jJ C\l .-l Firms til Q) CIl 1-1 ::I, 

~ r:.::l r:.::l r:.::l r:.::l r:.::l H r:t:: ~ .• r! ::I '.-1 0 , P-I P-I E-I CY ~ Z 

,,"" 

Tiny 24 4 6 7 7 3 3 1 10 

Tiny 24 10 2 1 0 1 1 0 11 3 
, 

" Small 16 2 2 5 2 2 11 
.~' 

Small 16 9 Z 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 
, 

:.,," 

! Medium 7 1 1 
6 

i.~:. 

Me.dium 7 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
',' 

" 

Large 17 1 5 
.t. 

9 2 :C 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

Large 17 5 2 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 
., 

'.~ 

I' , 

'~1"~ 

L:~al 64 25 8 '1 0 1 I 1 '1 32 3 

64 8 13 13 16 7 5 1 II 1 1- 1 1 1 1 33 

, " \ 

I 

! 
. :! 
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Analysis of Findings 

The evidence supporting Hypothesis 9 is weak, although "estimated marketing 

potential" was cited more times than other considerations in selecting projects. 

Also, when responses to this factor are added to those for "estimated market

ability", then market considerations appear to be the most significant selection 

criteria. 

Evidence for a gradually decreasing utilization of criteria from production 

to R&D was not supported, nor was there direct .evidence to support a preference 

for a short innovation cycle and low development risks. However, these latter 

criteria may be inferred if a market orientation, coupled with a production 

instead of a research orientation in product development, dominates as.appears 

to be the case so far. 

So far there is insufficient evidence in support of (or against) 

Hypothesis 10. However, it is interesting to note the lack of any reference to 

R&D criteria by large firms. This is contrary to initial expectations. 

Hypothesis 11 is. supported strongly with respect to the pre-eminence of 

the marketing manager. The descending number of response from the R&D manager 

ald the production manager technically support the hypothesis, but what is even 

more interesting is almost the total exclusion (or assUIled exclu,I3ion O:r minor 

role) of these executives in the decision process for new R,D&E projects. 

It could have been hypothesized that the 'increasin~ importance of the' 

chief executive would be even more essential smaller firms. However, there 

is little evidence to this effect. Top management is involved in the. decision 

making process in 10 of 13 tiny firm,s ,90f 9tmall'firms, 1 of 3 medium 

'and 5 of7 large firms. 

Policy Implications 

An emphasis on marketing criteria coupled with a production instead of .a 

research orientation can make it difficult to get certain types of L.E. products 

produced and distributed, i~e., high risk, long term, h:i,gh technology equipment; 
• \ "--"<; 

equipment for a limite!! number of initial users and for a Iiinited total market; 

and equipment which creates opportunities for repeat bus:i,ness (except normal 

replacement), high user resistance, or a need for substantial user staff development 

and upgrading. Unfortunately, these aforementio'ned factors are all too characteristic 

of many of the products now :required in .the L.E. field. The problem that emerges 

is, again, pne of how to enlist the interest and cooperation of potential producers 

in LeE. markets, and how to increase the efforts of those already in the field. 
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If R,D&E projects for L.E. equipment differ signi:Eicantly a,moilg different 

types of producers, this may mean policies to attract and sustain interest in 

the L.E. market may have to be adjusted according to producer types. For example, 

j£ small producers are more interested in L.E. markets, but the capabilities of 

larger firms are required for R&D; .how arethe.efforts of each best harnessed to 

the L.E. market? In such a case, are both to have a role in R&D for L.E. equipment? 

If so, how will it be distributed? 

With respect to hypothesis 11, the most significant finding, even in this 

limited sample, is the apparent omission of the R&D manager in selecting R,D&E 

projects for L.E. equipment, given the inclusion of the marketing manager. Taken 

together this reinforces hypothesis (l) and (3) and further indicates the emphasis 

on marketing and the low priority of R,D&E considerations. 

Sub-Issue 1F5: What specifications are utilized in designing L.:E. products? 

Definition: Product design specifications refer to the design parameters developed 

by the producer and those required by state and federal agencies. 

Rationale: It is important to know to what extent producers take into account 

users, government agencies, and/or associations in making design specifications. 

It is also important to know reasons why these sources may not be utilized. 

The use of external sources in design specifications is an index of the sensitivity 

of producers to new needs and regulations and standards governing a given equip
ment area. 

Hypothesis 12: Producers will tend to rely- on their own staff as a primary source 

of irlformation for designing job specifications; users will be a secondary but 

.minor source of specifications; and government sources will be the leas t important 

consideration. 

Hypothesis 13: The size of the producer will not be a factor in the type of 

external source as its frequency of use. 
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TABLE 10 Primary Method oJ: Developing Standards 

No. 
of 

Type of Firm Firms 

Tiny 24 

Small 16 

Medium 7 

Large 17 

Total 64 

Interviewee Comments: 

Tiny F.irms 

User 

.. 

PRIMARY METHOD OF 
DEVELOPING STANDARDS 

. 

User. Producer 

4 11 

3 5 

2 1 

4 4 

13 21 

. No re-
Other sponse 

5 4 
, 

3 5 

2 2 

5 !} 

15 15 

i 

- Threats were assessed and products were tested against them. 

Reports from field u.sers 

Designed a prototype based on a description given by a potential 

customer 0 

!'" .Performance stand~rds were developed by request and really no formal 

reason. 

Producer 

In-house research 

By seat of our pants, what we could do, would it help? Not they 

say what we want •. 

In-house technical lite;rature 

One man worked it up in his basement. 
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Other 

- U.s. military standards 

- Police Weapons Center certi Cicatioll process a complete I'arcl' bllsed 

OIl $200.00 payment (assumed result not used, therefor\.' COt11JlIl'nl Hut 

tabulated above). 

The company and specifications from other companies. 

- Other existing products .and own information. 

Small Firms 

User 

Developed from national incidents where weapons detection was needed. 
- Developed from working with NYPD. 

- Performance specifications geared to products already on market. 
Producer 

- By trial and error 

Performance specifications were developed by scientists. 

- Sales manager made them up as they went. 

Other 

LEAA requested a certain product. 
, 

-FCC standards,were used in the headset. 

Medium Firms 

User 

- Based on market 

Looking at other products, consumer requests 
Other 

- Original equipment manufacturer 

Large Firms. 

User 

- Consulting with Witchita P.D. & Association of Public Service 
. COInrnunica tions Officer 

~ L.E. d~pts. had influence 

-·User needs 

Other 

Developed form military applications. 

- Government organization set specifications. 
'. ;, 
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Hypothesis 12 is supported with respect to companies using their own in-house 

resource to set design specifications as supplied by the s~ll number of external 

sources cited. However, users are a slightly less important source of design 

specifications than other L.E.agencies or associations. With respect to federal 

agencies it 1$ interesting to note the use of Department of Defense and military 

standards for design specifications. It is also important to note the law incidence 

of reference to other government agencies for equipment design specifications, 
especially in the field of L.E. 

Hypothesis 13 is supported, there is little significant difference in the type 

of sources utilized for design specifications, or the frequency of their use. 

Policy Implications 

The apparent low rate of reference to either users, regulatory agencies or 

associations in the sample group, if generally true, is indicative of the lack 

of user-producer feedback and the low impact of any standard setting organization. 

Sub-Issue #6: What are the primary problems encountered in R&D for L.E.? 

Definition: Problems are defined as those recurrent barriers and conditions 

confronting producers which appear significant and which maybe ameliorated by 

appropriate policies and programs. This definition does ~ include project
specific technical problems. . 

Rationale: (See defi~ition) 

Hypothesis: None 

.(1 

rr-::..',:tp",,? _____ _ 

TABLE 11 TyJ?es of Problems Encountered in Various Firms 

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
REPORTED IN SAMPLE. FIRMS 

Tiny Small Medium Large 
24 Firms 16 Firms 7 Firms 17 Firms Type of Problem 

1 Supplier of Parts 

1 1 State-of-Arts Developments 

1 Testing 

1 Obtaining Authority 

1 Funds 

1 Technical Equipment Acquired 

1 Lack of Training in Use of Equipment 

1 Training Users in Use of Equipment 

Finding Material to Meet Project 
1 1 Performance Specifications 

Obtaining Scientific and Technical 
1 Information 

1 Inadequate Marketing Capability 

~ 

1 4 Meeting Cost Requirements 

Analysis of Findings 

The lack. of responses to the question are perhaps more revealing than actual 

problems cited. That is, the l.ack of speci~ic barriers and problems cited in the 

L.E. field, where so many other indicators point to its marginal place in many 

firms, further reinforces its marginalityo Except in the case of a few tiny 

producers , most firms have failed to gi veL. E • products much attention.' 
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Policy Implications 

Even the few firms responding indicated a wide variety of producer proplems 

amenable to policy intervention. One class refers to 6._roduce· r s· t . a s~s ance,~.e., 

technical information, equipment, funds, testing, while another refers to user 

related problems, training and marketing. 

Sub-Issue if?: What information sources are utilized during R&D? 

Rationale: Knowing the type and frequency of· information utilized, can provide 

a basis for improving the dissemination of L.E. equipment needs and specifications 

through current channels or the development of new channels. 

Hypothesis': None 

TABLE 12 Sources of Information Utilized During R&D 

Sources of Information Frequency of Usage by Type of .Firm 
Utilized during R&D Tiny Small Medium Large 

24 16 7 17 F.irms 

Federal laboratories 3' 1 1 
. '. 

Aerospace 1 1 

Technical journals 6 1 4 

Basic scientific!engr. info. 1 1 1 7 

Another industry 5 1 3 6 

L.E. agencies 1 1 7 

Professional Personnel 5 4 1, 6 

Private laboratories 2 2 

Parent Company 1 

Suppliers 1 
' . 

. Feas,ibility Study of 
Competitive Product 
Consul.tants . 1 1 

Military 2 

" 

Total 22 11 9 36 
.. ~ 

Il:";40 
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TABLE 13 Sources of Standards 

Stds. for Product 

Total Development 
.-:...---'----1 

No. State Federal No 

Stds. for 8ontro1ling 

Production 

State Federal No 

-----..,.....--+ FCC EIA FAA Other resp. FCC EIA FAA Other re.sp. Type of Firm Firms 

2 a 
________ -4----+-----+---~..,....._+--_+-~ .. ,4--------~----~~--+---+--+--~--4-----~ 

2 
Tiny 24 1 

Small 16 

Medium 7 

Large 17 

Total 64 1 

Analysis of Findings 

1 

2 

2 2 

2 1 

7 2 1 

1 b 

c 
1 

4 

2 

2 

2 

6 

a Military specifications 
b Unspecified in interview 

c lACE and NBS 

1 2 2 2 

1 0 

1 2 

3 2 2 6 

Generally, questions regarding information sources during the R&D process 

drew little interest from interviewers. This may have been due to their level of 

interest in or knowledge of the topic. 'The information ccllected and shown in 

the first table above indicates a limited but balanced range of sources. No 

attempt was made to assess their utilization or effectiveness. 

The second table above indicates the very limited use made of either state 

or federal standards either during product development or during production. 

As might be expected, the number and type of information sources utilized 

increased with the size of the firm (i.e., 36 sources for IT''large firms, or 

2.12 per firm reported compared with 1.29 per medium firm, .69 per small firm 

and .92' per tiny,fir,m. 
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1 i of low sensitivity to external technical In genera , a p cture emerges 

information sources and prevailing standards. This is indicative of both 

an inward. focus and reliance on one's own resources. It may also indicate 

a low level of interest in the L .• E. market generally. 

Policy Implications 

This lack of awareness of sensitivity to; and utilization of external 

information sources may be rationalized if user needs are known and if 

technical information required is readily available in the firm. However, it 

is not an effective approach if user needs requ~re preci~e definition, if 

development of related technic~l specification, and if compliance with existing 

standards and regulations. Unfortunately, the latter conditions exist in 

theL.E. equipment field all too frequently, as performance requirements become 

more complex which, in turn, often implies more complex technology. Govern

ment efforts to disseminate information to producers, in veiw of their current 

level of inter~st in L.E., require close examination and evaluation. 

Sub-Issue 418: To· what extent do producers cooperate with users in L.E.· products'! 

Rationale: Producer-user cooperation is essen,tiai to design equipment to identify 

and fill user n~eds for L.E. equipment effectively. 

Hypothesis 14: Producer's cooperation with users will increase with the size 

of the firms. 

.. TABLE 14 Producer IUser Coeperatinn 

, 
No. of Coop. with No 

Type of Firm L~E. agent Other (Specify) response 
Firms, in testing 

Tiny 24 16 1 Uof Mich - 4 
Voice Lab •.. 

Small 16 9 2 

3 
1 US Forestry Dept. 

Medium 7 Fire Depts. 
1 UnderWriters Lab 

~ 

2. FAA 
Large 17 6 1 Ford Motor Co. S .. 

.. . 

Total 64 34 
I 6 11 

1..L-4:l. 

. 

" .. 
; . 
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.. 
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Anaylsis of Findings~ 

Hypothesis 13 is not supported; in fact, a sHghtly higher proportion 

of smaller firms corperates with users in testing (i.e., the r.ates for 
" 

tiny firms is 16 out of 20 responding or 80'1.., 7 out of lL~ or 50'1.. [or small 

firms, 3 out of 7 or 42.9'10 for medtum firms, and 6 out of 12 or 50~O'1., rOl~ 

large firms). This may also be due to a lack of testing facilitiestltun 

any increased desire to cooperate with users. In general, their is a high 

level of user cooperation .with resp·ect to testing. 

The extent to which this is true in other areas is examined in section 5: 

. Cooperation Betwe~.n Users, above. 

Policy Implications 

The need for user cooperation was considered significant enough to 

warrant a separate sectio,n (see section 5: Cooperation 'Bet'il7een Uiaers, above.) 

Areas requiring further ,~esearch 

1) More information is required on the conditions which prompted 
\ 

producer expansion into new L.E. products. 

2) More specifi,c itemization of both incentive and ~~rs to 

entering the L.E. market. 

3) Identification of differences among producers with resp.ect 

to (l).and (2) for different producer types and for different 

product 1ines~ 

4) The potential role of small firms in L.E. should be more fully explored, 

especially as it relate's to technological innovation and diffusions. 

5) Information on incentives required to get producers to invest more 

in L.E. R&D is required. 

6) Information should be developed on firm size and market size required 

for each major type of L.E. equipment, depending on the function(s) 

performed~'i.e., research development, engineering, prodnct::iori, marketing, 

in order to sustain a competitive market. 

(7) Identification of those products which have not and/or cannot be 

produced by the private section is required. 
'. 

(8) Identificat:Lon of the possibilities for producers to perfOrm only a 

part of the innovation process. That is, what types of firms ilre willing 

to consid!er specialization and work in some j oint program ~vi th pther firms? 
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(9) Determination of the impact of competition on innovation in firms 

producing for the L.E. mar~et. 

(10) Examination of the extent of R&D efforts common to several markets. 

(11) Assessment of the role of marketing laboratories as a source of L.E. 

R&D, as well as an examination of the possibilities of common R&D program areas. 

(12) More extensive identification of information channels and sources 

utilized in the R&D process for L.E. equipment and their relative effectiveness. 

(13) Information should be gather.ed on the iriterests of individual scientists, 

engineers, and technicians in companies' that might potentially serve the 

L.E. goals, and it may well be that the social priority of crime prevention 

and law enforcement may be very appealing to individual professionals. 

ness to undert~ke risk and 
" , 

develop innovations, as well as their 
,I 

corruhitmellt 

to the L.E. f:teld may make them a good bet for program building. 
;) 

(4) Provide funds selectively to. R&D producers already wo~cking in icb.e LiIE. 

field. 'Develop the sub-contr~cting mechanism, between larg;e and small sc~le' 
producers as part of this p,rogram. 

{L~ r 
(5) Experiment with joint venture arl:\~ngements Ibetween large and s~:talIt se;/lle 

producers when the responsi.bility for i'&D" is assigned ,tel the larger fir:m 
; . ", . - .'. ~..:~...." 

and distribution to smaller firms o 

': - . . -f,-

*These policy qptions focusprimar.ily on producers., Thoser1elating to user!; a.re 
considered of more immediate importance in.1 the establishmen.t afa mark/at for, in
novative equJ;pment. These user orientedrecommendat~oIls are covered :i~ri tlioiJe 
sections dealing more directly with user~ 
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(6) Give contracts for prototype develo.pment and in.itial orders to 

provide a market aggregation effect so as to reduce distribution and 

marketing costs and to allow the firm to concentrate on R&D. 

(7) Undertake a comprehensive survey of current R&D capabilitie.s for 

,---,," 

the L.E. market. This should include university and government laboratories 

and private firms and laboratories. 

(8) Limit federal R&D projects to concept and possibly prototype develop

ment, but only utilize this means if no effective alternative exists in the 

private enterprise system. 

(9) Initiate programs to include producers in performance standards 

development. 

(10) Design programs to develop new capabilities with respect to evaluating 

purchasing and utilizing innovative L.E. equipment. 

(11) Develop a program to systematically explore the possibj.lities of 

transferring technology from other sections, especially the military. 
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2e taw Enforcement Markets 

General Statement of Issues 

Apparently many products required by L.E. organizations are not produced, 

while others are produced and not widely distributed g There are indications 

of poorly developed markets and a lack of communication between producers 

and users. Before any effective long range program to develop L.E. equipment 

can be implemented, the market and its general characteristics must be 

determined 0 This includes analyzing specific markets for 'selected products, 

producer types and users. Of particular importance are the malfunctions and 

gaps in the marketing system for L.E. \=quipment. A useful way of examining 

these markets is indicated in the following sub-issues. 

Sub-Issues 

1) What are the dominant characteristics of the L.E. market? 

2) What are the major char~cteristics of distribution channels in 

L.E. markets? 

3) What are the major characteristics of selling procedures and prac;.. 

tices utilized in theL.E. market? 

4) What are. the barriers, problems and opportunities in the L.E. 

market as perceived by producers? 

5) To what extent can L.E. markets be aggregated? 

6) To what extent are L.E.products originally developed in other 

sectors and transferred to the L.E. market with little or no modi

fication?" 

7) To what extent is it necessary for producers of L.E. equipment to 

combine sales in the L.E • 'market with other markets? 

8) How competitive are L.E. markets perceived to be? 

9)' What problems do firms encountet" when first attempting to enter 

the L~E. market? 

Sub-Issue 1: What are the dominant characteristics of the law enforcement 

market? 

,Definition: Dominant characteristics refer to'such factors as size of the 

market, importance of the L.E. market to the producer, degree of product 

adaptation, degree of c'ompeti tiori, uti lizationof bidding procC;':;aures, degree 

,
· .. : ..• ·.1 .. · 
·tj 
.~i 
~ 
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n 

of market fragmentation. Th~se and other characteristics are also examined 

in sub-issues (2) through (8) in greater detail. 

Rationale: While markets [oc individual produd:s \"i 11 ('.Jell Iwve LIlt' 1. t: 

distinguishing and unique feature, it is usefi.tl to determine the general. 

, f h L E rk t Such ';nformationwill help determine characterist~cs 0 t e . • • rna e. ... 

the overall strategy for developing policies to stimulate and guide develop

ment and distribution of new L.E. equipment. 

, hObo th following characteristics: Hypothesis 1: L.E. markets will tend to ex ~ ~t ~ 

a) The L.E. field is only of secondary importance, as a market to some 

producers of L.E. equipment. 

b) The L:E.field is a restrictive market (small in size) in relation 

to the total market (i.e., non-law enforcement market for similar 

products). 

c) Producers see law enforcement as a highly fragmented market to 

sell to in volume. 

-
The character of the L.E. market is to a great ext'ent the consequence 

of the ext:remefragmentation of the market, i.e., over 40,000 police q.epartments 

(ranging in size from one man to over 30,000.) make independent purchase deci

sions on equipment. Purchasing by other federal, sta.'te and local law enforce

ment agencies is,alsQfragmented. Utilization of one piece of equipment 

by one law enforcement agency does not assure that it will be accepted by 

others. Each potential user must be approached .and persuaded an an indiv;ld

ualba:sis~ This fragmentation,has bl?erated as a major obstacle in market-

ing L.E. equipment. ,I:; 

The majority of cClmpanies interviewed were uncertain of the total size 

of their market -- e}::cept of course for thoSE:· that had an exclusive piece 

of equipment in the market place. High technology companies wex:e more sure 

of thei+, market size thal1 companies of m~dium and low technologY9 Most items 

reported were stock~items; very few companies made special orders. Some would 

adapttheirstock:Ltems to a new system, but "specials" were much tOQ costly 

for the low profit margiIl.. 

,M,qst companies did not find it econoinically feasible to sell just to the 

LgE. market •. Sales in L.E. were low with marginal profit g This is partially 
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accounted for by tight money and a great deal of bureaucracy especially on 

the bidding items. Most companies did much better in other ll12~jor markets 

such as the military, government agencies and public service organizations 

with the exception of voice I.D. which is used in medicine and speech 

therar,y,;, 

,Implications 

The generally negative picture of the law enforcement market emerging 

from the verification of Hypothesis 1 above, leads to considering two major 

approaches to developing innovative L.E. equipment: 1) strengtheni~g the 

private sector by elimin~ting barriers al).d providing incentives forprodu

cers to serve this market, and 2) intervening with government action programs 

which, to greater or lesser extent, supplant the efforts of private firms 

in developing new equipment. Of course, it may be possible to differentiate 

the types of technology requiring government intervention to achieve develop

ment, but such decisions are not easily made using any clear-cut a priori, 

premises. Whichever course is followed, information of the sort described 

above is necessary to design effective policies. 

Sub-Issue 2: What are the major characteristics of distribution channels 

in L.E. markets? 

Defl.nition: Distribution channels refers to all means utilized to bring 

products from the manufacturer to the user. These inc11.lde direct sal-esmen, 

man\lfacturers' representatives, catalogue f?ales apd the use of distributors. 

Rationale: " It is important to ascertain the way L.E. products are distri

buted and to ascertain the relative effectiveness of each methpd. This 

informatiqn will aid in the development of more eHective marketing programs 

and in designing progr~s to improve marketing channels. 

Hypothesis' 2: The, level of technoiogy incorporated in 'a product is a 

major determinant in the channel of distribution utilized. Specifically: 

a) Highly technical products are sold ona direc.t basis. 

b) Less technical ,or maintenance tYP,e pr<?ducts are sold through 

dis tribu tors,manufactUrers ',r¢presentati ves, or catalogues. 
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Analysis of Findings 

Hypo~hesis 2(a) is supported by the data, i.e., high technology pro

ducts account for 77% (23 out of 30) of t,he companies uS1."ng direct sales 
(See Table 15) Ho H h ( ) • wever, ypot eses 2 b is not supported by the data. 

In fact, it is of great interest that high technology firms reported 

utilizing all methods of distribution to a' , greater extent than low tech-
nology ,firm' s. Thes'e d'1." ffer ences are exaggerated by a lower response 
ratio from low technology ,firms ( .. on thO "1' , "" loS part1.cu ar ques'tll-on). 

More specifically, 46% of the tiny companies used catalogs and 

direct mail as their method of distribution. 38% of the small companies 

used both catalogs and direct mail and 43% used direct sales. 66% of the 

medium sized companies used direct sales and 88% of large companies used 
direct sales. Large companies did not, use manufacturers I 11 reps at a , 
while a small percentage of the othe~ size companies did. 

Among small companies, 38% employed advertiSing and mentioned exhibits 

at trade shows, 66% of the medium sized compan1." es al~so 1 d d emp oye a vertising, 
exhibits and demos at trade shows and 75% of the large companies used 

demonstrations and exhibits at 'trade shows o A " n l.nteresting comment made by 
a producer of trade shows ,>vas as follows: 

"the psychology of tt"ade shows, One man commented: 

-~ nobody goes to theh'b"t' , ex 1. 1. s... so they come up wi'th the method of 

getting a card stamped (by all the booths) and you turn it in for a , 
chance on a prize (note'. lId d' la note many persons coming by like 

, little puppy dogs to get their II card" stamped) _ 

-- at this show (Bank Administrators Inst'1.' tute"), th 1 ose peop.e are not 
oriented to security. 

..,- police convention exhibits do not attract any more interest than 
exhibits at other conventions. TI ley go to the IACPconventions as 
a vacation and don it go to the meetings • They do walk through the 
e~dlibits 'at least once." 

Most companies employed mUlt1.'p'le . methods of distribution. 
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TABLE 15 

MANNER OF DISTRIBUTION BY LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY 

AND SIZE OF COMPANY 

Level Company Size 
Manner of of Tiny Sma!! Mea~um 

Distribution* Tech. 29 Firms 21 Firms 6 Firms 
" . 

Direct Sales Lo 1 1 0 
Med 3 1 1 
Hi . 6 7 3 
Total 10 (30%)~~* 9 (43%)*"( 4 (66%) 

Catalog and Lo 0 1 1 
Direct Sales Med 5 4 1 

Hi 9 3 1 
Total 14 (46%) 8 (38%) 3 (50%) 

Manufacturers' Lo 1 0 0 
Reps Med 0 2 1 

Hi 6 2 . 1 
Total 7 (23%) 4 (19%) 2 (33%) 

Advertising Lo 1 2 1 
Med 2 1 3 
Hi 8 5 0 
Total 11 (27%) 8-.:. (38%) 4 (66%) 

;Exhibits and Lo 1 4 1 
Demonstrations Ned 1 1 3 
at trade shows --.::..Hi 5 3 0 

Total 7 (23%) 8 (38%) 4 (66%) 

Distributor Lo 0 0 1 
Med 1 1 1 
Hi 3 5 1 . 

Total 4 (13%) 6 (29%) 3 (50%) 

Other Methods Lo. 0 1 0 
Med 0 0 0 

I~ Hi 4 L 0 
Total 4 .(13%) 2 (10%) 0 

* Most companies employed multiple distribution methods 

** 30% = 10/30, 43% = 9/21, etc. 

. ' 
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Large 
8 Firms 

0 
0 
7 
7 (88%) 

0 
1 
2 
3 (38%) 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1 
2 
0 
3 (38%) 

1 
3 

·2 
6 (75%) 

0 
0 

, 2 
'2 (25%) 

0 
0 
0 
0 

", . ,., / ., 

.\' ,,;/;;' 

Total 

2 
5· 

23 
30 

2 
11 
15 
28 

1 
3 
9 

1.3 

5 
8 

13 
26 

7 
8 

10 
25 

1 
3 

11 
15 

1 
0 
5 
6 

I . 

Policy Implications 

Mo:r,e accurate, and extensive information is required on the type of distri

bution channels~ both by product type and size of firme There is sufficient 

information at this,point to indicate significant differences exist along 

both dimensions. ,Also, it is important to know the relative effectiveness 

of the .various channels. Two major policy issues arise in regard to manner 

of product distribution, neither of which are reflected in the preceding 

data: 1) effective distribution channels for tiny and small producers, 

especially those with products requiring demonstration,extensive technical 

service, or user training; 2) ,direct access to new equipment by small users 

especially those who are in remote locations e 

To some extent this exposure is provided at infre'quent intervals at 

trade shows ~ndexhibitions, but these are no substitute for direct producer

user contact when product needs are identified or when producers are able 

to demonstrate their products on the u~erfs premises~ One method of inter

ventipn in the L.E. market ,is to establish some form of centralized or joint 

purchasing to reduce the number of user calls a producer must make for a 

given number of products sold. Another is to provide a regional test and 

evaluation center with widespread disselnination of results. 

Sub-Issue 3: What are't~e major classifications of selling procedures and 

practices utilized in the L.E. market? 

Definition: Selling procedures refers to the variety of techniques utilized 

by producers to market L.E. equipment. Th'ese include: allocation of re

sources for marketing the product, advertising media,demonstrations, trade 

shows, technical service, meeting user specifications, bidding, and studying 

problems unique to law enforcement. 

Rationale: It is important to know whiCh selling procedures are effective 

for different types of law 'enforcement products.. This knowledge is useful 

in developing policy options, especially in marketing products developed 

,with government a~sistance,and" iit strengthening existing institutions. 

Hypothesis 3: Selling procedures and practices in L.E. markets will include 

the following characteristics : 
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a) Bidding procedures complicate the selling process (extensive pa",ers 

to be filled out, guarantees, etc., special purchasing, nnlltiple 

shipments, etc.). 

b) Technical service or training of users is required by the manufac~ 

turers of' highly technical or sophisticated equipment. 

c) Specifications for produets are developed jointly by producer-user. 

d) Sophisticated equipment is best sold by actual demonstration. to 

the potentia.l user. 

e) Sophisticated equipment needs·to be sold, by highly trairl.ed individ

uals. 

Findings 

Some connnents made by the prod~eers on the bidd.ing process are ,as follows: 

1) "Half ~f the people who write bids (specifications) are idfots." 

Agency~should specify what they want equipment to do.; Instead muni-

'. cipalitiesribbon clerks insist on technical overspecification. 

The first sale~nia.n in writes the specifieations. Agencies frequently 

have to spend appropriated funds before a certaiD:/'6i!;(;e~ . Rush causes 

them' to buy wron& equipment. "\~; 

2) "It (the L.E. market) is a "bit" market ••• i.e., the quantity is 

greater,than for industry per order in rela:tion to connnuni"cation ••• a 

it tends to go to BID frequently,which means that the price levels 

go down to where the profit per unit is lower than in the conunercial 

market. Thus,the L.E. matket pays less than anywhere in the world." 
. ' 

"What makes the market worthwhile is that it tends to b~ large for 

each order ••• and they tend to innovate more.a ••• LEAA money and assist

ance has helped . this innovati veness ••• a.I can do more e\~perimentation 

with systems orequipment.oasuch ideas are mor~ difficui1: in indus

try~ •••• and someti,mes there are spinoffs for the conunercialmarket ••• 

,the L.E.market fS too big and too innovative, not to be, {nit, ye't 

it is the least, profitab, Ie, ove' raIl . t . i 'b f . ••• a.~ was ~nnovat ve e ore 

LEAA; it always has, been •• oge.g., t:heDetroit P.D. reo PORTABLE'TRANS-
.' . ~ 

CEIVERS •••• the portable transceiver idea came out of conversations 

with th:em (I was: there)re. be,tter ways to handle situations that 

were beginning to, occur •• e.at:thattime,our product line was the 

big model (basically the HT2DD, though it was not called that then) 

.••• it was a,helluva problem reo how to carry, mount, where to put 

'.cords, antennaes, etc •• H • hu t thlf> wa::; done wi thou t T FAA 1 ne ' .•.• 110 Y ... we 

there are guys who have beeninno\rative." 

3) "yes ••••• L •. E. agencies have a tendency to pay their bills (as cf., 

e.g., with taxi companies), so it 1's attractive reo cash flow •• ao 

itis also a big market potential.. 0 • further , what F..D.s use today 

can later be used/sold reo other businesses (P.D.s are product 

forerunners)" 

4) "-- cash flow; they pay On time 

they are forerunners for other markets 

most is bid, ,and a negative part of this is politics, where they 

are low bidders and don't get the bid but the purchasing agent 

won't even talk about why not; thus, a lot of their dealers do 

not even want to bid, even though they are "home-town" people •••• 

bidding also is a problem in that in at least one instance, 

they lost the bid simply because they were not known •••• this 

bidding process differs from other business bidding processes 

in that businesses specify what they need rather than a specific 

product •••• businesses want the best product for their money, 

and you have a chance to show them how and why your product is 

their best buy 

--he notes that the Federal govt. is "clean" reo bidding 

(the manufacturer's product must be approved rea specs 

before it is even submitted for bidding) 

--he also notes the "specmanship" game (writing your specs 

to make your product appear better) 

":-With State Police and city L.E. agencies, he feels he has 

to be in on the original negotiations, but this takes 

personnel and is therefore a problem." 
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Analysis of Findings 

There is no clear cut support for Hypothesis 3(a) regarding bidding pro

cedures. There is no quantitative data and the few illustrative comments 

excerpted above indicate both advantages and disadvantages to the purchasing 

process o Advantages include: opportunity to demonstrate product, to be 

in on original negotiations~ and a clean market
ll 

i.e., prior product approval 

before submitting bids. Disadvantages include politics, producer must be 

known to purchaser, and lack of experitse among users in writing specifica
tions. 

No data of significance was collected regarding Hypotheses 3(b), 3(c), 

and 3 (d), although they are, still presumed to be true, based on impressions 

·gathered by interviewees. Hypothesis 3(e) is supported on a qualified basis, 

but So few responses were obtained on characteristics of salesmen (see Table 16) 

that it is not Possible to make firm assertions. Secondly, technical quali

fications are also a prerequisite of salesmen in firms with an intermediate 

level of technology. Lastly, there were only two responses from firms with 

low technology and neither of these indicate technical qualifications, other 
than those gai~ed by experience. 

Table 17 indicates that several journals are used to advertise L.E. 

products. Those most often cited are Law and Order (6) and Police Chief (3), 
although most citations were not specific. 

Policy Implications 

Bidding procedures should be considered in conjunction with a more 

extensive ana]'ysisofpllrchasing procedures (see section 7: Equipment 

Acquisition Process) 

An analysis of salesmen's qualifications raises the question of how 

well salesmen meet these requirements especially those imposed by the 

technical sophistication of the producta Low user capabilities invite 

producers to lower their standards for sales and t;echnical personnel
o In 

part, this can be offset by regicJnal testil1g and evaluation of products and 

upgrading user capabilities. 

Sub-Issue 4: What are the barriers~ prob1ems and opportunities in the L.Ea 

market as perceived by producers? 

Definition: Barriers refer to obstacles as perceived by producers which 

either inhibit entry into the L.E.market or constrains ma:d~eting efforts of 
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TABLE 16-SALES CHARACTERISTICS OF L.E. SALESMAN 

USING DIRECT SALES 

Low J2responses\ 

• Familiarity with guns 

• 35-40 years - good 
background selling 

Technology of Product 

Medium (8 responses) 

• Expertise ~n elec
tronics 

• Tech background, 
market skills 
experience in L.E. 

• Product knowledge 

• Selling background 

• Experience as court 
recorder 

• Mechanic engineer know 
photograph & sales 

• Tech .. application 
feasible 

• Ability to sell 

High (6 responses) 

• Will have equipment 
knowledge & perse
verance, basic honesty 
with product 

• Smooth selling tech
nique ability 

• Product knmvledge, 
tech oriented systems 
understanding 

• Good salesman -
willing to work 

• Understanding user 
needs, product 
knowledge 

• Tech orientation -
product knowledge 
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TABLE 17 - MEDIA EMPLOYED BY PRODUCERS 
---- WHO ADVERTISE 

Size of Firm 

Level of Tiny (11 firmf~ Small (8 firms Medium (4 firms 
Product Techno1og'\T responding) " responding) responding) 

2- 0 Low Technology 1 -- & Qi:der 3 L.E. Publications Product 1 Law 
*(1) Made to Measure (1) Gun World 

2 1 Medium Technology 7 - Law'&Order Order 1 L.E. Journals 1 Product (2) Law & 
(3) Police" Chief 1 N/A & Other Jourrtal 
(1) Natioi~a1 Sheriff 
(1) Secur:Lty World 
(1) L.E. :Journals 

2 N/A ! , 
1 Trad:e Shows 

2 2-High Technology 3 ! - Law & Order (3) L.E. Magazines 1 L. E!. Journal s 1 Product 
Coumunications 1 L.E. Magazines (1) Si~nal Magazine i, 

1 No!:i L.E. Journ,als 
1 Fu:el Oil News 'i International 

Rlidio Comnumica- Publications ' 
tions 

;'t. , 
, 

Floaters 1 -
(Mix~d Tec;:hnology) 1 .APCO 1 1..E. Journal 

'i, 1 ff'Fire ,Engineering 1 L.E. 
1 (Business Radio 

]I 

} Action .. 
1 ff' 'Law & Order 

" ' , 

" ," 
f. 0' 

~l ' 
Ii' 

. *( )- Multiple response p 

Large (3 firms 
responding) 

0 -

0 

',' 

2 
2 L.E. journal 

I 
1 L.E. Journal 

those alteadjT selling in this market g Problems refer to unsolved issues 

which producers confront in marketing L.E.equipment g Opportunities r,=fer 

to the perceived potential for development i.n the L.E.'marketg 

Rationale: It is essential to know producers' perceptions of the L.E • 

market, if policies are to be developed to influence the scope, direction 

and innovativenel~sof producer activities. It is necessary to ascertain the 

accuracy of their perceptions and modify those which are inaccurate and 

where they are acc.:urate,to assist in removing barriers, solving problems 
and enhancing opportunities. 

!!ypothesis 4: PrOdl.lCerS will view the L.E. market as one in which barriers 

and problems far outweigh opportunities in their scope and significance. 

That is, producers will have a generally negative attitude toward the L.E. 
market. 

Findings' 

In general, this hypothesis is supported in the qualified responses to 

the inquiry regarding identification and eval,uation ofL.E. markets, their 
problems and potentialities. 

The following comments were made by interviewees: 

1) "Finding the persor.~ 'who makes the purchase decision is a major prob

lem. The process (purchasing) is a maze." "Don't have expertise 

to ,defend infra-red viewer in the buq,get." "Example of Japanese 

National Police Forceg Test and evaluate equipment for L.E. If 

they think equipment is beneficial they will influence the distri

butors of the equipment. For smaller, less wealthy police depart

ments, then~tional P.D. will assist in fundin,g and procurement. 

For larger, wealthier P.D.s, the nationa:J, win e}{ert presl:!ure to have 

them acquire and use equipment,g", 

2) "No national standards for equipment. Need to research and market 

each state separ~tely due to differing standards .. " 

3) "It takes one ,and one half years :Erom the first contact to ~"U:rchase. 
Need other business to afford oWn equipment for producti.on." 

4) "Regarding'connnunication equipment~il:takes too long (2 years) to 

get FCC type accepta.~ce of a. new trll.nsmittel.".!' 
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5) "Police don't have enough money, education:,!! (that ord1ar!> and,. are 
" . f 

handicapped by the legal system, in their;/!oppor;tunit:i1!S to .,do. a 

better job.r' 
6) jlBidding Chiefs often lack technical sk:i.U.s SCI stucLies don't follow 

through." 

7) "Lack of information on wha:t is needed,."-· 

8) "High opportunity cost, lack of information:dissewination:i uncf!rt:ain

ty over what will sell." 

9) "Relatively low level of acceptance by LEAA and lack of funds; in: 

police budgets for new equipment." 

10) "Limited marketso" 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

16) 

17) 

18). 

"L.E. market: this is too unstable to attract business ••• e.g.:', when 
• 'j. , 

LEAA puts up money, it attracts business, but· then when they !ion t. 0 0 

the more equipment 

budgeted." 

is reallyileeded, the less likely it is td be 

"folitics: a mayor has so ~ny groups (including L.E. groups) to 

contend with, and the groups are interested in themselves, and so 

these groups ,.watch each other •• 0" 
"Training: having equipment without upgrading.pf personnel is a 

problem." 

"A prime example of the 1IUl;l:?r problem in law enforcement equipment 

is the nonexistence of reliable information onwil.atproducts exist. 

Your study should focus on dissemination, not innovation. Ii 

" ••• the equipment is the same, but pr:Lcesare doubied. He blames 

- mallufacturers." 

"all P~D.s operate so different1y •••• i .. e., some may get money and 

others may not." 

"would 1ike 7 •• equipment at a reasonable cost." 

"felt that so many new produc::ts ar~simp1y a was.teof. money because 

they are no good or do not do what they are supposed to dOg He feels 

such products should not beall()wed;;". 

19) "L.E.agencies have no one 'technically q1.lali£ied.tosay if they are 

getting a good deal or areg;ettirtg screwed." 

20) "the small company. with a good product ,has no >abiJ,.ity: (because of 

limited financial ability for P.R., etc.) t\1).commurticate;. further 

L.E • agencies havele.sser· ccinfidEmce·in th~ smaller companies. II 
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21) "the procurement situations of L.E. organizations is bad. oo • they 

don't have adequate data for judgment, nor do they control the 

money to be spent in purchasing equipment ••••• i.e., those who 

control the funds and those who know what they are doi'ng are two 

different sets of people, and there is no pipeline of conununication." 

22) "Few companies have made large sales in the L.E .• -C.J., field •••• 

there are large markets for fleet autos, computers, fllectronics, 

Le., where the company has a product and can adapt it to L.E.-C.J. 

23) "people are trained in their equipment and there is the spare parts 

problem ••• oan L.E. agency compounds its problems if it uses a variety 

of manufacturers." 

24) It is a hazardous market. Large companies will not go under if the 

L.E. market slips, but small companies would o For exarnple, there 

was the LEAA boom, but now a lot has dried up because of criticism 

of equipment (hardware) purchased by P.D.s." 

25) A lot depends upon the local budget g Here, if there is a choice 

between (a) a raise, (b) training, and (c) equipment, the choice 

would be in that order, with the raise being clearly the priority 

.choice because it is less of a political problem for cities than 

spending money elsewhere." 

26) Criminal Justice, esp. P.D.s, have not always sp~nt money prudently 

in the past, and this hurts the market." 

Summary of Findings 

1) Several key factors stand out as barriers. These include: 

a) Purchasing procedures (see (1) ,and (21) .above) 

b) Lack of user technical expertise (see (1), (5), (13), and (19) 

above) 

c) Lack of national standards for equipment (see (2), (18), and 

(23) above) 

d) Length 0+ procurem~nt cycle (see (3) and (4) above) 

e) Limited funds (see (5), (9), (20) and (25) above) 

f) Bidding procedures (see (6) above) 

g) High opportunity CO$t (see (8) above) 

h) Uncertainty over product marketability (see {8), (11) and (24) 

above)" 
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i) Lack of acceptance by LEAA's (see (9) above) 

j) Limited markets (see (10) and (22) above) 

k) political influence (see (12) above) 

1) Reliable information (see (14) above) 

m) Increasidg' price of equipment (see (15) and (16) above). Note: 

I:tis not clear from the responses the extent to which this is 

the result of inflation and the rest due to a manufacturer's 

marketing advantage. 

n) Product quality (see (18) above) 

0) Confidence in producer (see (20) above) 

p) Past pattern of expenditures (see (26) above) 

2) The question apparently hit a fruitful area of investigation. Each 

of the several dimensions (a-p) should be examined in more detail 

to determine the relative importance and interrelatedness of these 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

factors. 
Factors (a~p) are especially important in,linuting the ~ntry of :lew 

fi~ in the L.E. market. 
considerable know-how is necessary on the part of the producer in 

dealing with L.E. agencies. 
Barriers are especially hostile to the introduction of innovation 

equipment since they increase risk and uncertainty. 

Differential technical sophistication of producers an.d users may be 

a major problem in marketing in the L;'E. market. If the market is 

large eno1lgh the producer can adjust his marketing tactics with 

appropriate personnel. In small markets it may not be worth .it to 

him. 
7) Innovation for L.E. 'equ:i,pment may bea low producer (and for that 

matter user.) priority. 
8) The L.E. market may be secondary to a large number of producers. 

It is important to find out the extent to which this is a factor in 

key product areas. 
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of Firm 

Tiny 

. Small 

Medium 
I,', 

Large 

Tiny 

Small 

Tiny 

Small 

Large 

Ti:ny 

Small 

Large 

Small 

Large 

---.--~-------..:..-

TABLE 18 

PERCEtVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E. MARKET BY SIZE OF FIRM 

Product Line Yes 

Portable 
Trans.cei vel' 

Voice I.D. 

Non-lethal 
Weapons 

Body Armor 

Cour.t 
Recording 

- .' 

2 

3 

2 

I 

1 

I 

3 

I 

1 

No 

2 

I 

I 

Perceived Responsiveness 

Qualified Response (Y=Yes, N=No, 
. UC trncJ-cissified) 

. 

I-N~market is too small and 
too specialized (N) 

I-Yes, highly competitive (Y) 

I-Yes, profit is low due to 
competitive bidding (Y) 

I-Not especially (low profit 
margin) (N) 

I-L.E. is an excellent mar
ket (Y) 

:l-No, tight money, bureaucracy, 
more attractive markets _M 

medicine, speech therapy (N) 

I-Yes, if we market product 
at $1.50/unit (Y) 

.I-No, too small, limited 
sales (N) 

l-'rwo years from no\o1, yes; 
now, no (N) 

I-Marginal profit but otherwise 
attractive (Y) 

I-Hard market •• takes lots of 
,money (in) big cities (UC) 

I-Market is diffused and frac
tured(N) 

--

No 
Response 

2 

I 

3 

I 

5 

1 

Refers to corporate or division size. 

(Table continued on following page) 
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'.' 

I 
1 
I 
I 

Size 
of Firm 

tiny 

Small 

Medium 

'Large 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

TAllLE 18 (Continued) 

PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E.MARKET 

Weapons 
Detection 

!t 
", I, 

\ 

i·, 
l~, -, 

Vehicle 
Locator 

Low Light 
Photography 

1 

No 

1 

1 

J,. 

Perceived Responsiveness 

Qualified Response (Y=Yes, N=No, 
UC=Uncla.ssified) 

l~Not an attractive market (N) 

l-Yes and gro~ng market. (Y) 

l-Not so far (N) 

1-Courts are a big market- (UC) 

1-We think it could be; have 
not surveyed (UC) 

I-Not really; a small sideline 
to L.E. (N) 

.0 

I-Soured on L.E. (N) 

1-Yes obvious application, but 
market (is) inadequate (Y) 

1-Discouraged from market; 
standa-rds not universal; 
hassle of .standards(N) 

1 ... Ye8,'1s commercial once deve1-
oped,stable, reasonable, pre
dictab1e,.expanding (Y) 

1- jus.t gotten. into market (UC) 

1-Not at present (N) 

l-Very attractive (Y) 

l-Extremely c,iifficult; requires 
. winning buyers nrC) 

l-Limited (N) 

l-All products go through. 
dealers (UC) 

(Table continued. on followinp page) 
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No 
Response 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 
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TABLE 18 (Continued) 

PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E. M.'<\RKET 

Perceived Responsiveness 

Size 
of Firm Product Line Yes 

Tiny Utility Belt 3 

Small and Holster 
2 

Total 21 

Grand Totals 

Qualified Response 
No UC=Unclassified) 

l-Yes, demand and 
to increase (Y) 

7 29 (Yes=lO, No=13~ 

Yes 
No 
Unclassified 
No Response 

31 
20 

6 
22 

Total Number of Product Line Assessments 79* 

(Y=Yes, No 
, 

N=No, 
Response 

production 

Unclassified=6) 22 

"k Sqme companies interviewed make more than one product for the L.E. market 

TABLE 19 
PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E. MARKET BY PRODUCT 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Unclas- No Attractiveness 

Product Line Yes No .sified Response 
~ ... 

of Market ' 

Portable Transceiver 10 1 6 Highly attractive 

Utility Belt & Holster 6 Highly attractive 

Court Recording 2 Attractive 

Vehicle Locator 1 1 1 Attractive 

Non-Lethal Weapons 'l 2 Moderately attractive --' 

Voice I.D. 1 1 Moderately attractive 

Body Armor 4 5 I 5 Moderately unattractive 

Weapons Detector 2 5 2 2 Unattractive 

Low Light Photography 2 5 2 2 Unattractive 

,,( 
Based on r,atio of Column (1) t~ Column (1) +(2) 
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TABLE 20 

PERCEIVED ATTRACTIVENESS OF L.E. MARKET (LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGY) 

Reporting Companies = 56 

Level of Technology 

Low Medium High Total by Size 
Size of Comoanv' Yes No Yes No' Yes . No Yes No 

Tiny 
25 3 -0 

/'\ 
9 10 3 0 15 10 

Small 
17 3 0 3 6 ,3 2 9 8 

'. 

Medium 
6 0 0 1 2 3 0 4 2 

Large I 

8 0 0 3 2, 2 1 5 3 , 

Total by Tech. 6 0 16 20 11 3 33 23 

~--r 

J~~, 

"': 

.¢ 

Size of Firm 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Tiny 

Small 

Tiny 

Small 

Large 

, .. , Tiny 

Small 

. Medium 

TABLE 21 

PERCEIVED DIFFERENCES IN L.E. MARKET 

AND OTHER MARKETS 

. Product Line 

Portable 
Transceivers 

Non-lethal 
Weapons, 

Body Armor 

Court 
Recording 

Weapons 
Detection 

Perceived Differences 

- Cash flow, pay on time, forerunner of 
other markets; mostly bid. 

'. - Size of market, small not enough standard
ization 

- Highly specialized, bid business, politi
cally oriented. 

- More sophisticated, stringent regime, 
tougher. 

- Competitive bids 

- more sales service; more paperwork,; 
performance requirements very high; 
competitive bids 

- Competitive bids; lack of sophistication 
of users 

- More receptive, critical need situation 

- Discriminating market; L.E. agencies 
(have) considerable initiative 

- Smallness of sales 

- More specific kind of market; takes more 
labor (i.e., sale effort) for L.E. 
industry 

- Lack of standards. Too willing to believe 
sales pitch; don't understand available 
standards 

- Not sure ,L.E. is viable industry 

.,. Seldom have large single sale in L.E. 
market; not a standardized market 

- It is a personal market 

- All technology; weak in utilization 

- Results (are) measured better in industry 

- L.E. (i8) too inconsistent; L.E. reluc-
tant. to assemble kits 

(Table continued on following page) 
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TABLE 21 (Continued) 

PERCEIVED DIFFERENCES,INL.E. MARKET 

AND OTHER MARKETS 

Size of Firm Product Line Perceived Differences 

Medium Vehicle 
Locator 

. d'ff1'cult' different ' '11' (1S) 1, , , 
- Direct se1ng h; k'ng diverse; under 

Tiny 

Small 

Low light 
Photography 

people in their~1n ~up and as individblic eye both 1n gr 
pu "l'tary is great company ual, ml. 1, (, 

-Can not communicate , bureaucracy; slow - '1\oor decision making, 
payer 

- Unknowledgeable buyers 

ot educated; - Don't knowcqntacts; n 
bribing. 

c cles difficult to work l.n 

Medium 
" - Budget y , " bidding 

- Lack of sophisticated buyers, 

Large 

Volume too small headaches; 

sales for marketing - High cost; low 

, d" , e extensive Ana V
S1 

,. kets as perceive" y 
I 

"s 0' f Fin 1ngs d b pr,oduce, rs, ar " , 

The problems ofL.E. mar , d mmary indicate. These proble~s 
", '1"1,lust'rat, ive list an su , " . ce there 

'f 01ng analyses, S1n , as the oreg " " ", f r more intensiv~ 
, t dasstarting p01nts 0 nO,r their relative are enumera e , .. f these problems, 
. i of the 1nc1dence 0 is no ind1cat on 

: priority. ' , ket is not easily analyzed. 
. S5 of the mar , . d The perc

eivedattract1vene", .' , f th firms interv1ewe 
' . or1 ty 0 ' e, , 

rket is attractive to a maJ " '. ) However, Ostensibly, the ma , d't unattract1ve 8 

. t 20 whoifoun 3. , " " . ",C"3,l,, f,o,',U,Jld" it attractive aga3.ns ','" "1'8") Also,ihe attract3.ve-
.. " ' ,,', , " 'Ufied (see Table. O

f the responses were 9.
u
a;, , 'oduct lines (see Table 19) many, " , '. " on the various pr , 

of the L.E. marke,t vaned am g. f the L.E. market, it was ness ", '. percept3.ons 0 
Inview of these negat;3.ve , ' .'es reporting ,felt the 
," ",. 'ty of the" c omp am , ' 

su, rprising t.ofind th,at the maJon, ., bl 20) High 'technology ~d 
' , . e'(see Ta e 8" d' , ' ' n attract3.ve on '" "A 't' lly me 3.um L Emarket was a " " "t ttractive. c ua , • • , , " fIt i twas themos a . low technology producers, e ," 
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and large companies said "yes" by a greater percentage probably because they 

have the marketing staff to do research, where small and tiny Companies do 

guess work or go by sales since.their inc_s are limited by size. As in the 

case of Hypothesis 2 in the preceding section on the R,D&E process, many 

apparently POSitive reactions to the L;E. field were qualified or tempered 
by reactions to several problem areas. 

Finally, theL.E. market is perceived by some interviewees to differ 

sign
ific

ant1y from other markets in which thGY operate. S_ noted negative 

factots such as Oidding, small market Size, aU<! user personnel limitations, 

while others noted POSHive features Such as level of sophistication, more 
receptive, atid forerunner of other markets. (See Table 21) 

In View of these Varied reactions, Hypothesis 4, ~ stated, is not 

supported, and, in general, the high inCidence of problems cited and quali

ficationson opportunities are indicative of limited cormutments of many 
producers to the L.E. field. 

Rglicy ImPlications 

Each of the problems listed above in the Summary of findings, is indi

cative·of important policy issue. They are all Covered elsewhere under 
appropriate sub-iss~es. 

Sub-Issue 5: To what extOnt can the L.E.market.be aggregated? 

Definitii!!!:Market aggregation refers to the extent to which a standard 

product can b. sold in the L.E. market without having to make product modi
fications to meet: iiidividuiil user needs. 

Ratio""le: This is an issue of critical importance. If markets can be 

aggregated, then many of the techniques of mass market:lng and prodUCtion and 

productstandatdization can be utilized. On the other hand, if users requi,re 

a n_er ·0£ mOdifications, then the marke, ",11 have th"high marketing and 

production costs associated "ith s"",11 orders and conSiderable Customer 

service. EspeCially impott""'1s. the need to asCertain the extent of mis
conceptions regarding market aggregation. 
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Hypothesis 5: Special requirements of individual users will cause producers 

to make changes in their product which will limit the possibilities of 

aggregat:ing the market, mass production, and product standardization. 

Findings;' 
" 

1) ',' This hypothesis, so far, has not been supported. Producers were 

2) 

3) 

4) 

asked whether they could generally sell stock equipment or were 

there local conditions which make major and/or special modifica

tions necessary? Thegreatinajorl,:ty 'of responses were that they 

sold from stock, or stock products with occasional modifications. 

A minority made regular local modifications. Additional observa

tions based on interview cormnents: 

1) Most companies interviewed sell to L.E.agencies from 

stock. 
2) Producers do not want to make product modifications. 

3) Most producers make product modification~ in order to 

accoqunodate the user, not to protect their markets 

(product differentation). 

In reply to a question asking what problems did thl~ demand for 

special designs create for them, most reported no l)roblelUs g 

Problems that did receive mention were time, "crear.es higher pro

duction costs and causes personnel problems", l'favo,):"s U.S. manu

facturers - since they do this better than foreignfirmse" 

ProdUcers were also asked,how much did theymodify,equipment to 

meet individual user requirements and perferences?Mos.treplied 

that they made either no or only slight modification.su (One reply 

was that modular construction permits modification and pOt,:ntial 

addition of features.) A ,minority indicatedmaJo;r m~difications 

or "made as necessary" (where profit margin permitte~D .. 

Interviewees were also asked. how much adaptation to J,l,ocl11 require

mentswent> on? Most respondedtnatthere was 'none o~;onlY a litHe. 

They were also asked how much of ,a necessity is this ':adaptation 

tc);, local requh~ementsand again the majority felt thCi,t it ,was of 

little or no importance, although ,there was' anindica·,bion that 

urban versus rural as well' as city size did require 13(,~me adaptation. 

\ 

" 

To the question of what problems does special adaptation of prob

lems create, most producers replied none. Some did indicate 

problems of time, effort, etce, that it creates more costly products 

and places stress on people relationships. Most producers felt it 

was not possible to be profitable and innovate just in the law 

enforcement part of the business, although a large minority did 

not see it this way. 

PoliSLImplications 

A few firms can make it by serving only the L.E. field. The character

istics of these firms and their products should be determined as well as 

how they differ from fi~s servin.gthe L.E. field only incidentally. In

cen.tives to innovate L.E. equipment may differ considerably between the 

two classes of firms. 

Sub-Issue 6: To what extent are L.E. products originally developed in other 

sectors and transferred to law enforcement market with little or no modifica

tions? 

Definition: Other sectors refers to any market other than law enforcement. 

Rationale: It is important to know the source of innovations for the law 

enforcement market. If mos1: major product innovations are transferred from 

other sectors,it 'may make sense to go-directly to these sources for L.E. 

innovations, rather than attempting to, bu';l'd R&D bOl o

' 0 • capa ~ ~t~es exclusively 

for law enforcement. 

Hypothesis 6: . Law enforcEmient products are usually developed in other sec

tors and adapted to L.E. needs with little or no product modificatione' 

Findings 

Based on the data in this study, this hypothesis is supported. Most 

producers indicated that their law enforcement products were an extension 

of and/or a modification of products developE~d for other sectors. That is, 

circumstances leading to the developement of the products were not the L.E. 
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market as such but products were developed because of a need -- the armed 

services, hijacking, the riots, treasure hunters; industrial security and 

aviation. 

Nine companies reported that the:lr product was developed just for the 

L.E. field and market, avery small segment of the companies interviewed. 

Policy Implications 

1) According to firms interviewed, L.E. equipment is primarily a 

modification of equipment developed for other markets. 

2) If true, this has important implications for the development of 

innovative equipment for the L.E. field, eg." it may have to be 

developed first for (or in conjunction with) other markets. 

3) These findings also imply that" measureslllust be taken to insure 

a) knowledge of product innovations in other markets that may be 

relevant to L.E. an.d b) means are available to make this equipment 

"available toL.E. agencies;! and c) methods of stimulating inventions. 

Sub-Issue 7: To what extent is it necessary for producers of L.E. equipment 

to combine sales in the L.E. market with other markets? 

Definition: This issue refers to the producers need to sell the ~ product 

simultaneously in law enforcement and other markets g 

Rationale: It is felt that firms wholly dependent on the 1a{y enforcement 

. market will react differently to incentives to increase or ch&"'lge the. scope 

of their marketing efforts than those to whom L.E. equipment is. a. sideline g 

Hypothesis 7: Most producers of L.E. equipment will consider it necessary 

to be in other markets in addition to L.E.markets" 
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TABLE 22 

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OF MARKETING 

EXCLUSIVELY FOR L.E. MARKETS 

Econo~c Feasibility 
, 

Type of Equipment Yes No Qualified Response 

Portable Transceiver 4 5 

Voice I.D. 1 
, 

Non-lethal Weapons 1 1 - Depends on support we get 

1 - Project cancelled - lost 
money 

1 - Yes, as a phase out 

1 - Product not a profitable 
item 

Body Armor 3 3 

Court Recording. 2 . - . .. - ...... " . ... 

Weapons Detector 4 1 - Only market but it is small 
.. 

1 - No, not for large corporation 
, because (it is a) slow moving 

evolving market 

Vehicle Locator 1 - Sales never high - very few 
sold 

Low Light 6 1 - Barely but less So 
, 1 - No, but pays bills 

1 - No, but there is potential 

1 - Delays in selling L.E. 
agencl.es 

Utility Belts 4 1 - Yes, private security too 
and Holsters ... 

Total 12 ,.2"~.~ 12 
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Analysis of Findings 

The data from this study tend. to. support this hypothesis • Most produ

cers felt that it waS very or moderately important in terms of profitability 

and innovation to be able to combine their law enforcement equipment with 

equipment sold in other markets. For example, out of 44 companies, 66% of 

companies felt it was not economically feasible just to be in the L.E. field, 

while the remaining 34,% felt the L.E. field was a big enough market to stand 

by itself .. 

Policy Implications 

The fact a majority of the firms interviewed founq. it necessary to 

also sell in oth~r markets is indicative of the marginality of the L.E. 

market. This may' t'eaul t in certain benefits of an increased infusion of 

new technology through a. ,commOl, sales force. It may also result in insuf

ficient attention being given to the L.E. market by producers. The latter 

situation reflects the general problem of strengthening the market and other 

producer-user contacts. 

The mixture of firms operating in several markets include L.E. while. 

ot:herfirms operate solely within this market,. complicates the problem of 

implementing any set of policies to strengthen the market" This is a 

result of the different level of commitment which is likely tl)exist w-l.th· 

these two types of firms. 

Sub-Issue 8: How competitive ,al:'€;: L.E. equipment markets? 

Definition: Competition refers to the number of firms mak:i,ug ,a similar 

product and capable of selling it to the, same llsers. 

Rationale: It is generally assumed thatcpmpetition. leads to product improve

ments: and lower prices. To the extent that markets are not c()mpetiti-lI"ie it 

is often 'assumed that these two advantages do not occur. To thE;: extent .that 

'this promise is true, it is important to ascertaiii the extent of competitive 

pract:t<;:es in a given market. 

Hypothesis 8: Lawelrforcemeht markets are' generally not competitive. 
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TABLE 23 

PRODUCERS' APPRAISAL OF DEGREE OF 

COMPETITIVENESS OF MARKET 

,Product Low Medium High 

Utility Belts 0 0 6 

Body Armor 1 4 5 

Portable Transceivers 0 1 15 

Non-Lethal Weapons 2 0 3 

Court Recording 2 0 0 

Bui,lding Design 0 2 0 

Voice T.D. 2 0 0 

Vehicle Locators 0 2 0 

Weapon Detection 1 1 2 

Low Light Photography 3 0 7 

Total 11 10 38 

*Not Appraised 

Analysis of Findings 

N/A* Total --
1 7 

5 15 

2 18 

1 6 

0 2 

0 2 

0 2 

1 3 

5 9 

1 11 

16 75 

The competitiveness of the market varied with the type of equipment, 

not necessarily the degree of technology or the size of the company. 

Utility belt manufacturers and portable transceivers producers found the 

market highly competitive. Over 50% of the producers of non-lethal weapons 

and low light photography felt the market was highly competitive, but less 

than one third felt there was low competition. Building design and vehicle 

locators fell right iri the medium degree of competition. Court recording 

and voice I.D., newcomers to L.E., felt .the competition was low. Weapon 

detection and body armor was spread over all three categories with highly 

competitive being the. most signif:i.c~.!}t~ 

With these differences according to product line, it is difficult to 

generalize about the competitiveness of L.E. markets, although 64% (38 out 

0,£ 59) of the firms res'poridingperceived their tharketsas hightycompetitive. 

It shciuldberecognized that even in'a competitive market where one or 

two firms dominate (e.g. transceivers) the majority of firms might still tend 

to "perceive" 'their environment as competi'tive. Further research is required 

in this area~ 
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Policy Implications 
Assuming the extent of competition is indicative of product improvements 

and .lower costs: it is important to insure that these conditions prevail. 

This implies considerable government intervention in markets which have 

Q~veloped on a marginal basis. This presents it maj or prob lem since the size 

of many markets is not sufficient to insure more than a very limited number 

of firms. 

The degree of competiton must be examined more extensively in the 

important product lines, so that policies can be implemented more effectively. 

More important, the extent of competition must be evaluated in ternls of its 

impact on innovativefiess, product quality, price and service~ 

Hypothesis 9: Innovativeness is a basis for competition in law enforcement 

ma:i-kets. 

Findings 
There is some limited support for this hypothesis •. Many t:'roducers felt 

that there was competition between firms on the basis of innovation. One 

producer reply was "If anything is devel~ped, it is copied/' Another replied, 

"To maintain its share of the market, -------, -~-----, -----~~, compete in 

upping the s.tate of the a~tsin the hand mobile communications field." A 

third producer indicated that there was not really competition on innovation. 

Another replied, "The companies in this field are weak coinpanies as far as 

innovations because of the types of com~an:i.es involved". Beyond this, few 

comments we're made on innovativeness as a basis :Eorcompetition.· 

Rolicy Implications 

Apparently, innovativen.ess is a basis for ,competition in some L~E. 

markets •. There is a need to identify the, degree of competition by major 

product types to ascertain its impact 011 inIlovation. 

-Su~-Issue 9: What problems do firms encounter when first attemptin~ to 

enter the L.E. market? 

Rationale: If firms ar.e to be attracted to the L.E.market, it is essential 

to know the major problems they will face so that action can be taken to 

9ftigatetheir prcblems. 
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I Size of Firm 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Tiny 
I 

I 
Tiny 

Small 

TABLE 24 

PROBLEMS PERCEIVED FOR NEW COMPANIES 

ENTERING THE L. E. MARKET 

. Product Line Problems Perceived 

Portable - Financial backing 
Transceivers Competition for larger companies -

- Get.ting to be known - being aware of 
market needs 

- Financial resources 

- Produc:t acceptance 

- Manpower, money, reputation,. specifica-
tions, 

- Competitive engineering, sales competi-
tion 

- Recognized reputation, high volume, 
low profit 

- Lack of expertise, money, experienced 
sale.smen 

- Very competitive financing 

- Large amount of capital, distribution, 
maintenance required; customers are 
unsophisticated 

Non-lethal - Money, credibility, size 
Weapons " .. Sales, voiume 

- Establishing contact with L.E. agencies 
: 

Bo,dy Armor - Nota large market so a new company 
would have little to sell 

- Not many get a produc,t; selling i.1: 

.- Mainly money 

- R.eputation, getting known, 4iffused 
market 

;. 

- Trouble gaining access to buyers 

Court .. Credibility, personal knowledge, innnedi-
Recording ate responsiveness to market 

. - IZ=. ~::::::-. 
___ ,,::::ee::_ H:i:u 

(Table continued on foll~wing."page) 
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Size of Firm 

Tiny 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Tiny 

Medium' 

'.riny 

Small 
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TABLE 2.4 (Continued) 

PROBLEMS PERCEIVED FOR NEw COMPANIES 

ENTERING THE L.E. MARKET 

Product Line 

Weapons 
Detection 

Vehicle Locator 

Low Light 
Photo~raphy 

Utility Belts 
and Hors ters 

Problems .Perceived 

- Market saturation with competitors 

- Very competitive, must educate seller 
(i.e., dist:dbutor) 

- No experience 

- Maintenance of sales volume 

- Product has to ~dapt to L.E. use, 
hazardous market,demand dries up 
.quickly 

- Similar to all c01l1ll1ercial markets, 
a large number of display models in 
req~ired, getting exp~nditures in next 
year's budget . 

Smal10.i:!ompany, can't afford best people. 
:"1 

Limit~~t b~dgets, sell at only one level;, 
,extreme rank consciousness 

, ... Not enough money for system, too long 
to wait for sale 

- No demand 

- Need large amount of 'capital; very 
technical 

I"· 
Har~lt(lJhand],e L. E.po li tical influ-
ences; highly competitive, 

Volume too small; purchasing procedures 

Develop good product~ andrepresenta
tives 

-Tight nmrket 

- Competing with major established 
company o 

Market crowded, c:ompetition 

,i 

I 

" ,.1 

Analysis of Findings 

The above list of.problems makes it apparent that entering.theL.E. 

market is no easy task. However, as in any list such as this, the incidence 

of these problems by product line and size of firm must be determined before 

policies can be designed and implemented. 

Policy Implications 

Enttyinto the L.E. market should be faci;titated so that new firms 

with innovative L.E. equipment can attempt to sell their product without 

insurmountable barriers.. The importance of new firms entering the L.E. 

equipment field underscores the need to get better statistics on the size, 

growth rate, entry and exit of firms, and their rate of+nnovat,ion in the 

L.E. field .. 

Ar~as Requiring Further,Research 

1) Analysts of market size by product line to determine funding avail

able forR,D&E from private enterprise for product development; 

requirements (if any) for external funding; and number of firms 

which can be economically supported by the marketg 

2) Determir.iktion of the extent to which sales in non L.E. markets 
\'r, 

must be combined with L.E.markets. 

3) Assessment of the degree of competitlfon in each of the major. product 

tines and its impact ,on. prodl.lct development, cost, quality and 

service. 

, 4) Comparative analysis of' the effectiveIl~,ss of alternative channels 

of distribution by product line and size of firm. 

5) Ident:i:fication of p;Ob'h)lls encountered by firms entering the L.E. 

market and assessment of their incidence and relative importance 

by product type and size of firm. 

6) Identification of the patterns of technology transfer for new L.E. 

products originating ,outside the L.E. market. 

7) Determination of the impact of the bidding process on distribution 

patterns by product line ,and product size .. 

. 8) Analysis of the buying patterns of different types of users in each 

of the major product lines .. 
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Illustrative Policy Options 

1) Dissemination of market illformation -- There, is a need to have 

comprehensive studies mad(~ of actual equipment needs in L.E. 

agencies. These probably require government sponsorship to assume 

widespread dissemination after their completion. 

2) Centralized purchasing -~ A centralized agency would be able to 

test, inspect, and recomme~nd the best equipment as well as pur-
I 

chasing it in an economica:l lot size. This would make it easier 

for producers to sell their products as well. 

3) Equipment rental One means of insuring exposure to new equipment 

4) 

would be to rent it for a 'trial period with an option to buy. Such 

arrangements may not be fe,asible for small producers and worthwhile 

to larger ones. Arrangements for rental could be undertaken in 

conjunction with centralized purchasing (see (2) above) ... 

Joint purchasing arrangements --"An option at the local or state 

level to combine purchasing· powere 

5)' Subsidized prices -- Some law enforcement agencies are notable 

to purchase all their basic: equipment needs ,much less new inno

vations.Arrangement to di.stribute equipment to these organiza

tions shoQ,ld be explored. 

6) Need contacts to survive an.d many existing companies are small 

and they need protection.. They are certainly, not given it now 

because of patent costs and' laws. If new person came in, he would 

have edge for short term un~il product, assuming i; wa~ innovative, 

w~scopied. Otherwise, am~w companywo,uld not really be able to 

survive, if it were just'gollng to, produce the ,existent products, 

, without contacts. 
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3. Information Transfer and Dissemination 

General Statement of Issue 

This issue deals with the communication that takes place between 

various elements of the R&D system in law enforcement. This includes 

communication from producers to users, other sources of information by, 

which users learn about products, communication from users to producers, 

and the sharing of information between user-so 

Specific areas of concern are with type and adequacy of information 

available, sources and credibility of the various information sources 

to L.E. users, the feedback from users to producers and the extent to 

which producers encourage, and utilize such feedback and the patterns 

and extent of user to user communications. 

Sub":Issues 

J\ ,--' 
.-:,-,~" 

Can the communication that takes place between producers and users 

be'improved? 

2) What is the usual pattern of communication b~tween users and how can 

this method of, information exchange be improved? 

3) What role can the government and other.third party sources play in 

the dissemination of information?' 

Sub-Issue 1: Can the communication that takes place between producers 
and users be improved? 

The, exchange of information isa definite problem in law enforcement 

with respect to innovative equipment o Information dissemination is both 
limited and distorted' 0 Th t· b e mos ser~ous pro lem rests in the transfer 
of information bet, ween pro'du' cers and users 0 Th esetwo components of the 
R&D system neither, respect one another nor attempt to communicate very 

extensively with" ea,chothero As long, a th'· "d· ff· 1 s ~s 1. ~cu ty persists, the 
utilization of inno t· . . 1 va ~ve equ~pment ~n aw enforcement will be seriously 

impaired even when producers are conscientious about developing useful 

innovations and users ar~ desirous of new and improved equipment to 
aid in law enforcement o 

The Producers (N=71 ) 
Communication To Determine User Needs: 

Producers show little effor,tto solicit. user input on the develop-
ment or modificati. on of "equ';pmen,t o' I th . .... n os,: ~nstances wl1ere a law 
enforcementu, ser has had st· ' , ' ugges~ons or recommendations to make regarding 

the creation of. ihnovative equipment, th'es(~ ideas have been communicated 

generally only through ,the initiative of ,t'h"'e, user who,contacts appropriate 

//7;"- "~'''-'---.:-.......-~-""'l'<-' -.-r---
(,{! A I 
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. producer either: fo'rmal,r;y -o·t at, conventions. In adai:tion to this fac't that 

most innovations are developed and manufactur.ed by producers rather 

independent of solicited user input, most of these producers (with the 

exception of some larger companies Who also actively service users in 

oJhe};: fields) also. ma~ litt1~ '!..r .'!!~ attempt .E~J~~in ~~ormati:.~n ~ro.m 
users in the fo~m. of market research after a product is developed in 

order to develop an accurate estimate o.f demand ... Few producers indicated 

having. a truly realistic idea of how a product will selIg In fact, there 

were several situations in which companies overperceived demand by misin

terpreting (overgeneralizing) the enthusiasm that was communicated to 

them by a limited number of users who were hardly representative of the 

range of law enforcement agenciesg 

Communication to Determine Effectiveness: 

Coupled with the rather limited effort that most producers exhibit 

regarding determination of law enforcement. needs directly from users is 

the general failure of producers to solicit feedback from users regarding 

equipmenteffectivenessg Unless.complaints are made by the users, most 

manufacturers are unaware of difficulties that.might arise more than 

infrequently regarding either maintenance or utilizationg For instance, 

many users of voice identification have experienced annoying maintenance 

problems rather frequently although the producers did not acknowledge 

an awareness of this situation .. 

The failure of producers to determine user needs and equipment 

effectiveness is attributed to several factorsg One structural cause 

is the separation of producer anduserg These parties are buffered by 

salesmen or distributors who do not consider such activity as part of 

their role g When the salesmen are uninterested in performing this function 

and no other formal channels of communication generally ex:Lst, it is .not 

surprising that potentially significant information is frequently not 

exchanged g A second reason is that many producers simply don't want 

input from users.. This is based on a fairly widespread belief among 

company representatives that law enforcement personnel are. not knowledge

able. Given the view that most users aren U t smart enough to know ~1hat 

they need and frequently aren't sophisticated enough to adequately make 

use of existing equipment capability, most producers .feelno, desire to 

get information fromla,wenforcement users because they do not see such 

input as havil1gmuch credibilityglA third reason is ,that many companies 
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view the law enforcement field as only mar~i:;;ai·iy profitable (and then 

frequently only when the product is sold in conjunction with other markets) 

and therefore don't see much payoff from making the effort to know what is 

happening regarding needs or successes and failurBs .. 

,Communication About Product Line: 

As expected, producers are far more conscientious in communicating 
about the equipment they have for sale .. 

most frequently adopted means of . 
In order of importance, the 

commun;J..cating abcut products is: direct 
sales, magazine advertiSing, and . convent10n exhibits o Mailings and 
free samples are 1 d a so use on occasion. Generally a company relies upon 
some combination of th th . . . e. ree most prevalent marketing approaches g A 

spec~al problem exists for the small producer. He frequently lacks the 
money and manpower neces.s ary to 

products g Therefore it is more 
communicate widely to users about their 

difficult to create awareness of their 
product listg Typically it is the small user and th~ rurally situated 

user who is most likely to suffer from this limited ab4l~ty ...... to communicate. 
In addition to product availability, many producers also make the 

following supplementary information available either to consumers or 
potential consumers o . 

standards 

% of producf~rs 
supplying 1:he 
informati~~n 

26% 

list of 
previous purchasers 

42% 

Quotesj.:m Producer Attitudes Toward the User 

instruction 
manual 

48% 

service 
manual 

26% 

II'Equipment is not useful .until L.E. groups are educated about the 
new technology and its applicationo" 

"E' . . qU1pment 1S more sophisticated than the u. sero Too often they go 
in fo.r gimmickerYg" 

"We actually seek and receive very little feedback .. " 
"The small company 

limi ted financial 
with a good product has no ability (because o~' 
ability) to communicate g F th ur ermore, L. E • 

agencies have less confide"'ce' h . •• 1n t e small companies." 
"Our company' h . 11 '. . 1S P YS1ca y and f1nanc1al1y constrained and can't 

get· to. potential bu:y-ers who would 'bUY the. Pt:oduct if they, co\~ld 
see .it g" ·1;' 



The Users (N" 47) 

User Communication of Needs: 

Twenty one per cent of ali producers indh!ated that they had 

received information regarding user. 'equi~:ment needs in law enforcement .. 

In only one fourth of thf~se instance,s was this information solicited by 

the producer; in all other instancE!S the use;rs initi~ted the exchange. 

This usally occurs thr()\:lgh personal. contact.. This personal contact 

generally involves finding the appi:')pris:techannelsof conununication .. 

User needs would be communicated more r(~adily if 1) Formal channels 

alreC:tdy existed, Dr 2) the users wet"e not constrained by their intense 

distrust of producers.. This attitude severely limits any desire or 

willingness on the part of users to express their views to producers .. 

~argelyit appears that this view is based on unfortunate personal 

experiences rather than some ill formed stereotype that was largely 

perpetuated due to rumor and misinformation. 

User Communication Re~arding Effectiveness: 

Again, there is an unwillingness to. communicate anything to producers .. 

In the area of effectiveness, lack of trust is only one reason.. Typically 

it appears that most users perform informal and rather crude evaluations 

(if any at all) and most users do this for personal information or because 

of a government requirement. In either case, users generally make no 

effort to publicize the results so that either the producers or other 

users might benefit from their experience. 

User Communication Regarding Desire to Purchase: 

Because of user attitudes regarding .\~roducers, mos t users are hesi tant 

to base their purchase on information-provided by salespeople.. Therefore, 

most information about innovative equipment is solicited from users 

currently operating the equipment under consideration.. Only after} the 

initial impressions are formed on a basis of, information supplied from 

other users. are producers either contacted or listened to seriously .. 

At ihis point other users have suggested specific producers (tonse sr' 

avoid ,so tha'tinformation is only seriously sought and processed from 

a limited number of potential suppl:Lers ... Information exchange during 

the. prepurchase phase is therefore limited to,later stages and occurs 

only among .a small proportion of potential sources of information ... 

User Quotations: 

"If we had ~n idea for new equipment, we wouldn't know right now 

wher.e to go or to what manufacturer." 

"We view L.E. equipment salesmen with suspicion .. " 

"We rely heavily on other Police Departments to learn about new 

products 0 We h~ve an inherellt distrust of manufacturers .... in fact 

one salesman almost killed himself demonstrating a poor product 

to the department. We learn about less than 20% of all innovations 

via manufacturers .. " 

Policy Implications: 

i. Work on training programs designed to improve thew"illingness._of 

producers and users to communicate with each other .. 

20 Develop centralized function (eg .. a national clearinghouse) which 

will more readily permit communication.. Both small producers and 

small users are serious'ly limited in their ability to either 

obtain or disseminate pertinant information under the existing 

R&D systemo 

3 0 Convince users (through training programs, etc.) of the positive 

consequences that would result from more readily reporting to 

others the results of·innovative equipment they have purchased 

and utilized. 

Sub-Issue 2: What,is the usual pattern of communication between users and 

how can this method of information exchange be improved? 

Most of the users reported that; they rely primarily on other users to 

learn about new developments regarding innovative equipmetlt. This dependence 

on other users is basically due both to a desire to take advantage of the 

expertise and experience of more. innovative users and also to avoid the 

need to, rely on producers who are typically viewed with distrust if not 

contempt 0 There are definite gatekeepers in law enforcement. and infor

mation on availability and effectiveness of new equipment diffuse down-

ward from these users. The advice of th,ese innovative users is frequently 

solicited and typically followed· regarding adoption, what to buy, and 

from what source. 

Most comrrninications be.tween users is informal, occuring through 

discussions at associatio!l meetings, as a :cesult of conversations with 

friehds and acquaintances in other departments, or by direct contact 

when a specific need arises o Typically, communication between users 

follows this type of pattern: 

a). Small users generally obtain information at regional and state 

and local L.E.meetings. 
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b) Medium size users obtain info~tion from other users of equal 

or larger size within their state .. 

c) State police, get inform.ation from other state police or from 

regional meetings. 
I 

d) Large users tyi?ically 
\; 

(1) buy minor (unsophisticated) equipment direct from 

producers. 

(2) for larger purchases 

(a) some buy direct from manufacturer on basis of 

internal evaluation (36/~) 

(b) some seek information from: other large L.E. 

users (Large but not re.ally an early innovator) 

34% 
(c) others obtain information from non law enforce

ment eqlll:):im~nt users.. (26%) 

Thus,there isa defin:ltepatt~l;'n to the ,exchange of information 

between users. Typically the users who neei the ~nformation act as the 
Ii 

initiators of the conununication. They generally Jontact other users of 

similar or somewhat larger size. Sma111aw enforcement agencies are 

hesitant ,to 'contact verylarga llsers. ,l,argely this is because they are 

uncomfortable about making r~questsof suchhusy departments where there 

is no way of recipro6a.ting fot the favor. Therefore there is a trickle 

"effect. Smaller departments areinfot'llled by ,somewhat larger users who 

are informed by larger ones. 

, :~~------------~-----------------~ 

An alternative approach is to have regional (e.g. portion of state, total 

state, multistate) associations. whereby information can be exchanged formally. 

Problems with this approach to communication between users: 
1) 

2) 

3) 

li) 

5) 

, 
Information is available on request. It· t till 1S no yp ca y publicized 
or made readily accessible to a wide number of users. 

It is sometimes difficult to know which users are doing what innovatively 
in order to request the informationo 

There is frequently <it;, large time delay before smaller users are exposed 
to innovative experiences. 

Distortion. can occur by user x telling user 4 what user 2 has done? 

Frequently what works well and is appropriate for one user is wrong 

for another user with different circumstances and needs
o 

6) Users are often not adequately trained to understand what they 
learn from other users o 

7) The most knowledgeable users can not always informally service all 

interested requests for assistanceo 

Quotes 

"More and more we are borrowing ideas and information from other state 
police o " 

"Salesmen come and tell us what police departments are dOing what and 

then we call the departments directly." 

"Ordinarily if the ,chief wants -Information ·11 11 ... ... " wew~ , ca. others, espe-
cially within the geographical area of the state." 

"If you sell a couple of big police departments, the small ones will 

see the pro'duct and even use the manufacturer's specs or big police 

department bid request to make their own order." 

Kolicy Options 

n~velop more ",forma·.l 'c' hanne"ls by., which ;'1sers' h . f' . , ... \ canexcange1n ormation 
on. innovationso 

2. .Make informa~ion regarding the experiences of innovative users readily 

accessible to ,all other law enforcement agencies. 

3. Establish a na:tional clearinghouse to provide information. 

" ti 
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Sub-Issue 3: What" role can the government and other third party soUrces play 

in the dissemination of information? 

Most users agree that neither LEAA nor lACP cIo an effective job of 

conmnmicating important information. 23% of all the users analysed indicate 

that they would like a nationaJ clearinghouse or some other technique to 

easily and effectivel:.',' learn what is available and how good it is .. 

Most users complain 

(1) A lot of useful information on effectiveness of equipment never gets 

conveyed to other users. 

(2) Much of the information available from producers or through the 

media have questionable credibility. There is a consensuS that law 

euforcement users need more information which is trustworthy and easily 

accessible. 

Thus, most users agree that much really helpful information is not accessible 

(particularly a) regarding really new innovations, b) pertaining to equipment 

available from small producers, c) relating to the actual experiences of inno

vative users) and much of the information that is accessible can not be taken 

at face value. 

A clearinghouse could provide information quicker, easier, and more accu-
, 

rately, permitting users to become more knowledgeable, be better prepared to 

decide whether an innovation is really appropriate for their needs~ to aid in 

the selection, of proper equipment, and to help eliminate the needless reoccur

ence of innovative failures and fiascoes. It could also reduce product costs 

thereby increasing. the a:ttJ;'activeness of the L.E. field as a market -- at 

present a very serious problem. 

Q!,lotes: 

Producers 

"A 1 d " n 1" bl d d" "t rea: nee 1$l a centra' re.pos1tory to l:i.ssem '. e an l.ssenuna. e new 

product information to L.E. users .. " 

"Would like. tqsee LEAA making, search of what is. available for users." 

"There should be a clearinghouse" for L.E~ equipment which either endorses 

,i t o,r disapproves of i t." 

"Dissemination of information about what .exists is the key to getting inno

yative equip~~nt into the law enforcement field. 

"A national grQllp is needed ••• the user wouldkrtow where to go and get 

info ••• the producer wouldhayethe benefit of having his product made 
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User 

knoWn at less' expense to himself.... also ,each user agency does not need 

to know who has expertise about each product. 1I 

"We need a central repository so we would know exactly where to go with 

an idea." 

"I would like to see a national service to set standards and evaluate ••• 

also information d:i.sse.mination to local police departments." 

"If everyone's ide.as were in a common pool; how x has worked in pract:i.ce 

so we could go to a central source for information :i.t would be helpful .... 

all the t:i.me, there are things you think should work but often don't, and 

it would help to know the experiences of others .. " 

'''Yet praci:ically no one has heard of the "t dO b exper~men .... no ~stri ution 

from LEAA. They should be distributing the report to get widespread 

reaction." 

"What we do in the name of innovation does not get recognition and we 

do not publicize it ••• e.g., you may have two P.D.s doing a similar 

innovation and they are not aware of each other, so they cannot compare 

notes .... if there were sOme kind of clearinghouse, repository •••• I guess 

there is oo .. the LEAA ••• but I'm not really aware if it is oo .. the problem 

is that lots of planning officers have lots of ideas ..... if there was 

some place they could go and get information to see if others have tried 
it." 

In addition, something needs to be done to improve user-pr0ducers attitud(~s 

toward each other. As long as each has limited respect for the other, little 

can be achieved regarding bet, ter, transfer of ~nformat~,on. Tra" " ~ .... .... ~n~ng may ,",~on(i 

way of starting to improve this problem. 

Pogcy Options . , 

1. It is apparent that alternative means of communicating are needed .. 

A national clearinghouse is one option which could provide users 

with information regarding the availability of equipment ahd the 

standards which might exist as well as to publicize the results 

experienced by users who have implemented and evaluated innovative 
equipment .. 

2. Make readily available 1;0 all oth,er users the results of evaluations 
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Equipment Item Ana~sis 

9. Courts and Prisons: ;\ Architectural Designs and Court Recording Equipment 

Introduction 

Data was collected separately Eor (a) prison designs, (b) courtde~dgns, 

and (c) court recording equipment. 

Data(l) was collected from 7 users, 2 producers (of court recording equipment), 

and 12 intermediary organizations. (2) As most of the resources of this project 

were focused on the other eight equipment items, the 21 organizations interviewed 

here are basically an exploratory sampling. The results are therefore tentative 

but are in many instances remarkably consistent both for the sampling and when 

compared with the overall results of this study. These tentative samplings, 

plus the acquisition from the interviews and literature search of many additional 

potential information sources, provide reasonably clear direction for further 

research and analysis. 

While "architectural design" and "court recording equipment" were considered 

as two separate research items, there is strong repetition in the data collected. 

Thus, the analysis is presented here simultaneously. Data more specific to one 

or the other item will be so noted. 

We may also note here that a more detailed study of court-recording equipment 

for courts is provided in the report of the Special Committee on Increasing 

Administrativ~ Efficiency Through Technology to the 1972 American Bar Association 

Appellate Judges" Conference (hereinafter referred to as the 1972 A.B.A. report) 0 

Background Information 

For architectural designs of court and correctional facilities., the most 

important theme emerging from this research is the dependence of designs upon 

the interaction of a variety of organizational, social, and personal factors. 

For example: the contract for a building design as a "political plum" for a 

local architect; legal considerations and rulings; whether the building is an 

old one t.O be r.emodeled or a new one to be built; the role of technology; the 

influence of key user personnel; perceived "functional philosophy" of a criminal 

justice system and related fq.cilities; etc. 

, W Data inclu~es main and 'pilot studies 

(2) "Intermediary" organizations are L.E.-related organizations which neither 

produce nor use L.E.-re1ated equipment. For example, NILECJ would be such an 

"intermediary" organization, as would be distributors and vendors. 
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Inter- and intra- systemic considerations also apply to court-:;:ecording 

equipment. "Court-recording equipment" refers specifically to technology utilized 

in relation. to transcription of the record of couIt proceedings. Essentially, 

court-recording equipment is of four types: stenographic machines operated by 

courl: reporters, which is in essence mechanical shorthand; compute):" transcription 

of m.echanical stenographic notes; audio recording (tape record); and audio-visual 

tape recording (A-VTR).. Though not considered in this study, a closely related 

area of technological innovation is the area of legal research (microstoragej 

computer-assisted retrieval, etc.). 

The stenotype was "firs.t devised in 19l2,,5l )"In the late 1950's and early 

1960's, IBM began working in computer transcription of stenotyped notes.,,(2) 

The state court system of Alaska was the first to use audio equipment as an official 

record~ The 1972 A.B.A. report gives an evaluation of court-recording equipment 

and its usage. 

While we will examine the innovative process in more detail below, it may 

be worthwhile noting here that several sources connnented upon an inadequate 

introduction / usage of non-court-specific audio equipment and an ensuing lowering 

of receptivity to technological innovation. 

The Need 

Data from the literature research and the interviews of this study indicate 

a clear need for technological innovation in courts and prisons, as is indicated 

by the representative comments below. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

1) "Courts and jails are becoming non-functional." 

2) "Only technology can help courts solve the problems of producing court 

records and of information storage and retrieval." 

3) "Modern technology has revolutionized business practices and has been 

successfully applied in many areas of government. Yet, although courts are 

seriously encumbered by old-fasioned record-keeping systems that are overwhelmed 

by today'svolume of litigation, this technology is only now beginning to be 

used in the judicial branch .... The results of work already completed prove 

that the application of new technology can dramatically improve both the speed 

and quality of coutt performance. " (3) 

1972 A.B.A. report, p. 15 

Ibid. 

"Annual Report, 1973", National Center for State Courts, p. 12. 
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With respect specifically to court recording equipment, the following 

interactive factors. emergeto indicate a need for technological innovation .. 

1) ••• high appellate court decisions (including the U.S. Supreme Court) 

which increase the need for the recording of court proceedings; 

2) .... the desire/need of attorneys for fast and easy access to the recordings 

of court proceedings; 

3) ••• an increase in the number of courts of record; 

4) ••• an increase in court loads; 

5) ••• aninadequate number of Court Reporters, whether shorthand 

reporters or reporters operating stenographic machines; 

6) ••• the high costs for salaries of Court Reporters; 

7) .... the potential amenability of court recording problems to technological 
innovation.(l) 

With respect specifically to building architecture and design (and also 

to other more specific technological equipment), the following interactive 

factors emerged: 

1) ..... high appellate court decisions; 

2) ~ •• security needs: detention reo inmates and safety reo institutional 

personnel; 

3) .... the effect~ of a philosophy of/understanding about the functions/ 

purposes/objectives of correctional institutions; 

4) ••• current facilities being "old" and "outdated". 

(1) 
The 1972 A.B.A. report notes "four major periods of delay in the appellate 

process", and then notes that technological innovation "might more readily and 

effectively be applied" to two of these four delay points (p.l). 
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Taking a Systems Approach 

One of the most consistent and often mentioned themes emerging from this 

study is that innovation in both building designs and court recording equipment 

needs to be pursued in the context of an analysis of the nature and needs of 

courts and prisons as a total system, as parts of the larger criminal justice 

system, and as related to other systems such as industry and spec'ific cormnunities. 

"The function of architecture and technology is to put the parts 

together, but this cannot be done without awareness of the nature and 

function of the total system." 

"The role of police departments affects the usage and design of courts 

and prisons." 

'iIn designing facilities, you must consider architectural design, tech

nology, operations (use of building~s), and personn,el in relation to objectives 

and cost/effectiveness. Which of these is most cost-effective for increasing 

security?" 

'~hen using audio-visual transcription equipment, you must consider 

technology, legal issues, and where to place the equipment." 

''While 'quali,ty transcript would be produced from a few repo.rters in a 

court environment, the implementation and preparation of a total court system 

would require system analysis, system design, reporter training and phasing-in 

and complete motivated cooperation.'" (1) 

Systemic themes most often mentioned were the following: 

(1) 

1) Legal issues 

Rulings of higher co~rts (e.g., reo the role of public defenders) 

affect building design and usage of court-recording equipment. In' particular, 

the legal status of machine-produced transcripts has not been clarified. An 

illustrative question raised was :the use of handcuffs on defendants: "Does 

this violate the defendant's right to a fair trial? (A handcuffed defendant 

'looks' gui1ty~) Should courts be designed so as to preve~ta prisoner's 

escaping, so that handcuffs ar;e not needed?" 

2) Courts and'Correctio~alPersonnel 

(See 4 below. ) 

3) Autonomy and subsequent variety of state and local court systems. 

1972 A.B.A. report, p. 17. 
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4) Relationships between system parts 

EspeCially with respect to court systems, interviewees noted 

inadequacy of corrununication bC.tween various parts of a court system, 

whether within a particulat" court or between court systems. A!:J one 

interviewee noted: "each person is concerned with what affects him. 

Thus, when something new comes along, he asks "Will it hurt me?' rather 

than 'Will it help?' ,i An architect noted a similar lack of communication 

and concern between various governmental and L.E.-related agencies using 
the same courthouse facility. 

The "parts" of the courts and prison system were variously described. 

-- "go.judges, administrators, public defenders, probation and parole 

personnel, witnesses, citizens, clerks, lawyers, bar associations, and 
producers." 

-- "Courts deal in people, paper, and cash." 

5) Philosophy (function, purpose, objectives) 

IIWhy build buildings just for the incarceration of persons 

without cash who would be released if they had it? A building is 

not the solution to the real proble'm hereft ~ d - Lnstea, reduce pre-trial 
incarceration and design incarceration facilities for a security 

function and according to the type of security needed." 

"Design of facilities should be non-repressive." 

The Currently Existing Innovation Process: Dynamics c~!!!:l Issues 

A clear and consistent finding from this study is that innovation in courts 

and prisons "is happening, but it is fragmented," and. tllat there 
are major blockages 

to innovation,even though there was some feeling that "there 1.. s more support for 
change now." The currently existing innovation process will her:e be examined in 
terms of the eight L.E. issues of this study. 

Issue: The Producer R,D&E Process 

A.s there were only two producers (1) (of courtrf3cording equipment) inter-

viewed, no generalizations can be made from these two' interviews. However, when 
(1) 

Both companies sold in non.-L.E. markets. One wits small, the other very large. 

One was quite happy in the L.E. market, the other W8}S ~ot sure the~·.E. is viable. 

Both saw the State of. the Art as changing rapidly. '.' One had done equipf\lent testing/ 
evaluation with both user and intermediary o~ganhitions. 
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all of the interviews and the literature research are taken together, 

there was general agreement that because of market considerations 

indus.try R,D&E which is specifically court or prison related is minimal to 

non-existent. Rather, interviewees felt that currently, any technology used by 

courts/ prisons is "fall-out from other (producer) projects. lI (l) A market 

dynamic noted by interviewees :te. audio court-recording equipment was that small 

producers have seen COI \rts as ago6d market for their existing products 

(i.e., without court··related R,D&E) -- with some very negative results ensuing. 

Issue: Law Enforcement Markets 

Basically, interviewees had a connnOll perception of the court/prison market 

as being best described as "cautious". industry is cautious and the system is 

cautious. The factors noted'which were seen as producing the cautious climate 

were the following. 

(1) 

1) The market was seen as "fragmented." 

With the exception of the federal court system, COUI'ts are not 

"unified~' across the country, and often .not wit:lin a specific state. 

The causal factor here is the. aUf::onomy of federal, state, and local 

court systems in relation to each other. 

As a result of such autonomy, usage of innovative equipment or 

designs is dependent upon the leadership of (a) individual judges 

or administrators and/or (b) top level leadership of a state or local 

court system. 

The 1972 A~B./J.. report.on technology noted: (a) with respect to computer 

transcription of stenotype notes: "Only seven companies came to our attention 

in thiS field; none are ready with an off-the-shelf court system"; (b) with 

respect to audio- visual tape recording systems, "only one unit has come to our 

attentionwilich has been especially designed for courtroom use." One interviewee 

noted an attempt to. contact court-recording equipment companies. About 200 

companies were contacted; 85 replied. Mo.st of the Feplies were useless, having 

either misinterpreted the request or misrepresenting the court-related 

applicability' of equipment. 
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The fact that court and prison f "J"t" 
ac~_l. ~es are high-cost, long-term 

capital investments means simply that l:herewi11 not l"k 1 b _ 
d o. " - ~ • .e y e any bu~lding 
es~gn "m' k" 

ass mar et. Rather, an architect is not likely to do more 
than, one design in his 

career -- i.e., a building in his localco~nity 

that ,these contracts are often "political plums." 
interviewee noted that "wh°l 

and interviewees noted 

One 

not all judges al;'e pressing." 
L e ~ courts ~ Deing re-designed, 

2) Courts were seen as "traditiort-ori,ented." B 1 
ecauseaw is to a large 

extent a, matter of "precedent", J"ud,ges tend 
to be cautious about setting 

precedent, whether iudesigns of facilities 
or usage of equipment. However 

several interViewees noted th t "d I ' 
a JU ges awareness of the problems faCing 

courts today is an impetus towards innovation. 

3) Court personnel were seen as lacking sufficient technological 

sophistication to evaluate equipment before purchase 
or to utilize, 

equipment effectively after purchase (Some "nt " 
• ~ erv~ewees further noted 

that LEAA & NILECJlacked personnel with a technological viewpoint). The 
I'esult, noted interviewees, is that innovation tends to 

be in the area of 
procedure (with which court ' 1 

personne are familiar) but not in the area 
of technology (with which court personnel 

are not familiar). Thus, there 
is a disjointedness i th " 

n e Lnnovation process~ Another result appears to 
have been the purc.ha.se f 0 f (1) 

o unsat~s actory equipment, with reSUlting 
problems and the subsequent development f 

o . resistance to any further 
consideration of technology usage. 
4.) Resistance by court recorders was 

seen as a major factor limiting the 
market for court recording equipment. 

,5) The court recording. market,. was seen as a "new" market e 

While the two court recording pr.oducers 
interviewed had different:. opinions 

as to ,tl1e at, tt:<lcti,veness, of th L E k 
e •• mar et, both reporte!i highly favorable 

reactiO!1S\ from actual users (cou,rts) £ 
0, their equipment e 

(I) ~T:h~e-r-e~f~e-r-e-n-c-e~h-e-r-e--i-s-t-o-a-u-d-i-O----~---------------------
equipment: (tape recorders)e 
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From a1l of the above, interviewees gertera11yconcluded that some kind 

of market aggregation would be needed to motivate. producers to develop 

specifically court-related equipment. 

While interviewees did not note. a widespread interest in innovative designs 

or equipment, several did note hopeful signs-- even if no more than awareness 

that courts arid prisons are faced with serious problems .. 

One interviewee simply ~oted that the amount and rate of change in 

the world has changed attitudes towards change. 

--The 1972 A.B.A. report noted that video-taped depositions "are fast 

becoming commonplace~" (p .. 17) 

Issue: Information Transfer and Dissemination 

There was strong conSensus in the following: 

1) There is precious little information available. 

'the. architects interviewed said they had had to do their own 

research. 

One national-level intermediary organization said that most court 

research consists of "consultant reports, small technical assistance 

reports, in-house reports, which do not get national dissemination." 

One interviewee aSked: -"Where is the study showing whether building 

designs, equipment, or personnel would be the most cost-effect'ive way 

of improving prison security&" 

"Few real studies have been done." 

OQ,e interviewee noted that courts generally do not have funds to 

,do· in-depth research .. 

Various interviewees noted a. general lack of planning guidelines 
c 

for architects, standards or performance requirements, evaluation, 

or information or gui.delines re. technology appl~cat:ion. One inter

viewee noted that,in contrast to the Department of Defense, there is 

no organizational sponsorship of innovation in the criminal justice system~ 

.. , One interviewee did note studies on audio-visual applications in 

courts in Massachusetts, and a fewer other scattered eJeperiments .else

where -- but the interviewee otherwise noted a general lack of such 

studies. 

One interviewee notedthat.wb,ile the need for court recording 

equipment ha.s been identified "too much" the results of studies '."have ., 
not been promulgated." 
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(1) 

The "Publications List" of the National Center for State Courts 

lists 32 works, only 11 of which clearly are or might be technology-

related. Their 1973 "Annual Report" lists 6 technology-related publications. 

2) Dissemination of information which is available is varied and generally 

very inadequate, either between courts and/or court systems, or within a 

court system. 

As noted above, the small reports which constitute the bulk of 

available research on courts "do not get national dissemination." 

Information dissemination is largely dependent upon individual 

leadership of top-level personnel (which varies greatly). 

One judge noted he regularly sends reports to other judges, but 

this process is not reciprocated. 

One architect had no idea what kind or extent of information 

dissemination there was· about. the (innovative) courthouse on which 

he worked. 

Several interviewees made a point to note that there are no 

technology-oriented courses in law schools. 

3) To a large extent, information dissemination is informal. To a large 

extent, this fact is due to the autonomy of federal, state,and local 

court systems and the resulting variations, especia1ly within state and 

local systems. 

4) Notwithstanding the above, ther.e do exist some formal vehicles of 

. connnunication. 

There are at least three na~ional-level "clearinghouse" type 

organizations. These are relatively.new, and federal level agencies 

and/or personnel (1) were credit.ed w:ith a significant role in their 

organization. However, one intel~viewee noted that it is .harder to fund 

a "clearinghouse" function than i.t is to fund research. Further, while 

at least one of these agencies does communicate regularly with top level 

court officials, the agency itself noted that information dissemination 

of its reports, etc .. , to lower level court personn~l is dependent upon 

the leadership of upper level court personnel • 

The impetus given by Chief .Justice Burger was mentioned several times here. 
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There are some national leve1 conferences. 

There are some publications that have carriedarticl.es relevant 

to architectural design and court recording equipment. 

Issue: Need Identification 

The process appears to be mixed. In the individual cases where strong 

leadership initiative is present, the process appears to be that of an 

identifi(~d need leading to a search for equipment or designs. On the other: 

hand, the process is reversed l.11 the instance of small producers of audio 

equipme~ilt seeing courts as a good market for their equipment. Confounding this 

issue ts the general fragmentation of the market and (particulary in courts) 

the "cautiousness" of the market -- i.e., in many (perhaps most) instances 

neither process (A or B) of need identification(l) is at work. Similarly, 

several interviewees noted that as contracts for designing new buildings are 

likely to be one-time, "political plums", architects are not likely to have the 

resources for or even interest in research reo either needs or equipment 

i.e., once again, the need identification process is likely not to be at work 

at a.ll. Another interviewee stated: "There is ,~ national apathy about design. 

There has been no new thinking in court designs in the past 150 years, and 

tradition has prevailed over logic." 

Still furthGr confounding the need identification for court recording 

equipment. issue is the fact that when innovation is considered and lor utilized, 

procedural concerns are involved much more often than technological concerns 

(because of court personnel unfamiliarity and lack of sophisticationre. technology). 

An architect noted that the research for need identification was the result 

of the dedication of c;l small (architectural) firm. 

One in{:''t'viewee noted the difficulty of ei.ther experimentation during a 

regular experimentation and also the artificiality of the latter. 

The study found a't least one instance where a state-level L.E. commission 

was instrumental in the identification of the rteed of innovative courthouse 

design and equipment. Also, one interviewee noted that the McGeorge Courtroom 

of the Future "shows what is possible." 

Overall, there appears to be a lack of any kind of central guidance or 

direction in the need identification process -- and often a lack of any process 

at all. 
I 
\i 

(1) See section \"11 Need Identification. 
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Issue: Cooperation Between Users 

This sample was not large enough to determine the extent, if any, of 

cooperative a.ction between users. However, we may note the following. 

1) One interviewee noted that except where there is a specific effort 

at some form of unification of services (e.g., in a regional basis), 

cooperative act:Lort between users in architectural desig:l is not 

relevant. 

2) One interviewee stated that some form of cooperative action by users 

is necessary if industry is to be motivated to develop court-recording 

equipment specifically related to the needs and dynamics of courts. 

Another interviewee stated that all the courts in a system must cooperate, 

or no one would use the. equipment. 

3) Two architects noted resistance from judges reo courthouse designs, 

one at the begimling of the design process (followed by later cooperation) 

and the other la.ter in the design process (after initial cooperation). 

4) Both time and political factors were noted as likely to affect 

cooperation between users (judges)aud between us~rs and architects in 

designing of bui1d.ings. 

Issue: Funding and Budgeting 

Tentative findings reo funding and budgeting of court recording equipment 

and architectural designs are the following: 

1) Generally, state c,;ourts were seen as having influence within state 

legislatures for funding purposes. One specific instance was discovered 

of the successful uSe of this influence for the funding of a new court 

building. However, interviewees generally noted thElt the standat'd. budgets 

of courts are not sufficient for major equipment purchases or for the 

funding or research studies. 

2) Neither of the t'wo prQd\,lcersinterviewed had received any external funding 

fClr R,D&E. 

3) Funding £orthe 1972 A.B.A. Appellate Judges' Conf,erenc.estudy ~1as provided 

by both the A.B.A. (research) and producers (testing). Interviewees generally 

commented that c,ourts do not have funds for studies • 

4) Some dissatisfaction was e~pressed.re. the grant process for federal 

LEAA funds. 
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Issue: The Equipment Acquisition Process 

Little information was obtained about this issue. However, one may 

note the following: 

1) One illustration was given where a test was madeo.f court-recording 

equipment. The judges involved felt the equipment was satisfactory; 

the court reporter involved did not. This illustration is consistent 

with the general finding re. the resistance of court. reporters. 

2) The statement of one interviewee that equipment acquisition is highly 

individualistic would appear to be supported by other data already 

reported above. 

3) As already noted above, there are reports of inadequate testing/ 

evaluation of audio equipment being sold by small producers -- with some 

very negative results. 

4) Two interviewees stated that court equipment is often obtained as 

gifts or is borrowed. 

5) Interviewees generally noted a lack of guidelines, evaluation, or 

standards for,court equipment or for building designs. 

6) Both producer firms did no~~ problems with the user acquisition 

process:· bidding and specs for one and the variety of "individual tastes" 

for the other. 

Issue: Installation. Utilization. Maintenance, and Assessment 

No data was obtained re. installation and maintenance. 

The 1972 A.B.A. report was the primary source of usage assessment information 

found in this study.. This report notes the following. 

1) Alaska is the only"state whose c.(~urts are totally dedica.tedto the 

use of audio-recording equipment ••• its system has ,been botl~ praised and 

criticized but' is considered adequate in . spi te of inadequacies" e The 

report further noted that the "AlaskaCol!:tt System Manual of Electronic 

Recording sets forth the advantages gained through the use of the tapes 

themsebres as. the record of proceedings ." 

2) The repor.t also gives both positive and negative evall.lationsby judges 

re.servicing o£equipmelite 

3) Reliability of equipment and trained operators are key needs for usage 

of court-recording equipment. 

4) No evaluation had been .done of audio-visual tape recording equipment. 
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A number of dynamics noted pr.eviously have strong implications for 

equipment utilization. For e?tample: 

Lack of user techno19gical sophistication. 

Court Reporter resistance. 

Legal is'i,mes e 

Possible Policy Options 
',,-, 

Implications for 'n number of potential policy options emerge from 

the tentative f,indings of this study, each of which should be considered 

in a broad inter/intra-systems contexto 

(1) 

1) Facilitate determination of relevant legal issues e 
a)~esearch currently existing rulings. 

b) Could NILECJ facilitate "test cases" to clarify legal issues 

reo court recording equipment. 

2) Provide training 

a) Develop technology-oriented courses in law schools. 

b) Develop technology-oriented training courses for judges, bar 

associations, court/prison administrators, architects, cour.t 
reporters. 

c) Provide Organization Development (O.D.) programs to improve 

connnunications, understanding, and cooperation between court

related personnel. 

3) Previde guidelines(l) re. overall missional goals and .system operations 

for courts/correctional institutions~ 

4) Provide guidelines, standards, product evaluation relevant to product/ 

design selection/utilization/assessment. , 

5) Determine relative roles/potential cooperative relationships. between 

the three national-level cl~aringhouses, NlLECJ, and other relevant federal/ 
state/local agen«::ies. 

6)~rovide/ support technology/des ignr~lated sympos iums • 

7) Set u~ national/regional cOllsu1ting groups, with an emphasis on personnel 

who (a) are design/technology-oriented and (b) are fami1:f.arwith courtsl 
prisons. 

Guidelines here should include :i.nter/intra~systemic considerations and 

issues. "Futures" research and analysis is relevant here. 
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8) Emplpy design!technology-oriented personnel within NlLECJ. -, 

9) Encourage joint purchasing and unified us~ge of court-recording 

equipment. 

10) Provide funds for R,D&E Programs. 

11) Strengthen user ability to utilize federal grant processes 

effectively and efficientlYe 

12) Research and/or pilot projects to identify a71ddemonstrate 

need/utilization. 

13) Determine ways in t-mich NlLECJ or any other governmental/private 

agencies can facilitate unification of state/local cou:r;t!prison systems. 
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1.3.3 Analysis afOther Organizatians 

Users equipment would be expected to indicate that their budgets were tight. 

Camparative analysis acrassuser agencies is significant far 

determining to. what extent a'Hlaw.enfarcement market" existS u T\1e 

premise that law enfarcement agencies share a camman abjective and, 

therefare, represent a homageneaus market is strairied by variatian of 

certain characteristics af user agencies. Comparative analysis should 

shaw to what extent the L.E. market is' segmented and alang which 

dimensions. 

In this analysis, the fallawing characteristics were examined as 

potential indic.ators af discrete target markets within law enfarcement. 

1. Fiscal characteristics, including general budget conditians, 

funding and budgeting pracedures, and use af external funds. 

2. Structural ar Behaviaral characteris tics, including capability 

for self ... evaluation~ need identification pracesses, patterns 

ofcammunicatian and caap(~ratian with other users • 

3. Perceptual dharacteristics, including reparted impartance af 

innavative equipment to L.E. and suggestians far impraving the 

diffusian af innavative equipment to L.E. 

The analysis is based primarily an the interviews canducted in 

the main study of the praject. 

General Budget Canditians 

Forty-seven user agencies were analyzed to. determine the perceived 

stringency af their budgets. This is taken to. represent the agency's 

perception of general budget canditions as a patential barrier to 

pracuring equipment. There are virtually no. agenci~s whase. budgets 
:, 

provide large amauntsof discretionary Junds . To. the extent that aJ l' "', 

agency budgets must be pla:nned, ratianaLized, and justified, all agency 

budgets cauld be considered tight .. HO<l'7ever, it is reasanable to suspect 

that same agencies would feel more confident about being able to. successfully 

justify innavative ·.equipment in their budget. These agencies, it was fe~t, 

wauld perceive theirbudgeta:s nat tightar restrictive. Thase agencies 

that do. nat feel confident abau:t;'.ibeing able to justify innovative 
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This.rationale leads to the following analysis. The response from 

the 47 agencies were caded accarding to. the fallowing categaries: 

Tight little ar no. chance af getting budget apprapriatians 

far innavative equipment. 

Nat Tig~t budgetary funds far innavative equipment are prabably 

available with praper justificatian. 

·unusualbudgetary arrangements Other 

No. Data 
(ND) 

no direct respanse, ar no. certainty af inference passible 

Table 72 
Distribution of Bud~et Conditians Across The User T~eala~~ 

User Typalagy Tight Nat Tight Other 
1fo 1 State Palice 2 2 
1fo 2 Sheriff Officers 

1 
#7/8 City P.D. 5 4 
1F 9 Largest City P.D. 6 4 
1foll Courts 

1F12 2 Prisans 1 
1fo13 Special Gav't Agencies 

3 ~~vate Agencies 
2 

Tatals 14 13 5 

ND 

3 

1 

2 

6 
j 

r 3 I 
I 
I 
1 
I 

15 I 
! ._----' 

The agencies categorized as ather have budget canditions distinctly 
different fram the a'·he ' . . 

.:.. r agenc~es ~n the typalogy. Two specialized gave.:tnment 
agencies UF13) are included in the Federal budgetary pracessandthe 

private agencies are sub-units.within relatively large private carparations. 

It was felt ,that bath these situatians are sufficiently dif:l;erent to. warrant 
a disr-rete classificatian. 

It shou19 be point;edaut, hawever, that this represents a potentially 

important characteristic for identifying a discrete segment of the L.B-. 

market. Tdthe extent that these "different" budget processes can 

accommodate innovative e.quipment, they should b 
e explicated so that 
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intervention implications can be identified. Such explication is felt 

to be outside the scope of the present study. 

The category of not tight contains agenci(~s of several types. 

State, Police (if!) and Courts (11=11) both explici.tly stated that money 

for innovative equipment is very li~ely ,available from State Legislatures 

if the chief administrators of these agencies could be persuaded to 

include such items in the budget request. This is direct reference to 

the function of gatekeeper being performed by top administrators. In 

the case of State Police, this conclusion is confounded by responses from 

two other Stat~ Police agencies indicating that budgets are, in fact, 

tight. In the case of Courts, however, the implication is clearly that 

of top Gourt;;.dministrators (Chief Judges) _ not being technically 

oriented, i.e., not perceiving court administration problems in contexts 

amenaable to solution by innovative equipment. 

The other types of user agencies shown in Table 7.2; as having not tight 

budgets are not easily distinguishable from similar types indicating 

tight budgets. For example, it was not discernible from the data why 

five city P.D. I S felt their budgets were tight and four felt their budgets 

were not tight. The important ,point to be made from the available data is 

that tight budgets cannot be considered a universal barrier to diffusion 

of innovative equipment among metropolitan police departments (11=7/8 and 9). 

The unexpected high incidence of not tight budget responses among metropolitan 

police departments indicates the need for more detailed ~tudy of 

those organizations. One potentially significant distinction of these 

agencies is discussed in the next characteristic -Funding and Budgeting 

Procedures. 

Funding and Budgeting Procedures 
(, 

The analysis of this characteristic was reported in detail in 

s,ection 6. The pertinent conclusions from that section are 

included here to provide a more complete view"of the user agencies {n 

thif'! section. 

For those agencies whose budgets are stringent, the budget size 

and not the budget process, is a limiting factor in acquiring innovative 
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equipment. For those agencies who budgets are not stringent (not tight), 

the budgetary processes can be an important characteristic, indicated 
by the variation of processes identified. For example, some agencies 

reported variations such as program budgets (rather than item budgets), 

discretionary line items, and "bottom line" rather than "line 't " 
. . . ~ em accountability. 

The ~mpl~cat~on here is that budgetary processes might b h . 
" ' ' e a c aracter~stic 

wh~ch ~dentifies an innovation-adoptor segment of the L E k •• mar et. 
This characteristic deserves future d ' etailed investigation. 

'--

Use of External'F~d~-----

This characteristic was also discussed in section 6 , but more in the 
context of the funding process than as a characteristic of the user 

An additional analysis of the data is made here along the dimension 
agency. 

of active 
pursuit of external funds by an agency. The follmving categories of responses were 
used; 

Active Those agencies that successfully seek external funds 

to procure innovative equipment. The degree of 

aggressiveness is not discriminated. 
Willing Ojlll. Those agencies that are willing to seek external funds 

but either do not or have not heen successful. 

Those agencies that do not seek external funds , Not Active 

for whatever reason. 

No Data 

(ND) 
Those agencies not certain of their status on this 

characteristic or not providing sufficient info~mation 

to make a clear determination of status, 

Table 73 shows that the maJ'ority'of . user agenc~es actively seek, 
or are willing to seek external funds for tIle purpose of procurring 
innovative equipment, with only six agenc;es . d ..... ~n icating they ,are not 

active in this regard. The incidence afnot active becomes even less 

significant when it is understood that four o'f the s;x ..... agencies in 
this category indicated they were, in fact, not eligible for Federal 

funds and therefore, did not s, eel<: such funds'. TI ,le State Police agency 
and City P .D. classified as not act;ve ind;cated a t b ..... ..... s rong ias against 
Federal "intrusion" on the pa, rt of the I agencys funding organization, 
state legislatUre and city council. 

;:~( 
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Table.73 

Use of External Funds 

User Typology 

11= 1 State Police 

11= 2 Sheriff Offices 

11=7/8City P.D.· s 

41= 9 Largest City 
P.D. IS 

11=11 Courts 

1Fl2 Prisons 

11=13 Special Govt. 
Agencies 

11=14 Private Agencies 

Totals 

Active 

4 

1 

9 

13 

1 

1 

29 

Willing 
Only 

1 

1 

1 

2 

5 
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Not Active 

1 

1 

2 

2 

6 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

7 

-, 

o 

,j 

'I 
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An implication develops when Table 13, is compared .. to Table 72~, 
72 show:'s 13 agencies as having not. tight budgets, taken to mean that ,., -

Table 

these agencies believe that, with proper justification, their funding agencies 

would provide funds for innovative equipment. Table 73' shows Virtually 

all agencies as actively seeking external funds. for procurring innovative 

equipment. Given the nature of the major source of external funds (LEM 

block grants), it is presumed that active pursuit of such funds also 

requires that the L.E. agencies ob~ain matching funds from their own 

funding agencies (state legislatures, city councils~ etc.). It could 

be concluded that those agencies reporting not tight budgets still take 

the easier path and seek external funds rather than trying to take 

advantage of their not tight budget situations. If this process is 

continued over a long period, it is inevitable that these agencies 

will not exercise their ability (and thereby develop greater, competence) 

to argue for innovative equipment b:udget items. The net results will be 

1) greater and greater dependence u:?on Federal funds, 2) less and less competence 

in the budgetary process, 3) abdicat:ion of responsibility of local funding 

sources; and 4) an eventual transfe1: of responsibility, through the 

political process, to the Federal domain for funding innovative equipment. 

~o value judgement is argue,d here. Rather, the argument is for LEAA 

and/or NILECJ to r~cognize this eventuality and make a policy decision 

either to prepare for it (by develop~~ng regional equipment cente rs etc.) 

or to frustrate the eventuality (by developing in-house user capability 

to make use of the budgetary process, etc.) 

Capability for Self-Evaluation 

The rationale for the. importance of the characteristic is simple, 

and direct~ an organization is more likely to respond positively to 

criticis~s ~f its performance, if the organizational deficiency is 

detected by internal self-evaluation than if by an ~xternal critic. 

TherefOre, an' analysis Was made to, determine how many user agencies 

identified in their o.rganizations separate units whose titles indicated 

that it mightper£orm the function of self-evaluC),tion of theorganiza,tion. 

Such namesa,s Planning and Research, Research ancl DeYelopment, Research 

(t 
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and Planning, etc., were thought to convey this fUnctional possibility. 

An additional analysis is made of this characteristic to determine, 

if possible, the user agency's source of technical expertise for the 

process of evaluating innovative equipment. Therefore, the characteristic 

of self-evaluation. capability is a function of two factors, ,the 

existence of a separate evaluation-sounding organizational unit and the 

source of technical expertise for equipment evaluation. 

Table -74 shows the tabulated data used for this analysis. The 

two private agencies are omitted from this analysis because of the 

distinctively different nature of their situation, leaving a total 

of 45 agencies analyzed. 

Concerning the first factor, existence of a separate organizational 

unit, Table 74 shows user agencies analyzed. Not unexpectedly, most 

of these were metropolitan police departments (if07/8 and 9). This could 

mean that large police departments recognize the need for a separate 

functional unit, but such a presumption must be temperea- by the lack 

of clear knowledge of what these separate units actually do. Many 

indicated that they were predominantly paperwork producers, being 

responsible for all departmental publications (including publicity releases), 

or that they were, in '-fact , federal grant managers, or other such non

evaluation-oriented activities. As Table 74 shows, 15 of the 25 

such departments indicated explicitly that equipment evaluation was 

not one of their functions. 

There is an implication here for revitalizing LEAl\. interest in a 

study to develop some organizational guidelines for implementing 

effective Planning and Research Units in Police Departments. (1) 

There are 'Settne models of effective units, but tpe· present study1.eads 

to the conclusion that most such organizational units are not effective 

for organizati6nal self-evaluati,on. 

(1) A special LEAA grant for implementing Planning and'Research 

Units in Police Departments "was mentioned in Introductory Reading' 

Materials on Planning ,and Research Units in Police Departments (see 

bibliography at endoE thiS section).. 
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Table 74 

.. __ . ~~"~4"_''' _____ ~_' ___ " ________________ ' _______ ''''''_-'--''''_'''_~~_' ___ , __ •• __ ~. __ • _ 

User Typology 

if: 1 State 
Police 

if: 2 Sheriff 
Office 

1f:1/8 City 
P.D. 

if: 9 Largest 
City 
P.D. 

if: 11 Courts 

if: 12 Prisons 

if: 13 Special 
Govt;. 
Agencies 

Totals 

Source of Technical Expertise 

Separate 
Function 

w/ 
Equip. 

,Eval. 

1 

2 

5 

1 

10 

Wol 
Equip. 
Eval. (1) 

3 

4 

8 

1 

15 (1) 

Staff 
Expertise 

(Dept. 'Hds. 
etc) 

(1) 

2 

3 

2 

1 

9(1) 

Little 
or None 

2 

3 

3 

8 

(1) Some of the agencies indicated that a separate 

functional unit existed but with no equipment evaluation function and 
, 

staff personnel was the source of technical e;wertise. These agencies 

are represented in both the Wo/Equip. Eval. category as well as the 

Staff Expertise category. The types of agencies included in the group 

are two (11=1), two (1f:7), and one (if:9). 
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ND 

3 

1 

2 

1 

1 

8 

\ 
! 
I 
I 
I 

I 

.. ~ 
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poncerning the second factor, sour~e of technical expertise, 

Table 74, must be examined more carefully. The category little or none 

indicates a lack of technical expertise. The eight agencies in this. 

category is not an alarming number, particularly when three of the 

eight are prisons. However, the category of separate function. without 

equip eva!. is pertinent here. As the footnote to Table (74) indicates, 

five of the agencies in this category do rely on staff personnel for 

technical experise. However, the other ten agend;e,~s in this category 

indicated no technical expertise. This means that of the 37 agencies 

providing useable responses (excluding the eight ND agencies), 18 

indicated that they had virtually no source of tech~ical expertise 

available for self-evaluation (eight little or none and iten of the 

separate function wo/equip. eval.) 

The- implication here is that, without such technical expertise 

it is virtually impossible for those agencies to define their 

organizational or performance problems in terms which will lead to a 

technically-oriented solutl."on. If th bl e pro ems are not viewed by at 

least Someone or some ~ in the organization from a technical 

perspective, there is virtually !lQ. chance of an equipment-oriented 

solution being developed. On the other hand, if the performance 

evaluation (and perhaps the suggested solutions come from an external 

source, the organizations (more specifically, the administrators) are 

likely to react defensively instead of positively. It seems important, 

from this analysis. to make "I b t 'L E • aval. a e 0 ~. agencies the capability 

for self-evaluation (ex., consulting services with L.E. credibility) 

and the means for, developing in-house capability. 

Need Identification Processes 

This characteristic is 1 I I ':"c ose y re ated to the precee<iing characteristic, 
which was concerned wi til the capability for self-evaluation. This 

characteristic is concerned with the practice. of sel,f-evaluation. 

The analysis of this characteristic is covered in detail in , 
section 4 • The ana1y' s" , ,loswas concerned with the question .of 

by which L.E. agencies identified -their needs ')for equipment. 
the process 

Two general processes 

~~~~ ;;:.~: --'-"':--;-:'c-7-:-~"""""--:-~-"""'~-"-~"""""":"=""""'~;~~3: 
. ,'''' .. ~ 

" .. 

i 

:1 

~ 
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were used for analysis; Process A originated from an organizational 

performance evaluation, Process B originated from an awareness of the 

existence of equipment. 

In s~ary, the conclusions indicated that Process A is prevalent 

for Courts (#11) and is well represented in the sample of metropolitan 

police departments. The prevalence of Process A for Courts was concluded 

to indicate that courts were becoming increasingly criticized both 

internally and externally, making performance evaluation salient. 

The same rationale is appropriate for the high incidence of Process 

A in metropolitan police departments. However, the important point here 

is that Process A does not distinguish between internal and external 

evaluation of performance. Given the conclusions reached on the 

preceeding characteristic (see Capability for Self-Evaluation, above) it 

appears that a substantial number of the incidents of Process A are 

resulting from external evaluation of performance, at least for those 

agencies not haviii'g aCc"esE"f to technical expertise, (18 of the 37 analyzed.) 

These conclusions serve to reinforce the implications elaborated 

above in Capability for Self-Evaluation. 

Patterns of Communication and Cooperation 

Patterns of communication and cooperation among L.E. agencies are 

important. for identifying potentially important discrete target markets 

within L.E. 

The analysis of this characteristic is covered in detail in 

section 5, Cooperation Between Users, and section 3 , Information 

Transfer and .Dissemination. As before, pertinent points are repeated 

here to add t9 the composite view of user agencies. 

Analysis in the above-mentioned sections indicated that: 

a) L.E. agencies communicated extensively with each other on 

an informal bas:Ls. Such connnunicat ions take p lace among L. E. 
c·, 

agericies sharing a. local-regional interest in L.E. 

b) L.E. agencies communicated extensively on a£ormal level 

with each other, b1lf such commun~cations take phce more 

often outside the context of the 10cal-regio~lal L.E. interest. 
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c) 

d) 

Some formal communication takes place in that context, but 

much takes place at state and national association meeting!> 

and conferences. 

Cooperation in the use of equipment is a frequent occurrence and 

takes placelat'gely among agencies sharing a local-regional 

LoE. interest, but such cooperation is on an informal basis. 

Cooperation in the purchase of equipment does not take place 

very often~ but when it does, it is 'largely among agencies 

sharing a local-regional L.E. agency. 

Two points seem important from this analysis. First, the .1ocal

regional L.E. interest factor is a powerful element in identifying 

discrete target markets within L.E.- more so than a factor such as 

a similar size. Second, the difference between the incidence of cooperative 

use and. of cooperative purchase of equipment has implications for 

intervention policies. It is suggested ~hat cooperative ~e can derive 

easily from informal communication patterns, and, in fact, they are" 

very similar in incidence. It is further suggested that cooperative 

purchase can only derive from formal communication patterns but that 

they are dissimilar in incidence because formal communication patterns 

are less frequently organized around a local-regional L.E~ interest. If 

cooperative purchase is taken to be a desireable feature, it could be 

enhanced by developing more formal co~unication patterns around local

regional L.E~ interests. This could be done by capitalizing ana form 

of communication already subscribed to by LoE. administrators, that is, 

conferences and seminars. If conferenc~s and seminars were organized on 

a local-~egional basis by associations or agencies with L.E. credibility, 

formal communication patterns could well be initiated and developed around 

the local-regional LoE. interest. Such patterns could then be used as the 

base for developing cooperative purchase arrangemen'ts anwngL.E. agencies. 

In conjunction with the development ~escribed above, the form of the 

more cooperative purchase arrangements must be studied and well enough 

understoQit"by the interviewing agency (NILECJ or a State Pla.nning Agency) 

to pennit;:£!J>mp~ consulting as one element in the intervention. 
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Importance of Innovative Equipme~t to LoE. 

This perceptual characteristic is determined from the responses 

given by the agenc:Les as an expression of opinion as to how important 

innovative equipment is or could be to the process of law enforcement. 

The question was completely open-ended and the responses were found to 

fall into four discrete categories: 

H 

~2 

Very important.- (no qualification) 

Very important- selectively (important in some areas; important, 

but not the only important c.onsideration, etc 0) 

Not .important -
or not very 
important 

Uncertain or 
no respons,:: 

-, This cateogry included 1) those who did not respond 

at all, 2) those who responded in terms of,'anether 

topic, not related to this characteristic, and 3) 

those who expressed uncertainty. 

Tab1(~ (75) shows the responses tabulated for the four ca tegories 

.Table (7'5) 

Importance of Innovative Equipment 

Use;r Typology Very Very Select No or NR/Uncertain 
Not Very 

State Police 4 2 1 

Sheriff Office 1 1 

P/8 City P.D. 6 2 3 

~9 Largest City 
P.D. 4 7 1 4 

HI Courts 2 

H2 Prisons 
I 

1 1 2 

~13 Special Govt. 2 1 
Agencies 

H4 Private Agencies 2 

Totals 9 .. 19 8 11 



• r 

't 

It i~ important to note that only eight of the 47 age~ts indicated 

little or no importance of innovative equipment for L.E. In fact, in 

four of those instances, such an appraisal was accurate, considering 

the circumstances of the respondents. The two State Police respondents 

were expressing the viewpoint of organizations whose primary function 

was considered to be traffic and highway patrol (according to the 

respondents themselves). The two prisons were\also accurately reflected 

in the responses, one of which had been declared out-dated and slated 

to be closed. 

Of more importance is the high number of users who felt not only 

that innovative equipment is important, but they were discriminating in 

their opinions~ They volunteered that equipment was important in 

specific functionS withing L.E., or .that other considerations were 

equally or more important (for example, one respondent indicated that, 

in addition to equipment, the deteriorating relationship between police 

and courts was also very important.) The high number of responses of this 

nature would indicate a rather sophisticated appraisal of the L.E. 

agency's situation. ~ecause of this indication, an analysis may be made of 

the relationship between this perceptual characteristic ando~e of the 

behavioral characteristics above (capability for self-evaluation). 

That characteristic was said to be determined, in part, by the 

organization's access to technical expertise for equipment evaluation or 

for a technical perspective on organizational problems." The following 

analysis was made to determine to what extent access to such technical 

expertise might be related to the sophisticated appraisal of importance 

of equ,ipment des,cribed,above. Table 76 shows the distribution across the 

. appropriate User TyPo1()gy .categories of the two characteristics. 
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Table 76 

Relation of Technical Experitse to Sophisticated Appraisal of 
Importance of Equipment 

Importance 

Very Selective 

Tech. Expe,~tise 

~u Function and 

Staff Exp. Combined 

User TyPology (From Table 75) (From Table 74) 

1! 1 

117 /8 

1! 9 

,ff: 11 

if: 12 

if 13 

Totals 

4 

6 

7 

1 

1 

19 

3 

5 

8 

1 

2 

19 

As Table 76 shows, the distribution across the two characteristics 

is nearly identical. Not only are the totals equal, but the user 

agencies 'represented are very nearly identical for both characteristics. 

The relationship substantiates the earlier conclusion that access to 

technical expert" h h ., ~se en ances t e agen~y' s potential for defining 

technical solutions to o,peration, al probl' ems. Moreover, Table 76 

indicates that such technical expertise' w~ll ~ not lead to global technical 

solutions but rather to a more sophist;cated . ~ appra~sal of the problems. 

e - ere ~s a need for L.E. agencies to The implication is cl ar th . 

have access to credible t h' 1 ec n~ca expertise and to have opportunities for 

up-grading their in-house capabilities for self-evaluation. 

Improvement of the Diffusion Process 

The final characteristic to be examined is another perceptual 

characteristic th d' - e respon ents suggestions for improving the process 

by which innovative equipment is diffused to and throughou, t L.E. Like 

the preceding, characteristic, this one is also analyzed by categorizing 

the responses to an open ended question regarding improvement of' the process. 
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The analysis is based on the responses from 33 agencies. Of the 

total of 47 agencies, 14 provided no useable responses. here. However, 

the 33 respo~ding agencies provided 48 discrete responses, so the 

analysis is made ona total of 48 responses o The responses were 

coded to indicated where in the diffusion process improvement was 

needed. Recall that the process generally consists of producers, users, 

and external agencie~i(LEAA, local funding agencies, city purchasing 

departments, etc.). Therefore, the responses were coded according to 

the following categories: 

a characteristic of the user agency itself. 

the relationship between user agencies 

User-internal 

User-Us~ 

User-Preducer the relationship between user and producer with 

reference to a~ responsibility or deficiency 

Producer-User - the relationship between user and producer with 

reference to a producer responsibility er deficiency. 

Preducer
Preducer 

the re~ationship between producers. 

Preducer
Internal 

- a characteristic of the producer organization itself. 

iXternal 
Agency: 

- a characteristic or relationship involving an external 

agency, like LEAA. 

Statements representative of each category are given later. '1;able 

77 shows the distribution ef respens(,:s acrol)s the abeve categories o 

Because ·ef the multiple responses frem seme agencies,the tabulation 

does not include reference to' user typologyo 

Table 77 

User/Producer Perception fer Improving DiffusieI!. Precess 

Category 41= of Responses 

User-Internal 

User-User 

User-Producer 

Producer-User, 

. :?roducer- Producer 

Producer-Internal 

External Agency 6 

,User ;related 
(27) 

Producer related 

(15) 

*Two ef these seven responses were laudatory counnents, net indications ofdef:i.ciencies. 
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Table 77 indicates that, in general, users perceive the user 

element of the diffusion process as deserving of more attention for 

improvement than the producer element. 

If the two laudatory comments are removed·, the number of responses 

c,oncerning user-related factors is more than double those relating to 

producer factors. 

This could mean either (1) users have insufficient knowledge of the 

process to be able to appraise the situation accurately, or 2) the 

users recognize their own deficiencies in the process. Given the level 

of discrimination indicated in the analysis of the preceeding characteristic, 

it would be reasonable to conclude that 1) users are accurately appraising 

their own deftciencies and 2) the 'user element of the process requires 

improvement. 

Examples of connnents in each category. The following are 

representative counnents in each of the above categories. 

User-Internal: 

• not enough money for equipment 

• we need to educate the public 

° better planning in budget preparation 

• better preparation of bid specifications 

User-User 

°L.Eo agencies have trouble maintaining aut 0 nemy and avoiding 

. s,ta te planning 

• counnunication between L.Eo agencies is most impertant 

User-Producer 

Overy little communicatien from P.D. to producer 

Producer-User 

• very satisfied with (name of producer) 

need more infor:mation frem producer to user 

Producer-Producer 

c need more competition 

° the need for producers to make er profit is a problem 

Producer-internal 

°more credibility needed (from producers) 

'manufactures only see needs in emergencies 

External Agency 

°need national clearinghouse fer iuformation 

°letLEAA subsidize the first user (pilot programs) 

• need more support for small "dreamers" (entrepreneurs) 
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Co.nclusio.n 

It is difficult to. present a co.mpo.site view o.f L.E. agencies based 

en these analyses. So.me Ihnmnarization is useful, however, fer 

reviewing the characteristic,s which seem to. be impo.rtant in conceptualizing 

the L;E. market. The fo.llo.wing po.ints help :i,n such a co.nceptualizatio.n: 

1. Fiscally, L.E. agencies feel they co.uld successfully include 

mere inno.vative equipment in their budget requests but they 

are being co.nditio.ned to. take the easier path o.f using Federal 

funds. There is a danger that they may lese whatever capability 

they new have fer 1) 'using their. present budget'pr~cedures to acquire 

, innovative equipment or 2) develop innovative budget procedures. 

2. Structural characteristics indicate that L.E. agencies represent 

discrete target markets fer pro.ducers in terms o.f 1) functio.ns 

within the agencies and 2) lo.cal-regio.nal co 11 ectives o.f L.E. 

agencies with a connno.n L.E. interest. The functio.nal discrimination 

can 'be tho.ught o.f in terms o.f technical functio.ns, such as 

co.mmunicatio.n, administrative, investigative, patrol, etc. o.r in 

terms o.f o.ffensive VB. defensive functio.ns. In either case, 

the to.tal L.E. agency carmotbe viewed ,by a po.tential .customer. 

The pro.ducer must discrL~inate between functio.ns, just as the 

agency itself do.es. The impo.rtance o.f the local-regio.nal 

L.E. interest is elabo.rated in the analyses abo.ve. 

Perceptual characteristics substantiate the earlier co.nclusion 

that L.E. agencies are discriminating, and are willing to. beco.me 

sophisticated~ They lack adequate models and assistance fer 

effecting the necessary changes. 
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Pro.ducers: 

Considerable diversity exists amang the praducers wlta pro.vide 

equipment far use in law enfarcement .'rhe interviews have shawn that 

producers differ in terms af; campany size, the number af persans 

emplayed' in the law enfarcement divisian, extensiveness af R&D effart, 

whether ather fields are serviced in additian to. law-enfarcement (and 

in what prapartian), and also. in the degree af technical camplexity 

assaciated with the praduct. 

Impartant issues regarding praducers include the quality and 

extensiveness af their research effart, their willingness to. praduce 

innavative equipment far law enfarcement, and their ability to. effect

ively communicate to. users abaut availability and to. service pur

chases. Factars such as size, market segmentatian and technical saphis

ticatian, may determine the extent to. which praducers satisfactarily 

meet law enfarcement needs regarding these issues. Befare praducers 

can be accurately assessed and palicy recammendatians develped to. help 

make them mare effective and respansive, it is advisable to. determine 

the degree af producer ho.mageneity as well as the extent :1:0. which they 

can be categariied into. a typalagy. 

Sub:"Issue 1:' 

TABLE 78 

PRODUCT AND PRODUCER RELATIONSHIP BY SIZE 
r ,-_._-

Vehicle lacatars 

Caurt ,Recarding 

Partable,Transceivers 

Law-light Surveillance 

Weapan Detection 

Non-lethal 

Bady Armor 

Holster-Utility Belts 

Vaice I.D. 

Building Design 

Type af Camp any 

Large 
% o.,f campanies which 
emElay aver 500 per
sens 

75 

50 

39 

38 

25 

29 

23 
13 

0 

a 
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Very Small 
% af campanies which 
employ less than 250 
persans 

0 

a 
22 

38 

50 

57 

61 
50 

50 

100 

I 

I 



While the sample findings are biased by the fact that most producers 

of law enforcement equipment are in fact very small, percent differences 

suggest that large company size is necessary in order to produce and 

sell vehicle locators and court recorders, that there are as many very 

small producers as there are large with respect to low' light and wea-

port 'detection, while there are greater numbers of very small producers 

(than large) making and selling all other types of equipment investiga

ted. This does not imply that the smaller companies do the most busi

ness, only that the market for this type of equipment is competitive 

enough to support the effort of small producers as well as large ones. 

Also, while not totally Y'elated, we can observe that the higher tech

nology items) vehicle locators, court recorders, transceivers) are 

produced by the bigger companies and the lower (body annor, holsters) 

by the smaller firms. This relationship is disturbed however by a spe

ciality item such as voice identification. It should also be. noted 

that this analysis deals only with the distribution of finns in the mar-' 

ket, not the actual share of the market held by different size firms. 

Clearly one large finn could be doing more business than many small 

ones combined. 

Sub-Issue 2: 

Determinants of producer concentrationiri the law enforcement field 

and producer attitudes toward the law enforcement market. 

A) Size appears to have a definite relationship to market.diver

sification. Only 5% of the 39 producers interviewed which em

ploy mor~ than 50 people and have annual sales in excess of 

one million dollars concentrate solely on the law enforcement 

field. In contrast 33% of thirty smaller companies contact

ed vlere strictly and totally producers of law enforcement 

equipment. It appears as though law enforcement can. not, by 

itself, be a larg~ enough market to make anything other .than 

very small companies profitable unless they deal in other mar

kets as well. 

B) With respect to producer opinions of the law enforcement mar

ket, of those who expressed an opinion exactly one half viewed 

the. market as a good one while the other half were very dis

satisfied with their experiences selling to law enforcement. 

An analysis of producer characteristics in table A does pro

vide some evidence of the relationship between type of com

pany and its view of law enforcement. 

TABLE 79 
Per Cent Satisfaction with Law Enforcement by Company Size 

Company Size 

Attitude towards 
selling to law 
enforcement Tiny Small Medium Large 

Favorable 30% 73% 50% 43% 

Unfavorable 70% 27% 50% 57% 

The results show that size is very much related to producer ati-

tudes toward law enforcement. For different reasons, very small and 

very large compani~;s are most negative about selling to law enforce

ment while intennediate size producers responded more favorably. 

Very small (Tiny) producers are a serious problem in law enforce-

ment. Seventy per cent feel that law enforcement is not a very good 

market and many of these respondents sell only in this field ( and 

regret it). The problem, as they present it, is that they lack the mo-

ney, manpower, and reputation necessary to 1) be knowledgeable about 

o.pportunities, 2) adequately sell their products with limited sales 

staff, 3) obtain the credibility and political leverage necessary to 

actually get purchased in a competitive situation (Le. , bidding.) 

and 4 ) have inadequate Rc,D. Many of those tiny companies have to sell 

through dealers or larger producers due to insufficient sales staff. 

Many had falsely positive expectations (due to lack of sophistication) 

and got in over theirheads.13Y contrast the small companies found, 
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overwhelmingly, the L.E. market to be favorable. This type of company 

should 'be supported and encooraged by federal efforts. 

Quotes - Tiny Producers (only) 
',11, 

"Lack of success in sales largely due to small size of company: 

i.e., the company did not look strong enough financially to 

potential users." 

"The small company with a good product has no ability to 

communicate and further law enforcement agencies have lesser 

confidence. in the smaller companies. i, 

"80% of our R,<;:D is law enforcement through this product, if it 

fails'it will jeopardize the whole corporation." 

In Gontrast the large companies are negative toward lawenforce

ment because of the built in hassles and low margin profit make it 

less attractive than other fields which represent alternate opportuni

ties. Many of those. large companies which are favorably inclined to

ward law enforcement actually base this attitude on indirect criteria 

(publicity opens up markets in other fields ,have a public service 

commitment to aid .law enfprcement). Thus, it is ironic that while very 

small companies feel that- the large companies make the law enforcement 

market difficult; risky, and unprofitable for them, the larger compa

nies are also typically unfavorably inclined with regar.d to the field. 

Quotes - Large Produ'cers 

,"The' profita1?ilityis not very good because of, competitive bidding 

"The law,enforcement market ,is as competitiv,e as, any apd the pro

fit marginissma1'l-~!!"~'"..::"r' 

"Law enfdrcementpeople' are the worst .; btly1.ng thelea.st ex.pen-

~dve equipment. • . theya,,!"e suspic:ious of ll\8rket:f.llg sales organh 
{. >.~ ':;~. 

zations)~. .:j theywon.t tbelieyeanything.,i, , :,' 

"L,aw enforcement not a 've;y viable. market. ,,-

II~300 

" 

"Law enforcement is not an especially attractive market. Profit 
,(\ . ' 

bene.:-f±ts are not great due to competitve bidding. . . . . Second 

benefits, such as exposure to other markets though law enforcement 

sales do exist." 

"Our least attractive market; lack of appreciation and profitability. 

A large proportion of competitve bids and specs requirements ... 

"Our company philosophy is service to community and nation with a 

reasonable return." ,", 

C) Wl1ile there is ~ definite relationship between size of a pro

ducer and its opinion of the attractiveness and profitability 

of the law enforcement fields, there is very little relation

ship between whether or not a company concentrates totally on 

law enforcement and its opinion. 

TABLE 80 

Effect of Market Concentration on Opinion of Law Enforcement 
Field 

Company ,Market Segmentation 

Attitude toward Sells Product 
selling to law Sells only in 
enforcement Law Enforcement Several Fields 

-~ 

-Favorable 60% 45% 

" 

-, 

Unfavorable 40/0 55% 

While those firms selling entirely to law enforcement agencies have 

higher opinions of the field, it is surprising that the difference in 

attitudes, is not greater. Due .to biases, familiarity, rationalization 

and other psychological processes one would think that companies who 

are,committed entirely to servicing law enforcem.entwould be relatively 
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much more favorably inclined. The fact that 40% of those producers 

involved totally in law enforcement feel negatively toward the mar-

wh d'· . g .The mixed reaction ket is quite notable and some at 1sconcern1n. 

of producers involved in multiple markets is far more understandable. 

. f . att~tudes' by product type indicates D) An analys1s 0 compan1es ~ 

that fi~s involved in the selling of two way receivers and 

holsters primarily feel positive toward selling to law 

enforcement whi1e those firms selling bodyarmor~ weapons 

detectors, and non-lethal (1ess lethal) weapons are typically 

quite cynical in their feelings toward law ·enforcemellt. 

Po Hcy Options: 
Better dissemination of information is needed to compensate for 

inadequate sales staffs of small producers. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Increased product standardization may improve willingness of 

producers to involve themselves in law enforcement. 

Federal subsidy of the R&D and other efforts of small producers 
I; 

. . d' f y s;gn;f;cant ~nnovations are to be expected. 1S requ1re. 1 an ~ -~ ~ ~ 

The risks of producing for law enforcement must be more adequately 

cotmnunicated to firms considering involvement. 
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Intermediary Organizations 

.. 

For the purpose of this study, intermediary organizations are those 

orgariizations which relate in some direc.t way to L .. E. organizations but which 

neither produce nor use L.E.-related equipment •. Thus, such organizations would 

include vendors, distributors (who sell L.E.-related equipment), governmenta1 

agencies such as NlLECJ, LEAA, etc., (who could becolIl~: involved in equipment 

purchase), clearinghouse-type organizations, architect~;<l), unions, univerSities, 

etc. 

, In t;his study ~ twelve intermediary organizations \(and anadd:i,.tiona1 8 

! vendors.(2» were contacted directly. Additionally, literature from other inter-

mediary organizations was researched. 

The twelve organizations interviewed reported a variety of self-perceived 

roles: 

distribution of Federal grant funds 

product evaluation 

collection and dissemination of information 

consultation 

being a linking agent between users and other organizations 

research 

From these interviews, a number of issues emerge. 

1) Questions were raised as to the adequacy of information collection 

and dissemination. 

one interviewee noted that it is easier to fund· research than to 

fund clearinghDuse functions. 

one clearinghouse organization, noting that it distributes informa

tionon1y to top-level L.E. personnel, then noted that further information 

dissemination is .dependent upon the initiative of these top~level personnel. 

comment was made about a'lack of communication between two specific 

int~rmediary organ:i.za.tioliS. 

2) Questions were raised about the adequacy of product evaluation 

currently being done by any intermediary organiza,tion. 

commented about: 
ii, 

The interviewees 

usability of product evalmitions 

{l)Architects .hav~ also been included a~ "producers" for purposes of Building 

Desi~!=lanalysis .. 

(2)() Vende:-s ar~ not included here --they are J::rea,tedseparately in the next 

sectiOn of this report'~ 
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-- anxiety regarding lawsuits if comments about product defects are 

published. 

-- testing being done regarding producer specs .. , not regarding What a 

product should do ~- "If a manufacturer said his car will roll down a 

hill without the motor on if it is in neutral and the brakes are released, 

we wol.\ld take it to the top of a hill and •• ,," 

3) A number of interviewees commented about the role of governmental 

agencies in the L.E. equi.pment innovation process .. 

a) .... two instances were reported of a helpful role of governmental 

agencies or personnel in establtshing an innovative project .. 

b) ••• several comments were made that were critical reo agency 

capabilities. 

"experts are too isolated from the need of the people .• " 

"not geared to everyday practical needs" 

"test standat:ds of NlLECJ are unrelated to user-requirements." 

"LEAA personnel do not have a technological orientation because 

the career path in the Justice Department is law oriented". 

c) •• 0 one interviewee criticized the grant process for Feder~l 

funds as being burdensome. 

d) .... one interviewee felt that "LEM has not been open and 

supportive with us". 

4) The intermediary organizations reported doing and/or collecting/ 

disseminating varied amounts of research,but none reported comprehensive 

and extensive research efforts.. Their re.search appeal;'s to be in . response 

to specifi,c requests. Thus, a question may be raised as to 

who ha$/should have responsibility for d~veloping more comprehensive 

research "bject;ives. 

who.has/should have responsibility for doing comprehensive research. 

coordination of the current research efforts/results of various 

organizations. 

The is~ues Which emerged from this sampling of twelve intermediary organiza

tions, along with comments from other interviewees of this study, str~ngly 

indicate the need for further re$earch on the current and potential roles off 

relationships between various intermediary organizations. 

Data about in9~rvieweecomments re.the'eight L.E. innovation process issues 

of this study has. 1\~rgelY already been :reported in the discussion of Courts and 

Prisons and need not"e rep"ated liere." 
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Distributors 

Study of the role of Distributors in the L.E. equipment innovation process 

was done primarily in the first (exploratory) phase of this research project 

(N = 6). As a decision was then made to focus research resources primarily on 

producers and users, only two Distributors were interviewed in the second (main) 

phase of the project. Thus, this report will suggest directions for more 

intensive research. 

The eight Distributors interviewed ranged in length-of-existence from 

6 to 25 years, were all of less than 50 employees, and were varied in their 

main geographical market area and in types of equipment sold. Three had 95% 

or more of their sales to L.E. agencies, and three sold extensively in other 

markets. They usually handled equipment from several manufacturers. Some 

carried a quite varied range of types of equipment, s,ome basically sold only 

one type of equipment (e.g., firearms). Among the eight Distributors, there 

was general consensus about the following: 

1) While the eight Distributors differed in their opinioLi.s about the 

current rate of innovation, they did not see innovation as a "big issue", 

and generally saw innovation as the responsibility of producers or users. 

The Distributors indicated that users are not u.sing available equipment 

(as cfo to a need to develop new equipment). Distributors do not 

generally test equipment, varied in their willingness (and perceptions 

of incentives) to distribute innovative equipment and to assist users in 

trying new equipment. Two of the Di$trib~tors have done test marketing 

and evaluation with users. Three did carry such uinnovative" equipment as 

night-vision, dmobilelabs, CCTVo These three Distributors varied as. tel 

size., geographical market area, single or multipl~ p:t;:oduct types sold, .etc • 
. , ' Y' 

Distributol;'s gene'raHy did not indicate much flexib~lit,yinexpanding/ 

adding to their eqUipment Hnes~ 

Futur~ Research Question4H: Are there viable roles" in the 

LoE .. equipment innovation p:t;:9cess?Wh.:ltr91es? How. can they be 
.,-~-" 

developed? WOlild these roles be cos.t/ effe~t1 ve in. cf" wi'th other 

options .for improving the L~Eoequipment innovation.? 

. j' 
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2) Connnunication is low at all levels (b~tween Distributors and users; 

between Distributors and producers; between Distributors and federal/state 

governmental agencies). 

F,uture Research Questions 112: Would improved connnunications 

improve the L.E. equipment innovation process? What kinds of 

connnunication? How can it be developed? 

3) Cost of equipment, reputation of manufacturers, and budget conditions 

of purchasing agencies were most often mentioned as critical selection/ 

purchasing criteria of users in equipment acquisition. Technological 

personnel were most often mentioned as having high influence on user 

decisions to acquire new equipment. 

4) Other than manufacturers I specifications, the Dis.tributors had a 

generally low level of awareness of availability of st~dards for 
I,! \\ 

L.E. equipment, nor did,·:they see such standards as an "important" issue 
" 

in equipment innovation. 

5) The Distributors~generally had a low awareness level of the role of 

government (inclt,lding NlLECJ), either federal or state, in rela,tion to 

equipment~ They differed a$ to their deSire for a more active/effective 

governmental tole. However, none of them attached importance .to govern

mental reguiations in the L.E. equipment innovation process .• 
if . 

6) The Dist:ributors generally felt that funding for L.E.equipment was 

adequate. Here, however, we may note that for the most part, the 

:bistributol"s sold, small cost and/or personal and/or.sin~le~pnit items 
I :;~') 

(e.g. ,fir,earms). 

7i' Generally, the "future plans"of ·the original six' Distr.ibutors reo 

theirL.E. equipment product lines and distribution.did.not include 

significant changes. 
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With respect .to other questions a~ked, the Distributors varied in their responses. 

1) Comments about the L.E. market included: 

"Small p1."oducers suffer from distribution problems. 

their own sales reps, but cannot afford them." 
"L.E. ' 11 1.S usua y a sideline. II 

They need 

"Some L.E. agencies hesitate to buy non-U.S.-made equipment." 

"It is a more secure market -- they pay their bills." 

2) L.E. market problems noted included: 

"Because city p' urchas. ing is outsl.'de h t e Police Department, 
issues of quality are often ignored in comparison to cost." 

"One problem is finding a concentration of users." 

"There are none. It is a secure market." 

3) When asked, ''What sell~ L.E. Equipment?" ,the Distributors noted: 
how it is to be used 

4) 

5) 

service 

demonstrations 

price 

ease of use 

no mechanical problems 

Advertising methods varied widely' . , 
of L.E. oriented magazines. 

including diffe:rencesre. usage 

Equipment-related post-sale services ' 'd f varl.e rom just the warranty 
to st:r:-.ong concern about the ne'ed for ff ' . o erl.ng post-sale services. 

BasicaHy, the interviews with eight Distributors indicate that the current 
. Dist.ributor role in the L.E. . , .. 

equl.pment innovation process is quite small
e 

How-
ever iJ as Distributors are . i 'f' . . ,'. a s gnl. l.cant part of theL.E. equipment diffusion 

.' - .~ process, fUlcther research is needed re.: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

the potential role of Distributors l.'n h . t e L.E.equipnient innovation 
process; 

insights of Distributors about the L.E.equipment di.ffusion process, 

esp. reo the eight key issues of this study; 

background information about the Distributors. 
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